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Foreword
By sponsoring research, the aerospace agencies have given a great im-
petus to investigations dealing with the vestibular organs, the semicir-
cular canals, and otolith apparatus. The reasons for their interest are
no mystery. Man, in breaking away from the Earth, is transported in
vehicles which move in three-dimensional space and generate inertial
forces that create environmental factors to which he is not accustomed
either by inheritance or experience. The vestibular organs not only are
uniquely structured to respond to angular and linear accelerative forces
but also they contain the only sensory cells whose sole, and indeed obliga-
tory, purpose is to act as transducers signaling forces acting at a distance :
the cupula-endolymph system of the canals responding to angular accelera-
tions and the cilio-macular system of otolith organs responding to linear
accelerations. The vestibular organs may be damaged by overload, respond
in curious fashion to stimulation outside their physiological response
range, or, within this range, signal appropriately for the force environ-
merit but inappropriately in terms of the object environment and visual
environment. This may result in spatial disorientation, postural and visual
"illusions," and a wide variety of symptoms best known under the term
motion-sickness. Persons who have lost the function of the vestibular
organs do not become motion-sick, illustrating the significance of these
organs in causing disturbing effects when man is exposed to unusual
force environments.
There are particularly good reasons why NASA should be interested in
the labyrinthine organs inasmuch as the otolith apparatus is deafferented
(suppressed) in weightlessness. Exposure in a rotating environment re-
sults in unusual patterns of canalicular stimulation when a person rotates
his head out of the axis of rotation of the vehicle. It is quite appropriate,
therefore, that NASA from time to time sponsor a meeting that serves a
dual purpose in bringing together the investigators under the eyes of the
administrators.
The striking feature of this symposium was not the presentation of
facts, important though they were, but the enthusiasm of the participants.
This spirit, unfortunately, cannot be captured from a reading of the
proceedings. Nor can the proceedings reflect adequately either the great
scope of investigations now underway or the numerous problems still
awaiting investigation. Rather, the proceedings might be regarded as
a series of vignettes, usually reportorial but sometimes polemical in nature,
contributing only a limited number of restricted views of the entire
picture.
Inasmuch as all presentations were by invitation, the manuscripts remain
as submitted except for minor changes that leave unaltered the meaning
of the author. Any editorial temptatitm to pluck motes from the eye of a
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colleague has been resisted. This also applies to the discussions which, with
one or two exceptions, were edited by the participants.
The initial stimulus for this meeting was provided by Eugene Konecci
at the time of the dedication of the vestibular laboratory at the U.S. Naval
School of Aviation Medicine. He suggested the date, place, and the em-
phasis on participation by those sponsored by aerospace agencies or in-
dustry. After Dr. Konecci moved to the Space Council, NASA implemen-
tation fell into the willing hands of Walton Jones who joins me in ac-
knowledging the help of many persons of good will and good capabilities.
ASHTON GRAYBIEL
U.S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine
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Welcome
JAMES L. HOLLAND
U. S. Naval A vialion Medical Center
It is appropriate, I believe, to use this
forum for making two additional comments:
first, in recognition of the splendid support
we have received from NASA, and second,
to acknowledge the farflung congenial rela-
tionships we have with other investigators
and institutions they represent.
Although we have been interested in
vestibular problems as far back as I can re-
member, it was a relatively small effort
carried on as best we could under our budget-
ary restrictions. The support we have re-
ceived from NASA has made a great impact
and accounts for the increased activity and
scientific output from the vestibular labo-
ratory. I should like to take this opportunity
to acknowledge this aid and to thank the
NASA representatives here in attendance.
If a star were placed beside the names
of those here who have collaborated with
us in furthering our vestibular program, it
would be impressive although incomplete.
Some of the l)ioneers are here: Dr. Clark,
Dr. Mann, and Dr. Johnson. I will not at-
tempt to list the present collaborators by
name, but they constitute a wide representa-
tion from the Air Force, Army, Canadian
Defence Medical Laboratories, the British
RAF and Navy, a number of European and
Stateside universities, and industry. Speak-
ing selfishly, we gained a great deal from this
cross-fertilization, and, speaking unselfishly,
we have shown a willingness to share our
ideas, dollars, and facilities.

Opening Remarks
WALTON L. JONES
Ilcadquarlcrs, National Acronautic._ and Space Admini._lralion
l)r. Graybiel and the naval personnel at
Pensacola have been studying vestibular
physiology and disorientation problems for
()vet" 20 years. Much of this work was di-
rected toward the aviator's problems in mili-
tary aircraft. With this background, the
availability of a highly skilled staff, and
unique facilities with on-going related work,
it was lo._xical for NASA to turn to Dr. Gray-
biel and ask for his assistance in the study of
vestibuhtr problems posed by manned space
flight.
This meeting represents the fulfillment of
a need recognized by many to bring together
investigators, especially those supported by
NASA and DOD, working on the solution
of vestibular problems posed by manned
space flights. These problems appear to fall
into two categories; namely, the prevention
of vestibular disturbances in weightlessness,
and the possible need to generate artificial
gravity.
The disturbing symptoms experienced in
weightlessness require much detailed study.
We are fortunate that the present age has
made available many new disciplines and
new techniques which may be brought to
bear on this problem. Most experts, I be-
lieve, are convinced that we will solve these
problems; but, we will not be absolutely
sure until we have conducted some experi-
ments in orbit under the weightless condi-
tion for considerable time.
The second problem arises out of the pos-
sibility that artificial gravity will be needed.
This is not the place to debate the pros and
cons of this possibility but for you to tell us
what provisions should be made if the need
eventuates. In orbiting spacecraft, a con-
stant level of artificial gravity can be pro-
vided only by the generation of centripetal
force either by rotation of the entire space-
craft or by what amounts to a human centri-
fuge. It would seem as if we must make pro-
vision for either or both if we keep in mind
the requirement for fitness aloft and the
greater requirement for fitness on a reentry.
The two mutually dependent problems re-
quiring solution are how much artificial
gravity is needed and how does one prevent
any undesirable side effects.
From the standpoint of those charged
with the responsibility of insuring that the
problems are solved, the question arises as to
how best this can be accomplished, keeping in
mind time-stress and, contrary to what
people think, dollar-stress. I am hopeful that
additional guidelines will appear out of the
deliberations of this symposium. Indeed, it
will be a disaf)pointment if this is not the
ease. Although we have a fine appreciation
of the desire and need for basic background
information, we request that the same appre-
ciation is generated for our need to furnish
sFecific engineering data at specific points in
time.

SESSION I
Chairman: WALTON L. JONES
Headquarters, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cochairman: ROBERT MAYNE
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation

Ultrastructural Studies of the Labyrinth in Squirrel Monkeys
HEINRICH H. SPOENDLIN
Unirersity of Zurich, Su'itzerland
All sensory epithelia of the vestibular
labyrinth show basically the same structure.
They consist of the sensory cells imbedded
in supporting cells, the nerve fibers and nerve
endings, and finally of a specific suprastruc-
ture such as the ctlpula and the otolithic
membrane which can be considered as a
mechanical device to transform a particular
form of energy into the stimulating mech-
anism of the sensory elements. This stim-
ulating mechanism most probably is a
sheering motion between suprastructure and
sensory epithelia producing a deviation of
the sensory hairs (B@6sy 1952, Loewenstein
1955).
The ultrastructure of the vestibular sen-
sory epithelia has been studied by many
authors (Wers_ill 1956, EngstrSm and
Wers_ill 1958, Bairati 1960, Friedmann
1963, EngstrSm, Ades, and Hawkins 1962,
Flock and Wers_tll 1962, Spoendlin 1964,
Flock 1965). Two types of hair cells can
clearly be distinguished: The type I hair cell
has the shape of a bottle and with the ex-
ception of the apical parts is surrounded
by a nerve chalice (fig. 1). The type II
hair cell shows, however, an irregular cylin-
drical shape and is in contact with several
sm_Lll nerve endings (fig. 2). Both cell types
are found over the entire surface of the
maculae and cristae. The type I hair cells
are, however, particularly concentrated in
the central part of the maculae and on the
vertex of the cristae. The zone of concen-
trated type l hair cells in the maculae seems
to correspond with the "striola" which was
described earlier by Werner as a band going
Figure 1.--Httir cell t!tp¢' I IHCI) ._.rro.t.l('d cow-
pletely by a nerve chalice (NC). On either side is
et kair ('ell ¢!lpe 1l (HCII). Ot_ tke ri!lkt-k.t_d
side the nerve chalice is in direct c_)ntact wittl the
hair cell type 1 and the hair cell type I1 which is
not freq_tc_tly observed. Supporting cclls (S) fill
m_t tke ._'pttc.s b,,twee_ tke se_._'ory c( lls.
slightly curved through the middle of the
maculae, where the sensory cells are espe-
cially large, and all supporting cells close to
the bottom of the epithelium.
In this report I would like to concentrate
on a few questions of the ultrastructural or-
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horizontal canal
vertical canal
Figure &--Schematic representation of Ewald's find-
ing in pigeons: Utriculopetal deviations of the
cupula in the horizontal canal have a greater effect
th_n eq_lal utric_dof_tgal deviations. Reversed pat-
tern in the vertical canals where utriculofugal
eupula deviations have a greater effect.
Figure 2.--Irregular cylh_drical hair cell type II
(HCll) in contact with sct, eral i_diriduaI nerve
endings (NE). Supporting cells (S). The very
dense cytoplasm of the hair cell is obvious.
ganization of the vestibular sensory epithelia
which might be brought into a certain rela-
tion to the functional behaviour of thcse sen-
sory receptors. In the last century Ewald
(1892) established, on the basis of careful
physiological experiments in pigeons, certain
rules according to which the semicircular
canals are functioning. Since then those
rules have been known as the second law
of Ewald which states that, in the lateral
semicircular canal, an ampullopetal stimula-
tion has a much stronger effect than an
ampullofugal cupula deviation (fig. 3). In
the vertical canals this condition is reversed.
Two basic features of the cristae are ex-
pressed in this law :
1. The receptors of the semicircular canals
are direction specific.
2. There is a quantitative difference in the
response to equal ampullopetal and ampul-
lofugat stimulation.
Such a directivity and an asymmetric
mode of action of the vestibular sensory
epithelia should be expected to express itself
somehow in their structural organization.
The direction specificity as a basic func-
tional feature is probably based on a struc-
tural polarization of those sensory epithelia,
which is clearly visible at the level of the sen-
sory hairs. At the apex of each sensory cell
there is a great number of sensory hairs with
increasing length from one side of the cell
surface to the other, comparable to organ
pipes measuring from 1 micron to approxi-
mately 12 microns in the maculae and much
more in the cristae (fig. 4). Wers_ill (1956)
was the first to show that the sensory cells
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?
Figure 4.--,Nen._'or!! hairs of a hair cell type I (HC I)
e_ul a hair cell t!]p¢ II (HCII). Tl_e stereoeilia
(St) are arranged like organ pipes on the surface
of the sensory cell. Kinocilium in cross section
(K). Additional centriole in hair cell type I (Ce).
of the crista contain two types of sensory
hairs, the stereocilia and kinocilium-like
processes very similar to motile cilia of the
respiratory tract.
In horizontal sections through the sen-
sory hairs we see that each vestibular sen-
sory cell of a macula or crista indeed carries
from 60 to 100 stereocilia and one kinocilium
in a strict geometrical arrangement (fig. 5).
The stereocilia are morphologically defined
as homogeneous, clublike, and as rather stiff
rods emerging from the cuticular plate where
they are anchored with small roots which
penetrate usually through the entire thick-
ness of the cuticula (fig. 6).
The kinocilium is the longest of the sen-
sory hairs. It seems to be much more flexible
than the stereocilia and it is always next to
the longest of stereocilia. It originates from
a specific basal body in a cuticula-free area
of the cell surface (fig. 7). In transverse
sections the typical pattern with nine pe-
Figure 5.--Horizo_tal seetio_ thro_gh the se_sory
hair bundle of one sensory cell. The stereocilia
(St) arc geometrically arranged in form of a hcx-
agonal packing. On one side of the stereocilia
bundle is the kinocilium (K) with its typical nine
peripheral and tn,o ce_tral filantc_tts.
ripherally arranged double tubular filaments
and two centrally located single tubular fila-
ments is evident (fig. 5). This typical nine
plus two pattern is found in all kinocilia
wherever they exist in all kinds of tissues
and animals, such as, for instance, in the res-
piratory epithelia, in the oviduct, or in uni-
cellular flagellates. The filaments of the
kinocilium extend into the basal body where
they assume a triple tubular shape and ap-
pear in a spiral arrangement (fig. 7). Such
basal bodies reveal an almost identical struc-
ture with the centrioles. The great impor-
tance of the centrioles in the organization of
every cell and the concept that the basal
bodies of kinocilia and centrioles are ho-
mologous structures certainly justify the as-
sumption that the kinoeiliar basal body in
the vestibular sensory cell represents im-
portant _enters, which might be related to "_
functional polarization of the cell.
The kinocilium is, as mentioned above, a
very elementary structure found in almost
identical forms in many different tissues of
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Figure 6.--Se_sory hairs of two se_tsory cells. Stcrc-
ocilia (St) appear as stiff chub-like, rather homo-
gencoi_s rods which are at_ehored in the cuticular
plate (C) with small rootlets (R) which _sually
peTtetrate through e_tire thickness o.f cl_ticnlar
plate. KSwcHinm (K) seems to be a much _nore
flexible structure. Betwee,_ the sc¢lsory cells are
s_pportb_g cells (S) which have microvili (V) at
._urfacc of sensory epithelia.
all animals. Its primary role seems to con-
sist of motility as is expressed in its name.
In certain situations, however, its motility is
very unlikely and it may have quite a dif-
ferent functional significance. Thus kinocilia
are found not only in many types of paren-
chymatous tissues (Barnes 1961, Dahl 1963)
but also in many types of sensory cells such
as the rod cells of the retina, the olfactory
sensory epithelium, or sensory organelles in
primitive unicellular animals (Wolken 1956).
This certainly suggests that the kinocilia
might play an active role in sensory systems.
The assumption that the kinocilium with
its basal bodies indicates a functional polari-
zation of the sensory cells gets further sup-
port from the spatial arrangement of the
kinocilia in relation to the stereocilia over
the entire sensory epithelium. In horizontal
sections through sensory epithelia just above
the surface of the cell all the bundles of sen-
Figure 7.--Se_lsory hairs of a mac,lar sc_sory cell
with stereocilia (St) and one kinocilium (K)
which originates front a basal body (B) from a
c.tie,la-frce area of the cell s,rface. C'_tic_da
with roots of stereocilia (C). Inset at lower right
shows a horizontal section through a basal body at
high mag_tification where spiral arra_gcment of
triple t,l,d.r sb_pcd fih_m_._Hs is clearly _'isibh'.
sory hairs are transversely cut, and their
spatial arrangement can be studied (fig. 8).
In most.of the sensory cells in one area the
kinocilia are always found on one and the
same side of the stereociliar bundles. They
originate from the same pole of the cellular
surface. Such a uniform polarization was
shown by Loewenstein and Wers_ill (1959)
in the cristae of fish and a bidirectional
polarization in the lateral line organ of fish
by Flock and Wers_ili (1962) and Flock
(1965).
We investigated the polarization of the
vestibular sensory hairs of the entire surface
of the cristae and maculae in mammals such
as guinea pigs, cats, and monkeys with phase
contrast microscopy which allows us to study
large surfaces in one section. Since the
morphology of the sensory hairs is well
ULTRASTRUCTURAL STUDIES OF THE LABYRINTH IN SQUIRREL MONKEYS 11
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Figure 8.--Horizontal section thrmcgh a number of
sensory hair bundles of a crista of a monkey.
Kinocilia (K) are always fouled on same side of
stercociliar bumlles (St) indicating a ,morpholog-
ical polarization of se_lsory cells.
known from electronmicroscopic investiga-
tions, the kinocilia can be recognized as
dark spots and differentiated from the
stereocilia in about 1-micron-thick sections in
phase contrast microscopy (fig. 9). This,
however, is only possible in horizontal sec-
tions at the level of the cell surface or
slightly above it where either the basal body
of the kinocilium is visible or where the
kinocilium as such is conspicuous by being
much thicker at this level than the neighbour-
ing stereocilia. More distally, the cilia are
no longer discernible.
In the cristae the kinocilia of all sensory
cells are found on one and the same side of
the hair bundles or the cell surface. The sen-
sory hairs are therefore uniformly polar-
ized. In the cristae of the horizontal canal
the kinocilia always are at the utrieular pole
of the surface of the sensory cell. In the
Figure 9. l'hasc (,_)_trast pictt_rc of a horizo_ttol
sectio_* thrmtgh surface of a macula of a monkey
showb_g stereociliar bundlcs (SB) each with one
kinocili_tm (K) as a black spot on o_e and the
same side of stereociliar bundle.
crista of both vertical canals they are, how-
ever, always at the distal pole of the cell
surface (fig. 10). The reversed functional
pattern of horizontal and vertical crista as
it is shown in Ewald's law is therefore re-
lated to a reversed morphological polariza-
tion of the sensory hairs.
In electrophysiological experiments Loew-
enstein and colleagues (1940, 1955), were
able to confirm and elucidate Ewald's law a
little further. In the majority of single sen-
sory units they found a spontaneous ac-
tivity. In the lateral ampulla this activity
was increased with ampullopetal and de-
creased to a lesser extent with ampullofugal
stimulation• In the vertical ampullae the
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I_ UTRICULOPETAL
_Ical cr/sta
Figure lO.--Schematic representation of orientation
of kinocilia in cristae of semicircular canal. In
horizontal eristae all kinocilia are always oriented
toward _tricle whereas in vertical canals they are
oriented azvay from utricle.
create a hyperpolarization of the sensory
epithelium and a decreased nervous activity.
In the maculae the situation appears to be
more complex. The sensory hairs are some-
what shorter than in the cristae but other-
wise have an identical structure. The kino-
cilia are also uniformly polarized over wide
areas. However, the direction of polariza-
tion differs for different parts of the maculae
(fig. 11). In reconstruction of the macular
surface by means of horizontal serial sec-
tions we find that the directions of polariza-
tion spread fanlike from the medial and
anterior part of the macula up to a curved
boundary line beyond which the polarization
of the sensory hairs is reversed. The kino-
cilia on either side of this dividing line are
facing each other (fig. 12).
Although the great majority of the sen-
sory hairs in one area of the maculae are
polarized in the same direction, there is
always a certain number of sensory cells
with different polarization of their sensory
hairs, as illustrated in the following table :
pattern is reversed in accordance with the
second law of Ewald.
A similar directional behaviour of the
cristae was found by Trincker who studied
the resting potential in the ampullae of
guinea pigs. He found that a utriculopetal
cupula deviation in the horizontal ampulla
always results in a depression of the resting
potential, whereas a utriculofugal deviation
increases this potential. Here again the pat-
tern was reversed in the vertical ampullae.
Such a direct relation between the arrange-
ment of the kinocilia and the function of the
sensory cell shows that the kinocilium as
such is an important structure for the sen-
sory cell stimulation. A deviation of the
sensory hairs in the direction of the kino-
ciliar pole would, according to Trincker's in-
terpretation of his own findings, produce a
depolarization of the sensory epithelium and,
therefore, an increased nervous activity as
found by Loewenstein and Sand (1940). A
deviation of the sensory hairs away from the
kinociliar pole, on the other hand, would
Direction of polarization
Anterior
Lateral
Posterior
Medial
Section
I II III
1 1 14
6 15 5
35 2 1
3 0 1
LATERAL ",..,
R
POSTERIOR_ MEDIA:',,
Figure ll.--Sche_tatic represe_ttation o/ polariza-
tion pattern o/ sensory cells in mac_da utriculi o/
guinea pig. Arrows indicate the direction o/polar-
ization showing how it spreads fanlike from one
side of m.cMa ap to a certai_t line beyond which
polarization is reversed. Kinocilia on either side
o/ this dividing line are facing each other.
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Figure 12.--Schcn_atic drawing showing how recon-
str_tction of s_¢rface o/ macula utriculi was done
with serial sections of horizontal and inclined part
o/macula. Since surface of the macula utriculi is
not entirely fiat, each section of the serial sections
hits actual surface of the sensory epithelium along
a certain line which is indicated in this drawing
by the fine curved lines. Arrows indicate direction
of polarization of kinocilinm as evaluated in each
section with aid of phase contrast microscopy.
Each column represents the number of sen-
sory cells in one section which have been
counted and sampled according to the direc-
tion of their kinocilia. Each section shows a
different direction of polarization. On some
occasions we even observe sensory cells
where the kinocilium is not polarized, all
being in the middle of the stereociliar bundle
{fig. 13). All possible directions of polariza-
tion are represented in one macula utriculi.
A different pattern of polarization is ob-
served in the macula sacculi (fig. 14). Here
too we find a curved dividing line going
through the entire sensory epithelia on
either side of which the polarization of the
sensory hairs is opposite. Here, however,
the kinocilia are not facing each other as in
the macula utriculi but are facing away from
Figure 13.--Horizo_tal section thro_gh some sen-
sory hair bundles of a macula utriculi showing two
examples of an unusual position of kinoeilium
more or less in center of a stereociliar bundle
(Kc). All other kinoeilia are oriented in same
direction (K).
SUPERIOR
INFERIOR
//
l/t;
O_
ill
7///
Figure 14.--Schematic representation of polariza-
tion pattern of sensory cells in mac_da sacculi of
guinea pig. Here polarization is again reversed
along a certain line going through entire maeular
s_rface (imticated as dotted line). In contrast to
mac_da _driculi kinoci_ia on either side of this
boundary line are not facing each other but facing
away from each other.
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each other. Not all directions of polarization
are represented in the macula sacculi. The
sensory cells are mainly polarized to approxi-
mately equal parts in antero-inferior and
postero-superior direction.
It is very striking that the site of the
dividing line of sensory hair polarization in
the macula utriculi and sacculi seems to cor-
respond fairly well with the site of the
striola, that special zone in the center of the
macula described by Werner. It might well
be that here we are dealing with a partic-
ularly sensitive and well-developed zone in
the sensory epithelium. Furthermore, we
find a similar structural pattern within the
otolithic membrane insofar as large otoliths
in the distal part of the macula utriculi can
be distinguished from smaller ones in the
proximal and medial part of the macula.
The boundary line between the two kinds of
otoliths again corresponds roughly with the
curved line of a reversed polarization of the
striola of Werner. Similar differences in the
oto]iths have been reported by Lorento de
N6 (1926) and Werner (1940).
If we assume that, in the macula, the same
mechanism of hair cell stimulation is taking
place as in the cristae, a positive stimulation
with increased nervous activity will always
arise when the sensory hairs are deviated
toward the kinociliar pole of the sensory
cell. Since all four directions of polarization
are represented in one macula utriculi, we
would expect that one macula would be able
to respond to rectilinear accelerations in all
directions. This is in perfect agreement with
the electrophysiological findings of Loew-
enstein and Roberts (1951). According to
their results, one single macula utriculi re-
sponds to tilting from normal position
around all horizontal axes. A single func-
tional unit, however, will have its maximum
positive and negative response to tilting
around one specific horizontal axis, exactly
as we would expect it from its morphological
polarization.
There is certainly much morphological
evidence that the kinocilium plays an im-
portant role in the receptor mechanism of
the vestibular sensory cell. The basic struc-
tural identity with motile kinocilia, as for
instance in the respiratory epithelium, has to
be kept in mind. Active movements of motile
kinocilia are strictly directional, beating al-
ways in the same direction. Those move-
ments are evoked by a stimulation which
spreads throughout the cilium. It is possible
that in the case of the sensory epithelia, we
are dealing with a reversed mechanism. The
passive movement of the kinocilium in the
correct direction would cause a stimulation,
as already suggested by Loewenstein and
Wers_ill (1959). Even the asymmetric in-
trinsic structure of the kinociliurn denotes
a directional function. The odd number of
nine peripheral tubular filaments in the
kinocilium might be the basis and the condi-
tion for direction-specific function.
However. we have to be careful not to go
too far in our interpretation. On one hand,
Figure 15.--ftovizontal section through the c_tieular
plate (CH) of an outer hair cell of the organ of
Corti in e_n adult cat with its typical opening in
the cnticular plate on one side of the cellular sur-
face (0) where we would expect a kinoeiliar basal
body in vestibular se_sory cells. In this cochlear
hair cell kinociliar basal body is lacking however.
In each s_pporting cell iS), however, one or two
h.._al bodies {B) are elea_'ly visible.
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Figure 16.--Horizontal section through a typical
kinociliar basol body (B) with its associated cen-
triole (Ce) of a supporting cell in macula. Typical
striated rootlets (R) which are usually associated
with those basal bodies in supporting cells.
the cochlear sensory cells which are stimu-
lated by the same type of sheering motion
have no kinocilia and in some species, as for
instance the cats, not even isolated kinociliar
basal bodies (fig. 15). On the other hand,
each supporting cell contains also a modified
kinocilium with a typical basal body and
usually an associated centriole (fig. 16).
Such basal bodies appear to be very elemen-
tary structures and are not necessarily and
directly involved in the receptor mechanism
(compare EngstrSm et al., 1962). We
believe, however, on the basis of the correla-
tion of functional and morphological polari-
zation of the sensory cells, that the fully
developed kinocilia of the vestibular sensory
cells are important for their excitation. The
stimulating sheering motion is very slow
and monophasic in the vestibular receptors
as compared with the cochlea. This might
be the reason why the vestibular sensory
cells are provided with a kinocilium where-
as in the cochlear receptors it is not needed.
It is more difficult to find a structural
basis for the second feature in Ewald's law,
that is, the quantitative difference between
equal ampullofugal and ampullopetal cupula
deviations. Again it was Loewenstein and
his colleagues (1956) who found an explana-
tion for this phenomenon on an electro-
physiological basis. They found essentially
two types of sensory units, ones with and
others without spontaneous activity at rest.
The spontaneous active receptors represent
the majority, but there is also a considerable
number of spontaneously silent units. Utric-
ulopetal stimulation in the lateral ampulla
increases not only the activity of the sponta-
neously firing units but also activates the
spontaneously silent units which appear to
have a higher threshold. Utriculofugal stim-
ulation, however, reduces the activity of
spontaneously silent receptors. Thus, the
total deviation from the resting activity is
stronger with utriculopetal stimulation than
with utriculofugal stimulation in the area of
the lateral ampulla and vice versa in the
case of the vertical ampullae. Between those
two types of sensory receptors transitional
types are also found (fig. 17).
At first thought it would be tempting to
correlate those two types of sensory units,
the spontaneously active and the sponta-
neously silent units, to the two types of sen-
sory cells. This, however, was shown to be
incorrect since there is only one type of sen-
sory cell in the labyrinth of fishes, although
electrophysiologically both types of sensory
units are represented (Wers_ill 1958). There
must, therefore, be another distinctive fea-
ture between those two sensory units, and
we have to consider the innervation of the
sensory cells.
If the sensory cells are responsible for the
first step in the transformation of mechanical
into electrical energy, it is the connection
between the sensory cells and the nerve
endings where the second step, the initia-
tion of nerve impulses or of generating
potentials, is taking place.
It is generally believed that, in most cases,
the impulse transmission from the sensory
cell to the nerve ending occurs only at cer-
tain places with specific synaptic structures.
The morphological multitude of such synaptic
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Figure 17.--Schematic representation of ._pontaneously active (1) and spontaneously silent (2) units as
described by Loewenstein et al. The number of impulses are chosen arbitrarily to demonstrate how this ar-
rangement can be used to explain the difference between utriculopetal and utriculofugal cupula deviations.
The total deviation from activity at rest is greater with cupula deviation in one direction (+10) ttmn in
opposite direction (--5).
structures within the macula of monkeys is
striking. The most basic and regularly ob-
served features of possible synaptic struc-
tures is a narrowing of the intercellular
space between axon and cell membrane with
a thickened axon membrane. Next to such
"synaptic" areas, the intercellular space is
often considerably widened. Frequently such
areas are invaginated into the sensory cell
(fig. 18).
In addition, however, there is a variety of
accessory synaptic structures in the cyto-
plasm of sensory cells (figs. 19, 20). They
consist usually of a very dense osmiophilic
structure frequently surrounded by small
vesicles of the dimensions of synaptic vesicles
(De Robertis 1959). The most common of
these formations are synaptic bars similar
to what has been described by Smith (1961)
in the organ of Corti. Instead of bars there
are also found small round masses, spherical
structures which, in section, appear as rings
Figure 18.--Relation of a nerve chalice (NC) to a
huir cell of type I (HC]) with a typical invagina-
tion of the nerve chalice (J) where the intercel-
lular space is markedly reduced, which probably
can be regarded as a synapse. Note also abnn-
dance of ribosomes within hair cell whereas no
ribosomes are visible in ncree ehalicv.
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Figure 19.--Some different accessory sytiaptic struc-
tures (Sy) between individ_*al **erve endings usually surrounded by a great n_mlwr of small
vesicles. Nerve chalice (NC).
(NE) and hair cells of type 11 (HCil).
or long straight or bent laminas extending
far into the cytoplasm of the sensory cell.
The latter structures could only be found in
the hair cells of type I (fig. 20). All the
others appear in both types of sensory cells.
Not only the appearance but also the number
of synapses per sensory cell and nerve end-
ings vary greatly.
As revealed in serial sections there are
sensory cells with very few or no synaptic
structures while others have a large number.
This suggests that not all sensory cells show
the same functional behaviour at a given
time, and the question remains whether
morphologically different types of synapses
represent qualitatively or quantitatively dif-
ferent functions or whether they correspond
to different functional states of a synapse.
The difference in functional behaviour be-
tween the spontaneously silent and active
sensory units as revealed in electrophysio-
logical investigations might be in relation to
the number and state of the synapses in the
different sensory cells. The spontaneously
silent receptors which are considered to
be less sensitive would correspond to sensory
cells with fewer functional synapses.
A very primitive schemata might illustrate
my thoughts. As already suggested by
Loewenstein (1955), we might compare the
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sensory cell nerve-ending unit with a triode.
The anode current comes basically from the
grid voltage and from the number and size
of the grid meshes. That the behaviour of the
sensory units can be changed by polarizing
DC-currents (grid voltage) has been demon-
strated by Loewenstein. We wonder, how-
ever, if the second factor, the size and num-
ber of grid meshes, could influence the
behaviour of sensory units as well. In such
a model the synapses would correspond to the
grid meshes. More or larger meshes are
present in the grid at a given grid voltage,
the current flow from cathode to anode being
freer. For the sensory cell it would mean
that a great number of synapses facilitate
the transmission from the sensory cell to the
nerve ending and would therefore lower the
threshold for the initiation of nerve impulses
(fig. 21).
The enormous variety and large number
of synaptic structures in the vestibular sen-
sory epithelia of the squirrel monkey have
not yet been described in other animals.
They might be related to the great functional
Spontaneously
si lent
Spontaneously
active
Figure 21.--Possiblc model of spontaneously s_lent
and spontaneously active sensory units where
number and quality of synapses between sensory
cell and nercc c_.ling a_'e compared with different
zizc and n_tmber of grid mcshes in a triodc.
importance of the gravity receptors in those
squirrel monkeys where acrobatic skill is
important for survival. Uninterrupted
synaptic transmission must be provided in
order to guarantee a steady function.
The fact that, in some sensory cells, no
synaptic structures at all are found certainly
suggests that synaptic structures are not of
a permanent nature but that they wear out
and are built up in time. It could hardly be
conceivable that a sensory cell would remain
throughout lifetime without any synaptic
relations to nerve endings.
How much and in what way the efferent
innervation interferes with the function of
the vestibular receptors still remains an
open question.
There are undoubtedly myelinated efferent
fibers from the lateral vestibular nucleus
reaching the sensory epithelia, as shown by
Gacek and Rasmussen (1961) and in his-
tochemical acetylcholinesterase demonstra-
tions by Ireland and Farkashidy (1961) as
well as by Schuknecht and Nomura.
This efferent system most probably has
its endings at the sensory cells. Some of
the bud-like endings at the hair cells of type
II are indeed filled with vesicles comparable
to the cochlear efferent endings; and they
could therefore be considered as efferent
endings from the morphological point of
view (fig. 22). However, the morphological
distinction between afferent and efferent
fibers in the vestibular sensory epithelia is
not so clear as in the cochlea where the
efferent innervation is much more abundant.
Nerve endings with synaptic vesicles are fre-
quently found associated with synaptic bars
and agglomerations of synaptic vesicles on
the sensory cell side of the synapse as welt.
Only on rare occasions could we observe a
synapse between a vesiculated nerve ending
and another nerve fiber or nerve chalice. We
do not believe that places where vesiculated
nerve structures are just adjacent to other
nerve fibers can be considered as synaptic
areas in which impulse transmission is tak-
ing place.
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Generally speaking, there are unquestion-
ably many more vesiculated nerve endings in
synaptic contact with hair cells of type II
than with the nerve chalices of the type I
hair cells. In accordance with those findings,
Gacek, Schuknecht and Nomura (personal
communication) found, with histochemical
methods, much less acetylcholinesterase
activity in the area of the striola, where we
have a particular concentration of type I
!
Figure 22.--Upper: vesicle-containing nerve ending
(NV) in synaptic contact with a hair cell of type
I1 (HCI[). :| syne_ptic bar i._ present in t/_e ._cn-
sory cell adjacent to the vesiculated nerve ending
(Sy at right). The example of a probably basic
synaptic pattern with narrowing of intercellular
space associated with thickening of axon and cell
membrane is visible at left (Sy). Lower: synaptic
contact (Sy) between a vesiculated nervous struc-
ture (NV) which from morphological point of
view could be of efferent nature with another
ncrco_ts str_ct_re (N).
hair cells. It is most likely that the vesic-
ulated endings correspond to acetylcholin-
esterase active structures and that they are
the terminals of the efferent vestibular fibers
as described by Gacek (1961), although the
direct proof is still lacking.
Acetylcholir.esterase activity, however,
does not prove the presence of a cholinergic
innervation as recently demonstrated by
several authors (Desmedt, personal com-
munication). It is, therefore, not yet clear
what type of system those efferent fibers
represent.
With a new histochemical method which
was introduced by Falk (1962), adrenergic
fibers can be demonstrated in the fluores-
cence-microscope. In this way the perivas-
cular adrenergic network around the labyrin-
thine artery can easily be shown (fig. 23).
This perivascular network, however, is no
longer present in the vessels of the membra-
nous labyrinth.
On the other hand, we were able to dem-
onstrate a very fine network of adrenergic
fibers in the macula utriculi. They did not
seem to be in a direct relation to blood ves-
sels which, at this level, usually are in the
order of capillaries. The precise endings of
those adrenergic fibers, however, could not
yet be detected (fig. 24).
In electronmicroscopic sections through
the nerve fibers underneath the macular
epithelium we see that the great majority of
nerve fibers are myelinated and have a diam-
eter of 3 to 9 microns. They lose their my-
elin sheath just before they penetrate into the
sensory epithelium. At closer examination
one finds, however, a certain number of very
fine unmyelinated fibers from 0.2 to 1.0
micron thickness (fig. 25). We have always
wondered about the significance of those
fibers and now we think that they might
correspond to adrenergic fibers. We have
not yet been able, however, to follow them
to the actual endings. In any case, they
never were found adjacent to blood vessels.
It seems that some of them do penetrate
into the sensory epithelium where they can
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be recognized above the basement membrane
between supporting cells (fig. 26).
All we can say now is that there is an
adrenergic nerve plexus in the macula and
that this plexus is independent from the
blood vessels. Further experiments will give
more information about the origin and pos-
sible role of this adrenergic system in the
receptor mechanism. It might have an op-
posite effect on the receptor than the cholin-
esterase active fibers, which seem to be in-
hibitory. Thus, sensory receptors would be
regulated by two different types of innerva-
tion, myelinated cholinesterase active fibers
(Gacek) and an adrenergic unmyelinated
system.
Figure 23.--Specific demonstration of adrenergic
nerve plexus around labyrinthine artery in a cat
in fluorescence microscope, according to technique
of Falk and Hillarp. With this technique nor-
adrenalin and associated componnds appear in the
fluorescence microscope with a bright green fluo-
rescence. (Study in collaboration with Dr. Lich-
tensteiger, Department of Pharmacology, Univer-
sity of Ziirich.)
Figure 24.--Specific demonstration of noradrenergic
nervous plexus within macula utriculi of a guinea
pig (A) in a fresh tease-preparation of a macula
of a guinea pig. Those adrenergic fibers are not
associated with blood vessels (B).
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DISCUSSION
M. JONES: It had occurred to me that perhaps the
kinocilium might act here in its more usual mode,
for instance as a motile organ. Do you think that it
might be involved in modifying the cuputar elastic
restoring coefficient? Recent theoretical considera-
tions of R. Mayne and myself have shown that there
might be a great advantage in being able to do so.
SPOENDLIN: Such a functional significance of the
kinocilia is certainly conceivable. As a matter of
fact, Ewald himself had a similar concept about the
function of the sensory hairs. It does, however, not
explain the close relationship between the electro-
physiological behavior of the sensory units and the
polarization of the kinocilia on the surface of the
sensory cells.
MONEY: I would like to comment about the second
law of Ewald: When Ewald did his famous experi-
ment, the ear which was giving the responses was
opened in two places and was exposed to a hydraulic
hammer during the experiment. You would expect
lots of artifacts from that. Dohlmann did a later
experiment in which he deformed the ampulla and
thereby mobilized the cupula in pigeons. He found
a postrotatory nystagmus from single horizontal
canals equal in both directions. We repeated the
same thing in pigeons by plugging the canal duct
and found that the single horizontal canal remain-
ing gave postrotatory nystagmus equal in both direc-
tions. We have done the same thing in cats, dogs,
and monkeys. Although the electrophysiological evi-
dence shows that the increases in the resting dis-
charges are greater than the decreases, this can be
explained by the fact that now the central mechanism
handles this information; just how is not known.
If it receives, on a logarithmic scale, a smaller de-
crease, it could give a bigger response than with a
larger increase in the resting discharges. I don't
think Ewald's law is true in the intact animal for
the horizontal canal.
SPOENDLIN: It was actually not Ewald who estab-
lished his law. He just reported the findings from
his physiological experiments on pigeons. No matter
what artifacts may have influenced his results, they
pointed to the basic pattern of a direction specific
and asymmetric response of the semicircular canal
receptors which was later electrophysiologically con-
firmed for the first order neuron by different authors.
Therefore, I think the second law of Ewald has to be
considered first of all at the level of the first order
neurons. If we consider the entire vestibular system
with its numerous central connections, we are deal-
ing with too many unknown factors. On the other
hand, the difference in response to utriculopetal and
utriculofugal deviations probably becomes evident
only with strong stimuli because the spontaneously
silent units have a relatively high threshold.
BERGSTEDT: Ewald's second law holds for the first
neuron but not for the entire vestibular system. It
does not show in caloric tests. As discussed at a
symposium ill Switzerland, it is probahly a miscon-
ception of Ewald's law if it is considered for the
entire animal.
Form and Innervation of the Vestibular Epithelia
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SUMMARY
The present study has shown that the vestibular sensory cells are of two basic
types; however, cells are also found which are intermediate in form. These presumably
represent stages of partial differentiation from the more primitive type II cell toward
the type I.
It has been clearly established that sensory cells of hoth types may be innervated
by the same nerve fiber. It is apparent also that the pattern of innervation of vestibular
sensory cells is much more complicated than has been believed hitherto.
Finally, this study has shown that well defined "synaptic regions" can be found
between the nerve eal_'x and the base of the type I sensory cell, and that these are very
much like the supposed synaptic regions which are seen between the sparsely granulated
type of nerve ending and the type II sensory ceils.
INTRODUCTION
In mammals the vestibular sensory cells
are localized in five sensory areas in each
ear. These areas are the three cristae ampul-
lares, one in each ampulla of the three
semicircular canals and the two maculae,
one in the utricule and one in the saccule.
Although there is a close resemblance in
the arrangement of the sensory cells and
supporting elements among cristae and macu-
lae, there is a considerable difference in the
covering structure over the epithelia between
cristae and maculae. The jelly-like cupula
over the crista has little in common with the
membrane of statoconiae covering the maeu-
lar surface.
The basic study of the ampullar cristae
of the guinea pig by Wersiill (1956) added
greatly to our knowledge of the vestibular
epithelia. Further studies by Smith (1956),
Engstram and Wersfill (1958), Bairati
(1961), EngstrSm (1958, 1961), Wers_ill
{1961), and Flock (1964) and others demon-
strated that there is a general principle rec-
ognizable in all vestibular sensory epithelia
in higher mammals as well as in fishes. It is
also seen in the lateral line organ of fish.
It is now generally accepted that there
are two types of hair cells in vestibular
sensory epithelia. The general features of
these cells are recognized from figures 1 to 5.
During the last few years, however, it has
become evident that the description of the
vestibular sensory cells has been oversim-
plified and that important features in their
structure have been overlooked. This is es-
pecially so with respect to the arrangement
of the sensory hairs and the innervation of
the hair cells; we have, therefore, considered
it of interest to give a new description of
these sensory cells and their innervation.
As we have found that some of the basic
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principles in the form and structure of
the maculaehavebeendiscussedvery little
in recentyears,andaswebelievethat some
basic functional vestibularpropertieshave
therebybeenoverlooked,we thought it ap-
propriateto take upsomeof theseproblems
also for brief discussion.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Our studies are based upon a very large
number of specimens collected during three
decades and including inner ears from many
different animals and man. In the years up
to 1950 this material was stfidied only by
conventional sectioning and light-microscopy
methods. From 1950 on, an increasing part
of the material has been studied by electron-
microscopy after embedding in media such
as acrylate or epoxy resins. In recent years
we have devoted much time to a direct study
of the unfixed or fixed vestibular sensory
regions as seen, unsectioned, under the prep-
aration microscope. Much of the work has
utilized surface specimens, by which we
mean that the sensory epithelia as a whole
have been freed from the rest of the lab-
yrinth, and observed under phase contrast
microscopy or after nerve staining. On many
occasions we have then microdissected the
individual sensory regions to study physical
or structural properties of individual cells or
cell organelles.
Du'ring part of our work we have used X-
ray crystallography to study the statoconiae.
This was done together with D. CarlstrSm
who has since continued the work and re-
cently has published a comprehensive study
of the crystals forming the otoliths or stato-
coniae.
OBSERVATIONS
There are two distinct kinds of sensory
cells in all the vestibular sensory epithelia
we have studied. Their characteristic fea-
tures can be seen in figures 1 to 5. There are
also several cells of intermediate type and
groups of cells which are enclosed in one
nerve ending or nerve calyx (fig. 6). It also
becomes evident if we compare figures 1 and
2, which are taken from earlier publications,
KC KC
Figure 1.--Schematic drawing of two types of vestib-
ular sensory cells. The flask-shaped type I cell
(HC I) is surrou_ded by a n(,rvc cal!/x (NC),
which makes contact on its outer surface with
granulated (presumably efferent) nerve endings
(NE 2). Unmyelinated _erve fibers (UMN) are
extensions of myelinated fibers (MN) which lose
their myelin sheath as they pass through basement
membrane. 7'!lpe II se_tsory cell (HC II) is
roughly cylindrical and is supplied by two types of
_ler_,e endings (NE 1 and NE 2) which can be
seen at its basal end. Several groups of mitochon-
dria (M1-M:,) are foand in the se_._ory cells and
neural elements. Two kinds of hairs project from
the s_,rfaces of sensory cells, stereocilia (H) and
kinocilium (KC), single kinocilium always being
the longest on each cell. Supporting cells are
easily distinguished from sensory cells by virtue
of their "n_merot4s pop_datio_ of rather uniformly
distributed granules (Gr).
that considerable modifications can be rec-
ognized. The major differences from earlier
descriptions are found in the arrangement
of the sensory hairs and in the innervation
of the cells.
In a recent publication, EngstrSm, Ades,
and Hawkins (1962) described the two dis-
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Figure 2.--Schematic drau,_ng of a type I sensory
cell, showing .its inner structure and its neural
connections.
tinct kinds of sensory hairs seen on vestibular
sensory cells. Each cell characteristically
displays a single kinocilium and about
seventy stereocilia. This general situation
had been known before; however, the fact
that the stereocilia vary in length in a sys-
tematic way had been overlooked. The pat-
tern is such that the stereocilia situated close
to the kinocilium are the longest, and the
length of the rest decreases progressively
with increasing distance from the kinocilium
(fig. 5). The gradient of diminishing length
is sharp and pronounced, easily discernible
by either phase or electronmicroscopy. Ac-
KC
H
N
Figure 3.--Schematic drawing ,f type I sensory cell
showing its nucleus (Nu),mitochondria (M), and
tu_o tripes of h_tiY._ (H _tml KC). Su_'r, umli_;g
nerve calyx (NC) shows tu, o synaptic areas (ar-
rows). Applied to outer surface of calyx can be
s_ y_; a _H'(t_t_tl_Hed, prciu;;m(tl, l!l _'!l'_ rct/t, n('r_'c _ll_( I-
i_g (NE 2).
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Figure 5._Schcmatic drawing _f _l scctio_ throt¢gh
cuticular region of a ve,stibular ,sensory cell ._lt_Ju'-
ing arrangement of stereocilia (SC) and kinocil-
ium (KC) (t_td origin of latter from bttsal body
(B).
tually, Retzius hinted at this systematic
variation of stereocilia length, but this has
never been taken account of in discussions of
the physiology of vestibular sensory cells• The
gradient of increasing length of stereocilia
toward the kinocilium indicates a polarity
which is quite characteristic; moreover, the
polarity of all cells in a particular region is
uniform (EngstrSm, Ades, and Hawkins,
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Figure 6. Seh,,matie drawb_g ._howing further com-
plexities of sensor!! cell arrangement and nerve
endings which may be found in same region of
vestibular sensory epithelium.
1962), and characteristic of that region from
one ear to another. Similar observations
have been made by Flock (1964), and by
Spoendlin (personal communication). Polari-
zation of the kinocilium in a uniform direc-
tion is apparently characteristic of the
neuromasts of fish, of the lateral line in
Xenopus (K<dmi.in: Dijkgraaf, 1963), and of
the lateral line of fish (Flock eta]., 1962);
however, these authors did not indicate
whether or not the stereocilia are of different
lengths. Flock (1964) did describe different
lengths of stereocilia in Lota.
It has been clearly established that the
polarization of the cells has a distinct phys-
iological importance, and that a bending of
the hairs toward the kinocilium corresponds
to a rise in activity. Dijkgraaf (1963) has
discussed the importance of this polariza-
tion. Interest in the kinocilium has been
further increased since it has been shown
that the primitive otolith of the ascidian
tadpole is enclosed in what seems to be a
modified kinocilium, and that no stereocilia
are present on the cell (Dilly 1962). In this
connection it is of great interest that a modi-
fied kinocilium is also present on every
cochlear hair cell as shown by Flock et al.
(1962) and by EngstrSm, Ades, and Hawkins
(1962). These observations and several
others have prompted us to consider the
kinocilium as a most important sensory hair.
It could even be that the bending of the
stereocilia is not directly responsible for ex-
citation of the hair cell, but only indirectly
through its mechanical effect on the kino-
cilium and the basal body. It is significant
to note that modified kinocilia are now being
found on most sensory cells and even inside
the central nervous system. In the vestib-
ular sensory epithelia with the kinocilium
leading in length and with the rather stiff
stereocilia decreasing in length, it must be
assumed that a shearing movement of the
statoconia as well as an increased pressure
upon the hair-bearing surface must be met
by a gradual increase in resistance. This, in
turn, could result in a graded form of re-
sponse ands'or serve as an important safe-
guard to prevent damage to the sensitive
organelles of the cell. It will be of great
interest to see if the staircase pattern in the
arrangement of stereocilia is present also
in the side-line organ of, for instance,
Xenopus, where every other row of sensory
cells is oppositely polarized.
In hair cells of type I (fig. 3) the infracutic-
ular region is densely populated by mito-
chondria (fig. 7) indicating a high enzymatic
and metabolic activity. It is of great impor-
tance to elucidate what function these mito-
chondria have. In the outer hair cells of the
cochlea of the guinea pig and the squirrel
monkey, there is a marked accumulation of
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Figure7.--Elcctrot_microgr¢rph tbro_¢gh c,tiele of a type I sensory cell from macula _tric,li of <tg,bwa pig,
showing detail of rootlets of scissor!! bttirs. From base of hairs (H) rootlets (R) exte_ld down through
cuticle (Cu) to regiott close to l_trsI_' Ioi¢ttdcd mitoet_omlrin (M). Three bhlck arrows toward lower right indi-
cate a region of rcg_darly arranged .fibrosis structures. NC marks _H'rce e_ly.r.
mitochondria in the region under the basal
body, the structure corresponding to the kino-
cilium of the vestibular cells. It seems very
plausible that the modified kinocilium is in
close functional relationship with the nearby
mitochondria, as these often closely sur-
round the basal body. It would be of great
interest to determine definitely whether the
rootlets of the vestibular stereocilia may not
penetrate the cuticle and make contact with
the large mitochondria. It seems likely from
our micrographs that the rootlets at least
extend very nearly through the cuticle (fig.
7).
The hair cells of type I usually have a
characteristic arrangement of cytoplasmic
organelles which can be seen in figures 1 to
3, but as very little of importance can be
added at this time, we refer to earlier publi-
cations. The hair cells of type II have a form
which varies considerably. In the utricular
and saccular maculae the cells may be short
and bulky, but the majority have a form cor-
responding to figures 1 and 4. In the cristae
the cells often are taller and thinner. The
endoplasmatic reticulum and the location of
the cytoplasmic organelles differ consider-
ably from the arrangement in the cells of
type I (cf. fig. 3 with fig. 4). It is of con-
siderable interest to note that the sides or
slopes of the cristae appear to be more densely
populated with sensory cells than the crest
and that many of these are of type I (figs.
8 and 9). It was originally supposed by
Wers_tll (1956) and by Engstr6m and
Wers_tll (1958) that the two types of sensory
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Figure8.--Ligl_tplwtomicrograph. Section of crista
ampullaris of gub2ca pig with nerve stain show-
ing nerve fibers of different caliber leaving epithe-
li_m. Dense population of type I sensory cells is
easily seen, (,specially on side of crista.
cells could be innervated by nerve fibers of
different caliber. This has proven true to a
certain extent; however, the innervation of
the sensory cells is more complicated than
we earlier believed. A clear overlapping of
the innervation takes place so that type I
and type II cells may be innervated by the
same nerve fiber. As some of the fibers also
branch below the epithelium and a recon-
struction of their course is rather difficult,
our knowledge is as yet far from complete.
A tyl)e lI cell, in all l)robability, can be
innervated from a nerve calyx that surrounds
a type I cell (cf. figs. 10 to 13). There is
reason to believe that the so-called type II
cell actually is ontogenetically the more prim-
itive cell. For this reason, and because
the innervation of the type II cell makes an
easier starting point, we shall begin by dis-
cussing its innervation.
The hair cell of type II is innervated by at
Figure 9. Light photomicrograph o/ a sectio_t
through one-half o/ a crista ampullaris of guinea
pig, showing fibers of thicker caliber going to
nerve calyces a_d thinner fibers forming a basal
network i_ lower port of sensory epithelium.
least two different kinds of nerve endings.
One of these, known as type 1 ending, is
sparsely granulated and forms a synaptic
contact with the hair cell plasma membrane.
The synaptic region often shows a small in-
dentation into the hair cell and in some in-
stances the nerve ending may be partially
enclosed by the sensory cell. The synaptic
indentation varies in form and size as de-
scribed by EngstrSm (1961). Sometimes it
is smooth and rounded (as in fig. 14) ; some-
times it is oblique, with a few vesicles inside
the sensory cells. In other cases it is very
similar to what Smith and SjSstrand have
called a "synaptic bar," but as far as we have
found, there is always an invagination or in-
dentation of the sensory cell plasma mere-
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Figure lO.--Scbcmatic drawing of vestibular sen-
sory c('lls o.f type I (HC I) a,_d type I! (HC II),
showing complexity of neural interconneetions
which may be found in vestibular sensory epithe-
lia. Hair cells of both types may have contact
with the same nerve calyx (NC). A side branch
from a nerve calyx may course for some distance
to make contact with a type I1 cell. Various ways
in which both type 1 (NE 1) and type 2 (NE 2)
nerve endings may terminate are shown.
brane. In some cases there is a denser region
on both sides of the invagination. As just
mentioned, there are sometimes vesicles on
the same side as the sensory cell ; but in other
cases, it looks more as if there were short
spines or radiating denser structures, about
200 A in length. Synaptic vesicles are oc-
casionally found in the hair cell close to the
invagination. Further studies are necessary
to clarify these structures. The general
characteristics of these endings are such as
to support the belief that they are post-
synaptic, which should mean that they have a
centripetal conduction. Along one cell sur-
face there are found several endings of this
type varying in both size and form. Some
have the appearance of boutons, while others
are long and slender, making extended con-
tact with the sensory cells, so extensive, in
some cases, that they resemble a half of a
nerve calyx of the type described below for
the type II cells.
The other kind of nerve ending, called type
2, is less numerous. They are often bouton-
!
Figure ll.--Electron mic_'ogrc_pb, sl_owing how both
typ_: 1 (HC I) and typ_ _ I1 (HC II) c(lls may be
in direct contact with same nerve calyx.
shaped and very densely granulated in the
guinea pig (fig. 14). For the squirrel monkey
these granulated endings are also present
but less prominent. They differ considerably
in structure from the sparsely granulated
type 1 ending. The granulated endings are
in direct contact with the sensory cell sur-
face. The contact area often shows a distinct
thickening of the plasma membrane of both
sensory cell and nerve endings. There is clear
evidence that granulated nerve endings of
this type can also contact nerve fibers belong-
ing to type 1, forming synaptic thickenings
with them. Exactly the same kind of granu-
lated ending is found in contact with the
nerve calyces of vestibular sensory cells of
type 1. These fibers evidently originate from
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Figure12.--ttighermag_ification, showing detail, of
a part of preceding figure (fig. 11). Nuclei (Nu)
o/ both sensory cells _ay be see_ with their double
membranes. Type 11 hair cell (left) shows at its
lower end a thicke_ed region of contact with the
calyx. See also following figure.
fibers of very small caliber which form a rich
plexus in the lower half of the sensory
epithelium.
The vestibular sensory cell of type I is
almost completely surrounded by a sparsely
granulated nerve calyx (figs. 3, 15, 16), the
two being separated by a distance of 250-
300 A. It has been supl)osed that this distance
was uniform at all points except at the neck
of the hair cell, making plausible the assump-
tion that only the neck region should be
regarded as the area of synaptic contact.
This assumption received support from the
fact that the nerve calyx in the neck region
contains vesicles similar to synaptic vesicles.
Our studies have clearly shown, however,
Figure 13.--Still higher mag_Tificatio_ of detail front
preceding figure (fig. 12), showing how hair cells
of both l.qpe I (HC I) and type II (HC II) may
border same nerve calyx (NC). Black arrows i_-
dicate region, s where space between calyx and sen-
sory cells is reduced. Black and white arrows on
left indicate regions which have been interpreted
as synaptic areas.
that the distance between sensory cell and
nerve calyx in the guinea pig is not, in fact,
constant all the way around the cell. Rather,
there are distinct areas where the space be-
tween calyx and cell is reduced. In the
center of these areas an invagination can
often be clearly discerned (fig. 16), and oc-
casionally a thin invagination similar to
"synaptic bar" can be found. Small vesicles
with a diameter of 200-400A are often found
inside the thin regions and especially in con-
tact with the invaginations. The invagina-
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Figure 14.--Electron micrograph, type 11 sensort¢
cell (HC II) with nerve endir_gs of two varieties.
A sparsely granulated ending (NE 1) forms a
synaptic invagi_ation into hair cell. A richly
gran_tlatcd ending (NE 2) forms a synaptiv con-
tact (¢_rrows) with hair cell.
tions are sometimes rather large and a
densely granulated nerve ending of type 2
can often be found outside the nerve calyx
in the same region. One or more of such
densely granulated endings are almost al-
ways found outside the nerve calyx, as pre-
viously described by EngstrSm (1958, 1961).
In our earlier publications we assumed
that sensory cells of type I and II were in-
nervated from different types of nerve fibers.
The present study has clearly shown that the
outer surface of a nerve calyx often makes
contact with a sensory cell of type II, distinct
osmiophilic "synaptic regions" being seen
along the contact surface. On several oc-
casions we have seen that a nerve calyx can
send a branch to a nearby hair cell of type
]I (fig. 10). Such collateral branches, as we
have seen them, show a sparsely granulated
terminal (i.e., type 1 ending), and, in the
course of such a branch, a densely granulated,
type 2 ending is often seen.
Finally, another interesting feature seen
Figure 15.--Electro_ micrograph, guinea pig, show-
ing base of a type 1 se_lsory cell (HC I), s_r-
rounded by a nerve calyx (NC), containing mito-
chondria (M). White arrows indicate a thin, pre-
sumably synaptic, area. Such an area often shows
an invagb_ation in its center. A richly granulated
nerve endb_g (NE 2) is seen at lower left, in con-
/act with oHtcr s_rf(l_.e of c_dgx. A ._'_pl>orti_q cell
(SC) is seen at lower right.
both in the maculae and in the cristae is the
occurrence of calyces which enclose two,
three, four, or even five sensory cells (fig.
6). These are often found in the maculae
of the squirrel monkey. The lack of space
often leads to oblique positioning of the en-
closed sensory cells and, oftentimes, to distor-
tion of the necks of these.
In the course of a study of large numbers
of specimens such as this, in which the inner
ear sensory epithelia are regularly dissected
free and examined under low magnification
as well as by more detailed methods, many
features are observed which are of consider-
able interest, but which do not as yet con-
stitute a systematic body of information.
Several of these are briefly discussed in the
following paragraphs and some are illus-
trated in figures 17 to 30. Some of the ob-
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Figure 16.--Electro_t microylraph of !l_inea Ing
showing base of a type I sensory cell with its nerve
calyx. Arrows indicate two (synaptic) invagina-
tionx. Withi, thc._e folds, spaee bcl_l_e(._ r'_tI!Ix and
sensory cell is notic('abl!t diminished as compared
with rest of c_dyx-t_air cell border.
servations point up the need for additional
systematic study.
One of the most interesting problems in
need of elucidation is that of vascular sup-
ply to the vestibular sensory areas. The
constant activity of the cristae and maculae
requnres a rich blood supply. As can be seen
in several of the micrographs, an abundant
subepithelial vascular network is found under
the vestibular sensory epithelia. An exten-
sive systematic study of the circulatory
pattern of the entire labyrinth is one of the
projects now going on in our laboratory.
Previous studies of vestibular physiology
have discussed the form and size of the stat(_-
eonial membrane to a very limited extent,
whieh is amazing, considering the regularity
of arrangement of the statoconia in many
species, and the significance this eharaeter-
Figure 17. Ehctrot_ miero_.lrat_l_ sho_cin.q a myeli-
hated nerve fiber (beginning in lower left corner)
as it loses its myelin and then divides into three
branches which run, anmyelinated, for a consider-
(tble distance (500 u) before e_deri_g the epithe-
lium. The region of the terminatio_ of the sheath
shows the characteristic itffolding of myelin and
the increase in mitochondrial concentration in the
Schwann ccll cytoplasm.
istic structure must have for macular func-
tion. In particular, the statoconia of the
maeula saeeuli show a very orderly pattern
which is faithfully repeated from one animal
and one species to another (fig. 31). The
statoconia at the edges form a thin layer,
while, along a curved central line, they are
heaped into the appearance of a "snowdrift"
which is several times thicker than at the
edges. A similar variation in thickness is
seen also in the macula utriculi. In each
ease, the line of heaped statoeonia corre-
sponds to a central, curving line on the mac-
ula whieh marks its division into two large
areas of oppositely polarized hair cells, im-
plying a clearly functional significance of the
statoconial pattern. This view is strength-
ened by evidence that the statoeonia form
a coherent mass rather than being free to
move individually without relation to each
other. Actually, it is usually possible to lift
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Figure 18.--Ampulla of the semicircular canal of a
guinea pig showing the canal widening slightly at
the entrance into the ampulla. The blood vessels
form a rich network in the crest of the ampulla
among the nerve fibers and, as seen here, along
the wall.
Figure 20.--Phase co_trast micrograph of section of
crista ampullaris of squirrel monkey. The differ-
ence in form from that of the guinea pig is appar-
ent wheat fig_res 2 and d are cock,pared. Note
that the epithelium of the crest is thinner than
that of the sides. Correspondingly, the density of
se_lsory cells is higher along the lower margin o]
the sides than at the crest.
Figure 19.--Phase contrast micrograph of section o]
crista ampullaris of guinea pig from acrylate-
embedded specimen. The Io_g t_fts of hairs from
the scnsory cells can be seen at the surface. Note
that the innervation of the sides of the crista is at
leost as rich, and possibly more so, than that of
the crest. Likewise. the sides (_._ wall .s H., cr_,sl
arc densely packed with sensory cells.
Figure 21.--Vicw of exposed labyrinth of g_dnea
pig. The u,hite areas show the mac_da of the utri-
('l(_ (MU) and of the sacc_de (MS). The ntriclc
(U) is seen as a <htrk cylinder with pigmented
cells i_ the wall. At the extreme left is a part of
the _,mpalla of one of the semicirc_dar canals.
The tSw, dark fibers ._cc_ on the mac_da _trieali
ore _ter_w fib(,rs.
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off the statoconial layer in a single piece.
This implies, in turn, movement as a single
mass, meaning that the cells, being of oppo-
site polarity on opposite sides of the central
line, must be subject to stimulation along
different vectors for any given direction of
movement. While this consideration appar-
ently suggests an increasing complexity in
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correlation with function, it also offers more
degrees of freedom in accounting for the
subtleties of behavioral reactions to vestibu-
lar stimulation. It also suggests possible
patterns to be sought in the projection of the
macula on brain-stem nuclei, and a basis for
searching out neural coding patterns of ves-
tibular input to central pathways.
Figu,'c 22.--Elect_'_J_t pl_ot_Jmicr_grrrpl_ ,f at_ extensi_:e rtrea of settsory _,pitheli_rm from the mac_da _t_'ict_li of
lt_e gtri_ea pig. Se_,_,ral se_l._ory cells of type [ (HC I) a_d ._everrrl r_f type 11 (HC II) err_l 1,' se,'_.Not_' the
di._erence between se_sory cell and s_pporting cell (SC) nuclei. At the s_r.t'ace of the se_sory cells, the
sensory hairs show the typical gradz¢ation of size, in this case from shortest hairs on the _'ight to Ior_gest
o_ the left. Myelinated nerve fibers (MN) can be see_7 eTzte_ing the base of the epitbeli_¢m, Iosi_g the
myelin sheath just before passiug tl_r_ugh the basement membrane. Withi_ thc _,pitheliam, the now _n-
myelinated fibers pass to their terminatio_ts amo_g the se_zsory cells.
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Figure 2"k--Neetion of mae_da _trictdi of squirr_d
monkey showing the hair tufts at the surface.
The orderly progression of length of the hairs
/tom low to high on each cell can be seen clearly.
The longest hairs are always found close to the
kinocilia, which, over large areas of the macula,
are oriented in the same direction, denoting a
structural polarization of the cell surface. The
light colored mass (S) above the surface is the
la!/er of ._'tatoconia, formed by hexagonal crystals
of calcite whose specific gravity is about 2.74.
Figure 24.--Section of border region macula _triculi
of guinea pig showing the transition between sen-
sory epithelium and columnar epithelium which
rapidly changes to cuboidal. Below the epithelium
can be seen the connective tissue layer with its
blood re._sels and nerve fibers.
////i/j,//1//NEvE
Figure 25.--Schematic drawling _/ g_tim,a pig nlac-
ula ntriculi showing the separate innervation of
its two portions, one branch from the upper and
the other from the lower division of the vestib_dar
nerve. The macula is also supplied by a third
bundle of thin c_diber nerve fibers (not shown
here') which pres_,mbly belong to the etfere_l
system.
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Figure 26.--Crista ampullaris of guinea pig, phase contrast photomicrograph showing sen-
sory hair t_ffts from cells on the side of the crista (_,_dn fig_re). Im_'et shows louver _a_.l_H-
fication of whole section of crista with portion show_ in mtti_t fig_re o_ttli_ed.
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Figure27,--Electronmierograph, guinea pig, showi_g two a_'('as ..f prcs_tpt_vel._!
sy_aptic significance. 0_ tl_e wall of a type I sensory cell (HC I) wl._re it bord_,rs
o_l _t ner_'c calyx is s_en _1 title, ned retlion feat_ri_g a foht b_olving the w_dl._" of
both calyx ttnd liair cell. A richly gr(tll_l_lted _.'_'v( e_di_.l (NE 2), prol_al, lg of
efferent nature, which also borders the tterve calyx shows a thickeT_ed "sy_aptic"
area (Sy).
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Figure 28.--Electro_ m_crograph showbtg a _yelit_ated _'rve pb¢ J" as _t I_),_e,_ tt¢_
sheath (MN) a short dista_ce below the basement membrane of the epith('liz_m.
The myelin sheath terminates by folding i_zward around the _erve fiber, eTz-
closing mitocho_dria as it does so. Note the slight expa_sio_ of the t_vrv(, fiber
as it emerges from the sheath.
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Figure 29.--Electron mwrograph; myelinated nerve
fiber showing region of termination of the sheath.
Several large mitochondria (M) are regularly
found in this region, forming, in conjunction with
the folding of the myelin sheath, a kind of termi-
nal collar. At the lower left corner a Sehmidt-
Lanterman ineisure can be seen.
Figure 30.--Electron micrograph showing the com-
plicated infolding of myelin sheath terminations
as often seen just below the macular epithelium.
Figure 31.--S_trface _iew of m,c_tla s_lcc,h of
g_inea pig. White s_rface is composed of large
n_tmbers of statoconia showing typical pattern of
their distribution, most prominent feature of
which is "snawdrift" of crystals heaped along a
curving line. This "snowdrift" line is found regu-
larly in this and other species which have been
studied. It has also bern found that this line marks
a corresponding line in sensory epithelium, on two
sides of which the str_tet_ral polarization of cells
is rew, rsed.
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DISC USSIO N
MAYNE: Apparently the sensory cells themselves are
capable of a high degree of organization. The ques-
tion arises as to the nature of this organization.
Could it be that adaptation takes place at the low
level of these cells rather than in higher neural
centers? Could it be that the organization is to the
end of providing optimum coding" of sensory signals
to provide the highest possible rate of information
over existing channels?
ENGSTROM:The problem of ceIlular and neuronal
interaction in the inner ear is one of the most in-
teresting problems in our present work. We know
from the cochlea that there is a very geometrical or
mathematical arrangement of the cells and that one
nerve fiber innervates several sensory cells. It is
therefore probable that the fixed system of sensory
cells corresponds to a fixed system of neuronal inter-
play. Some of these problems have been discussed
by Flock and Wersall and by Dijkgraaf for the side
line organ. We have to elucidate cellular pattern
and neuronal interconnection in the vestibular ap-
paratus to fully understand how economical the in-
formation-transmission is. Nature has solved very
many problems in a very elegant way and still using
very minute dimensions.
OUESTfON: Is there any difference in the structure
or innervation of sensory cells in a normal human
subject and an albino?
ENGSTROM: I have never looked with the electron
microscope at the inner ear of an albino animal
except guinea pigs and I have never seen any litera-
ture dealing with that problem although I know that
it is a very interesting one. We have on several
occasions talked about looking" upon the sequence of
sensory-cell--nerve-termination loss in some of the
albino animals but it has not yet been done.
MCDONALD: I would like to comment on Dr. Eng-
strSm's micrograph and ask about some of his tech-
nical procedure, particularly whether glutenaldehyde
fixation was used for some of the nerve fibers we
saw.
The second thing I would like to ask or comment
on is that perhaps we are underrating the stereoeilia
in all this. It seems like they are more limited to the
ear whereas kinocilia are found in many places, as
mentioned, and in addition in the tail of spermatozoa.
It. seems to me that maybe some of this bidirectional
phenomena of Ewald might be explained in the
stereocilia being of varied length so that from the
equilibrium position the cupula may be pushed more
easily in one direction than in the opposite direction.
Third, I might comment on the question of various
types cells. The earlier forms of fish particularly
only have the type II cell, and this may be an evolu-
tionary phenomena of a more specialized structure
developing rather than one of nature planning the
engineering needs beforehand for the particular
types of cells we see.
ENGSTR(_M: About the method we are using. We
work with l!/e q/r veronal buffered osmic acid as fixa-
tive and for high resolution with epoxy resin em-
bedding. For light microscopy we often use acrylate
embedding instead of celloidin. Our specimens are
stained with lead hydroxide or uranyl-acetate. Most
of it is standard technique now universally applied.
Regarding the importance of the cilia at the cellu-
lar surface, I fully agree that the stereocilia pre-
sumably are very important from a functional point
of view. We only wanted to point out that vestibular,
and also cochlear sensory cells are provided with two
different systems of interacting cilia. In all older
literature only the stereoeilia have been discussed,
and as it is now known that modified kinocilia play
an important role in olfaction, in vision, and trigger
activity in I)rimitive animals, etc., we have t,) con-
sider the function of the kinocilia on inner eat'
sensory cells also.
The arrangement of the stereoeilia on the cochlear
hair cells indicates a functional difference between
the base of the cochlea and the top. The angle inside
the W-formation of the approximately 120 hairs is
at the base around 120 ° and at the top only 60 °.
As to the function of the kinocilium it could be
that it only forms a eytocentrum from which the
stereoeilia are formed. It is known that basal bodies
can act as centers for new formation of regularly
arranged organelles as can be seen in many primi-
tive ciliated animals. It took around 60 years for
people to understand the important function of the
modified kinocilia of the eye. It is now around 60
years since the kinocilia of vestibular sensory cells
were first observed so it is high time that we solve
the problem of the functional significance of the
kinocilia and the stereocilia in the inner ear.
SPOENDLIN: The basal body of the kinoeilium doesn't
seem to be necessary for the receptor action of the
sensory cells. There are many cochlear hair cells
without a kinociliar basal body, as for instance in
the cat. The basal body is probably very important
in the evolution of the sensory cells. Once the cell
is fully differentiated it is, however, not any more
essential for the sensory cell function.
As far as the polarization of the macular sensory
cells is concerned, it seems to me that the findings
of Flock on the maeula of fish correspond fairly well
with our findings on the maeulae of guinea pigs and
monkeyg.

An Experimental Approach to the Dynamics of the
Vestibular Mechanisms
JORMA I. NIVEN, W. CARROLL HlXSON, AND MANNING J. CORREIA
U. S. Naval Scbool of Aviation Medicine
A problem of potential significance to
manned space vehicle operations is that of
adverse effects associated with the exposure
of on-board personnel to stress level linear
and angular accelerations of both static and
dynamic form. These accelerations range
from high-level linear G loads during lift-
off and re-entry; sustained near threshold
angular motions arising from vehicle drift
or routine movements of the crew members;
the weightless state itself; and Coriolis ac-
celerations produced by head, torso, and
limb motions when the vehicle or station is
rotated so as to create a gravitational-like
force field. The biological effects of this en-
vironment may be manifested by the appear-
ance of disorientation, of interference with
visual monitoring processes, of inability to
perform operational tasks efficiently, or of
disabling motion sickness. More specifically,
the crewmen may be unable to read critical
instrument displays because of nystagmus-
induced blurring of his visual field or he may
be rendered ineffective by severe nausea or
even vomiting. Any of these factors can
limit the operational efficiency of the human
component of the spacecraft system, and re-
flect on the degree of mission success.
Man's keen ability to sense and control his
relationship to a force environment and his
motions within that environment originate
in the inner ear anatomy of the vestibular
system. The semicircular canals serve as
the primary biological transducer for the
detection of angular motions while the oto-
lith mechanisms are considered to be the
equivalent sensor for linear acceleration
stimuli. As with the analysis of the over-all
performance of a physical system, the pre-
diction of the over-all response of the vestibu-
lar system to the force parameters of the
space environment must be initiated by
studying the nature of the input sensing
elements. Thus a knowledge of the individual
performance characteristics of the canal and
otolith mechanisms to their driving accelera-
tions serves as the starting point for system
analysis with the collection of quantified re-
sponse data under precisely controlled stim-
uli conditions being a primary objective.
The development of the vestibular field
has been such that a great deal more data
are available to describe the response be-
havior of the semicircular canals than those
available to quantify the stimulus response
characteristics of the otolith mechanism. As
early as 1931, Steinhausen pointed out that
the cupula-endolymph system of the individ-
ual canals can be considered to act as a simple
torsion pendulum with a high degree of
viscous damping, and as such, could be de-
scribed by a simple linear differential equa-
tion of second order. With such a mathe-
matical representation of the canals, the
response characteristics could be related in
analog form to a simple physical system.
About 20 years later, Groen and his col-
leagues experimentally established approxi-
mate numerical values for the coefficients
of Steinhausen's equation based on subjective
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sensations of angular rotation on a rotating
chair and a torsion swing. The techniques,
as these experimenters pointed out, are lim-
ited by the sensitivity of the subjects and
their ability to make the required subjective
judgments.
With the work of these investigators serv-
ing as a primary reference, the authors have
developed and are implementing a research
program which offers quantified insight into
the prediction of vestibular response to the
nonphysiological static and dynamic accel-
eration stimuli of the space environment.
The approach is based on the use of sinus-
oidal angular acceleration stimuli of vari-
able frequency and magnitude which can be
objectively quantified in such a form that
the overall response of the oculovestibular
system can be quantified on either an intra
or inter individual basis.
A mathematical formulation of the basic
stimulus-response relationships relating
steady-state nystagmic eye velocity to peri-
odic angular accelerations based on the sys-
tem transfer function concept as well as
objective experimental data has been de-
scribed in detail in recent reports. The for-
mulation hegins with Groen's representation
of Steinhausen's equation of motion for the
canals with the substitution of the damping
ratio and undamped characteristic angular
frequency performance parameters of the
control and servomechanism areas for the
original coefficients of the differential equa-
tion. The basic form of the equation is
+ 2_,,,,,_ + .....-¢:=--a(t)
_ _ (t)
where
_,i -"
_, ¢ -- equivalent angular displacement,
velocity, and acceleration of the
cupula-endolymph system
equivalent damping ratio of the
cupula-endolymph system
o_,, =undamped eharacteristie angular
frequency of the cupula-endolymph
system
a(t) :angular acceleration of the skull
representing the driving torque
stimulus
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By making a(t) of sinusoidal form and
noting the time lag characteristics of a given
response measure, say the oeulogyral illusion,
body sensation, or nystagmus, behind the
driving stimulus, a highly attractive experi-
mental technique may be developed. In es-
sence, the magnitude and phase relationships
of the resultant data define the frequency
response characteristics of the system.
The device used to generate the sinusoidal
angular motion stimuli for our early studies
was the Human Disorientation Device
(HDD) shown in figure 1. This device, hav-
ing two degrees of rotational freedom, per-
mits simultaneous and independent rotation
of the subject about Earth-referenced verti-
cal and horizontal axes. The cab and yoke
of the device revolve about the vertical axis;
the cab alone revolves about the horizontal
axis. The HDD is designed for operation
with the subject's head centered at the inter-
section of the two axes of rotation. The head
can be centered and fixed with respect to the
device by means of an adjustable chair and
head-restraining device. The sinusoidal angu-
lar acceleration stimuli to the semicircular
canals are then generated by applying the
output of a low frequency sine wave gener-
ator as a command signal to the HDD drive
system.
The advantages resulting from the use
of such periodic stimuli become most pro-
Figure 1.--H_tma_t disoric,ttation device (HDD).
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nounced in terms of collecting quantified
objective data when they are used in conjunc-
tion with a nystagmus transition technique
that has been developed to describe the time-
characteristics of the response.
In figure 2, there are presented recordings
of an ocular-nystagmus response to a high-
level sinusoidal angular acceleration stimu-
lus. Each tracing represents the observed
response to a single stimulus frequency. The
stimulus frequencies shown range from 0.02
to 0.20 cycle per second. The response curves
reflect alterations in corneo-retinal potentials
recorded from electrodes placed at the outer
canthi of the eyes and represent nystagmic
eye movements in the horizontal plane pro-
duced by oscillation about the Earth-ver-
tical axis with the subject seated upright.
The peak angular acceleration was held con-
stant at 40 degrees per second squared for
each test frequency.
It may be noted that the recordings show
characteristic transitions in the direction of
nystagmus related to changes in direction
of the stimulus. Figure 3 presents two such
nystagmus transitions in larger scale. When
a man is accelerated to the left, his eyes
move slowly to the right and return quickly
to the left to begin a new slow movement to
the right. We define a left transition as one
which is followed by such a pattern as
shown in the upper tracing. On the other
hand, acceleration to the right will result
in a slow movement to the left followed by
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quick return to the right. We identify the
point at which such a pattern is initiated a
right transition as in the lower tracing. It
is clear that the slow phase velocity of the
eye in a given direction systematically de-
creases following a change in the direction
of acceleration. It finally has zero velocity
for an instant, and then reversing, gradually
increases in velocity again. As compared to
duration or magnitude measures of nystag-
mic response, the transition technique offers
a readily measurable data point, which is not
heavily dependent on the exact amplitude of
the nystagmic eye motions.
Since the angular acceleration of the skull
represents the driving force producing the
torque stimulus to the cupula-endolymph
system, the phase lag of each nystagmus
transition is referenced to the corresponding
acceleration transition. This procedure is
illustrated in figure 4. The schematic nys-
tagmus represents an eye which has been
responding with slow movements to the
right in response to acceleration to the left.
It then undergoes a right transition through
zero eye velocity in response to an accelera-
tion to the right, producing eye movements
in the opposite direction. The phase shift
or lag is measured as the distance from the
point at which the stimulus acceleration is
zero to the transition point for eye motion
direction. It can also be estimated as the
midpoint between the end of the last pre-
transition slow component and the beginning
of the first post-transition component.
By using variable frequency angular accel-
eration stimuli and expressing the phase lag
of the nystagmus transition response in elec-
trical degrees, a numerical expression of the
frequency characteristics of the overall
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Figure 4.--I_elatio_shitJ of an idealized _ystagm_ts response to si_uso_dal stlm_l_s i:_zr_abt_'s.
system results. Specifically, by experimen-
tally determining the frequency which pro-
duces a 90 degree phase lag, the undamped
characteristic angular frequency ..... can be
established; by using a stimulus frequency
much lower than ..... a quantified determina-
tion of the ratio 2 _/ ..... (theoretically equiva-
lent to the lJ/± constant of conventional
cupulometry practices) can be measured, and
by combining the above data, a quantified
description of t: results. Thus the damping
ratio and natural frequency of the over-all
oculovestibular mechanism for a specific in-
dividual can be quantitatively defined with
the periodicity of the stimulus permitting
ready replication of data.
Figure 5 presents a demonstration of the
application of frequency response analysis
to the experimental evaluation of the phase
shift angle. Sinusoidal angular accelerations
have been applied about the vertical axis of
a subject. The resultant nystagmic eye dis-
placements in the horizontal direction are
shown for five different cyclic frequencies
of the stimulus source. It should be noted
that the real-time scale-factor has been nor-
malized by increasing recording speed with
frequency so that equal increments on the
horizontal axis represent equal increments
of electrical phase degrees. The actual direc-
tion of the acceleration stimulus is shown in
the upper trace and the onset of a new stimu-
lus direction is represented by markers on
the nystagmus records. The recordings show
the expected directional response, i.e., that
acceleration to the right produces a right-
beating nystagmus with the slow component
to the left and conversely for acceleration
to the left.
Such data have been summarized graphi-
cally for six subjects in figure 6. In each
case, the experimentally determined phase
shift is plotted as solid circles. To these
points there have been fitted theoretical rep-
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SINU$OIDAL ANGULAR ACCELERATION STIMULUS
G(t) • Qm$1N(2TFfl
• _ ,t-v,. ; rf_ l r_,l V'l'd'],''l_'r'r .
'_'_ I- SECOND TIMING MARKERS THROUGHOUT _ 'I,-
F • 0.015 CPS
F- 0.03 CPS
F - 0.075 cPs
F - 0.15 CPS
F • 0.30 CPS
vari(zble t'rcq_.'_cy applicd abo_t _,ertica/ axis.
resentations of the observed frequency de-
pendence; the curves were based on values
of the natural frequency derived graphically
as the stimulus frequency at which the phase
shift was 90 degrees, and of the damping
ratio calculated from the observed phase
shift at 0.02 cycle per second. Note that the
natural frequency is in the range of 0.2-
0.4 cycle per second for three of the six
subjects.
The nystagmus transition technique can
be applied equally effectively to an evaluation
of the linearity of the system. If the ocular
nystagmus response were a linear function
of the stimulus acceleration, then it would
be possible to demonstrate that the waveform
of the output response would not be affected
by variations in the amplitude of the stimu-
lus. Such variations should be reflected only
in the amplitude of the output response, that
is, the velocity of the slow component. On
the other hand the phase difference between
the stimulus acceleration and the nystagmic
eye motions should remain constant; that
is, there should be no change of phase even
when the magnitude of the torque is changed.
The effectiveness of this technique in re-
vealing nonlinearities is demonstrated in
figure 7. Test persons-were exposed to each
of four frequencies of sinusoidal angular
acceleration stimuli. At each stimulus fre-
quency they were subjected to several differ-
ent magnitudes of peak acceleration. It is
evident from the trends of the data that little
change in phase occurs for the 0.08 and 0.20
cycle per second range of stimulus magni-
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tudes. The constancy of the phase shift in-
dicates that here the cupula-endolymph sys-
tem is responding in a linear range. As the
stimulus frequency is decreased to 0.04 and
further to 0.02 cycle per second, the phase
shift increases more and more for a given
increase in the magnitude of the stimulus;
i.e., the slope increases noticeably.
If these same data are replotted in figure
8 in the frequency response form, a rough
estimate of the damping present in the sys-
tem can be made by observing the relative
slope of the phase curve. A system with
little damping has a greater slope; that is,
the observed phase shift will increase more
rapidly with an increase in the frequency
of the stimulus. It can be readily seen that
the estimate of system damping would vary
as a function of the stimulus magnitude se-
lected by the experimenter.
Data describing the damping/stiffness
ratio of the canals are shown in figure 9 as
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a function of the magnitude of the accelera-
tion stimulus. The decrease with increase
of stimulus strength probably reflects satura-
tion or overloading effects which may arise
with single excessive stimuli or as a result
of habituation associated with repeated ex-
posure to aerobatics or similar acceleration
exposures. We have found also in pilot ex-
periments with individuals confirmation of
Aschan's findings that the damping/stiffness
ratio based on nystagmus will reflect differ-
ences between degree of habituation. If cal-
culated separately for right and left accelera-
tions, it often reveals directional differences
between the two ears, where the caloric test
shows no difference. High values of 2_.', ....
seem to be associated with sensitivity to
motion sickness. It is also of interest that
we have observed high values of natural
frequency in subjects resistant to motion
sickness.
In effect, these magnitude data offer a
quantified approach to the identification of
the nonlinearities long associated with the
response of the oculovestibular system. In
fact, they demonstrate that the deviation of
nystagmus magnitude responses to ramp or
impulse type stimuli from the idealized loga-
rithmic form are readily covered by Stein-
hausen's equation of motion by application
of nonlinear mathematics. The data in gen-
eral demonstrate the integrative action of
the system as the stimulus frequency is
raised and approaches the frequency spec-
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trum of normal physiological head motions
which is predominately above the natural
frequency ,,,,,.
Up to this point, the discussion has been
concerned primarily with the development
lines of an experimental technique for the de-
termination of the performance characteris-
tics of the semicircular canals in their trans-
duction of angular accelerations and with a
brief survey of potential applications. Linear
accelerations and the otolith organs are ob-
viously of equal interest. The School has
recently placed into operation a new device,
the Coriolis Acceleration Platform, shown in
figure 10, which can produce the sinuso_dal
linear accelerations necessary for a frequency
response analysis. A 40 foot track extends
through the center of the capsule. On this
track is a platform to which various seating
devices can be attached. The platform can
reach a peak linear velocity of 16 feet per
second and a peak linear acceleration of 3 g's
with a payload of 500 pounds.
Our initial efforts with this device have
been directed toward observing the response
to periodic linear acceleration stimuli of
sinusoidal form. A preliminary study has
been completed in which frequencies of 0.2,
0.4, 0.8 cycle per second were used, all with
peak linear accelerations of approximately
0.6 g in the Earth-horizontal direction. The
results are of real interest to the vestibular
field.
Figure 11 shows DC corneo-retinal poten-
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tial recordings of eye displacements recorded
at these test frequencies. The orientation of
the subject with respect to the track move-
ment was such that the stimulus was acting
in his horizontal plane with his head rigidly
Figure lO.--Coriolis acceleration platform (CAP).
fixed by a custom-molded, plaster head cast.
The resulting sinusoidally varying horizontal
nystagmus shown in the figure was quite
unexpected, as we had instead anticipated,
at most, only sinusoidal eye motions without
nystagmic beats.
The subject was then reoriented to bring
the stimulus acceleration into the frontal
plane (fig. 12). Again there resulted a
sinusoida] horizontal nystagmus, which, both
in this figure and the previous one, has the
general appearance of the nystagmus pro-
duced by angular acceleration stimulation of
the canals. However, there are basic dif-
ferences; measurement of the phase lag in-
dicates quite different orders of magnitude.
For example the phase angle was about 25
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Figure ll.--Horizo_,tal nystagm_(s rcspo_se to a periodic linear acceleratio_ appli¢'d in the fro_tal pla_e.
degrees at 0.2 cycle per second for the linear
stimulus as compared to 85 degrees for an
angular stimulus for the same subject.
It was not found possible, however, to ob-
tain similar vertical nystagmus patterns
when the subject was oriented in the head-
foot direction (fig. 13) or the fore-aft direc-
tion (fig. 14). Eye movements were non-
existent, random, or marked by blinks or
similar artifacts•
These results show for the first time strong
highly systematic, stimulus bound, horizontal
nystagmus produced by periodic linear ac-
celeration stimuli whether the subject's head
was lightly constrained or rigidly fixed dur-
ing his linear oscillations. The authors take
care to note that these data (discussed in a
paper by J. I. Niven, W. C. Hixson, M. J.
Correia entitled "The Elicitation of Hori-
zontal Nystagmus in Man by Periodic Linear
Accelerations" in preparation) do not allow
the precise responding mechanisms, i.e., oto-
liths or canals, to be identified.
All the previously described efforts are
based on using precisely defined periodic as
well as transient linear and angular accelera-
tion stimuli, making quantified measures of
response data, and the assimilation of the
resultant input-output response relationships
in a form that will allow the dynamic charac-
teristics of the various elements of the vestib-
ular system to be separately defined. With
this program, it is hoped to establish objec-
tive measures which will facilitate a quanti-
fied approach to the evaluation of potential
deleterious effects of continued, bizarre ac-
celeration environments on the vestibular
mechanisms, as well as afford objective func-
tional indices of vestibular status for selec-
tion purposes.
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DISCUSSION
BERGSTEDT: I found especially the last part of the
paper very interesting. It could point to the otolith
organ as really producing nystagmus. I would sug-
gest that there is real reason to be careful in inter-
pretation. Many subjects, so-called not normal sub-
jects, show positional nystagmus about 20 to 30 per-
cent as a result of hangover from alcohol, or of other
causes, too, and I wonder whether you have found
results of different intensity in different individuals,
stronger in some than in others.
NIVEN: There were individual differences in sub-
jects' responses. It is one reason why these tests
show promise in being able to differentiate among
individuals. However, the horizontal nystagmus was
quite clear cut for each subject.
BERGSTEDT: I agree with you that the different time
lags for the linear and angular oscillation stimuli
cauld point to the otolith organ.
NIWN: Well, we are not willing to go that far yet.
We have presented these data simply as evidence
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that highly systematic ocular nystagmus can be
produced by sinusoidal linear acceleration stimuli.
I might add one interesting observation. In one of
Dr. Money's squirrel monkey preparations all six
semicircular canals had been plugged. Caloric and
rotational tests indicated that there was no remain-
ing canal function. When we exposed them to similar
linear oscillations, there was no observable nystag-
mus. A control monkey with functioning canals and
normal responses gave us the same type of tracing
that we have shown. It is a little too early to take
a definite position.
M. JONES: You]" data seem to suggest that at about
3-4 cps angular head movement there would be a
poor dynamic response of the vestibulo-ocular reflex
system. Yet if I shake my head about a vertical axis
at these frequencies, I seem to have a beautifully
fixed retinal image, as evidenced by a strikingly clear
visual impression of the scene I am looking at. Do
you think it possible that the responses elicited by
you at low frequencies might be attributable to non-
adapting neural units in the primary vestibular
afferent nerve fibers, of the kind demonstrated by
Groen, LSwenstein, and Vendrik? Perhaps at higher
frequencies additional adaptive neurons are brought
into play, thereby improving the frequency response
of the system as the frequency of head movement
increases.
NIVEN: Certainly at the lower frequencies I indi-
cated the existence of nonlinearities although at the
higher frequencies the system seemed to be operating
in a linear fashion. We have no direct experimental
data on phase shift above 0.2 cycle per second,
because of apparatus limitations.
WENDT: I collected data of this kind hack in 1930
and analyzed the turns successively. It has been a
long time since I published the paper, but, as I recall
the data, there are progressive changes in phase
relationships as you go along from the first turn to
the second, third, fourth, etc. There were also very
considerable individual differences especially based
on any pre-existing imbalance of the vestibular re-
sponse of the subject. I wonder whether you ana-
lyzed these data from this point of view.
NIVEN: We found small but inconsistent alterations
in phase during short-term exposures for a given
subject, although there were individual differences
and directional differences in some subjects.
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STEELE: The eye movement is not to compensate for
acceleration but for motion relative to a stable iner-
tial-reference system. For phase shift, you should
calculate zero eye movements against zero movement
of the subject. This would be an integration of the
acceleration and when you are calculating the fre-
quency of the system, it does matter which phase
relationship is regarded as zero. It would have been
more to the point to have used the actual velocity
rather than the acceleration because if the system is
working perfectly, you will find zero phase shift
between eye velocity and head velocity. At maximum
acceleration (in sinusoidal movement), the eye veloc-
ity should be zero.
NIVEN: That's one way of looking at it, but you can
use either, and acceleration is the stimulus that re-
suits in the eye movement rather than velocity per
se. Since angular acceleration serves as the torque
driving stimulus for the eupula-endolymph system,
the authors have always referenced nystagmus phase
lag response measures accordingly. These data may
be readily plotted against angular velocity, or even
angular displacement, by noting the constant 90
degree phase difference which exists between si-
nusoidal displacement and velocity as well as be-
tween velocity and acceleration. In interpreting the
functional performance of the system when exposed
to rapid head motions one can certainly realize eluci-
dative advantages by considering the nystagrnic
response to the instantaneous angular velocity of
the head. Our data serve to reinforce Steinhausen's
highly damped torsion pendulum concept by clearly
outlining the integrative nature and thus the velocity
nature of the system at the higher stimulation fre-
quencies. Further these data do not imply that this
integrative facility will be lost in the frequency
spectrum of rapid physiological head motions.
QUESTION: If you have the same subject and deter-
mine the phase shift from subjective judgments and
from your method, how big is the difference in the
natural frequency?
NIVEN; There is quite a bit of difference. The nat-
ural frequency from nystagmus data apparently
runs much higher than from subjective sensations of
body rotation or from reports of the oculogyral
illusion. Our problem was, however, especially at
the higher stimulus frequencies, such a great vari-
ability of the subjective measures that we could not
place much reliability on them.
The "Match" of the Semicircular Canals to the Dynamic
Requirements of Various Species
ROBERT MAYNE
Goodyear Aerospace Corpora/ion
SUMMARY
The concepts of frequency response and elementary information theory are utilized
in this paper to extend an investigation by Jones and Spells (1963) into the adaptation
or "match" of the semicircular canals to the dynamic requirements of various species.
INTRODUCTION
Jones and Spells (1963) used dimensional
analysis to investigate the effect of critical
dimensions of the semicircular canals on their
dynamic characteristics and to determine the
likely relation between the weight of species
and the speed of their movements. They
obtained, then, measurements of the canals
of a large number of species and showed that
the dimensions of the canals could be gener-
ally predicted as a function of weight with
the assumption that these sense organs are
adapted to the dynamic requirement of the
animals. They showed that very small
changes in the internal radius and radius of
curvature of the canals were sufficient to pro-
vide suitable match for very large weight
variations.
The application of frequency response and
elementary information theory to the anal-
ysis was discussed in private correspondence
with Jones and is presented here for what-
ever additional insight it may give into the
problem.
The history of the evolution of the theory
of the semicircular canals is too well known
to bear repetition here. Suffice it to say that
Steinhausen (1931) expressed the behavior
of the canals by an equation of the form :
_'+ L_ + Pt_ _ 0 (1)
With oscillatory motion impressed on the
head, the equation becomes :
+ Li_ + P = A,,, 'z sin ,,,t (2)
where
0 z angular displacement of the endolymph
fluid
q_
I
A
I
L __
P_
and
,1, = the moment of viscous friction exerted
on the endolymph per unit angular
velocity
I z moment of inertia of the endolymph
z elastic moment exerted on the en-
dolymph per unit angular displacement
A z maximum angular displacement of the
head
,_ _ circular frequency of the oscillation
The system is greatly overdamped, and the
theory expressed by equation (1) has been
called that of the "overdamped pendulum."
Van Egmond, et al. (1948-1949) ; Groen, et
al. (1948, 1952), explored numerous aspects
of the behavior of the canals of man and of
the ray on the basis of the above formula-
tion and calculated the constants of the equa-
tion. Mayne (1950) computed the frequency
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response of the canals for ranges of fre-
quencies said to represent normal body move-
ments.
The response of a system defined by the
equation (1) can be expressed as a ratio of
output to input or by a so-called "transfer
function." The transfer function may be in
terms of endolymph displacement output to
acceleration, velocity, or displacement input.
It can be assumed that cupular displacement
and, therefore, semicircular canal output
signals are proportional to endolymph dis-
placement. Figure 1 shows a plot of the three
transfer functions for the canals of man on
the basis of constants computed by Mayne
(1950). It will be noted that there are ranges
of frequency where the response is flat for
each of the three forms of input. Obviously,
a highly desirable characteristic of a measur-
ing instrument is a fiat response to the
quantity to be measured. This permits a
direct reading of the quantity without com-
plicated corrections. A fiat response is partic-
ularly important in the case of the measure-
ment of transient phenomena since without
it a different correction would be required
for every frequency component of the tran-
sient. The semicircular canals could then be
used as accelerometers, velocity meters, or
seismographs in different ranges of fre-
quencies.
We note, however, that the range of fre-
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quencies or "bandwidth" where the response
to velocity input is reasonably flat, is roughly
from 0.04 cps to 4 cps and this appears to
cover the range of body movements. In con-
trast, fiat responses to acceleration and dis-
placement lie in ranges below 0.002 cps, and
above 100 cps, respectively. Obviously, oscil-
lations having a period of more than eight
minutes, or less than ten milliseconds, are
not within the range of normal body move-
ments. We say, then, that the semicircular
canals are adapted to measure the velocity of
the body's transient movements within a
range of frequencies, and to the accuracy de-
fined by the frequency response curve of fig-
ure 1. Van Egmond, et al. (1949), stated
that "... the function of the semicircular
canals is to control body movements by in-
dicating the attained velocity and the angle
of rotation executed." The statement agrees
with the present view although obviously
"the angle of rotation executed" is not given
directly by the canals, being the result of
further neural computations, but is ambigu-
ous unless the limits of frequencies for
which it is true to a given accuracy are in-
dicated.
It is well known that any transient phe-
nomenon, such as the sound of music, or a
body movement, can be expressed as a sum-
mation of pure sinusoids of various fre-
quencies, amplitudes and phases by a so-
called Fourier transform. The characteris-
tics of body movements of various animals
vary with their size and it is the purpose of
this investigation to extend that of Jones
and Spells in determining how the semicircu-
lar canals are matched to these characteris-
tics. Four numbers are significant in defin-
ing the behavior of the semicircular canals--
the upper range of the frequency band, the
lower range of the frequency band, the reso-
lution, and the limit of ]inearity. We shall
be concerned here mainly with the first three.
It must be emphasized that equation (1) rep-
resents only a first approximation of the
canal behavior. So-called "adaptation" is
known to modify considerably the response
of the canals (Guedry and Ceran, 1959), but
perhaps mostly outside the normal bandwidth
of the system. We shall neglect this phe-
nomenon in this paper.
UPPER RANGE OF THE FREQUENCY BAND
The upper and lower limits of the fre-
quency bandwidth may be defined in terms of
the so-called corner frequencies. These fre-
quencies define a point in the spectrum where
the response is 0.707 of the maximum and
the phase shift 45 degrees. The corner fre-
quencies do not correspond in any way to the
usable bandwidth as the distortion is con-
siderable at those values, but they are con-
venient points of reference. The upper corner
frequency (f,,) of a highly overdamped sys-
tem such as the semicircular canals is ex-
pressed to a close approximation by the
formula :
L
f" = 2--_- cps (3)
L can be computed from hydrodynamic con-
siderations and the Hagen-Poiseuille law of
laminar flow in small circular pipes.
Schmaltz derived the formula
L _-- 8__ (4)
p_.2
where
_; = coefficient of viscosity of the endolymph
p _ density of the endolymph
r = internal radius of canals
Van Egmond, et al. (1949), altered the
formula to :
L _-- 4_ (5)
pl '2
on the ground that the canals include only
half a circumference, the remaining portion
consisting of the very much enlarged utricle.
It appeared to them that viscosity in the
utricle could be neglected. There are reasons
to believe that the alteration of the formula
cannot be justified on this ground. It is
valid, however, in showing that the top corner
frequency is inversely proportional to r2.
We then turn to an investigation of the likely
maximum frequency of body movements of
various species. We first consider mammals
alone for reasons that will be discussed later.
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JonesandSpellsuseddimensionalanalysis
to relatecanaldimensionsto animalweight.
Theyexpressedequation(1) in dimensional
parametersand deriveda relation for the
speedof headmovementof variousanimals
asa functionof their mass.Theyarguedthat
higher "sensitivity" of canalsshouldcor-
respondto themoresluggishheadmovement
of heavier animals. Dimensionalanalysis
then ledto the conclusionthat both r 2 and R
should vary as the same function of the mass
m of the animals. The concern of this paper
is for frequency, more specifically the upper
and lower frequencies in a fiat bandwidth of
response, but the results of both methods of
analysis are generally similar. Frequency
has the same dimension as angular velocity
and the two are numerically equal for unit
angular amplitude of oscillation.
While Jones and Spells are undoubtedly
correct in assuming that the semicircular
canals should be matched to the head angular
movement with respect to the body, it would
seem that they should also be matched to
gross body movements. Mayne (1950-1951)
suggested that the main function of the
vestibule is to act as proprioceptive sensor
for gross movements of the body when no
other sensors can supply the information. It
is possible to derive expressions for over-all
body motions as a function of mass similar
to those obtained by Jones and Spells for
head movements with respect to the body.
The body-muscle system of a mammal
may be considered as an oscillatory system
with moment of inertia, damping and restor-
ing moment. The restoring moment is that
due to the muscle system operating under
feedback control. The stiffness of the sys-
tem depends on gain and is adjustable, de-
pending on the desired speed of movement.
There is, however, a maximum effort or a
maximum power which a muscle system can
exercise (Jr develop as limited by its size and
weight. If we assume that the maximum
angular amplitude of movement is the same
for all animals, the maximum moment de-
veloped by the muscles of w_rious animals
corresponds then to the same displacement,
and we can write :
/In_x
a ..... o_ A (6)
where
±......_ the maximum stiffness of the sys-
tem
M ......- maximum moment
A: maximum amp]itude of motion of
the body within the limits of ]in-
earity of the system
Since A is a non-dimensional constant, we
have :
Amax cc Mmax
and therefore,
/M ..... (7)
o,,,,._ _ \/ 1
where :
......... = maximum frequency of oscillation
I = the moment of inertia
We now attempt to determine the likely
relation of M ...... to the mass (m) of animals.
We assume first geometrical similarity be-
tween animals corresponding to a similar
allocation of weight to muscles. Jones and
Spells assumed further that the maximum
moment which can be exerted by the muscles
is proportional to the weight of the animal.
It would be more realistic to assume that
the power or energy rate (E) is so propor-
tioned.
We can write :
E ...... =-[O,M] ...... (St
where :
#_ ---- A sin (,,t
and
then :
giving
O, ::: Ao, cos °2
M :: A I ,,,_ sin ,,,t
E A _ ,,,:*I I., Mn 2 ,,t
]_2rTI;I x (_" 1 ;
o}_nla x
According to previous assumption •
(9)
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If we take
we have :
(Oma x
I cc _)_5,3
3/- 'DI
V ms.:_ _ m ""-'=_ (10)
Under the same assumptions of geometrical
similarity, Jones and Spells obtained an
angular velocity proportional to _ The
_{ I "
difference between the two results, outside
of the formulation in terms of velocity in-
stead of frequency, is based on the different
assumptions as indicated above.
It can be shown that the damping of some
body control (Mayne, 1951) for high gain
is nearly critical. The maximum frequency
of body oscillation as calculated above should
represent, therefore, the upper limit of
linear operation of the body movements.
Jones and Spells argue that the relation of :
1
to oc
D_ 1 3
represents too rapid a decrease of angular
speed of movement as the mass of animals is
increased. If true, this relation would mean
that the linear speed of movements would
remain constant regardless of animal size,
and the paw of a tiger would then move
linearly no faster than that of a cat. Relation
(10) provides a somewhat slower decrease of
frequency with weight but appears still too
fast. The difficulty is apparently with the
assumption of dimensional similarity be-
tween animals. In the first place, it is prob-
ably not possible to maintain the same ratio
of muscle weight to body weight as the ani-
mals become smaller. There must be limits
in the way the skeleton, and other non-power
producing parts of the body can be miniatur-
ized. Jones and Spells point out that in order
to keep gravitational stresses constant, more
muscle must be provided than determined
by dimensional similarity, and therefore
more muscle is available for turning the head.
On the basis of this assumption, they obtain
the relation :
1
¢o cc D_t/{2
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where ,,, is again the speed of movement.
They argued that the true exponent of m
should be between 1_/_.,and 1/6. We may use
still another criterion; namely, that accelera-
tion stresses on the body should be constant.
We could then write for both centrifugal and
reversal stresses :
,,2...... _ :. C (11)
We would then have :
/1 1
o,..... _ V _- --m,/6 (12)
Jones and Spells find that the dimensions of
the internal radius of the semicircular canals
of mammals can be related to the mass of
mammals by the expression :
loglo 100r 2 = (0.1433 _+0.0421)
log,o m + 0.0406 (13)
The equation can be modified to express f,
directly. The constant of proportionality can
be determined, approximately, on the basis
of data on the semicircular canals of man,
giving an upper corner frequency of 32 cps
for a mass of 70 kg. With the average ex-
ponent of m the equation becomes:
58.5
f,, _ m,,_ 3 (14)
It will be noted that the exponent of m is
0.143 or 1/, instead of _/_;as in equation (12).
This figure agrees also with Jones' and
Spells' statement that the exponent should lie
between !,,._and VlZ. We can well agree with
them, also, that the next step in the inves-
tigation should be one of measurement of the
spectrum of the body movements of specific
animals. The allocation of weight to muscles,
organs, and skeleton could then be deter-
mined together with critical dimensions of
canals. Some of the differences in canal
dimensions of different species of the same
weight can only be reconciled on the basis oi
such specific investigation. Weight is ob-
viously not the only consideration determin-
ing the upper frequency response of an ani-
mal.
LOWER RANGE OF THE FREQUENCY BAND
The upper corner frequency of the canals
is a measure of the maximum frequency at
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which the canals give reliable velocity infor-
mation within amplitude limits of linearity.
Similarly, the lower corner frequency is a
measure of the lowest utilizable frequency.
As mentioned above, the corner frequencies
are convenient points of reference but do not
represent the limits of the usable bandwidth
which is much narrower. Some body motions
may utilize the higher portion and others the
lower part of the bandwidth. A diver, for
instance, may utilize the upper range in the
control of a 11/._, turn from a low board and
depend on the lower limit in a swan dive
from a high board. The canals of an air-
plane pilot in a turn are operating below their
normal range of frequencies and may cause
abnormal sensations.
The lower corner frequency is given to a
close approximation by :
1
fn 2_T (15)
where T is the time constant represented by
L ¢
r -- p __ ± (16)
Van Egmond, et al. (1949), showed that from
elementary hydrodynamic considerations :
.... 8_-',;R:' (17)
where _ is a constant as defined in equation
(4).
Jones and Spells give
= _'r2_*R (18)
where , is the coefficient of elasticity assumed
to be constant.
From these two relations they derived :
R-'
r oc ,.2 (19)
If the ratio of the high frequency in the band-
width to the low frequency is to remain the
same for all species, r should then be ex-
pressed as a function of the same power of
animal mass as r 2. This should be nearly
realized by expression (19), for if r'-' and R
are similar functions of (m) as predicted by
Jones and Spells, we should have:
R2
r oc _ _ R _ r 2 approx. (20)
However, Jones' and Spells' measurements
show that r 2 and R are not exact functions of
the same power of m. Furthermore, the re-
lations between canal dimensions and mass
represent only averages for a large number
of animals and there are wide variations for
species of the same weight. While equation
(20) may be nearly true as an average, it
does not necessarily apply even approxi-
mately to a specific specie. It gives, for in-
stance, values at wide variance from the ex-
perimentally derived time constants for man
and for a ray. At the same time a plot of
these values versus the mass of animals does
not indicate a statistically significant rela-
tion. It would seem better to express the
probable value of the time constant directly
as :
r _ r_ (21)
Equation (19) is derived by Jones and Spells
under the assumption that _ is constant in
equation (18). We next derive the value
of _ without this assumption so that we may
observe possible variations of cupula stiff-
ness.
We assume that ampullae and cupulae of
different sizes are geometrically similar. The
total pressure on the cupula is equal to the
pressure times the cupula area which may be
taken as V 2j3 where V is the volume of the
ampulla. The moment M on the hinge is
then :
M_ _ '/_P V ''/a V '':_ _ t'V (22)
where :
M _ elastic moment per unit deflection of
cupula
= angular deflection of cupula
But we can also write from equality between
the volume of endolymph displaced in the
canal and that swept by the cupula:
t_r"R _ _ V 1,'a V 2'a _ cV (23)
Combining equations (22) and (23) :
8Mr"R
P - V:' (24)
But _ is the moment on the endolymph per
unit displacement so that :
Pr'-'R
A oc
_9
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or, from equation(24)
Mr_R'- ,
A c_
V'Z (25)
and equation (17) we derive:
RV'-'
_ Mr 4 (26)
and from equation (21) :
RV _
i _ (27)
r 6
Expression (27) indicates how M should be
adjusted to other dimensions of the canals
to make T proportional to r".
From equation (25) it can be shown that
Jones' and Spells' assumption that t* is con-
stant in equation (18) corresponds also to
a variable M as expressed by:
V'-'
M _ (28)
r2R
It appears, therefore, that cupula stiffness
must be introduced as one of the adjustable
parameters determining canal characteris-
tics. Nor can we assume that elasticity is
always a rigid function of cana_ dimensions.
Experimental data by Van Egmond, et al.
(1948), indicate, for instance, that the stiff-
ness of the cupula for clockwise is different
from that for counter-clockwise rotation as
judged by cupulograms of subjects having
suffered unilateral loss of a labyrinth. Equa-
tion (27) is based on the assumption of the
same bandwidth for all animals. It is more
likely that larger animals would have a wider
bandwith so that r may be proportional to a
function of r greater than two.
From equation (13) and a time constant of
10 for man having a mass of 70 kg, we de-
rive the following expression using the aver-
age coefficient of m :
0.03
fl m, 14:_ cps (29)
Table I gives some computations of r on vari-
ous bases in comparison with experimentally
derived values.
RESOLUTION
Resolution of a measuring instrument is
usually defined as the reciprocal of the size
Table I.--Comp_ttatio_s of T on Various
Bases
[The constants in the expression for r are computed
to give _ = 10 for man.]
Species
Man _ _ _
Ray _ _
Mammals e
Fish o
Mass
70
10
10
10
Experi-
mental
_,10
t' 35
R£_ 5(_0 r'-'
_.2
10 10
8.6 55
5.5 7.2
10.4 26.5
" Van Egmond, et al. (1948-1949).
*'Groen, et al. (1932).
,' Computed from data taken from Jones and Spells
(1962).
of a resolvable element which may be, in
turn, taken as a measure of the limit of ac-
curacy of the instrument. A navigational
system, for instance, which measures veloc-
ity to an accuracy of plus or minus three
feet/second may be said to have a resolv-
able element of six feet. Another character-
istic of a measuring instrument is the ratio
of the maximum amplitude of the quantity
it measures to the size of the resolvable ele-
ment. This ratio is usually expressed in db
and is designated as the dynamic range of
the instrument.
Physiological sensors can be assumed
similarly to possess characteristics such as
resolution and dynamic range. Fechner is
generally credited with the pioneering work
in the determination of the size of the resolv-
able elements of various sensors or "just
noticeable differences" (jnd). His studies
indicated that the jnd must be specified in
statistical terms. More recently his work
has come under considerable scrutiny, with
an application of statisticaI theory of signal
recognition (Swets, 1964).
The experimental determination of jnd
generally involves the statement by a sub-
ject that he does or does not perceive a
change in a sensation, be it the pitch of a
tone, the weight of an object, or the intensity
of a )ight when the stimulus is increased
gradually. The experimental situation, there-
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nels. The formulation of (30) is left pur-
posely loose so as to be free from any impli-
cations in this regard. It should correspond,
nevertheless, to an adequate physical con-
cept for the purpose of this paper.
We investigate now the relation between
canals, ampulla size, and cupula deflection
for unit change in angular velocity input.
The solution of equation (1) for a region
within the bandwidth gives very nearly:
±0_ L (31)
where
±0 = an increment deflection of endolymph
corresponding to :
_x_)_= an increment of velocity input
1
Since L _ 7 we have:
_x0 _ AO,r2 (32)
The volume of endolymph delivered to am-
pulla is then :
±V _ AO r'-'R _ AOi Rr _
The cupula deflection becomes :
aV AO, Rr;
±_ _ i7 _ V (33)
fore, involves higher neural or mental func-
tions in the way of perceptions and their
verbalization. The work of Swets has
been directed in part toward the isolation
of the physiological reaction from the "noise"
created by these higher functions.
The semicircular canals are designed to
operate autonomically in the control of body
movements. It would seem that their resolu-
tion should be determined on the basis of the
analysis of thoroughly habituated motions
in which higher functions have no part
(Mayne, 1951). Any professional golfer
needs no demonstration that higher mental
functions can introduce severe "noise" in
the control of body movements and will work
hard to acquire a mechanical, so-called
"grooved swing" as independent as possible
from any conscious interference.
For the purpose of this study we will as-
sume there exists a semicircular canal resolv-
able element. We recognize this element
should be expressed statistically. We asso-
ciate this element with the autonomic control
of body movement, free from the interfer-
ence of higher functions. Within these limi-
tations we let :
n = number of resolvable elements for
maximum amplitude of velocity
input within the limit of linearity.
n may be considered as a measure
of resolution.
The maximum number of resolvable elements
processed per second is then:
n ...... _ f. n (30)
There is a similar expression in communica-
tion engineering--the so-called "Hartley
Law"--differing mainly from the above in
its logarithmic formulation. The physical
justification for the formulation of the
Hartley Law is that it expresses a measure
of the required complexity of a channel
needed to handle a given rate of yes and no
pieces of data assuming optimum coding.
The nature of the physiological coding of
sensor data is not known in the way of what
"trade-offs" may have been made between
simplicity of coding and simplicity of chan-
and :
Ac Ri ,'t
(34)
ad, v
If we assume that a resolvable element
corresponds to a constant increment of de-
flection _ of the cupula, expression (34) is
then proportional to the number of resolv-
able elements per unit change of angular
velocity of the head and to n. On the other
hand, we can assume that the number of re-
solvable elements is some function of the
number of cells in the cristae. Let us as-
sume, or guess, "pour fixer les ideals," that
the number of sensory cells in the cristae is
proportional to the volume of the ampulla
and that because of the random stimulation
the number of resolvable elements is pro-
portional to the square root of this number.
We then have from equation (34) :
Rr;
_/ cc
V1 ,,'2
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and from (30) :
Rr'-'
nm,x _ n V,/------_ (35)
It may be noted that if V _ r'-'R as indicated
by Jones and Spells, this equation would
become :
1
(36)
nm,, _ R2 r
It may be well to retain equation (35) be-
cause of the variability of the relation be-
tween V and r"R.
THE SEMICIRCULAR CANALS OF FISH
Jones and Spells point out that the dimen-
sions of r and R for fish are relatively large
compared to those of mammals. The con-
trast of these dimensions is shown in table
II taken from their paper.
Table II.--Dimensions of r and R for a Mam-
mal and a Fish Each of 10 Kg Mass
Animal class r (mm) R (mm)
Mammal ........................ 0.12 2.30
Fish 0.23 5.99
Table I also indicates values of experimen-
tally determined time constants for man and
for the ray. The dimensions of the canals
correspond to a very much lower bandwidth
of frequency response for fish than for
mammals. It is easy to visualize why this
should be so.
The head of the fish is fixed to the body
without a connecting neck; the rotation of
the head can only take place with a rotation
of the body. The analysis of Jones and Spells
regarding head movements is, therefore, not
applicable. But neither is our own analysis.
There is nothing in the turning of a fish
which corresponds to that of the torso, or
to a jump. The fish must have forward mo-
tion in order to turn, and in this character-
istic it resembles a ship, an airplane, or even
an automobile. There may be small restor-
ing rolling moments when the fish is sta-
tionary, but these appear rather inconse-
quential. The fish applies the bulk of its
power to obtain forward motion and then
needs to exercise only small control forces
to effect a turn. The angular speed of the
turn depends on the linear velocity of the
fish as he enters the turn, the amount of
control forces, and is limited by fluid dy-
namic considerations such as the stalling of
control surfaces under excessive lift, and
probably by centrifugal force stresses. There
is no correspondence between this situation
and that of a mammal where estimated mus-
cle power and moment of inertia determine
a frequency of oscillation. It is easy to see
why Jones and Spells could not obtain statis-
tically significant relations between canal
dimensions and the mass of fish. The turning
radius of a fish must be relatively large and
must correspond to relatively low angular
speed, related in turn to a lower bandwidth
of frequency.
The vestibule of a fish is no doubt one of
the key sensors in the computation and con-
trol of the beautiful pursuit course executed
by a trout in catching a minnow, or the
evasive maneuvering of a fish under attack.
The relative size of the canals for mammals
and fish is one of the best illustrations of the
match of these sensors to biological systems.
It may be noted that the above discussion
applies also in some degree to birds and their
canals have somewhat larger dimensions
than mammals of the same weight. The dif-
ference is less, however, than for the fish
because birds must be adapted for movements
on the ground as well as for flight.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The present investigation, as far as it goes,
confirms the broad findings of Jones and
Spells (1963) regarding the matching of the
semicircular canals to the requirements of
various species. However, while Jones and
Spells indicate that this match can be ac-
complished by adjustments of two independ-
ent parameters--the internal radius and the
radius of curvature of the canals--the pres-
ent paper suggests that five adjustable pa-
rameters are needed to provide an appro-
priate degree of flexibility in the design.
These parameters are said to include: the
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internal diameterof the canal, the radius
of its curvature,the volumeof the ampulla,
the stiffnessof the cupula,and possiblythe
numberof sensorycells in the cristae. The
next step in the investigationshouldbeone
of experimentalmeasurementof bodymove-
ment, canal characteristics,canal dimen-
sions,andattemptedcorrelationof the data.
If an engineerwere to begiven the task
of designinga semicircular canal having
specifiedto himbythesystemgroupanupper
andlower limit of frequencybandwidthand
a maximum processingrate of resolvable
elements,he might proceedas follows. He
wouldwrite downthe threeequationsrelat-
ing thesequantitiesto canalparameters.
1
f,, c, -- (a)
),:2
M)._
f_ c._,RV-' (b)
"-'R
i_ = c:_ (c)
where the constant of proportionality would
have been established. He would first select
r_ from equation (a) to give the desired f,,
and would substitute this value in (b) and
(c), giving:
M
t) : c_ RV-' (d)
R
_ = c_ V_, =, (e)
From (e) he would obtain :
V 2 = c_ R 4 (f)
since n is known.
Substituting in (d) would give:
M
.f_ c; R_ (g)
Reasonable values for M and R would then
be selected from (g) on the basis of good de-
sign practice and space available. The value
of V would then be determined from (e).
But our engineer would really have per-
formed only a routine function in the design
of the camtls. The more difficult job would
have been done by the system group in ar-
riving at specifications for f,,, f_, and h to
provide suitable match of the system in all
possible respects such as power available in
muscles, information handling capacity o¢
neural channels and processing centers, reso-
lution of time, resolution of force and posi-
tion in body proprioceptive sensors, and, of
course, the desired function of the system.
An error analysis would have been made
allocating an appropriate portion of the
maximum overall permissible error to every
component, including the semicircular ca-
nals.
The notion that components of a biological
system are matched is at the root of the
basic motivation to undertake investigations
such as conducted by Jones and Spells. It
originates from an assumption of efficient
design and economy in the configurations of
nature. An overdesigned component in a
system is wasteful in that its performance
is limited to that of other components. An
underdesigned component is also wasteful as
it limits the performance of all other compo-
nents. But the most remarkable match of
all is between the expectation and the find-
ings of reason that biological systems are
matched.
In the history of human thought and ex-
perience, three agencies have been either
proposed or observed to produce matched
designs--God, evolution, and an engineering
organization. The same characteristic of
reason which leads man to look for matched
or economical design in nature will lead him
to try to compress these three agencies into
one.
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The Modulating Influence of the Otolith Organs oil
Semicircular Canal Functions
MARTIN P. LANSBERG
National Aeromedical Center
Soesterberg, The Netherlands
When I was pondering on the subject of
this symposium, which is the role of the
vestibular organs in the exploration of space,
it occurred to me that nobody has considered
the possibility that this role could ever be
rated along the positive side of the scale.
Indeed, some people have even gone so far
as to suggest that the astronauts' labyrinths
could better be eliminated either temporarily
or permanently as they could only bring mis-
hap to their owners. We have all been so
busily engaged in counting the undoings of
the vestibular organs under unphysiologic
or rather uncommon conditions that we are
bound to forget that these organs might well
serve a positive function.
Indeed, I think they may be as useful to
the space-traveler as they are to the dweller
on earth if only we take care that the situa-
tion the astronaut will meet will be adapted
to him as well as vice versa. It is therefore
a fortunate coincidence that so many studies
have recently been concerned with problems
of habituation, response decline and adapta-
tion as we will want to know to what extent
we can deviate from normal circumstances
without compromising the astronauts' well-
being and proficiency in handling and reason-
ing.
Consequently I feel that the questions to be
answered at this symposium might be formu-
lated as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
What dynamic situation will the
space-traveler have to face according
to current technical concepts?
Does our present knowledge of vestib-
ular mechanisms suffice to judge in
how far these situations envisaged in
space flight may be provocative of
untoward reactions ? How should these
reactions be classified and what will
be their character?
What means do we have to circumvent
or prevent any such reactions? I
think in terms of selection procedures,
indoctrination, training, drugs.
The fourth question is rather a re-
ciprocal one; it does not concern the
role of the vestibular organ in the ex-
ploration of space but the reverse,
i.e., the role of space flight in the ex-
ploration of the vestibular organ.
Speaking more generally, this may
well be the most important and fasci-
nating side of space flight; not what
it will reveal to us of distant worlds
but what it will unveil to us about
ourselves. Does not the physiologist
engaged in the study of vestibular
organs eagerly await observations
under weightless 5onditions just like
the psychologist is anxious to learn
more about man from his conduct
when distantly separated from his
6'3
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fellow man and deprivedof his cus-
tomary surroundingsand like the
metaphysicistis longing to substan-
tiate thetranscendentalnatureof our
knowledgeof ourselvesandour world
by exposingus to dimensionsof dis-
tanceandtime that reachbeyondthe
systemof co-ordinatesin which we
visualizeourworld?
Returningto question(1), I think wewill
agreethat the dynamicsituationsto which
theastronautwill beexposedwill beweight-
lessnessand artificial, centrifugal weight.
The secondquestionhashad considerable
attentionboth in the laboratoryand in the
satellitesbut we still donot feel quite con-
fidentasto the innocuousnessof weightless-
nessandevenlessasto the harmlessnessof
centrifugalweight.
In consideringwhere the possibleharm
shouldresideweonceagainhit uponthe old
controversy about the cause of motion-
sickness.Leaving asideall other factors--
visual cues, central coordination,psychic
constitution--it is the vestibularinput that
upsets the minds of the investigators as
much as the homeostasis of the traveler, and
a vivid controversy stiil reigns among the
students of motion-sickness. There are ar-
dent protagonists of the semicircular canals
as eliciting agents of the disturbing symp-
toms. Others remain faithful--though in a
negative sense--to the otoliths as being the
culprits of the troubles. A third group
feels that neither the otoliths nor the semi-
circular canals suffer undue unphysiologic
stimuli as a result of which motion-sickness
ensues. They hold that it is a conflict in in-
formation that causes the symptoms and they
gleefully welcome all recent data on learning
processes and habituations as this fits very
well in with their theory of conflicting sen-
sorial cues. Not overstimulation but dis-
cordant stimulation is in their opinion the
item to be looked for. Among the many
studies of vestibular adaptation those of
Guedry and Graybiel deserve our special
attention as they were directly aimed at pro-
viding evidence on the behavioral problems
in a rotating space station.
It will be remembered that the subjects
had to move their heads in a frontal plane
which engenders a "false" impulse in the
semicircular canals causing a tilting reac-
tion and a sensation of tilt. After a few days
habituation occurred and when the rotation
of the room was stopped, similar false re-
sponses--nystagmus included--were again
elicited by these head movements but now in
the opposite direction.
Let me take these experiments as a frame-
work to bring into the discussion a few more
points.
First, are we justified in considering the
rotating room situation to be equivalent to
the situation in a rotating spaceship? I do
not think so. In the rotating room an inclina-
tion of the head in the frontal plane will
elicit always the same cupula deflection
whatever direction the man is standing.
Thus habituation will be possible. Con-
versely, on the rotating spaceship the im-
pulse will depend upon the subject's position.
Even worse is the fact that the most normal
movements we know of, i.e., the rotations
of the head or the body around the longitu-
D
Zz_ __A2
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Figure 1.--Body orientation i_ the experiment.
(From J. Acro._'pace Mrd., ref. 1.)
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dinal axis, will not cause any false response
in the occupant of the rotating room but they
will do so in the occupant of the spaceship
and again in a treacherous and--for the
subject unpredictable--unhabituable way.
Consequently, I feel that on giving our ad-
vice to the engineers of rotating spaceships
we should be conservative in our estimates
of what angular velocity will be acceptable.
A second point I would like to make is that
the impulses to the cupulae that we are dis-
cussing are from a point of mechanical sense
organ physiology quite innocent. Indeed
after stopping the room the head movements
will occasion only the normal momentaneous
cupula deflection and yet the effects are quite
different. I believe that these facts argue
in favor of the conflicting-clue theory and
that the conflict resides in the otolithic and
canal signals.
Past are the good old days where semicir-
cular canals and otoliths were separate or-
gans with separate functions and separate
effects. Although it is true that the canals
will respond to angular impulses and the
otoliths basically to linear accelerations, they
are linked together for better and worse.
We have tried to find some principles gov-
erning this interaction. To this end 315 runs
were performed on the Pensacola centrifuge
(ref. 1) ; the subjects, 26 in all, were placed
in different seated and recumbent positions.
The angular impulse was kept pretty well
constant. (See fig. 1.) The magnitude of
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the response should accordingly be constant.
The response, as measured by electronystag-
mography, should as desired by classic vestib-
ular dogmas obey Ewald's first law stating
that the response will be in the plane of
stimulation.
The results of our experiments contra-
dicted such attractive simplicity of response
patterns (figs. 2 and 3). In several instances,
where the orientation of the canal system
relative to the plane of rotation remained
unchanged, the magnitude and direction of
the nystagmus proved to vary as a function
of the subject's heading. For instance head-
ing forward the nystagmus was strong and
of long duration. Conversely, when heading
backward the nystagmus did not reach its
anticipated magnitude; moreover, it lasted
shorter than expected and then gradually
changed plane and direction. The implication
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ototiths ototiths
Figure 6.--Otolith sig_ml, predicted signal/rom each
pair of macalac, on assumption that shearing force
is active in both directions (upper curves) or in a
lateral direction only (lower curves). (From
Aeromcd. Acta, re/. 2.)
of these experiments seems to be that the
otoliths can modulate an ampullar signal or,
even stronger, have a nystagmus-modifying
and a nystagmus-generating power.
As for the otoliths, some recent experi-
ments, performed on our centrifuge by Colen-
brander (ref. 2), may be of interest, experi-
ments which to my mind reflect originality
and thoroughness. In the free-swinging gon-
dola 7200 observations of counterrolling of
the eyes and of the subjective horizontal were
made at 1G, 1.5G, and 2G levels in'order to
establish which component of the force act-
ing upon the otoliths determines its stimulus
(fig. 4). Breuer's concept (1874) of the slid-
ing movements furnishing the adequate
stimulus enjoyed little popularity mainly be-
cause the displacement of the otoliths was
hard to demonstrate. Magnus and Quix,
both working in Utrecht, proposed in 1924
rival theories of, respectively, pulling and
pressure as the active agent.
It was not until 1949 that Loewenstein
lent new support to the shearing force theory
which gained further support from Van
Holst's experiments in 1950. Alas, in 1962
Miller's technically refined measurements
could not be fitted to the simple sine function
which the shearing force seemed to demand.
However, these measurements were taken at
1G, whereas Colenbrander, measuring at
different G levels, found a simple linear pro-
portionality between the outward shearing
force of the otoliths on the utrieular maculae
and the counterrolling of the eyes (fig. 5).
The question may be raised why then the
1G counterrolling data do not follow the sine
curve.
Further experiments led Colenbrander to
believe that it is the impression one has
formed about one's spatial position that is
superimposed upon the otolithic influence.
(See fig. 6.) This impression, stemming
from neck and body receptors, would in his
centrifuge studies be independent of G. The
1 G counterrolling curve should consequently
be a combined curve. The pure otolithic
effect showed a good linearity in the range
between 1 G and 2 G and it is tempting to
extrapolate to 0 G. Further theoretical im-
plications of the 0 G curve, interesting as
they are, call for confirmation from a labora-
tory in space. So here we are back at the
reverse of our starting point which is the
role of space flight in the exploration of the
vestibular organ.
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DISCUSSION
PATTERSON: The steps in Dr. Lansberg's argument
that results on a slow rotation platform could not be
applied to a rotating space vehicle are not clear to
me at all. This is a rather serious broadside attack.
I could not follow the argument. If this is true, a
lot of money has been wasted and a lot of time spent.
Is this an airtight conclusion?
LANSBERG: No, on the contrary. I definitely wanted
to say that the experiments have been very valuable
in giving us ideas on the process of adaptation and
to what extent man is able to cope with this conflict-
ing information. The only thing that differs in the
space ship from the situation in the rotating room
is that, as conflicts arise in the space station, they
occur much more often, and in an unpredictable
fashion.
PATTERSON: You mean psychological conflicts, not
physical.
LANSBERG: No, physical.
PATTERSON: Haven't you removed at least some of
the otolithic stimulation in the space station?
LANSBERG: No, you can only reduce it if you want
to go back from 1 G to 1/3 G. You can reduce the
amount but whether that will be an advantage, I
really don't know. Normal linear accelerations that
occur during walking will then be superimposed
upon a 1/3 static G level and these accelerations will,
if Weber-Fechner's Law is true also in this situa-
tion, have a more pronounced effect.
GRAYBIEL: It was planned that the topic of "rotating
environments" would be taken up on the last day of
this symposium, but the statement that the results
of studies in a rotating room on earth cannot be
applied to an orbiting rotating space station deserves
a brief comment now as well as the thought that
the two vestibular organs should be regarded as one.
Although Dr. Lansberg's main point that in the
orbiting spacecraft, man, upright, is ot'iented at right
angles to the axis of rotation and in a rotating room
parallel to the axis is a good one and, indeed, is
receiving careful study, it may be pointed out that
subjects in the Slow Rotation Room become adapted
and do not limit their head movements regardless
of orientation to the axis of rotation. We believe
that information already available may be applied
with caution to conditions aloft and that studies
with man carrying out activities at right angles to
the axis of rotation will provide supplementary in-
formation.
With regard to the vestibular organs we will pre-
sent some additional evidence later on which em-
phasizes the need not only to keep in mind the
individuality of the semicircular canals and otolith
organs but their collective influences as well.

Influence of the Otoliths on the Duration of
Post-Caloric Nystagmus
BOSKO MILOJEVlC
College o/ Med)ci_w, University of Iowa
The otolith system is the oldest represent-
ative of labyrinthine function. It controls
the tonus of the striated muscles for posture
adjustment. Specific excitation of otolith
sensorineural epithelium can be provoked by :
(a) changing of the position which modifies
the center of gravity; (b) linear accelera-
tion; (c) angular acceleration around the
horizontal axis; and (d) centrifugal force.
These stimuli, following the theory of
Mach-Breuer (1873), exert pressure, trac-
tion or sliding of the otoliths on the macular
hair cells. When the head is in the normal
position, according to Magnus and De Kleyn
(1920), otoliths are above the epithelium
and provide pressure and minimal stimulus.
When the head is upside down, otoliths are
below the epithelium and provoke maximal
stimulus by traction. Therefore, there is only
one position for minimal reflexes. Using de-
cerebrated cats, Magnus and De Kleyn dem-
onstrated that postoperative rigidity is
minimal when the head is in the normal
position, and maximal in the upside-down
position. After they performed bilateral
labyrinthectomy, differences in tonus dis-
appeared.
According to experimental studies by
Versteegh (1927), Ulrich (1935), Graybiel
et al. (1952), and Fernandez et al. (1960),
nystagmus cannot be provoked by stimula-
tion of the otolith system.
Maxwell (1923) was probably the first one
to demonstrate that stimulation of the
crista ampullaris is dependent on changes
in tension of the utricular hair cells. He
sectioned the horizontal semicircular canal
near its utricular end and applied different
stimuli.
Marimoto (1955) and Owada et al. (1963),
performing experiments on rabbits, pointed
out that the otolith system has a regulatory
and controlling effect upon the cupula am-
pullaris system. If the balance between am-
pulla and otolith is changed, the ampulla is
spontaneously charged to elicit nystagmus.
Nystagmus jerks are increased or decreased
according to change in endolymphatic pres-
sure on the otolith macula.
Bergstedt (1961) carried out caloric tests
on human subjects in a centrifuge at 1.0 to
1.8 G. He was able to show that vestibular
caloric tests are influenced by the strength of
the gravitational field. The maximum inten-
sity of nystagmus (eye speed in deg/sec) and
duration increase at higher values of gravi-
tational force.
The purpose of the present study was to
investigate the influence of the otolith organ
on post-caloric nystagmus in the cat.
METHOD
Experiments were carried out on 22 adult
cats with normal responses on caloric stimu-
lation. Needle EEG electrodes (Type E-2B.
subdermal) or chronic zygomatic electrodes
were used, and fixation of the head was
achieved by a bar inserted through the teeth
(figs. 1 and 2). Cats were blindfolded and
tested in a semidark room.
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Figure 1,--lmm_,bilizatio_t of cat's head.
Figure 2.--Sketch sho_,ittg pl, ecme_tt of b(tr.
In order to place the lateral semicircular
canal in a vertical position with the ampulla
up for caloric testing, the head was raised
from the horizontal prone position until the
fronto-occipital axis reached a 45: angle (fig.
3). Fronto-occipital axis coincides with a
position of the horizontal semicircular canal
J" .... ;';;T;i;'7;;*;....................................................................
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Figure 4.--N!Istagmus registration.
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(Rademaker, 1926). In this position caloric
stimulation was performed. Water tempera-
ture ranged from 10 to 49' C, and the dura-
tion of each irrigation was 40 sec. After an
interval of 10 minutes, the cat's head was
raised until the fronto-occipital axis reached
an angle of 135. In this position the otoliths
provoked maximal stimulation (traction) of
the otolith hair cells. The caloric test was
then repeated with the same water tempera-
ture and the same length of irrigation, pro-
yoking nystagmus in all 22 cats.
A four-channel recorder (Offner Type R)
for nystagmus registration was use(t (fig. 4).
Channel 1 recorded the velocity of the fast
and slow eye movement, and Channel 2 regis-
tere(l the deriwtted curve of the slow phase.
The actual eye movement was recorded
through the third channel. Channel 4
showed the average frequency. The paper
speed was 1 mm sec. Conventional nystag-
runs pattern was registered by Tektronix
oscilloscope and Polaroid camera (fig. 5).
Duration, maximum slow phase and maxi-
mum fast phase velocity of post-caloric
nystagmus were recorded and analyzed.
R ESi llTl'S
As a preliminary to this study an experi-
ment involving repetitive caloric testing for
18 consecutive days was carried out on 4
cats. It was found that duration of post-
caloric nystagmus appeared to be a more
irregular parameter than eye speed in the
slow phase. The record of one cat is shown
in fig. 6. Irrigation No. 6 released extremely
long nystagmus duration (14 min), while
eye speed showed normal vahtes. The fast
phase velocity followed the pattern of the
slow phase velocity. Nystagmus duration in
Figure 5.--Nystagm_s curve as registered on oscil-
1.scope.
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caloric testing in the cat at the same physical
stimulus could vary between a few seconds
(fig. 7) and as long as 14 minutes (fig. 8).
This indicated that duration of post-caloric
nystagmus in the cat is influenced by differ-
ent mechanisms than velocity of the slow and
fast phase.
In the principal study, the results of the
first group of 11 eats are shown in figure
9(a). Water temperature was 16 ° C in all
caloric tests. Nystagmus duration was sig-
nificantly longer in the right ear in this
group when the fronto-occipital axis was
placed in a 135 ° angle in cats 1, 2, 7, 8, and
10. Less difference was found in cats 3, 4,
and 5 (20-40 sec). Two cats (9 and 11)
did not indicate any difference. In the left
ear, the difference in nystagmus duration
was even more obvious between 45 ° and
135 c angles (cats 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11) (fig.
9(b)).
Maximum slow phase velocity (figs. 10
(a), (b)) and maximum fast phase velocity
(figs. 11 (a), (b)) failed to demonstrate any
increase in the intensity of nystagmus upon
caloric testing at the 135= angle.
In the second group of 11 cats (table I)
the experiment was repea'_ed with different
water temperatures (12 _', 14 °, 19 °, 24 °, 27 °,
and 49 ° C). The findings of this group were
quite similar to those of the first one. Differ-
ences in duration of nystagmus for the angles
of 135 ° and 45 ° were greater when a colder
stimulus (12 and 14 C) was applied.
Mean group values for 22 cats are pre-
sented in table II. When the fronto-occipital
axis was placed at an angle of 135 _-', mean
duration of post-caloric nystagmus was 68
sec longer than at an angle of 45 _.
DISCUSSION
The relationship between the otolith sys-
tem and nystagmus has been discussed by
many authors. Borries (1920) was probably
the first one to state that post-calorie nys-
tagmus is the result of the cooling or warm-
ing of the otolith organ. De Kleyn and Lund
(1924), following Witmaack's method, de-
stroyed the otoliths by turning a centrifuge
at 2,000 revolutions per minute. However,
they were still able to produce caloric reac-
tion in those animals, disproving Borries'
theory.
/
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Table I.--Study of Nystagmus Duration in 11 Cats
Cat
no. Temp. Ear Angle
12 45 °
R 135 °
12 ° C 45 °
L 135 °
13 45 °
R 135 o
14 ° C 45 °
L 135 °
14 45 °
R 135 °
19 ° C 45 °
L 135 °
15 45 °
R 135 °
24 ° C 45 °
L
135 °
16 45 °
R 135 °
27 ° C 45 °
L 135 °
17 45 °
R 135 °
27 ° C 45 °
L 135 °
18 45 °
R 135 °
27 ° C 45 °
L
135 °
19 45 °
R 135 °
27°C 45 °
L 135 °
20 45 o
R 135 o
27°C 45 °
L 135 °
21 45 °
R 135 °
49 ° C 45 °
L 135 °
22 45 °
R 135 °
49 ° C
45 °
L 135 °
Duration,
(see)
168
277
137
223
92
145
86
112
168
169
15(;
259
120
228
117
137
91
146
144
161
12(;
135
104
120
97
115
120
125
128
186
134
169
127
145
80
100
108
89
159
83
134
Maximum velocity
Slow phase,
deg/sec
70
50
35
50
35
20
20
20
80
65
95
60
8O
I 70
70
75
55
80
70
65
70
70
75
50
70
75
125
100
70
100
25
65
40
45
35
40
20
50
15
35
Fast phase,
deg/sec
100
100
60
75
45
20
55
30
120
105
I 125
(;5
I 8O
70
I,')
75
100
8O
7O
85
115
105
115
70
160
150
150
125
90
155
45
100
7O
85
70
70
35
70
35
60
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TableII.--Mean Value: 22 Cats
Right ear . .
I,eft ear _ ........
Angle,
deg
45
135
45
135
Duration,
Set'
119.15
187.10
111.52
179.52
509
.2° r- ,!
360 IS _
! / I ('135"I
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Figure 9(a).--N!tstagm_s duratio_t--cat right rat.
Versteegh (1927), Ulrich (1935), Jong-
kees (1950), Graybiel et al. (1952), Sullivan
(1959), and Fernandez et al. (1960) denied
any appearance of nystagmus after destruc-
tion of the otolith organ, or utricular nerve.
Maxwell (1923), Marimoto (1955), Berg-
stedt (1961), and Owada et al. (1963) hy-
pothesized that the otolith system has a regu-
latory effect upon the cupula ampullaris
system.
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Figure 9(b).--Ny._'tagmlts daration--cat left car.
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Figure lO(a).--Muximum .slou' phase velocity--cat
right car.
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Figure l()(h).--Ma.rimum _l,w phm_'_, cH, c_t_!- cat
left ear.
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Figure ll (a).--Maxintuln fast phase velocity--cat
right ear.
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left ear.
From a review of the literature it appears
that the present method of stimulating the
otolith system (fronto-occipital axis at 135 °
angle) with simultaneous caloric testing in
the cat has never been reported before.
Enteritis, pneumonitis and otitis media
are three illnesses which interfere sometimes
with experimentation in the cat. Great in-
dividual differences in nystagmus response
between different cats could be attributed to
these illnesses, to the g-shaped form of the
external meatus, to the cat's ability for
closure of the ear canal by muscle contrac-
tion, and to the presence of ear wax in the
meatus. The inhibition of caloric nystag-
mus could be explained by lack of mental
activity if the cat becomes sleepy or by some
other mechanism, where the otolith system
apparently plays an important role. The
duration of post-caloric nystagmus is a much
more irregular parameter than eye velocity.
By changing the center of gravity and mov-
ing the fronto-occipital axis from 45' to
135 angle, the otoliths provoke traction
and maximal physiological stimulus on the
macular hair cells. If a caloric test is per-
formed at this angle, which is not the optimal
position for the lateral semicircular canal,
there is a significant increase in duration of
post-caloric nystagmus with no difference
in maximum intensity of nystagmus. There-
fore, it could be hypothesized that the otolith
system has a controlling regulatory mecha-
nism over post-caloric duration of nystag-
mus through central pathways. Nystagmus
duration increases when the otoliths pro-
w)ke stronger stimulus on the otolith mem-
brane.
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DISCUSSION
COMMENT: There are many moments that can be
l'('sI)onsible for such changes in nystagmus i'c,slJonse
when the cat is placed in an unnatural and unpleas-
ant position. Emotional factors could play a very
important role. Measuring other parameters of in-
duced nystagmus in sequence of time unit, as, for
instance, the frequency, would give us more informa-
tion.
MILOJEVIC: I agree that frequency is a very impor-
tant parameter. In another study on human subjects
and cats and using caloric stimulus in five ordered
durations of irrigation (5, 10, 20, 40, and 60 see),
we found that duration of nystagmus could vary
quite independently from frequency and velocity.
Slow and fast phase velocity show a similar pattern.
According to this study, we Rot the impression that
duration is a totally different parameter and under
different influences than velocity or frequency in
caloric testing.
COMMENT: I was going to question if this difference
in duration of caloric nystagmus in the cat by
changing the fronto-occipital axis can be attributed
to the otolithic action or to some other factors. By
changing the position of the horizontal semicircular
canal, we change the circulation of fluid in semi-
circular canals.
BERGSTEDT: Dr. Milojevic mentioned the study I
made with caloric tests in the centrifuge. The results
show a certain relation between nystagmus output
and G (luring this test. I think this result is in line
with and supporting Bfirfiny's own concept about the
caloric test, i.e., about the thermic flow in the semi-
circular canals. I do not, however, attribute the
results to any effect from the otolith organs. I have
later made further studies and these Rive similar
results. I have syringed both ears with water of the
same temperature, etc., and no unexpected results
occur.
TOROK: I would like to suggest that we extend the
field of observation of the provoked vestibular nys-
tagmus beyond the duration. As it has been found
and proven, a more accurate expression of vestibular
sensitivity can be obtained by counting and evalu-
ating the frequency of the nystagmus. It provides
more reliable and more constant information of the
state of vestibular sensitivity than nystagmus dura-
tion. Compared with the measurement of the velocity
of the slow phase of the nystagmus, the frequency
closely follows the former. However, it is much
simpler and easier to assess the frequency charac-
teristics by counting the number of nystagmus beats
in successive 5 second time intervals. The slow com-
ponent velocity measurement, on the other hand,
needs elaborate electronic equipment.
Response of Single Cells in Cat Brain Stem to Angular
Acceleration in the Horizontal Plane
GEORGE H. CRAMPTON
U.S. Army AhJ£al Re;e,_rcl_ l._ll;c_,._tor)
SUMMARY
Single units within the brain stem of deeply anesthetized cats were observed for
long periods during' which the animal was repeatedly subjected to long duration angular
accelerations. The head was centered over the vertical axis of rotation and the hori-
zontal stereotaxic plane of the head was parallel to the plane of rotation. Observations
were made of adaptation, habituation, and forms of response discharge. Electrode tip
locations _V(!l.e confirmed histologically.
1. No regular evidence for a reduction in discharge rate during the application
of a long angular acceleration could be found.
2. No regular evidence for a reduction in discharge rate from acceleration to
accelel'ation eouht be detected.
3. There are indications of changes in patterning of the discharge with repeated
stimulation which may reflect habituation.
4. A new form of response is described which appears to act as a binary switch,
in that it holds a discharge rate for long periods after a stimulation, and is
turned on and off by alternating negative and positive angular accelerations.
INTRODUCTION
These observations were aimed at three
of the more usual questions asked about
sensory systems. What is the neural code for
the various stimulus parameters? Is there
adaptation during an extended application of
the stimulus? And, does repeated stimula-
tion of the sensory system produce a succes-
sive reduction in response magnitude?
These questions demand very special equip-
ment for their investigation. The study of
adaptation requires a stimulator which is
capable of applying constant angular accel-
erations of long duration separated by long
periods of constant velocity. The examina-
tion of the effects of repeated stimulation re-
quires a stimulator capable of offering suc-
cessive accelerations of reliable accuracy.
The stimulator must be so stable and free
from transients and vibration that activity
from a single neural unit can be recorded for
periods longer than one hour. Finally, micro-
electrode and electronics technique is needed
which is sufficient to successfully monitor
single unit activity from continuously rotat-
ing preparations without intermediate ad-
justment.
Briefly, deeply anesthetized cats were cen-
tered over the vertical axis of rotation. Micro-
electrodes were advanced into the brain stem
and directed by stereotaxic coordinates into
the region of the vestibular nuclei. Isolated
units were studied with long duration con-
stant angular accelerations repeated several
times. Strict criteria for acceptable data
were estal)lished: we had to have held an
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isolated unit for at least one stimulus series
of eight accelerations which lasted an hour;
we required full and adequate films of the re-
sponse for 15 seconds prior to each accelera-
tion to 3 minutes following the acceleration;
and, we demanded a clear histological veri-
fication of each electrode tip location. Our
work has only just begun and we have data
from but 21 units that meet these stringent
requirements. Here we offer a preliminary
report on some of the salient aspects of the
data, and in particular, on some response
types not described heretofore.
METHODS
Stimulator
A circular turntable 1.25 meters in diam-
eter was mounted on a vertical shaft, and
driven through a friction coupling by a
pneumatic wheel pressed against the rim
(fig. 1). The precision-ground vertical shaft
and the oil-bronze smooth radial and thrust
bearings were enclosed in a column of oil.
The drive system was a hydraulic pump and
motor with servo amplifier control employ-
ing closed feedback loops from the slide block
and a tachometer on the output. The turn-
table structure and the hydraulic motor were
mounted within a radiofrequency shielded,
lightproof, and ventilated room. The hydrau-
Figure 1.--T_¢r_tabl_, slrHcl_r_ with cot i_ slcrco-
ta.ric apparat_ts a_d positio_cd with the ce_ter of
head ov_'r axis of rotation.
lic pump and control console were mounted
outside of the room.
Procedure
Cats were deeply anesthetized with Nem-
butal and mounted within the stereotaxic
head-holder. Depending upon the procedure
selected for that animal, (a) a small defect
was made in the skull for the electrode en-
try, or (b) this small defect was made and
another one placed on the contralatera] side
through which the eighth nerve was sec-
tioned, or (c) the major portion of the dorsal
aspect of the cerebellum was exposed, the
cerebellum aspirated, and the eighth nerve
sectioned on one side. The animal was then
positioned on the turntable with the head
centered over the axis, and the horizontal
stereotaxic plane of the head parallel to the
turntable surface. The electrode was tilted
back 30' from the transverse plane in order
to avoid the tentorium and then advanced
in st sagittal plane.
The friction drive wheel was disengaged
from the turntable rim and the table gently
oscillated between successive adwmces of the
electrode manipulator until a single cell
which responded to angular acceleration was
sufficiently isolated for definitive recording.
The friction drive was then reengaged to the
turntable rim, the shielded room closed, and
the animal accelerated in total darkness by
st subthreshold acceleration (0.22_ sec ') to
a clockwise (CW) velocity of either 15 rpm
or 20 rpm.
The stimulus series that followed consisted
of a number of constant angular accelera-
tions, during which the turntable passed
through zero velocity and terminated at a
velocity, equal to but opposite in direction
from that of the base velocity. For example,
most units were started at 15 rpm CW and
then underwent a 4 sec=' negative accelera-
tion of 45 sec duration which brought the
turntable from the base velocity of 15 rpm
CW, through zero velocity to 15 rpm coun-
terclockwise (CCW). Five minutes later, a
positive 4 see 2 acceleration of 45 seconds
duration was impressed and the turntable
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passedfrom 15rpmCCWthroughzeroveloc-
ity to 15 rpm CW.J A seriesof trials con-
sistedof not fewer than eight suchmaneu-
vers,four in eachdirectionof acceleration,
and each maneuverspacedat 5 minute
intervals.
Units with high thresholdsunderwenta
similarseriesbut from 20to 20rpm andwith
accelerationsof 8'_/sec'-'and30secondsdura-
tion. A very few low thresholdunits were
testedat 7.5to 7.5 rpm with accelerations
of 2:/sec2 and 45 secondsduration. Some
cellsweretestedat morethan oneaccelera-
tion level. Occasionallya cell couldbe held
for over threehoursof continuousrotation.
Note, in particular, that this form of
stimulusserieshelpsto identify thoseeffects
which may be due to linear (centripetal)
accelerationor noisefrom the responseto
angular acceleration.Any effectivecentrip-
etal accelerationwas the sameat both the
beginningand the endof eachangular ac-
celeration.Noisewasalsorelatedto angular
velocity. Thus, responsesto theseextrane-
ousstimuli couldbe identifiedbecausethey
weredependententirelyuponangularveloc-
ity andwerenotrelatedto angularaccelera-
tion.
Recording
Electrodes were electro-polished steel in-
sect pins according to the method of Green
(1958), but insulated with successive coats
of baked Formvar. Electrode tips were less
than 6 microns in diameter, and tested with
saline immersion under a microscope to ob-
serve if a small bubble was produced at the
tip when a current was passed through the
electrode. No estimate of the area of the
exposed tip is available. The single-ended
signal from the electrode was led through a
cathode follower mounted on the stereotaxic
instrument, through instrument slip rings
1 A convention of analytical mechanics is observed
in this terminolo_'y. The turntable, as viewed from
above, undergoes a positive angular acceleration dur-
ing a period of decreasing CCW velocity or increas-
ing CW velocity. Similarly, the turntable undergoes
a negative angular acceleration (luring a period of
decreasing CW velocity or increasing CCW velocity.
and thence to amplifying and recording
equipment outside of the turntable room.
The signals were filtered through a frequency
band between 300 and 3000 cps, and photo-
graphed from an oscilloscope at a 50 mm/sec
film speed.
Histology
Following the recording, a small current
was passed through the electrode by attach-
ing the anode of a d.c. source to the electrode.
The current in microamperes and its time
of application in seconds were adjusted so
that the product of the two amounted to ap-
proximately 150; more correctly, 0.00015
coulomb. The animal was then perfused
with saline followed by 10_ formalin to
which 0.5':; potassium ferrocyanide and
0.5_,,,_ potassium ferricyanide had been
added. The brain was removed and placed
in this perfusing solution for not less than
three days before subsequent processing.
This procedure, adapted after the method
of Green (1958) produces by virtue of the
prussian blue reaction, a small blue spot at
the electrode tip site which just can be de-
tected by the unaided eye while preparing
frozen sections. A series of 40-micron sec-
tions in the region of the dyed spot were
then stained with chresys]echt violet, and
in some cases neutral red. Identification of
electrode locations was made by reference
to Brodal & Pompeiano (1957), Brodal,
Pompeiano, and Walberg (1962), and Ver-
haart (1964).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Major Cell Categories
Two broad categories of types have been
found. The first type is that described by
Ross (1936) for the frog, LSwenstein and
Sand (1936) for the dogfish, Adrian {1943),
Gernandt (1949), Eckel (1954), and Duen-
sing and Schaefer (1958) for the cat. This
cell follows the classical description for the
function of the lateral canal as described by
Ewald (1892) in which it was deduced that
utriculopetal movement of the cupula should
produce it maximum response, and that
utriculofugal movement of the cupula
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shouldproducebut little response.This first
categorywastermedTypeI byGernandt,but
we prefer to term it an "Ewaldian" unit
and denotethat it increasesits fring rate
with positiveaccelerationand decreasesits
resting rate (if any) with a negativeaccel-
eratiom whenthe electrodeis on the right
side and recording activity originating in
the right ear. The oppositeobtainsfor an
electrodeonthe left side;that is, an increase
in firing rate with a negativeacceleration
and a decreasein the resting rate (if any)
with a positiveacceleration.
Wepreferto callcellsfrom a secondbroad
category"non-Ewaldian"units: units which
increasetheir dischargerate with a nega-
tive accelerationand decreasetheir resting
discharge(if any) with a positiveaccelera-
tion whenthe electrodeis on the right side
and recording activity originating from the
right ear. The opposite obtains for an elec-
trode on the left side; that is, an increase
in firing rate with a positive acceleration
and a decrease in resting rate (if any) with
a negative acceleration. Duensing and
Schaefer (1958) found them in the vestibular
nuclei and called them Type II, which con-
fuses the issue because the new Type II does
not agree with the former Type II designa-
tion of Gernandt's. These two categories
fit all of the cells we have recorded.
We have not found Gernandt's Type II
cell, a cell which increases its rate with ac-
celeration of either sign. Nor, have we
clearly confirmed a Type III cell; a cell that
decreases its firing rate with accelerations
of either sign. On one occasion we did
find a cell during the preliminary examina-
tion using hand-driven stimulation which
appeared to be a Type III by Gernandt's
terminology; the resting discharge turned
off with acceleration in either direction.
A subsequent series of programed stimu-
lations was started but our maximum
acceleration of 8' see'-' was below threshold
for this cell and we were unable to con-
firm its classification. Great care must
be taken in accepting data obtained with
accelerations beginning and ending at zero
velocity. An activity may be otolithic in
origin and a small displacement from the
center of rotation may be sufficient to
alter its resting discharge in a like man-
ner irrespective of the direction of accelera-
tion. A symmetrical velocity program, such
as used here, is clearly required to confirm
Type II and Type III ('ells. Duensing and
Schaefer (1958) found Gernandt's Types II
and III and Eckel (1954) found Type II, but
both investigations used velocity programs
starting and ending on zero. Further, Eckel's
confirmation of a Type II cell is not well sup-
ported by the reproduction of a record in
which activity from not one but several cells
appears (see Eckel, figs. 3(a) and 4(a),
p. 495).
We are convinced that the non-Ewa]dian
reacting unit is reflecting activity originat-
ing in one of the vertical canals of the laby-
rinth on the same side as that in which the
electrode is positioned. When the stereo-
taxic horizontal plane is parallel to the plane
of rotation, it appears that all three canals
have a sufficient projection on the horizontal
surface to receive a significant stimulation
during angular acceleration. L6wenstein
and Sand (1940) have shown that a vertical
canal will produce what appears to be non-
Ewaldian activity with horizontal rotation
of the head, and Ross (1936) observed that
even a small misalignment of the vertical
canal from a true orthogonal orientation
with the horizontal plane led to adequate
stimulation.
We have performed several supplementary
experiments in which the horizontal stereo-
taxic plane was tipped nose-down to an angle
of 30 with the horizontal. Whereas the
population of Ewaldian and non-Ewaldian
cells are about half and half with the hori-
zontal stereotaxic plane parallel with the
rotating plane, only Ewaldian units have
been found with the 30' declination. Simi-
larly, only once in many attempts, has a non-
Ewaldian cell first found during parallel
orientation continued to fire in the same
manner when subsequently tipped to 30.
Adrian (1936) and Duensing and Schaefer
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(1958) tilted the nose down from the hori-
zontal by 45 "_, and Eckel (1954) used a 35 _:'
declination; yet only Duensing and Schaefer
found non-Ewaldian units. In none of these
three cases was the declination determined
by an accurate reference to the stereotaxic
horizontal, and the difference in findings is
likely due to differences in tilt.
Duensing and Schaefer, employing light
ether anesthesia, were inclined to believe
that the non-Ewaldian units were not Seen
previously because of a sensitivity to narcosis
and decerebration. They considered two
possibilities for their origin. One was that
the non-Ewaldian unit reflected Ewaldian
activity from the contralateral ear conducted
across the midline. A second possibility was
that this reversed action was due to an in-
verse recoding within the vestibular nuclei
themselves. Inasmuch as we employed very
deep barbiturate anesthesia, it is unlikely
that the non-Ewaldian units are entirely
susceptible to anesthesia and as will be seen
below, our observations clearly show that
these units can be found after contralateral
eighth nerve section; a procedure that dis-
penses with the contralateral influence possi-
bility. The possibility that there is a recod-
ing is intriguing, but yet unproven. Paren-
thetically, Gernandt (1950) demonstrated
several non-Ewaldian units much higher in
the brain stem (inferior colliculus) and at-
tributed them to crossed secondary fibers;
the crossing at least was confirmed by caloric
irrigation of the contralateral ear.
Response Forms
Figure 2 reproduces a recording sample
from a non-Ewaldian unit that was found,
in this case, not in the vestibular nuclei but
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Figure 2.--Cat 25, J_ne 1964: electrode tip in this san_ple recording was co_fir'med to be in abd_(cens mtcleus
on left side. These non-Ewaldian responses are two of a series of alternating negative and positive 4° see "_
acceleratiorts of .45 sec duration. Only segments of f_dl recordings are shown ; prior resting di.ucharge and
first few seconds of acceleration, followed on second line by last fete, seconds of stimnl_s period a_d begin-
ning of reeoccr!_. ['day artifacts from f_o_etion generator for stim_dator are promine_t at hoth o_,_('t a_ld
end of accelerations.
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in the abducens nucleus. Note that negative
acceleration turned off the resting discharge,
and a positive acceleration increased it.
Two new response forms are shown in
figures 3 and 4. In figure 3, the non-Ewaldian
cell after some latency (albeit long in this
instance) rises in discharge rate and ap-
pears to be approaching an asymptote within
the 45 second duration of the stimulus. Fol-
lowing the stimulus, the discharge declines
slowly toward its beginning level. Note
that in the turn-off direction, the cell shows
some post-stimulus rebound. The high reli-
ability of this cell is particularly noteworthy,
but of special interest is that there is no
activity whatsoever in the four trials at 5
minutes after the negative acceleration, and
there is a continuing activity in three of the
four trials 5 minutes after the positive ac-
celeration. Such a long duration effect ap-
pears to be almost "hysteresis" like and is
not an altogether uncommon finding.
An even more prominent tong-duration
effect is seen in figure 4, in which an Ewald-
ian cell that takes the form of a "memory"
unit in that it indicates the direction of the
last acceleration for periods of at least 5
minutes. In this series, the first acceleration
was of negative sign and found the cell al-
ready in its "on" state. Thereafter, however,
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the accelerations alternately switched the
cell off and on. This cell is probably best
called a long-term memory cell, because it is
more common for these cells to "forget" in
some 2 minutes after the stimulus. A good
question concerns whether this is a go-no-
go switched response or a graded response to
a graded stimulus, acting as an integrator,
and abstracting velocity information for the
organism. We have seen one similar cell in
which the response height reached during
45 seconds of either 2°/sec '-' or 4°/sec -° ac-
celeration was the same, indicating a simple
binary switch and not a graded response.
More information is needed about a greater
number of cells, but the fact that this re-
sponse form exists greatly extends our basis
for speculation on the data handling capa-
bilities of the vestibular system.
In figure 5 are plotted the responses of
two cells recorded after the contralateral
eighth nerve was sectioned and the cere-
bellum removed. Both Ewaldian and non-
Ewaldian units are represented in this prep-
aration which verifies the ipsilateral origin
of both activities. Of particular interest is
the approximately equal response in both
directions of these fairly high threshold
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Figure 5.--Cat 1, October 19_i_(a) : electrode tip was confirmed tr,be in the i_terstitial naclru,_, o  vc,_tib.l.r
nerve on right side. The contralateral eighth nerve was sectioned and ee_'ebellum removed. Ewaldian cell
received same stimulus series as shown in figures 3 and 4. Note close stimulus-bound nature of response
and trial-to-trial reliability. Cat 19, October 1964 (b ) : electrode tip was confirmed to he in lateral vestih.lar
nncleus on right side'. Contralateral eighth nerve was sectioned and cerebellum removed. Non-Ewaldian
cell fir._t received a negative and positive acceleration o/4° see '-'intensity and _5 sec d.r_ttion, which prored
to be just at threshold. A stim_dus series of 8_/sec "-'intensity and 30 sec durations was then commenced anti
produced eight trials depicted in this graph. Here we find same stimMus-bonnd response and comparable
reliability to that of the cell shown in upper record.
units. We have seen cell types which vary
from those with no resting discharge and
therefore a totally uni-directional response,
to those with a resting discharge but a clear
directional bias, to such as these in figure 5
with a symmetrical bidirectional discharge.
We do not yet know if the stimulus-bound
response from units in cats in which the
contralateral eighth nerve was sectioned
and the cerebellum removed is characteristic
of that preparation, but it may very well be
the case. Thus far units showing the follow-
ing characteristics have had the cerebellum
and contralateral eighth nerve intact: (a)
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Figure 6.--,_lou,-phase horizontal nyst_lgmie o_rlp_t of nean riding in total drn'l,'nes.s rzt center of rotati, n rlml
performing a psychophysical task requiring judgments of angular velocity. Nystagmus zvas recorded elec-
trically. Averages of _'esponses front 10 me_ are plotted for the first and last two trials of an eight trial
series identical to those to which eats in figures 3, 4, and 5 were exposed. Negative accelerations are odd
numbered, and positive accelerations are even ,n_mbcred. Full range of the response is plotted, inclading
the reversal in sign of the slow phase after the stimulus cessation; the secondary nystagmus. This stimu-
h_tor is not one used for cats, amf a .full description .f the sthn_dator and the proced_n'es emplo!jed f,n m._
may be found in Brown and Crampton, 1964.
"memory" cell types which respond with
long-duration fixed states, (b) cells with
widely varying periodicities of the resting
frequencies, (c) units with high frequency
outputs, (d) cells that show large post-
stimulus rebounds or suppressions, and
finally (e) units which show low trial-to-
trial reliability. We do not have enough units
cataloged yet to answer the above question
nor to draw conclusions about the nuclear
membership of the cell types.
Habituation and Adaptation
Figures 6 and 7 show nystagmic outputs
for man and unanesthetized cat in response
to a series of 4 °/sec _ stimuli exactly like the
one employed for the neurophysiologieal
studies. The principal features of human
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Figure 7.--Slow-phase horizoatul _ystagmic output for cat, riding i_ total dark_ess at c(mtcr of rotatio_h a_zd
_ndcr mcdicatio_ o.t" 2.5 mg/kg d-ampActaminc to _ai_tai'_ aro_sal. Nystagm_s was recorded electrically,
and average rcspo_scs for 10 cats arc plotted as for _ i_7 fignrc 6. Sti_nuh_s series _'as identical to that
used in preei(ms .figures. Sti_ulator is o_(, _scd for clectropAysiol.gical work; a full descriptio_ of llu'
procedures employed i_l st_tdics o.f cat _ystagmic habih_atio_ may be fo_t_ld in Crampto_ a_(t Bre_w_t, 1964.
and feline nystagmus are very much the
same, except that the total response is shorter
for cat, and as indicated by our calibration
technique at least, the slow-phase output
per second is less. Habituation is a promi-
nent feature, more so for cat than for man.
There is no adaptation-like decrement for
cat, and only a little indication of it for man.
There is no good evidence for adaptation
of nystagmic responses to angular accelera-
tion when special care is taken to maintain
a high state of arousal with mental tasks in
man (Collins and Guedry, 1962) or with
d-amphetamine medication in cat. An exami-
nation of all of our records from the vestibu-
lar nuclei thus far shows no prominent evi-
dence for adaptation, although some units
on some occasions will show a slight decline
in discharge rate near'the end of a 45 second
acceleration (fig. 5). The absence of clear
adaptation effects in either the nystagmic
response or in the single units of the vestibu-
lar nuclei places this sense organ in a unique
position among sensory systems.
No regular and progressive decrease in
discharge rate from trial to trial was found.
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This failure to find habituation effects in
single units is in accord with the absence of
nystagmic habituation after accelerations
during barbiturate anesthesia (Fearing and
Mowrer, 1934) and is therefore no clear
indication that habituation effects will not
be found in units studied in unanesthetized
animals. The evidence thus far indicates
that habituation is a central and not a
peripheral or sense organ phenomenon
(Henriksson, Kohut and FernAndez, 1961).
Even so, habituation effects will not neces-
sarily be found in the vestibular nuclei under
any circumstances.
Special care must be taken when evalu-
ating these few records for adaptation or
habituation. We should not assume that all
of the intensive information of acceleration
is coded simply with a monotonic magnitude-
to-frequency conversion. There are other
possibilities, and adaptation and habituation
effects may be elegantly disguised in superb
patterning. For example, some units will
start firing with rapid pairs in which the
spikes have a separation of about 10 msec.
Three or four accelerations later the paired
firing will have disappeared to be replaced
with a more usual spaced discharge. We
have seen one unit within the lateral vestibu-
lar nucleus in which the resting discharge
increased by five to ten spikes per second
from trial to trial and yet the absolute change
in discharge rate in response to acceleration
remained the same. Again, a unit from
within the recticular substance initially re-
sponded to the accelerations with an increase
in rate embellished with a parasitic oscilla-
tory perturbation. The response to accelera-
tions continued with some reduction, but the
oscillations dramatically declined in ampli-
tude with each trial. More subtle phase and
amplitude changes would not be detected
by our simple frequency counts, and sophis-
ticated techniques must be applied to this
important analysis problem.
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DISCUSSION
M. JONES: First, I would like to endorse the fact
that you can pick up almost any cell you like if you
look long enough in the brain stem. Second, the so-
called "vestibular nucleus" is really a rather complex
structure of enormous volume having a wide variety
of afferent and efferent connections: ascending, de-
scending, cerebellar, etc. It just occurred to me that
some of your "holding" units might represent de-
scending pathways passing to the lower limb postural
muscles. For a velocity modulated canal signal, when
integrated, would tell the CNS that a certain dis-
placement had occurred, and this would perhaps be
expected to call for a "holding" pattern of muscle
activity. I wonder if you would agree with this?
CRAMPTON: Indeed. And, I wish to add that previ-
ous brain stem work in cats, so far as I know,
involved removal of the cerebellum before observing
single units. In our case, using a stereotaxic ap-
proach down through the cerebellum, we find a
greater wealth of coding types. I think we have
seen a simplified picture of the coding systems in
data derived from cerebellectomized animals.
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SUMMARY
A new multidimensional quantitative ataxia test battery employing the "rail
method" of testing was developed to assess more precisely than heretofore postural
equilibrium-disequilibrium under unusual conditions and stresses such as rotatinlz
environments.
High reliability, including test-retest reliability, was demonstrated for each of two
versions: a Long Version employing six rails of varying widths, and a Short Version
employing two of these rails. Normative standards covering a wide age range, and age,
height, and weight influences upon performance, tentative scx differences in perform-
anee, practice effects, and Test Battery relationships with several clinical-type ataxia
tests were ¢tetermined. Validity of the standardized test procedures in the laboratory,
in the field and in clinical situations was demonstrated, present and future uses of the
Test Battery in normals and auricular-involved individuals in vestibular research as
well as in related research-clinical areas were outlined, and sew, ral methodolo_rical
limitations were indicated.
IN'I'RODI]C'I'ION
The disturbances of equilibrium while
standing or walking are diagnostic signs
with a long tradition of usefulness in clinical
medicine. Many procedures have been pro-
posed to quantify these disturbances (refs.
2-5, 8, 9, 11, 16-20, 22, 27, 31-35, 37, 39,
41, 42, 44, 45, 48-62, 65, 66) but almost as
many have not stood the test of time. The
procedures commonly used today, subjective
estimates of disequilibrium, are valued
mainly as rough screening tests to indicate
lines of direction for more precise diagnostic
study and, judging from the small investiga-
tive interest expressed in such tests, it must
be assumed that they are adequate for all
except special purposes.
Our interest in ataxia tests grew out of
the fact that subjects, exposed to the unusual
inertial forces in a rotating environment,
initially experience ataxia then gradually
adapt and a quantitative measure of the
time-course of this adaption was needed. The
requirements were stringent inasmuch as it
was necessary t(_ measure small differences
in postural equilibrium over the normal and
abnormal range. It is the purpose of this
report to describe a new ataxia test battery
with numerical scores, demonstrate its reli-
ability and validity and point out some of its
uses in laboratory and clinic.
GENERAl. CONSIDERATIONS
The reader is referred elsewhere for a
review of the numerous physiological mecha-
nisms and psychological factors which govern
postural equilibrium and the wwious patho-
logical alterations which may affect it. Here
it is important only to set forth the guide-
lines which were followed in devising the
test battery, namely (1) selection and cate-
gorization of subjects, (2) medical evalua-
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tion, (3) standardizing the test procedure,
(4) objectivity in scoring, and (5) choice
of "long" or "short" version of the Test
Battery.
Healthy subjects (Ss) were selected to
provide normative data and were categorized
on the basis of age, sex, height, weight, occu-
pation, etc. All had a recent medical exami-
nation and none complained of postural dif-
ficulties. A more comprehensive examination
including tests of vestibular function was
carried out in the case of groups used in vali-
dation studies. Some of the Ss were selected
on the basis of labyrinthine defects (L-D),
hence manifested vestibular ataxia.
All of the tests were carried out using
"rails" (refs. 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13-15, 17-19,
21, 23, 25, 28-30, 39, 43, 46, 47, 52, 59, 64)
with their advantages of flexibility in width
and objectivity in scoring, i.e., the subject
either remained "on" or "fell off." The
subject was required to remain upright with
arms folded and stand or walk heel-to-toe
as the case might be. Well-fitting shoes with
nonflexible soles and low heels were required.
Inasmuch as the test was interesting, good
motivation was the rule.
Only two measurements were made: (1)
the number of seconds the subject could
"stand" and (2) the number of "steps" he
could take without "falling." No attempt
was made to grade variations in the amount
of body sway. A number of trials were given
to increase reliability. The test procedures
described in appendix A represent the end
product of evolutionary development during
which many variations of tests were tried
and the various items subjected to statistical
analysis. Two versions of the test evolved--
a Long Version, which utilizes six rails of
varying widths, and a Short Version, which
utilizes only two of these rails.
The Long Version was designed to test in-
dividual performance differences over an ex-
tremely wide age range in both normal and
clinical populations. Although somewhat
time consuming to administer (about 45
min), the Long Version proved ideal for
testing the postural equilibrium perform-
ances of the group of labyrinthine defective
Ss (L-D's), who participate regularly in the
vestibular research program of this labora-
tory, inasmuch as individual differences
within this group were apparent for each
of the six rails. As our samples of the higher
scoring normal Ss increased, however, it be-
came increasingly clear that a briefer ver-
sion of the Test Battery was needed on the
basis that about one-half of the rails afforded
no performance discrimination whatsoever.
The Long Version serves the original pur-
poses of assessing the performance capabili-
ties of extreme age groups (children and
senior citizens) and certain severe clinical
cases. It offers the major advantage of es-
tablishing subtle individual differences in
such samples.
The Short Version, it will be seen from
our results, serves ideally the purposes of
assessing individual differences in normal
Ss and to fulfill the premium time-saving
requirement imposed by much repeated pre-,
per-, and post-testing of Ss with no vestibular
dysfunctioning or with varying amounts of
vestibular losses, who are exposed to unusual
experimental situations.
TEST BATTERY (LONG VERSION) I
A total of 550 normal males, 11 laby-
rinthine defective males (L-D's) (college
professors, graduates, or near college gradu-
ates), and 158 females widely varying in age
and occupational status comprise the samples
tested with the Long Version of the Test
Battery. The samples include highly experi-
enced Naval and Marine Corps test pilots
and aviators, including Project Gemini ap-
plicants (one is now a Gemini astronaut),
military flight surgeons, Naval and Marine
Corps student aviators and "Project Astro-
naut Candidates" (ref. 1), military officers
and enlisted personnel, firemen, college pro-
fessors, college students, senior citizens, cler-
ical and technical medical staff, physicians,
I Test Battery refers only to the three tests under-
taken on the rails, viz., Walk H/T (walking heel-to-
toe with eyes open), Stand E/O (standing heel-to-toe
with eyes open), and Stand E/C (standi_lg heel-to-
toe with eyes closed).
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medical students, nurses, scientists, and high
school students.
The Test Battery, the Classical Romberg
Test (ref. 50) and the Sharpened Romberg
Test (SR) (ref. 4), which were undertaken
by these Ss, are described fully in terms of
materials, administration, and scoring pro-
cedures in appendix A.
Normative Data
Test Battery means and standard devia-
tions by age classification in the samples of
male and female populations are shown in
table I. The ranges of scores observed in
each sample and the percentile rankings are
contained in table II. There are marked in-
dividual differences in performance. The
two standing tests appear to be more sensi-
tive to age increase than is the Walk H/T
test. In males, standing test performances
appear to decline significantly as early as
age 43, and Walk H/T performance appears
to decline significantly at the later age of
54. A strict assessment of sex differences
was not considered practical because of great
variability in the footwear of our female
samples as opposed to great uniformity of
footwear in our male samples. In our opin-
ion, however, sex differences will still be
101
apparent when tests of this variable are
carried out.
Reliability
Intratest correlations (r's between best
trial and second best trial) of Walk H/T
ranged from 0.75 to 0.92; intratest correla-
tions of Stand E/O and Stand E/C ranged
from 0.83 to 0.96. Test-retest reliabilities
ranged from moderate to high (r's of 0.57
to 0.96) over a period of seven successive
test sessions in a group of twelve normal Ss.
Practice Effects
Walk H/T performance plateaued at 9
percent improvement on the fourth day;
Stand E/O performance plateaued at 29 per-
cent improvement on the fourth day; Stand
E/C performance plateaued at 9 percent
improvement on the fifth day.
Interest Relationships
Correlations between Walk H,T and Stand
E/O ranged from 0.37 to 0.69; correlations
between Walk H/T and Stand E/C ranged
from 0.13 to 0.48; correlations between
Stand E/O and Stand E ::C ranged from 0.41
to 0.61. It is apparent from these results
that each test comprising the Test Battery
Table I.--Test Battery (Lo_g Version) Means and Standard Deviations by
Age Chlssification in S_lmples of Male _' and Female Populations
Walk H/T test Stand E/O test Stand E/C test
N Age
range Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Males
32
424
9
4
7
13-16 51.3
17-42 54.8
43-50 5(;.7
51-53 54.5
54-66 45.3
5.36 469.2
4.53 483.1
4.08 457.4
5.50 416.3
9.11 322.1
64.09
59.15
88.78
92.19
139.01
196.0
203.7
150.4
120.8
101.7
89.45
98.61
98.01
70.97
67.88
Females
28 14-16 51.5 4.26 489.6 41.71 225.8 69.08
112 17-42 51.3 4.(;6 486.2 54.49 232.3 99.52
7 43-50 4(;.6 _;.64 475.6 33.95 196.1 107.24
2 51-53 43.0 1.00 320.0 32.00 49.5 1.50
9 54-67 41.0 10.34 296.8 140.73 90.7 77.78
'These samples do not include 74 student military aviators and "Project Astronaut
Candidates."
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relates only moderately to each other test and
thereby suggests a nearly idea] distinctness
desired in a battery of tests designed to
measure complex performances referred to
singularly as ataxia, or postural equilibrium.
Height and Weight Influences
All correlations with height and weight
(except in highly heterogeneous samples)
were very low, or zero order, and had negligi-
ble influences upon performance.
Validity
Labyrinthine Defective Group
The majority of this group scored at the
1st percentile on each of the tests. In this
group virtually no improvement with ex-
tended practice was shown in their Stand
E/C performances (only 3 percent), whereas
Walk H/T and Stand E/O performances
typically improved rather markedly--70 per-
cent and 60 percent, respectively, over seven
daily retest periods.
Prediction of Motion Sickness Susceptibility
In a small group of male Ss (N _-- 15), who
were evaluated with regard to susceptibility
to motion sickness by means Of a motion
sickness questionnaire, a boat ride, exhaus-
tive motion sickness-arousing air ride, and
rotations on the Pensacola Slow Rotating
Room and the Toronto Counter Rotating
Platform (ref. 24), susceptibility to motion
sickness was predicted to a moderate extent;
correlations with the Test Battery ranged
from 0.50 to 0.75.
Discriminatory Power and Limitations
of the Long Version
Intercorrelations of performances by nor-
reals on each of the six rails disclosed that
Rail 5 (3/_ in. wide) showed highest com-
munality with the remaining rails in the case
of Walk H/T and Stand E/O, and Rail 2.
(2-!/_ in. wide) showed highest communality
in the case of the Stand E/C test. Conse-
quently, in the interest of economy we pilot-
tested a large number of randomly selected
miscellaneous normal Ss, with the modified
procedure of scoring the best three trials out
of five trials and the Short Version of our
Test Battery was derived utilizing these two
rafts.
TEST BATTERY (SHORT VERSION)
A total of 828 normal males, 10 of the
L-D's tested previously on the Long Version,
17 male otoneurological'cases, 99 normal fe-
males, and 15 female otoneurological cases
comprise the samples tested. These included
experienced military aviators, Naval and
Marine Corps student aviators and "Project
Astronaut Candidates," flight surgeons, mili-
tary officers, enlisted personnel, and military
and civilian scientific, clerical, and technical
personnel.
The Test Battery (Short Version) and the
SR test was undertaken by all Ss, and many
of the Ss undertook in addition the Stand
One Leg Eyes Closed test (SOLEC) (refs. 5,
8, 65), and the Walk Line Eyes Closed test
(WALEC) (refs. 42, 58). These are described
fully in terms (ff materials, administration
and scoring procedures in appendix A. Score
sheet is shown in table III.
Normative Data
Samples tested to date range 17-59 years
in age. As with the Long Version, there are
marked individual differences in the capabil-
ities tapped by the Short Version, and there
is considerable overlap in the performances
of older and younger individuals (table IV).
The ranges of scores observed and the per-
centile equivalents are shown in table V. In
the males sampled, performance declines
significantly in about the age range of 43 to
53 years. Analysis of possible sex differences
in performances again was not considered
practical in view of marked variability of
footwear in the female samples as opposed
to virtual uniformity of footwear in the male
samples.
Intratest Reliability
Intratest correlations (best trial with sec-
ond best, best trial with third best, and sec-
ond best with third best) of Walk H/T scores
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Table III.--Score Sheet
NAME (Last) DATE
DATE OF BIRTH (Mo.) (Day) (Yr.) AGE SEX
HEIGHT WEIGHT OCCUPATION
STAND ONE LEG CLOSED
TRIAL WALK
STAND
OPEN
STAND
CLOSED
SR
RT. LT.
1
2
3
4
5
TOTALS
POSTURAL EQUILIBRIUM TEST SERIES Navscolavnmcd 3930/1 (7-63)
Table IV.--Test Battery (Short Version) Means and Standard Deviations by Age
Classification in Samples of Male and Female Populations
Walk H/T test Stand E/O test Stand E/C test
Age
N range Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Males
340
471
17
17-42
43-50
51-53
12.5
10.4
9.2
2.62
3.10
3.99
37.6
19.1
13.2
Females
31.98 103.8 58.37
13.47 52.0 45.90
5.87 , 24.2 14.09
i
41
47
11
18-29
30-49
50-59
11.5 2.66
9.9 2.95
8.8 _ 4.00
t
26.7
18.8
13.5
14.05 84.6
10.65 49.1
5.90 [ 42.6
60.92
43.33
37.(;1
ranged from 0.71 to 0.90, of Stand E/O
scores from 0.89 to 0.96, and of Stand E,.C
scores from 0.82 to 0.96. Thus, performance
on a given test utilizing a single rail, as op-
posed to utilizing six rails formerly, dupli-
cated the high reliability established for the
Long Version.
Test-Retest Reliability
In a group of twelve normal male Ss in the
age range 18-49, who undertook ten succes-
sive daily performances (two additional
daily retests were administered while Ss
wore basketball shoes) on the Test Battery,
test-retest reliabilities, computed by correla-
tions of Day 1 performance with mean per-
formances on Days 2 through 10, were 0.40,
0.86, and 0.91 for Walk H/T, Stand E O, and
Stand E/C, respectively. Other combinations
of initial and early performances correlated
with later, practiced performances yielded
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virtually identical coefficients. Substantial
repeatability of standing test performances
was apparent. The lower reliability of Walk
H/T performance reflects the more rapid
rate of learning afforded both by the locomo-
tor aspect of this test, and, in turn, a more
easily attained perfect score than is found
on the standing tests. Comparisons of Days
1 and 2 (combined) with Days 9 and 10
(combined) performances revealed 26 per-
cent improvement on Walk H/T, 77 percent
on Stand E/O, and 82 percent on the Stand
E/C test.
Practice Effects and Effects of Footwear Upon
Highly Practiced Performance
These results are summarized in figure 1.
In the group of 12 normal male Ss, perform-
ances improved in almost linear fashion
throughout the 10-day period, although the
improvements were relatively slight follow-
ing the plateau points on the learning curve.
Plateaus in Walk H/T, Stand E/O, and
Stand E/C performances were realized on
15
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Figure 1.--I_fl_e_ces of practice and of type o/foot-
wear on Test Battery (Short Version) perform-
ance in a group of (N = 12) normal _nale sub-
j_,ets.
the third day, fourth day, and fifth day, re-
spectively. The detrimental effects of wear-
ing basketball shoes upon highly practiced
standing test performances (obtained while
the Ss wore street shoes) was to the extent
of a 44 percent decrease in Stand E/O per-
formance and a 47 percent decrease in Stand
E.C performance. In marked contrast, Walk
H/T performance decreased a mere 6 per-
cent, indicating that the loss of stability due
to basketball shoes was almost completely
compensated for on Walk H/T and very
poorly compensated for on the two standing
tests.
Interest Relationships
Correlations among the three distinct tests
comprising the Short Version corresponded
very nearly to those reported for the Long
Version. The correlations ranged from 0.19
to 0.51.
Height and Weight Influences
The correlations with the Test Battery
were very low, or zero order, and negligible
for differentiation and prediction purposes--
a finding in keeping with results on the Long
Version.
Validity
The Identification of Individuals
With Auricular Defects
The mean performance scores of L-D's,
streptomycin-treated Mdni_re's cases, and
clinical cases which include postural vertigo,
positional nystagmus, M6ni_re's pseudo-
M6ni_re's, and labyrinthitis, were compared
with the mean performance scores of an
equivalent number of randomly sampled, age-
matched normal, symptom-free individuals.
In all instances, the performances of individ-
uals with auricular involvement were signifi-
cantly poorer than the performances of the
normals.
Relationships with Threshold Caloric Responses
The performances of 11 symptom-free
male individuals with below normal thresh-
old caloric responses (735.0 '' C) were com-
pared with the performances of eleven ran-
domly sampled normal male individuals with
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normal threshold caloric responses (36.0' to
36.6' C). Both Stand E/O and Stand E C
performances were identified with depressed
semicircular canal sensitivity insofar as such
sensitivity is reflected by caloric responses
in the range of 35.0 ° C and below (0.02 level
of confidence). Mean Walk H_T perform-
ances in the two groups were virtually identi-
cal.
Identification of Canal Sickness Susceptibility
In a sample of 20 normal male Ss the test
performances of the ten most susceptible to
canal sickness on the SRR were compared to
the test performances of the 10 remaining,
i.e., least susceptible, Ss. Susceptibility in
this instance was defined as a rank ordering
of the 20 Ss in terms of the number of dial
sequences completed during rotation and
qualitative ratings by an observer (ref. 38).
Generally, on all three tests the 10 most
susceptible Ss as a group attained higher
performance scores than those attained by
the least susceptible Ss. To this extent, the
Test Battery would appear to reflect sensi-
tivity to canal sickness, which is a finding in
parallel with predictability of motion sick-
ness from Long Version performance.
Effects of Prolonged Rotation in the Pensacola Slow
Rotation Rooms
Prerotation Test Battery performances
were compared with postrotation perform-
ances in several groups of normal Ss who
were rotated at 10 rpm for 12 days in the
SRR (ref. 25). Post-testing occurred immedi-
ately upon cessation of rotation, and in all
instances severe declines in test perform-
ances were evidenced. Daily retesting during
the post-rotation periods revealed complete
recovery, within 24-72 hours, of all Test
Battery performances except Stand E/C per-
formances. The visually influenced perform-
ances on the Walk H/T and Stand E/O tests
had not only recovered but improved,
whereas the non-visually-influenced Stand
E/C performances proved more sensitive to
the influences of prolonged rotation.
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Influences of Moderate and Severe Sea Conditions
Upon Performance
In the Nova Scotia Experiment (to be pub-
lished soon) twenty normal male Ss with-
stood a 25-hour ride on an ocean-going tug
in midwinter during moderate to rough sea
conditions between Nova Scotia and New-
foundland. Baseline Test Battery perform-
ances, which were obtained prior to the ex-
periment, were compared with performances
obtained within 30 minutes to 4 hours, within
16-21 hours, and at 36 hours following the
sea experience. Comparisons were made by
the split-half method, i.e., the ten Ss with the
highest baseline performance scores on each
test of the Test Battery were compared with
the remaining 10 Ss having the lowest base-
line performance scores. It was revealed
(fig. 2) that the performances of the
lowest scoring Ss were hardly affected by
the sea experience; indeed, those who did not
at least maintain their baseline performance
levels showed significant improvements in
performance. The ten initially highest scor-
ing Ss, in marked contrast, showed signifi-
cant decreases in performances. Both the
Walk H/T and Stand E 0 performances of
these sensitive Ss recovered to baseline level
within 16-21 hours, but Stand E/C perform-
ances had only partially recovered within 36
hours of the sea experience. This Stand E/C
result is reminiscent of the delayed recovery
of Stand E_, C performances of the several
groups of Ss exposed to prolonged rotation
in the SRR.
Ten L-D male Ss acted as the control group
in the Nova Scotia Experiment. As expected,
the Test Battery performances of the L-D
group were not at all affected by the sea ex-
perience. Indeed, as was the case with the
low scoring (relatively insusceptible) nor-
reals, performances during the post-testing
periods were either maintained or improved.
Relationships with Trampoline Performance
From each of several successive classes of
student aviators undertaking physical train-
ing in the School of Pre-Flight, two to four
men at the very top in terms of proficiency
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Figure 2.--Reco_,erahility fro_ moderate to set'ere sea co_zditions, reflected by Test Brtttcry (,h'hort Ver._'ion)
performrtnce, rt._ _t f_t_ction of baseli_w perform_nce of normal males.
on the trampoline and two to four men at the
very bottom in trampoline proficiency were
selected for performance testing7 It was
found that the top group on the trampoline
scored higher on Walk H/T (0.01 confidence
level) and Stand E/O (0.10 confidence level)
than did the bottom group. The means of the
two groups on Stand E/C were virtually
identical. Inasmuch as the group mean dif-
ferences observed were limited to the two
visually enhanced postural equilibrium per-
formances, it is suggested that visual-motor,
primarily locomotor, factors (vs. vestibulo-
motor factors) underlie the relationships
found between Test Battery and trampoline
performance.
Some Relationships with Several Clinical-Type
Ataxia Tests
Several individuals who undertook the
Test Battery undertook also the following
tests described fully in appendix A: Sharp-
'-' Ss were very carefully selected by Joseph F.
l,owder, Physical Education Instructor, Naval School
of Pre-Flight and Coach, Navy "Starflights" trampo-
line demonstration team.
ened Romberg, Stand One Leg Eyes Closed,
and Walk Line Eyes Closed. The Test Battery
performances of normal male Ss who scored
perfectly on these clinical-type tests were
compared with the Test Battery perform-
ances of age-matched normal male subjects
who had scored less than perfect on the
clinical-type ataxia tests. Generally, results
were in the direction of positive relation-
ships between Test Battery scores and scores
obtained on the ataxia tests. Notably, in-
dividuals with "perfect" ataxia test scores
generally scored higher (better) on the
Stand E/O and Stand E/C tests than did
those individuals with less than perfect
ataxia test scores. There were no significant
differences, however, in Walk H/T perform-
ances between the two groups, and under-
standably, none of the correlatior_s between
Walk H/T and the ataxia tests were statis-
tically significant.
Comparative Difficulty in Performing the Stand
E/C Test and the SR Test in Relation to Age
The only procedural difference between
the SR Test and the Stand E/C Test is that
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the SR was performed while Ss stood on the
floor, whereas the Stand E/C Test was per-
formed while Ss stood on a 21/_ inches wide
rail. Standing for a period of 60 seconds in
position with eyes closed constituted a per-
fect score on each of the two tests. The two
tests appeared to most subjects, deceptively,
to be of equivalent difficulty. Consequently,
most of our subjects expressed surprise, if
not chagrin, at their considerably greater
difficulty in performing on the rail than on
the floor. Quantitative comparisons of the
two tests in terms of difficulty in samples
of male subjects (N_--530) and female sub-
jects (Nz211) in various age ranges re-
vealed remarkable differences between the
two tests. Some 24 percent to 92 percent
of the subjects scored perfectly on the first
trial of the SR Test, but only 3 percent to
23!,_2 percent of the subjects scored perfectly
on the first trial of the Stand EC Test.
Eighty-seven percent of the younger sub-
jects (ages 19-26) scored perfect first trials
on the SR, and only 56 percent of the older
Ss (ages 43-53) did so. But greater still
was the percentage differences in Stand E/C
performance between the younger group and
the older group--18 percent perfect first trial
scores in the younger group vs. only 31/.2 per-
cent perfect first trial scores in the older
group. These findings reflect a mean age
difference between the two groups of 23
years.
Influence of Alcohol Upon Test Battery and Clinical
Type Ataxia Test Performances
As part of a larger study (in preparation
for publication in collaboration with Martin
Bergstedt), which included positional alco-
hol nystagmus measurements and blood al-
cohol measurements, 13 Ss were posture-
tested 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 3 hours,
4!_., hours, 6 hours, and 7 hours after con-
suming 80-proof vodka on an empty stomach
in the amount of 1 cc per lb. body wt. in the
following sequence: (1) SR; (2) Walk H/T;
(3) Stand E/O; (4) Stand E/C; (5-6)
SOLEC L & R ; (7) WALEC (each of these seven
tests were administered repeatedly at the
intervals indicated). The entire experiment
was duplicated 2 days later with the same
subjects but with 100-proof vodka as the
stimulus. The alcohol had the immediate
effect of producing a marked decrement in
performance by all subjects on all seven
tests. Peak decrements in performance were
evidenced 1 hour after alcohol intake, and
performances did not recover to baseline level
until 3 to 7 hours after alcohol intake. Gen-
erally, the 100-proof vodka provided greater
performance decrement than did the 80-
proof, and the recovery period with the 100-
proof was somewhat longer than with the
80-proof. The SR Test proved least sensitive
to alcohol both in terms of decrement and
recovery time, whereas the Test Battery
proved most sensitive in terms of recovery
time although it tended to equal the SOLEC
and WALEC in terms of the extent of perform-
ance decrement.
Several L-D subjects undertook, identi-
cally, this alcohol experiment with the in-
teresting result that, unlike normal subjects,
they did not suffer performance decrements
on the nonvisual tests despite the adequate
stimuli, suggesting that the vestibular ap-
paratus is an essential component of ataxia
due to alcohol stimulation.
DISCUSSION
The normal standards set forth must be
regarded as tentative. The most reliable fig-
ures are those for males in the 17 to 53 age
range. These values are representative of
the scores obtained on subjects who not
only had passed the flight medical examina-
tion on more than one occasion but also had
demonstrated in the performance of their
professional and recreational activities, free-
dom from significant disturbances of psycho-
physiological mechanisms governing postural
equilibrium. In the great majority the func-
tional status of the semicircular canals and
otolith organs was not determined specifi-
cally and, had this been done, some would
have been eliminated from the "normal"
group. It is worth noting, however, that
when comprehensive evaluations were car-
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ried out in the caseof aviators with low
scoresthe findingsusuallyrevealedno defi-
nite abnormality. In someinstances,even
after practicethe scoresremainedlow sug-
gesting either an inherited lack of skill or
somecrypticdisorder.
In the femalepopulationsthe normative
valuesare faulted partly on the basisof a
limited medicalexaminationand partly by
the fact that in someinstancesthe fitting
of the shoeswas lessthan ideal. Neverthe-
less the valuesare probably not far from
"normal" and are includedas a guide indi-
cating that significant sexdifferencesexist.
Whilethe usefulnessof anyataxia test is
dependenton the establishmentof normal
values,this dependenceis lessenedwhen
serial measurementsare madeon a single
person. In the experimentalsituation each
subjectservesashis owncontrol; in clinical
evaluations,the improvementsin scoreor
lack of it in oneor moretest items consti-
tutes an additional "lead."
Our experience with the Test Battery has
centered mainly around its use in measuring
vestibular ataxia. It was found to be a reli-
able indicator both of loss of function and
disturbed function. With regard to the
former, our findings suggest that small loss
(or suppression) of semicircular canal func-
tion in the presence of normal otolith func-
tion, as revealed by the counterrolling test, is
sufficient to cause slight ataxia. This is sup-
ported by the results of Igarashi, et al. (ref.
36), who produced ataxia in squirrel monkeys
by the administration of streptomycin sul-
fate. Subsequent pathological studies re-
vealed a significant loss of sensory epithelium
of the cristae with little or no pathological
changes in the maculae. The significance of
these findings should be limited only to the
probability that loss of semicircular canal
function alone may lead to ataxia; the data
are insufficient to evaluate fully the relative
roles of both vestibular organs.
It was found that the ataxia in subjects
with bilateral loss of labyrinthine function
could be reduced with practice. This reduc-
tion was slight in the absence of visual cues,
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moderate in standing with eyes open and
substantial when walking with eyes open.
In addition to demonstrating the role of
vision and the advantage of better cues in
the more dynamic test, walking compared
with standing, it pointed out the desirability
of training such subjects to improve their
postura] equilibrium. The experience with
L-D subjects raises the question whether
such training should be given to all persons
with abnormally low performance scores.
Old persons, for example, who have become
"unsteady" might improve their postural
equilibrium with appropriate training. Their
performance level and improvement with
practice could be determined easily. Such
improvement might represent the loss in skill
imposed by avoiding all circumstances where
a test of skill is involved. That even L-D
subjects can improve their Test Battery
performance with practice (Stand E.C per-
formance excepted) underscores the neces-
sity of practice to reach performance pla-
teaus before undertaking wdidation studies
if maximum results are to be realized.
Further experience with the Test Battery
is needed to determine its limitations and
exploit its usefulness. Its adaptability to
clinic or laboratory readily can be made for
either general or specific purposes.
In the laboratory, it would appear to have
great value in measuring adaptation in dy-
namic force environments, as our experiences
with the Slow Rotating Rooms have shown
(refs. 6, 23, 25). The time courses of adap-
tation and rates of recovery may be studied
multidimensionally in a nfinimum of time
with the expectation of reasonable returns
for lhe effort. It is hoped that this, or ex-
tensions of this, approach will throw more
light on the problem of understanding dif-
ferential effects within the vestibular appa-
ratus in its varied responses to differential
force environments.
In the clinic, particularly otolaryngology,
neurology, and geriatrics, greater attention
to finer, differential details of postural
equilibrium functionin_ may facilitate diag-
nostic and treatment formulations. The time
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courseof a disturbanceor recoveryof a dis-
order may beassessedas easilyas induced
disorders in the laboratory. Moreover,in
the processof suchcontinuedobservations
additional cluesto novelas well as conven-
tional methodsof rehabilitationmayevolve.
As reservoirs of information so obtained
moreor lessroutinelybuild up, uniquepat-
terns of functioning peculiarto given diag-
nosticcategoriesmightwell becomerevealed
andperforceaid expeditionof medicalsitua-
tions in whichataxia is part of theproblem.
Awaiting all researcherswhoseeka fuller
understandingof posturalequilibriumfunc-
tioning aresuchproblemsaselaboratingthe
practical as well as theoretical significance
of appreciabledifferencesbetweena given
individual's visual and non-visualperform-
ance capabilities, of differentiating more
carefully locomotorandothertypesof ataxia
from vestibularataxia,of clarifying the no-
tion of an "otolithic ataxia" vs. a "semicir-
cularcanalataxia,"of definitivelymeasuring
differencesbetween"dynamic" and "static"
equilibrium, and of delineating apparent
differencesbetween nature- and nurture-
influencesuponequilibrationgenerally.
Available vehiclesfor such researchin-
eludethe systematicstudy of suchunusual
individualsascongenitallyandadventitiously
blind personswith and without vestibular
dysfunctioning,personswith unilateral and
bilateral vestibular dysfunctioningranging
from "minimal" to "complete,"personswith
circumscribedneurologicalhandicapsand
disordersinvolvingthevestibularpathways,
and apparentlynormal individualswith ex-
traordinarily goodposturalequilibriumfunc-
tioning. Most desirable are longitudinal
studieswhichsystematicallyincludevestibu-
lar evaluationsaspart of the completemedi-
cal evaluation (refs. 26, 40), and ideally the
cross-sectional and longitudinal vestibular
functional testing of large numbers of in-
dividuals at all ages whose temporal bones
will, eventually, be made available for
structural-functional correlational analysis.
If in such studies the postural equilibrium
evaluations are quantified, then data process-
ing would be facilitated considerably by
modern computers.
The high reliability, in our experience, of
both versions of the Test Battery, and their
demonstrated validity in terms of reflecting
auricular involvement and related sensory-
motor functioning in widely varied situa-
tions suggests their usefulness generally as
a tool for enhancing vestibular test batteries
designed for more than cursory assessment
of postural equilibrium functioning. In addi-
tion to high reliability and evidence of
validity, each version combines uniquely the
advantages of the rail method of testing,
stringent body position, high ego-involving
task interest and novelty, objectivity of scor-
ing, uniformity and ease of administration
(particularly the Short Version), and multi-
dimensional sensitivity--locomotor vs. static,
visual vs. nonvisual, sensory vs. motor, and
especially visual-motor vs. vestibular-motor
functioning. Moreover, there is an approach-
ing abundance of normative data.
In the laboratory, the Test Battery (Short
Version) has been found useful as a tool for
the study of: (1) the influences, generally,
of various types and degrees of clinically-
or experimentally-induced vestibular disturb-
ances; (2) adaptation and hahitualion to un-
usual force environments; (3) the nature of
rotation and post-r()tation effects (refs. 6, 23-
25, 47) ; (4) the effectiveness of antimotion
sickness drugs and other pharmacological
agents (ref. 63); and (5) relationships be-
tween 1)ostural e(luilil)riuna functioning and
such conventional vestibular functional tests
as responses to calorie irrigation, eupulom-
etry, counterrolling responses, etc. The
Test Battery may prove useful in the study
of: (1) the influences of sensory and sensory-
motor alterations or stresses (isolation, dep-
rivation, fatigue, boredom, suggestibility,
etc.) (ref. 59); (2) short- and long-term
neuromuscular effects (including muscle at-
rol)hy) of zero g and sub-g environments
including water immersion and rotating
space vehicles; (3) the influences of physio-
logical aging and of t)hysical fitness. In the
clinic one or the other version of the Test
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Battery mayproveinvaluablefor the study
of problemsin otolaryngology,neurology,
and geriatrics.
Methodologicallimitationsof the TestBat-
tery:_ include the following: (1) differential
test sensitivity, e.g., Walking vs. Standing,
or Stand Eyes Open vs. Stand Eyes Closed
performances, even where subjects serve as
their own controls, cannot be strictly assessed
inasmuch as the rails were not equated as to
3 The limitations are equally applicable to other
ataxia tests including the clinical-type ataxia tests
and, generally, to other types of multi-dimensional
performance tests.
difficulty, and, accordingly, (2) comparative
performance effects, such as exposure to
prolonged rotation, between groups un-
matched in performance skills, e.g., vestibu-
lar defective individuals vs. vestibular nor-
mal individuals, cannot be strictly assessed,
and (3) performances on any or all of the
tests comprising the Test Battery do not
portend definition nor even representation
necessarily of postural equilibrium (or
ataxia) however it may be defined, subjec-
tively or objectively, by any other test or
battery of tests.
APPENDIX A--PO_;TURAL EQUILIBRIUM TESTS AND CLINICAL-TYPE ATAXIA TESTS: APPARATUS,
AND ADMINISTRATION AND SCORING PROCEDURES
APPARATUS *
Test Battery (Long Version)
Six rails of pine wood construction, each
8 feet long and each superimposed on its 5!!_,
inches wide plywood base, and each with
width and height dimensions as follows: rail
1: 2:_/:_ in. wide and 1 in. high (above base) ;
rail 2 : 21/_ in. wide and 1 in. high ; rail 3 : 1_(_
in. wide and 1 in. high; rail 4: ll/_ in. wide
and 1 in. high ; rail 5 : ;_/i in. wide and 11/./2in.
high; rail 6:_/-2 in. wide and 11/_ in. high.
The four widest rails are attached to the
top of the base, whereas the two narrowest
rails are inserted within the base and held
there by screws underneath to provide ade-
quate support. Rails 5 and 6 are 1/._ in.
higher from the base than rails 1-4 to pre-
vent Ss from obtaining support from the
base by means of overriding the feet. Also,
to prevent splintering, primarily of rails 5
and 6, the top of each rail is covered by ¼ 6
in. thick fiber glass attached by means of or-
dinary glue. However, any wear-resistant,
nonslip surface material equivalent to fiber
glass would have proved satisfactory. To
prevent warping, each rail is secured to the
floor with screws through the base. The
rails are situated in parallel position at 22-
inch intervals (fig. 3).
4 Utmost safety precaution is necessary on the
part of the examiner to prevent possible injury of Ss
from inadvertent falling.
A B C
Figure 3.--Test Battery (Long Version): A, Walk
H/T Test (walking with eyes open); B, Stand
E/O Test (standing with eyes open); and C,
Stand E/C Test (standing with eyes closed).
A more durable version of the apparatus
consists of a singular metal base (with the
same dimensions as each wooden base) with-
in each of six metal rails (with sand-blasted
top surfaces and with dimensions identical
with the wooden version) may be inserted
readily by simple turning of two rigid-
securing hand screws. Four pairs of set
screws within the base permit leveling on
uneven floors.
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Figure 4.--Te.st Battery (Short Version) : A-B, Walk H/T Test (on _-ineh-wide rail) ; C, Sta+t<lE/O Test
(on .V4-inzh-u,iderail) ; and D-E, Stand E/C Test (o_ 21i¢-inch-wide rail).
Test Battery (Short Version)
Rail 2 (21/_ in. wide, 30 in. long) and rail
5 (:_/r in. wide, 8 ft. long) of the Long Ver-
sion (wood version or metal version) (fig.
4), or a portable, foldable metal unit specific
to the Short Version.
METHOD
Test Battery (Long Version)
The tests were performed with shoes on.
Most male Ss wore a military or military-
type shoe with relatively thick soles, whereas
most female Ss wore relatively thin-soled
fiats. Prior to testing, all Ss read the follow-
ing instructions :
Test Battery (Long Version)
Instructions
Test Sequence :
(a) Walking with eyes open on each of
six rails of varying width
(b) Standing with eyes open on each of
the six rails '_
._Normal Ss began on rail 3, and if a perfect score
was attained S was credited with perfect perform-
ances on rails 1 and 2. If score on rail 3 was less
than perfect, testing was undertaken on rail 2 (and
rail 1 if necessary) and upon completion S proceeded
to rail 4.
(C) Standing with eyes closed on each of
the six rails
Body Position for All Tests:
(a) Body erect or nearly erect
(b) Arms folded against chest
(c) Feet in heel-to-toe position
(d) Feet tandemly alined
Scoring: The best two out of three trials con-
stitutes the scoring of each test.
(a) Walk H/T Test--The first two steps,
which are necessary for positioning
on the rail, are not scored. A trial
begins when the third step is taken.
(b) Stand E O Test--Timing begins as
soon as correct position on the rail
is assumed.
(c) Stand E/C Test--You may take un-
limited time for positioning yourself
on the rail first w-ith your eyes open.
Timing will begin as soon as you close
your eyes. Examiner will observe
your eyes carefully, so that signaling
the examiner is unnecessary.
General :
As there does not appear to be any single
"best method," you must develop (rap-
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idly) your own techniques. You may posi-
tion your head up or down and/or forward
or backward; you may lean forward or
backward slightly if you do not prefer a
perfectly erect position; between trials, al-
ternation of the feet is permissible; you
may place more weight on your front foot
than on your rear foot or vice versa, or
you may distribute your weight equally.
However, a stooping position should be
avoided.
After S read the instructions the examiner
demonstrated all procedures and attempted
to answer all questions raised about the man-
ner of performing. The brief demonstration
included illustrations of correct vs. incorrect
body and foot positions, two or three demon-
strations of walking one or more rails with
emphasis that speed of walking should be
considered secondary to negotiating the rails,
and one or more demonstrations of appro-
priate positions for standing with eyes open
and closed. The importance of maintaining
the tandem, heel-to-toe position was re-
emphasized as often as necessary. Ss were
requested to avoid signaling the examiner
upon closing the eyes to minimize losses of
assumed position (s) on the rail (s).
Not included on the score sheet were the
"false starts," defined as inadequate initial
positioning on the rail leading to immediate
loss of equilibrium on any trial, or a tow
time score (usually 2 or 3 seconds) not in
keeping with a given S's generally higher
level of performance. (Faulty techniques
may be distinguished from inability even by
inexperienced examiners.) The scoring pro-
cedures were as follows:
Scoring Procedures
Walk H, T Test
(a) Each correct step is scored as one
(step)
(b) Maximum trial score equals five
(steps)
(c) Maximum rail score equals ten
(steps), or total of the two best trials
(d) Total score equals 60 (steps), the sum
of all six rail scores.
Stand
(a)
E,'O Test
Timing, to the nearest second, begins
when S assumes correct and balanced
position on the rail, and timing ends
at 60 seconds, or when S violates his
position or falls off the rail
(b) Maximum trial score equals 60 (sec-
onds)
(c) Maximum rail score equals 120 (sec-
onds), the sum of the two best trials
(d) Total score equals 720 (seconds), the
sum of all six rail scores.
Stand E/C Test
(a) Timing begins as soon as positioned
S closes his eyes, and timing ends at
60 seconds or when S violates his posi-
tion, or opens his eyes, or falls off of
the rail
(b) Maximum trial score equals 60 (sec-
onds)
(c) Maximum rail score equals 120 (sec-
onds), the sum of the two best trials
(d) Total score equals 720 (seconds), the
sum of all six rail scores.
Classical a_d Sharpened Romberg Proce-
d_res.--Prior to undertaking the Test Bat-
tery, Ss were administered one trial of the
Classical Romberg Test with eyes closed. Ss
who failed to stand the required 60 seconds
were then administered one trial of the
Classical Romberg Test with eyes open. These
Ss then were administered one trial in the
Sharpened Romberg position with eyes
closed. (The Sharpened Romberg position
refers to the following: S attempts standing
on floor for 60 seconds in arms-folded-
against-chest, feet tandemly alined and heel-
to-toe.) Ss who failed to stand the required
60 seconds then attempted to stand in the
Sharpened Romberg position for a period of
60 seconds with eyes open.
Test Battery (Short Version)
As with the Long Version, the tests were
performed with .shoes ot_. Again, most of
the males wore a military or military-type
shoe, whereas most female Ss wore relatively
thin-soled fiats. Prior to testing, all Ss read
the following instruction sheet:
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TestBattery(ShortVersion)
lnstrttctions
Test Sequence :
(a) Walking with eyes open on a :_/t, in.
wide rail
(b) Standing with eyes open on a :_/t in.
wide rail
(c) Standing with eyes closed on a 2!4.
in. wide rail
Body Position for All Tests:
(a) Body erect or nearly erect
(b) Arms folded against chest
(c) Feet in heel-to-toe position
(d) Feet tandemly alined
Scoring : The best three o_t of five trials con-
stitutes the scoring procedure.
(a) Walk H/T Test--The first two steps,
which are necessary for positioning
on the rail, are not scored. A trial
begins when the third step is taken.
(b) Stand EO Test--Timing begins as
soon as correct position on the rail is
assumed.
(c) Stand E_C Test--You may take un-
limited time for positioning yourself
on the rail first with your eyes open.
Timing will begin as soon as you
close your eyes. Examiner will ob-
serve your eyes carefully, so that sig-
naling the examiner is unnecessary.
General:
As there does not appear to be any single
"best method," you must develop (rap-
idly) your own technique. You may posi-
tion your head up or down and_ or forward
or backward; you may lean forward or
backward slightly if you do not prefer a
perfectly erect position; betwee_ trials,
alternation of the feet is permissible; you
may place more weight on your front foot
than on your rear foot or vice versa, or
you may distribute your weight equally.
However, a stooping position should be
avoided.
As with the Long Version, after S read
instructions the examiner demonstrated all
procedures and answered all questions raised
about the performance procedures. Exam-
iner gave two or three demonstrations of
walking the :!/i, in. wide rail and one or two
demonstrations of standing on each of the
two rails. The scoring procedures were as
follows :
Scoring Procedures
Walk H T Test
(a) Each correct step is scored as one
(step)
(b) Maximum trial score equals five
(steps)
(c) Maximum test score equals fifteen
(steps), the sum of the three best
trials.
Stand E/O Test
(a) Timing, to the nearest second, begins
when S assumes correct and balanced
position on the rail, and timing ends
at 60 seconds, or when S violates his
position or falls off the rail
(b) Maximum trial score equals 60 (sec-
onds)
(c) Maximum test score equals 180 (sec-
onds), the sum of the three best trials.
Stand E C Test
(a) Timing begins as soon as positioned
S closes his eyes, and timing ends at
60 seconds or when S violates his
position, or opens his eyes, or falls
off the rail
(b) Maximum trial score equals 60 (sec-
onds)
(c) Maximum test score equals 180 (sec-
onds), the sum of the three best trials.
Sharpened Romberg Test (SR) "
All Ss prior to undertaking the Test Bat-
tery undertook the SR test. Ss who failed
to stand for the required period of 60 sec-
onds on the first trial were administered a
second trial. Ss who failed to stand 60 sec-
onds on the second trial were administered
a third trial before proceeding with the Walk
H__T test. Ss who failed to stand 60 seconds
on the third trial were administered an addi-
tional (fourth) trial upon their completion
of their Stand E/C test.
,;Indicates standing in the Sharpened Romberg
position with eyes closed for a maximum of four
trials.
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SR performance was scored as follows: a
perfect score of 60 seconds on the first trial
was weighted 4, and a score of 240 (60 X 4)
was assigned; a perfect score on the second
trial was weighted 3, and 180 (60 X 3) plus
the number of seconds stood on the first trial
became the assigned test score; a perfect
score on the third trial was weighted 2, and
120 (60 X 2) plus the number of seconds
stood on the first two trials became the as-
signed test score; with Ss requiring a fourth
trial, the total number of seconds stood on
the four trials became the assigned test score.
In addition to undertaking the SR test, a
clinical-type ataxia test, on the occasion of
undertaking the Test Battery, our most re-
cently tested Ss undertook two additional
clinical-type tests; (1) Stand One Leg Eyes
Closed Test (SOLEC), and (2) Walk Line
Eyes Closed Test (WALEC).
SOLEC
Ss undertook this test upon completion of
the Test Battery. The task as a "static" test
consists of standing on each leg (SOLEC--R
and SOLEC--L) with arms folded against chest
and with eyes closed for a period of 30 sec-
onds. Ss were not permitted to make this a
dynamic test by virtue of moving the stand-
ing foot in any way. Rather, it was required
that the standing foot remain stationary.
However, any amount of movement of the
opposite leg or of the body was permitted
so long as the body was maintained in an
erect or near erect position. Ss were per-
mitted to close their eyes at any time after
assuming a correct standing position. Ss
who violated the static foot requirement
were stopped immediately, and the number
of seconds stood prior to violation constituted
the trial score. Ss began the test on the leg
of their choice. Ss who required more than
one trial on each leg (for the perfect score
criterion of 30 seconds) were requested to
alternate legs on additional trials in the in-
terest of reducing fatigue.
SOLEC performance was scored as follows:
a perfect score on the first trial was weighted
5, and a score of 150 (30 X 5) was assigned ;
a perfect score on the second trial was
weighted 4, and a score of 120 (30)4 4) plus
the number of seconds stood on the first trial
was assigned; a perfect score on the third
trial was weighted 3, and a score of 90 (30
X 3) plus the number of seconds stood on
the two previous trials was assigned; a per-
fect score on the fourth trial was weighted
2, and a score of 60 (30 X 2) plus the num-
ber of seconds stood on the three previous
trials was assigned; with Ss requiring a fifth
trial, the total number of seconds stood on
the five trials became the assigned test score.
WALEC
Ss undertook this test upon completion of
the SOLEC. The test consists of walking as
straight as possible a 12-foot-long line on
the floor at a typical (to the S) speed with
eyes closed, arms folded against chest, and
feet heel-to-toe. Ss alternated their starting
positions from trial to trial. Each scorable
trial required that S walk the entire length
of the line. The number of inches of devia-
tion from the line at the end of its 12-foot
length constituted a trial score, and the total
of the ttco best trials out of three (best
equaled least deviant from the line) consti-
tuted the test score. A major limitation of
the WALEC procedure is that in notably ataxic
individuals the qualitative performance is
often more deviant than the individual's
score would indicate. Accordingly, the WALEC
would appear to be more of a test of spatial
orientation than of ataxia or of postural
equilibrium.
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A NEWQUANTITATIVEATAXIATESTBATTERY
DISCUSSION
CHAIRMAN: I'm interested in how soon the police, for
example, might use your battery instead of alcohol
determination as criteria for "drunkenness."
FREGLY: It wouhl be quite interesting to see if one
couhl do that.
MANN: tIavc you made any comparison between
this test and the Dallenhaeh text, a very simple one
of standing with your eyes closed first on your right
foot, then on your left foot, then on your right foot?
FREGLY: We (lid indeed look very seriously at Wet-
chefs and Dallenbach's studies with the (leaf and
blind, and felt that our method was the preferred
method.
WHITE: We have incorporated this new equilibrium
lest in a series of studies that we're doing now on
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sleep and centrifugation. We have twelve subjects
in this program. They did their baseline walks the
other night, and certainly this matter of footwear
is a point of concern. Have you given any thought
to the possibility of a clog shoe or something of that
sort that might be standardized with respect to this?
FREGLY: Yes, we did. We have several kinds on the
drawing hoard and this remains as a perplexing
problem for scientific research. We had in mind
here particularly a ('lear device to offer maximum
cutaneous cues in the ]earning process in the case of
blind individuals. But we had looked at this variable
of footwear very carefully, arid with everything"
considered the present scheme presents the least
variable factor.

Otolith Function as Measured by Ocular Counterrolling
EARL F. MILLER II
AND
ASHTON GRAYBIEL
U. S. Naval School o[ At4ation Medicine
SUMMARY
This report summarizes the results of several studies in which the effect upon
otolith activity of change in magnitude or direction of the gravitoinertial force was
determined in man by measuring the particular vestibulo-oeular reflex of counter-
rolling. In these studies hypergravie forces were generated by means of eentrifugation
while periods of partial or complete weightlessness were produced by ballistic flights
in specially equipped aircraft. Since the available periods of reduced gravity were
relatively short, the rapid adjustment in eounlmrrolling position in response to the
acting gravitational stimulus made this index of otolith activity particularly well-suited
for study. A photographic method developed for quantitatively studying counterrolling
movement in normal and labyrinthine-defective subjects provided the accuracy required
for measuring the extremely small response changes found under reduced G loading.
The average data of several normal subjects indicated that the relationship between
otolith activity and gravitational force expressed in log,o units was linear, i.e. obeyed
Feehner's law, from approximately 0.6 G up to at least 1.0 G and probably beyond.
Below 0.6 G the otolithic response began to deviate from linearity and asymptotically
approached its zero level at some infinitely small G value. The possible application of
these findings to manned space flights was outlined.
INTRODUCTION
This report will summarize some investi-
gations carried out at the U.S. Naval School
of Aviation Medicine which have considered
the action of the otolith organs under the
influence of unusual force environments with
particular emphasis upon weightlessness.
The initial stimulus for these researches
stemmed from the need to evaluate the role
of gravitoinertial force (GIF) in causing dis-
orientation in pilots (ref. 1) for it was
learned early that exposure to unusual force
environments greatly affected the pilot of
conventional aircraft through the sensory re-
ceptors in his vestibular organs. Now space
flight has provided an added impetus to such
studies by introducing the bizarre condition
of weightlessness and the possibility that
astronauts will be exposed to a rotating en-
vironment. Without the adequate stimulus
of gravitational force, the otolith apparatus
might be expected to convey unusual neural
messages to the central nervous system. For
this reason it was predicted by various writ-
ers (refs. 2 to 5) that the integration of the
resultant changes in gravireceptor input
might affect man's behavior. Concern was
expressed that gross difficulties would
be encountered, but these, largely based
upon assumptions and hypotheses, would
appear exaggerated from the reports of the
participants in the Mercury (ref. 6),
Vostok and Voskhod flights (ref. 7). Care-
fully selected individuals have functioned
relatively well under agravie conditions with
only slight disturbances which can be specifi-
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cally relatedto an influenceof weightless-
nessuponthe vestibularsystem.The prob-
lemmuststill be consideredunsettled,how-
ever, until more prolongedflights can be
accomplishedand experimentalstudies of
vestibularfunctionaremadethroughouthis
weightlessexposure.
For the investigationof changesin basic
otolithic responseto decreasedG loadingit
hasnot beennecessaryto await availability
of time and spacein an orbiting capsuleor
laboratory. Throughthe cooperationof the
U.S. Air Force, experimentswere carried
out within specialaircraft capableof flying
precise Keplerian trajectories. Although
relatively short, the time of thesetransient
periodsof reducedgravity was found to be
entirelyadequatefor studyingotolithic func-
tion as determinedby measurementsof a
particular vestibulo-oculareflex known as
counterrolling.
neural energy. The frequencypattern of
nerve impulses traveling over the eighth
nerve to the brain probably dependsupon
the anatomicalspatial arrangementof the
two pairs of otolith organs (utricles and
saccules)and their orientationwith respect
to the acting GIF. Amongthe nervepath-
ways traveledby theseimpulsesare those
to the extraocular musclesand as such
theseotolith organs representa sourceof
tonic innervationto thesemuscles.Whenthe
GIF is alteredin the subject'slateral plane,
a changein tonicity normally resultswhich
is reflectedin a torsionalshift of both eye-
ballsaroundtheir linesof sight asthe axis.
Measurementof the amountof counterroll-
ing associatedwith a changein lateral di-
rection or magnitudeof GIF provides the
bestknownobjectivemeansof determining
correlativechangesin otolithic activity in
man.
COUNTERROLLING
Counterrolling may be defined as the in-
voluntary conjugate rolling movement of the
eyes around their lines of sight in the direc-
tion opposite to the lateral inclination of the
head with respect to gravity. "Inclination of
the otolith organs" could be substituted for
that of the "head" since it is implied in the
definition. The mechanics of stimulation is
revealed by the microscopic anatomy and the
topography of these organs.
Otolith Organs
Within two sac-like structures in the inner
ear are found tiny calcareous crystals (oto-
liths) which are supported by mucous or
gelatinous material. The otoliths being
higher in specific gravity are relatively dis-
placed in the surrounding matrix by changes
in direction and magnitude in gravity or
inertial forces relative to the macular plates.
Without entering into the controversial the-
ories of the exact mode of stimulation, it is
sufficient to say that the hair-like projec-
tions of sensory cells embedded within the
gelatinous layer are bent by slight relative
displacement of the otoliths resulting in a
transducer effect converting mechanical into
Measurement of Counterrolling
The distinct advantage of having an ex-
ternal indicator of oto]ith function in the
human in the form of the counterrolling re-
flex has been outweighed in the past by the
great difficulty in obtaining precise measure-
ments of this response (ref. 8). Throughout
the long colorful history of counterrolling
studies, several methods of measuration have
been used. All have as a common basis the
selection of anatomical landmarks on the eye
to establish a reference plane containing the
line of sight for specifying rolling of the
eye. Most of these methods were found to
be insufficiently sensitive or difficult to em-
ploy in certain experimental situations.
A method involving photography of nat-
ural landmarks on the iris was devised to
meet the requirement of greater precision
in measuration. A solution to the problem
of measuring very small amounts of move-
ment of these landmarks was found in sim-
ple magnification. In this procedure a 35 mm
film image of the entire eye is enlarged over
300 times the actual size by projection onto
a distant screen. Measurement of angular
torsional movement around the center of the
pupil is then accomplished by superimposing
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uponeachtest imagein successiona second
projectedimageof the subject'seyeserving
as a standard of comparison.More com-
plete details of this measuringtechnique
havebeenpublished(ref. 8). It is sufficient
for this discussionto point out that a high
degreeof accuracyand reliability in meas-
uration (±5 minutesof arc) is possiblewith
this procedure.
NormalSubjects
Counterrolling measurementsusing the
photographic technique have been made on
many normal individuals tilted up to ±75 °
from the gravitational vertical (fig. 1). Nor-
mal subjects typically reveal qualitatively
similar counterrolling response to lateral
head inclination but quantitatively there are
certain interindividual differences (ref. 9).
There are also significant right-left differ-
ences in some individuals but not in others. A
more extensive study (ref. 8) in which meas-
urements were made at every 15 degrees
of body tilt within the subject's frontal,
sagittal, and two intermediate planes revealed
that maximal compensatory torsional eye
movement occurred in the frontal plane, was
somewhat less in the intermediate planes,
and was not present in the sagittal plane.
This study revealed that counterrolling in-
creased fairly rapidly up to maximum at a
head inclination between 60 and 70 degrees.
From this point on counterrolling decreased,
but at a lesser rate than it increased, reach-
ing about zero when the head was positioned
vertically downward. A considerable amount
of variability among individual measure-
ments far greater than the measuring error
has been found in almost every subject tested,
indicating that a certain amount of physio-
logical unrest exists with respect to the an-
teroposterior axis of the eye. This variability
has been observed by several authors (refs.
l0 to 12) using various measuring techniques
and requires that several measurements be
made for each GIF condition investigated.
This requirement was considerably more dif-
ficult to meet in the weightless state since
only a limited number of measurements
could be made for each parabolic flight.
Labyrinthine-Defective Subjects
The photographic technique of measura-
tion was found to be particularly useful in
accurately measuring smaller than normal
amounts of counterrolling that are mani-
fested by individuals with disease or other-
wise damaged vestibular organs (ref. 9).
Successful use of this particular technique
in these studies paved the way for accurately
determining the decreased level of activ-
ity of normal otolith organs under reduced
GIF, as will be described. Investigators
with less sensitive measuring devices had
the difficult task of differentiating between
a relatively large measuring error and a pos-
sible small residuum of otolith function in
their labyrinthine-defective subjects. For
the same reason studies of human otolith
function in subgravic states would have been
difficult if not impossible with most of these
former methods.
Information gained from precise measure-
ments of otolith organ activity is needed to
evaluate completely inner ear function. There
is evidence as described below (ref. 9) that
even complete loss of hearing and semicir-
cular canal function does not necessarily in-
dicate that otolithic function is similarly
affected. Also it has been found (unpublished
data from "Effects of Partial Suppression
of Vestibular Function Ten Years After
Treatment of Meni_re's Disease With Strep-
tomycin Sulfate" by A. Graybiel, et al.) that
in subjects with MSni_re's Disease treated
with streptomycin sulfate, suppression of
semicircular canal function can occur with
little loss of otolith function. These results
indicate that all subjects used in studies in-
volving stimulation of the vestibular appara-
tus should be given specific quantitative tests
of these organs. A standardized counterroll-
ing test is now used routinely at the U.S.
Naval School of Aviation Medicine to com-
plement audiometric, threshold caloric irri-
gation (ref. 13) and other tests of the other
two auricular organs.
The use of counterrolling as a specific indi-
cator of otolith activity is based upon the
assumption that the level of function is re-
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vealed by the character of this response. We
examined this theory in an experiment in-
volving 10 deaf subjects with severe and
complete bilateral loss of the semicircular
canals (ref. 9). As can be seen in figure 1
these labyrinthine-defective (L-D) subjects
did not disclose the characteristic pattern
found in normal subjects in most instances.
The magnitude of the response was in all
cases less than in a comparable normal
group. In some instances, there was no defi-
nite evidence of counterrolling, in others it
was limited to one direction, and in still
others there was a small but regular depend-
ence of counterroll with the successive in-
crease in bodily tilt. The highly significant
differences between the normal and L-D
groups must have been due to loss of func-
tion of the sensory organs of the inner ear.
More specifically, since there is no evidence
OTOLITH FUNCTION AS MEASURED
that the counterrolling reflex is released by
the organ of Corti, and insufficient evidence
that it originates in the semicircular canals,
but good evidence that it is released by the
otoliths, it was concluded that the reduction
in counterrolling in these cases was the result
of injury to the otoliths. Interindividual
differences in the L-D group were therefore
best explained by the presence of some re-
sidual otolith function.
HYPERGRAVITATIONAL FORCE
Within the Earth's gravitational environ-
ment counterrolling is useful in determining
the functional loss of the otolithic gravi-
receptor organs or their nerve pathways.
Once it has been established that an indi-
vidual has normal otolithic function, his
counterrolling response can be used to indi-
cate changes in otolithic response to varia-
tions in magnitude of GIF.
In hypergravic states counterrolling was
found (ref. 14) to increase directly with
the magnitude of force and its limit was not
reached even with a lateral force of 2.25 G.
Data of this and other studies (ref. 15 and
unpublished data, E. F. Miller II and A.
Graybiel) demonstrate the important fact
that counterrolling is normally stimulus
bound. Counterrolling can therefore be used
as an indicator of otolith response to hyper-
gravic stimulation up to limits as yet unde-
termined. In the Woellner and Graybiel study
the effect of changing the magnitude of the
lateral G force was determined by tilting the
subject with respect to gravity. The mag-
nitude effect in the range from zero to 1 G
was thus estimated under terrestrial condi-
tions by varying the orientation of the oto-
lith organs with respect to the ever present
force of gravity. In order to study the effect
of a reduction in magnitude of G force, per
se, however, it is necessary to keep the direc-
tion of force constant. This requirement for
subgravity states can only be accomplished
aloft in parabolic or orbital flight.
HYPOGRAVITATIONAL FORCE
In several experiments involving special
aircraft (C131B) equipped to fly Keplerian
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trajectories the normal gravitational pull
of the Earth was counteracted partially or
completely in specific amounts. In the initial
study (ref. 16) using a tilt chair device and
photographic equipment to record eye posi-
tion, the counterrolling response of six nor-
mal and six L-D subjects was measured at
five different tilt positions under zero G, one-
half G, and standard G conditions. Although
the subgravity periods obtained in this ex-
periment were necessarily relatively short
(5-6 seconds) the shifts in torsional eye posi-
tion in response to changes in gravitational
force occurred much more rapidly. The aver-
age results of the normal group of subjects
are portrayed in the figure 2. It can be seen
that otolith activity as indicated by counter-
rolling decreased in a regular fashion as the
force was reduced. In the weightless condi-
tion tilting the normal individual would
appear to have little, if any, effect upon the
activity of the otolith organs under the condi-
tions of the test These data, as far as we
know, provide the first quantitative evidence
that the otolith organs in man are physiologi-
cally deafferentated when he is exposed to
hypogravitational environments. The L-D
subjects manifested a greatly reduced pat-
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tern of response which resembled that of the
normals. This could be interpreted either as
actual change in the already greatly reduced
otolith function of the L-D subjects or as an
effect of stimulation of extra-labyrinthine
source(s) of tonic innervation to the extra-
ocular muscles. The former explanation
seems more reasonable based upon the care
exercised to eliminate cervical, fixational,
or binocular sources of cyclorotational eye
movement. Even if such factors were in-
volved, their importance is not great as evi-
denced by the small changes in counterrolling
measured in the L-D group; it would appear
therefore that when certain variables are
adequately controlled, otolith organ activity
as a function of subgravity forces is revealed
by ocular counterrolling.
It was interesting to note that under one-
half G conditions the normal subjects mani-
fested the characteristic counterrolling re-
sponse, but quantitatively this reflex
movement on the average was markedly
reduced and substantially less than the level
midway between zero and 1 G. These data
suggested that the otolith activity is not
linearly related to G force at least through-
out the complete range between zero and the
Earth's standard level. A followup study
was made to determine more exactly the
nature of this function by exploring several
subgravity levels.
In carrying out this second experiment
(unpublished paper entitled "Otolith Activ-
ity as a Function of Gravitational Accelera-
tion from Zero to One G" by E. F. Miller II,
R. S. Kellogg, and A. Graybiel) the same
equipment and aircraft type (C131B) were
used. The parabolic maneuvers were de-
signed to yield subgravity periods which
were approximately twice as long as those
of the first study. Three young healthy pilots
served as subjects. Each was placed, in
random order by means of the tilt-chair de-
vice, at visual upright or tilted from this
position counterclockwise 25 or 50 degrees.
Two usually successive parabolas were flown
for each tilt position and for each subgravity
level which was induced in the following
order: 0.75, 0.50, 0.33, 0.20, 0.17, 0.10, 0.05,
0.00, and 1.00 G. Four recordings of eye posi-
tion were made during the latter portion of
the subgravity phase of each parabola flown.
This experimental design would have yielded
for each individual up to eight eye record-
ings at each of his three tilt positions under
nine gravitational conditions in the original
test session and the same number in the re-
test session on a separate day. As it hap-
pened, the numerous difficulties in flying
"perfect" trajectories made it impossible to
achieve always the exact and constant level
of subgravity force desired. This result was
unimportant to the experiment since the on-
board accelerometer recordings were used to
define G force to within ±0.001 G. The con-
tinuous write-out of the linear accelerometer
system was marked each time the camera
fired in order to correlate the manifested
counterrolling precisely with the gravita-
tional force existing at that moment. The
small variations in the planned flight ma-
neuver had the effect of increasing the num-
ber of G levels investigated and reducing
considerably in some cases the number of
records at each level For this reason the
counterrolling measurements were grouped
according to their correlative G value in
steps of 0.05 G as indicated in figure 3 which
summarizes the results; the test-retest data
of each subject were quite similar, and there-
fore only the average data of the two test
sessions are presented.
Since averaging counterrolling measure-
ments for data reduction purposes has the
effect of masking the variability inherent in
this response, it should be borne in mind
that the empirical points in figure 3 repre-
sent the mean positions of the eye about
which small apparently continuous rolling
adjustments occur. Although not specifically
investigated in this study, variability in eye
position including occasional spontaneous
rolling "jerk" movements of considerable
amount (1 ° or more) were not any more ap-
parent at the lower than at the normal end
of the G range tested.
Qualitatively, it can be seen that the sub-
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Figure 3.---Ocular counterrotli_zg data of three sub-
jects positioned 0 °, 25 °, and 50 ° from visual up-
right as a function of G force.
jects revealed essentially the same results.
The substantial interindividual quantitative
differences in counterrolling as shown in the
figure 3 are well within normal range. At
upright, the usual position for determining
the basic (zero) mean eye position, the data
revealed a possible slight increase in coun-
terrolling (clockwise movement) of the eye
as the G loading was reduced. Under weight-
lessness and slight negative G force condi-
tions counterrolling in the 25 and 50 degree
positions, although approximately at the
same level, was slightly higher than in the
upright position. The reasons for this are
not known but may reflect a residual hyper-
tonicity of the extraocular muscles resulting
from the heightened eye rolling response to
the hypergravic force (2!_ G) that preceded
the weightless period. Artifact or not, the
effect is quite small and unimportant in con-
sidering relative changes. As the gravita-
tional force increased above zero there was
initially for the two constantly held posi-
tions of tilt only rather weak counterrolling
response which tended to increase at an ever
increasing rate to reach a maximum at 1 G.
An alternative method of plotting the data
was used to explore linearity and therefore
possible compliance with Fechner's law as
expressed by the formula:
¢ _ log,, G _- b
where ¢ represents counterrolling (otolith
activity), G, gravitational force, and b, a
constant. The counterrolling data were
averaged for all three subjects in each of
the two tilt positions and transformed into
an arbitrary scale system in which the unit
equals the average maximum counterrolling
exhibited in this study (50 .2 tilt, 1.0 G). The
counterrolling data in relative units were
plotted as points (open circles, 25°; closed
circles, 50') in relation to the logarithm of
the acting G force as shown in figure 4. The
respective data points for both the 25 ° and
50" tilt positions could be readily fitted with
two straight lines between 1.0 and 0.06 G
as shown in figure 4, but below this gravita-
tional level the lines of apparent fit had to
be continuously bent to reach finally the
basic, resting level of otolith activity in
weightlessness. The asymptotic character of
the resultant curves indicates without pre-
cise definition that the absolute threshold of
the otolith system is quite small. This would
be in general agreement with the estimates
of the high sensitivity reported for the
otolith receptors in man (ref. 17), 0.000344
G, cats (ref. 18, after data of Adrian) 0.017
G, and indicated for the lateral line organ of
fish by Granit's (ref. 19) observation that
the gentlest tapping of the table or even
someone walking in his laboratory stimu-
lated his preparation. Although apparently
stimulated by only a very small fraction of
the normal gravitational pull, the curves of
figure 4 reveal that, as the G load is increased
above threshold, otolith activity is initially
raised only slightly; it should be noted that
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the range of greatly reduced activity in-
cludes that for lunar gravity. The change
in otolith activity increases steadily and in
ever increasing amounts as a direct function
of this load. Above approximately 0.6 G
otolith activity becomes proportional to the
logarithm of G force at least up to 1.0 G.
Beyond this value a continuation of this
linear function is suggested by certain other
counterrolling data which were collected
under hypergravic conditions. Colenbrander
(ref. 15), for example, using the subjective
location of the blind spot to specify torsional
eye position, found that the counterrolling
response was linear between 1.0 and 2.0 G;
specifically, he based his conclusion on the
fact that the difference in his counterrolling
measurements taken at 1.0 and 2.0 G was
twice that difference found between 1.0 and
1.5 G. Certain unpublished data by Miller and
Graybiel involving counterrolling measure-
ments for 50 _' tilt at 1.556 resultant G force
revealed that the average increase in coun-
terrolling as measured on seven normal sub-
jects seated upright on a constantly revolv-
ing centrifuge was greater than 1.3 times
the comparable 1.0 G value. As shown in
figure 4 a straight line (dotted) extension
of the 50 curve intercepts a relative value
at 1.556 G which is only slightly higher
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(1.45) than this ratio. Further extension
up to 2.0Gyieldsa ratio of about1.7which
is similar to that indicatedin the data of
Woellnerand Graybiel (ref. 14). It would
appear,therefore, that Fechner'slaw is a
valid description of otolithic responseto
gravitational stimulation from about 0.6 G
up to somehypergraviclevel. It is interest-
ing to notethat the lateral line organof fish
obeys this law: Neural activity (spike
frequency)was found to beproportional to
the logarithm of the mechanicalstimulus
(rate of flow). Additionaldataare required
to determineat what level, possiblyabove
2.0 G, logarithmicity ends. If, as expected,
a gradual deviation from the Fechnerian
function occurs in the hypergravic range
asit did below0.6G,anS-shapecurvewould
begeneratedwhichwouldbesimilar to that
foundto describethefull rangeof otherbio-
logicaltransducers.
HaberandGerathewohl(ref. 3) originally
suggestedthat the relation betweensensa-
tion and gravitational stimulationmight be
describedby the Weber-Fechnerlaw. An
important consequence of their hypothesis,
assuming strict adherence to this law, would
be that the gravity sense is particularly
sensitive in the proximity of G zero and
strong sensations would be caused by mi-
nute changes in acceleration at this G level.
These authors pointed out, however, that
such an analysis is based upon assumptions
and conclusions by analogy, and only experi-
ment will decide. Gerathewohl (ref. 20), in
a later study, suggested that this psycho-
physical relationship be represented by a
"modified" Weber-Fechner function which
yields an S-shape curve. If this be the case
they argued that only slight changes in sen-
sation would result from small inertial forces
under gravity-free conditions. This appears
likely on the basis of the evidence acquired
in the counterrolling studies already de-
scribed. Thus, small linear accelerations
which may be produced during an orbital or
space flight probably would not be significant
as stimuli to the otolith organs. This re-
sponse characteristic of the otolith organs
may be of an advantage in space flight.
On the other hand, if some damping effect
of inertial force acting on the otolith ap-
paratus is found to be required to defend
against adverse effects of prolonged weight-
lessness, it may be a disadvantage.
APPLICATION OF COUNTERROLLING DATA
TO MANNED SPACE FLIGHTS
From the studies presented summarily in
this report there are certain results concern-
ing otolith activity that may be directly ap-
plicable to future manned space flights: (1)
the otolith organs are physiologically de-
afferentated; i.e., otolith activity is reduced
to its resting level by weightlessness; (2)
the threshold of these organs is a very small
fraction of normal gravity; (3) relatively
little change in otolithic response to slight
increases in inertial stimulation would re-
sult in a weightless environment; (4) little
benefit could be expected from otolith activity
as stimulated by lunar gravity alone; (5)
the frequently proposed levels (0.2-0.3 G)
of artificial gravity for manned space vehicles
would provide very little additional otolithic
input. Counterrolling data such as presented
might be useful in estimating the approxi-
mate effect upon the otolithic gravireceptors
of any inertial force that may be generated
in a spacecraft.
It is essential to keep in mind that the
effect of prolonged weightlessness upon the
otolith organs is still unknown, and that the
above statements are based upon experi-
mental data obtained during transient ex-
posures to zero G. Whether these factors
hold true when the time factor is extended
can only be answered through further experi-
ments designed to measure changes in oto-
lithic response of the astronaut throughout
his prolonged flight.
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DISCUSSION
5TE_:tE: You might say you were comparing the in-
formation reported by the otolith organ with the
force vector, which has direction and length, and
checking the Weber-Fechner relationship by varying
the length of the vector. Itowever, any major change
in the angle reported by it need not be expected to
follow logarithmically with the length of the vector.
MILLER: In these studies, we have attempted only
to keep the direction of the force vector constant,
which varied its magnitude, and this did yield, at
least throughout that part of the G range tested, a
Fechnerian function.
MAYNE: Dr. Miller, it seems to me I remember from
your paper that the eounterrolling of the eyes was
proportional to the component of gravity perpen-
dicular to the longitudinal axis of the body. Your
present record indicates a logarithmic relation. Did
I misread your earlier paper?
MILtER: In my paper on counterrolling, the subject
was tilted in the lateral plane. As typically found
for normal subjects, his eyes counterrolled up to a
maximum with about 60 or 70 degrees bodily tilt;
with tilting beyond this amount counterrolling grad-
ually decreased, and finally the eye returned to its
original position in its socket. Now by rather
arbitrarily choosing, as we did, a certain angle of
tilt with respect to the resultant force vector, and
keeping it constant, the effect upon otolith activity
of magnitude of the force, per se, can be studied.
For at least two angles of tilt, counterrolling was
found to be a logarithmic function of magnitude of
force between about 0.6 and 1.0 (; and probably
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beyond.If severalangleswereinvestigated,the
entirecounterrolling response curve could probably
be seen to rise and fall with respective increase or
decrease in the magnitude of the acting force.
MAYNE: If I recall properly the experimental results
given in one of your papers, the relation between the
component of gravity normal to the longitudinal axis
of the body is linearly related to counterrolling in
that counterrolling was a sine function of the angle
of rotation of the body.
MILLER: This wasn't our approach in this investiga-
tion or in my original paper. I believe Woellner and
Graybiel in one of their counterrolling studies con-
sidered the counterrolling response as a function of
the lateral component of force which varied as the
sine of the angle of tilt. Thus, in the presentation
of their data they indicated in effect the relationship
between counterrolling and magnitude of force from
zero to 2.2 G. However, these results obtained by
changing simultaneously the magnitude and direction
of force were quite different from those of the
present study in which magnitude was varied inde-
pendently of direction and therefore orientation of
the otolith receptors. The typical sinusoidal type
curve that you refer to is revealed when counter-
rolling is related to the angle of tilt with respect to
gravitational vertical.
GUALTIEROTTI: I have results that can compare very
directly with what Dr. Miller says; namely, I have
been recording the activity of a single otolith unit
during the same kind of flight. I would like to
discuss what actually happens to the single otolith
during this plane flight. A record was made of the
discharge of the single otolith unit on the tape
record, and accelerations were recorded. Before the
period of zero G and during this period the excita-
tion of this particular otolith unit is achieved by
increasing the positive acceleration in the A-X axis
only. We had a pilot who could do that and very
well. We can directly compare the effect of the
responsive single otolith unit at roughly 1 G in level
flight with the one in zero G by accelerating by the
same amount in the two conditions, that is, immedi-
ately after going into the parabolic flight and in
level flight. The response is nearly normal; namely,
the frequency of discharge increases according to
the increase of the acceleration in the A-X direction
only. There is no effect on this unit during changes of
the vertical acceleration. When we are in the zero G
state, at least three important phenomena take place:
First, the spontaneous rate of firing increases before
any acceleration is applied; second, there is an initial
response which is much larger than the one that
should be expected at the 1 G gravitational level;
then a third unexpected phenomenon takes place, a
suppressory effect, during which there is no more
response even if you increase the stimulus remark-
ably. This suppressory phenomenon blocks the firing
rate at a constant low value, independently from
excitation. It disappears when the 1-G condition is
restored. On profiles in which the longitudinal ac-
celeration and the response of the unit in rate of
firing are plotted, there is a close following up of
the rate of firing according to the change in A-X
acceleration. At the beginning of the zero G condi-
tion, there is an increase of the rate of spontaneous
firing and a much higher response for the same
amount of linear acceleration along the A-X axis.
After this the suppressory phenomenon is observed
and this disappears when zero G condition is dis-
continued. In a direct comparison between the re-
sponse of the otolith unit before the suppressory
effect takes place in the 1-G condition and in the
zero G condition, the response of the unit under nor-
mal conditions is a logarithmic curve. During zero G
the initial response is much higher for the same
amount of acceleration. So, we have to take into
account the fact that we have a number of very
complex phenomena when we go from 1 G or passing
through 2.5 G to zero G. Now, how this series of
phenomena are directly concerned with zero G and
which are concerned with the transit from high
acceleration to zero acceleration, we cannot tell. But
probably the fact that the spontaneous firing in-
creases, not immediately during the transient or
immediately after, but some seconds, 1 or 2 seconds,
after the zero-G state is achieved, seems to indicate
that the increase of spontaneous firing is a phenom-
enon directly connected with weightlessness.
VON GIERKE: Has there been any attempt made to
simulate on the centrifuge, under hypergravic condi-
tions the same G-time transition pattern which you
had in the hypogravic experiments of the zero G
flights? For example, did you have subjects at 3 G's
for the same time period you were at 2 G during the
zero G flight and then bring them down to 1 G for a
short period equivalent to the zero G period to meas-
ure counterrolling and to see if there were any con-
sistent influences resulting from the transition period
of the G history?
MILLER: We have not done this, but we have made
some follow-up studies using the C-135 aircraft with
less G force preceding" the subgravity exposure and
with much longer periods than in the studies re-
ported. These data have not been analyzed so I
cannot comment about them. However, further in-
vestigation of the effect upon counterrolling of pre-
exposure to higher G should be done, and your
suggestion of using a centrifuge seems excellent.

The Nature of Adaptation to Oscillatory Rotation
G. RICHARD WENDT
DepartmeJ_t of Psychology
Uldversity o  Rochester
INTRODUCTION
More than 30 years ago I proposed an ex-
planation for habituation to rotation that
was part of a larger behavior theory (refs. 1
and 2). The proposal was that nystagmus
was lost when it was replaced by a compet-
ing eye movement system, a wandering type
of movement. This is often nonconjugate,
similar to that found in dreamless sleep. Its
appearance is facilitated by relaxation and
reverie, and prevented by alertness and
arousal.
The present paper is a progress report
on a further experimental examination of
this theory begun last year. I had not been
completely happy with the very general
terms in which I couched this application of
a theory of competition between behavior
systems to the specific problem of loss of
vestibular nystagmus during habituation.
In 1931, 1950, 1951, and 1964 I suggested,
briefly and, rather enigmatically, that the
competing system of wandering eye move-
ments made use of the neural mechanisms
which control the fast phase of nystagmus
(refs. 1, 4-6). I did this hoping that others
would pick up the suggestion, but no one
has. It would be an interesting lead to follow.
The neural mechanisms of the fast phase are
to a strong degree under cerebral cortical
control, and modifiable by learning. I see
the attractive possibility of a theory which
might encompass both habituation to rota-
tion and such phenomena as adaptation to
the rotating room. It may be that both make
use of the neural mechanisms of the fast
phase in order to control the slow phase of
nystagmus and the ocular fixation mecha-
nism. So, for this Symposium, I decided to
lay aside my inhibitions and speak out with
some speculations.
METHODS
I need to say a few brief words about
methods and the relative advantages and
disadvantages of those we are using. We
use either electrical or photographic record-
ing of eye movements. For photography we
use the Dodge mirror recorder method. A
small wooden cube, pressed lightly against
the closed lid, is swiveled so as to remain
tangential to the cornea as the eye moves
from side to side. A mirror on the cube
focuses a line of light on a photokymograph.
The method yields accurate, highly magnified,
independent records of the movements of
each eye, largely free of artifacts. Its great-
est advantage over the electrical method is
its simultaneous and independent recording
from each of the two eyes. This seems essen-
tial to show some of the features of the
habituated response I will show you. The
defect of the method is that it is beyond the
mechanical aptitude of many.
The electrical record, which makes use of
the electrical polarity of the eye, has the
advantage of ease of application and economy
of time. Its disadvantages are that separate
and simultaneous records of each eye are
obtainable only from some subjects and vari-
ous extraneous potentials limit the identifica-
tion of rapidly alternating eye movements.
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Further, to the extent that the eyesmovein
oppositedirections, the movementscancel
oneanotherontherecord.
Both methodsare applicableto monkeys
or humans;the photographicmethodis not
applicableto cats.
Our stimulation device is a horizontally
rotating platform with the subjectseatedat
the centerof rotation. Horizontaloscillation
of the platform is the stimuluswhich is the
subjectof the title of this paper. Recently
we have been using sinusoidaloscillation
through20° of arc at arateof 18cycles/'min.
Sucha stimulus has two advantages.The
first is that it keepsthe labyrinths under
continuous timulationfor anydesiredperiod
of time. Thereby,onecanget a continuous
recordof adaptation.Thesecondis that the
alternationof directionof rotation makesit
possibleto seewhetherthe habituationproc-
essresultsin a compensatoryoppositereac-
tion. As youwill seelater, it does.
RESULTS
I said in introduction that this is a prog-
ress report because we are continuing to
gather data. I should also like to say that
my detailed interpretations of what is hap-
pening during habituation are tentative.
These interpretations are derived from quali-
tative aspects of the eye movement records.
My confidence in my interpretations will
presumably rise or fall as I see more and
more records which do or do not fit what I
now suspect to be the ease. If the records
continue to confirm my suspicions, final proof
would need to wait on neurophysiological
approaches to the centers involved.
Let us first look at some normal, unhabitu-
ated records of ocular response to 20 ° of
Figure 1.--Human nystagmus during 20 ° horizontal
oscillation at 18 cycles/min. Ocular potential re-
cording; both eyes in circuit.
horizontal oscillation at a rate of 18 cycles/
min.
Figure 1 is an electrical record where both
eyes are in the circuit. The eyes are open;
the subject is in total darkness. The turn-
mg points of the oscillation are indicated by
the changes in position of the event marker.
Note that the slow phase of the ocular re-
sponse mirrors the sinusoidal nature of the
oscillation. Note also that there are relatively
few fast phases, about two per second.
Figure 2 is an electrical record taken sepa-
rately for each eye. Again, eyes open; total
darkness. This subject's fast phases are
more frequent. Note also that at the right
side of figure 2 the compensatory eye move-
ment is lost. This is possibly the brief en-
trance of a period of the habituation re-
sponse.
Figure 3 shows old photographic records,
made many years ago but never published,
which shows both unhabituated and habitu-
ated segments of records. All are made with
closed eyes. The top example is from a
habituated record. At no point in this record
is there any reflex compensatory eye move-
ment. Instead, the eyes move mostly toward
the rotation. Note that the movements may
be different for the two eyes. It seems that
the competing process is over-compensating
so that the eyes mostly move ahead of the
rotation. Note also that for the first four
turns the eyes turn roughly synchronously
with the rotation. Thereafter, in turns 5 to
9, they are more or less out of phase with
the oscillation of the platform.
The third record in figure 3 is on a slower
time scale but the oscillation is nevertheless
.... _ --
\.
Figure 2.--Electrical record of human response to
oscillation. Right and left eye recorded separately.
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Figure 3.--H,tma_t and monkey nystagm_s d_tring
15 ° horizontal oscillation at 20 cycles mire. Photo-
graphic records made thro_tgh closed lids; each eye
recorded. Movements _tp on record arc leftward
movements of eyes, rightward movements of the
platform; down on record is converse. Top record:
H_tma_; habit,rated; second record: Human; nys-
tagmus for first half, then habituated; third rec-
ord: Mop, key; nystagm_ts for two cycles, theft
habit_tatcd; bottom record: Monkey; nystagmus
for one cycle, then habit_ated.
at the same rate, three seconds per oscilla-
tion. This differs in that the subject was a
monkey. If you look closely you will see that
from the onset of oscillation until after the
fourth turn he had normal reflex compensa-
tory eye movements. Thereafter, the com-
peting tendency oscillated the eyes in move-
ments which mostly went toward the rota-
tion. The last record is also from a monkey;
it is an habituated record. It again shows
the eyes moving in the same direction as the
platform. This figure additionally illustrates
something fairly commonly encountered; the
eyes continue a horizontal oscillation after
the oscillation of the platform stops.
At a later point I will call attention to the
possible theoretical significance of the fea-
tures shown in these records.
Most of the figures still to be shown were
selected to repetitiously demonstrate the
qualitative features which led me to the
suspicion that it is the fast phase mechanism
which is being subverted to the production
of a competing behavior system, and thus
to the production of habituation.
Figure 4.--Human nystagmus dttring 65 ° tl_rn in
two seco_tds. Photokynwgraphic recordit_g tttro_tgh
closed lids. R_,cord._ show three early stagc._ ir_
habit_ation process.
Figure 4 shows three stages of habituation
to a single turn of 65 ° (this record was made
in 1931). The 65 ° turn took two seconds.
Human subject; eyes closed. Note, in the top
record, made at an intermediate stage of
habituation, that while nystagmus is still
intact, the fast phases are frequent, about
7 per second, and regular in spacing, instead
of the unhabituated rate of 2 to 4 per second,
irregularly spaced. In the middle record,
at a more advanced stage, the fast phases
have increased to perhaps 10 per second,
with nystagmus still intact. In the bottom
record, nystagmus is no longer intact, but a
degenerate fast phase is easily visible in the
"habituated" portion of the record. Thus,
the records show increasingly more numer-
ous fast phases until the original form of
nystagmus is lost.
Figure 5 is a highly magnified portion of
a further stage of the habituation process,
also during a 65 ° turn. This portion of the
record covers a period of one second. Note
the small tremulous movements. The am-
plitude of these eye movements goes down
to perhaps 10 minutes of arc. They clearly
look like a very rapid alternation of slow
phase (in the direction required by the
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Figure5.--Transitionalstage of habituation. Rec-
ords of each eye through closed lids during 65 °
turn. Time marker shows 1/10 second. Vertical
lines are separated by 1/120 second.
stimulation) and fast phases, with the maxi-
mum alternation rate being about 60 per sec-
ond. These movements are exactly syn-
chronous in the two eyes, but their amplitude
may differ. The overall result is a somewhat
irregular wandering movement of the eyes.
For some subjects the final stage of habitu-
ation may be a nontremulous wandering im-
provement such as that seen in figure 3
which showed habituated response to oscil-
lation in human and monkey subjects. There
remained no trace of an alternation of slow
and fast phases. Figure 6 shows a very
slightly tremulous record and a nontremu-
lous record for the 65 ° arc of rotation.
One aspect of figure 6 should be remarked
on, since it is pertinent to theorizing. This
is that the wandering character of the eye
movement is present both before the onset
of oscillation or rotation and after its cessa-
tion, that is, it is present in the resting, non-
stimulated state. In other words, the "alert"
state of the eyes is replaced by wandering at
times other than rotation. Whatever the
competing process is, it also competes with
the alert state fixation mechanism, not alone
with vestibular nystagmus.
The next three figures of response to os-
cillation, 7, 8, and 9, all show the same
phenomenon: transition from nystagmus,
through increasingly frequent fast phases,
to a relatively smooth drift of the record in
the "wrong" direction, that is, toward the
direction of rotation. They are recent records
from human subjects. The eyes are closed;
recording is photographic.
Figure 7 shows, at the left, nystagmus with
increasingly greater rates of fast phase. At
the certain points in the tracing it is clear
that a rapid alternation of fast and slow
phase, with the fast phases bigger than the
slow phases, causes the eye to move toward
the rotation. In a less magnified record this
might look like a smooth drift of the eyes.
Figure 8 begins with a rapid rate of fast
Figure 6.--Human eye mot, ement records during 65 °
turn. Top record is transitional stage of habitua-
tion. Bottom record is late stage of habituation.
Apparent convergence and divergence of eyes is
cardiac p_dse artifact.
Figure 7.--Tracing of photographic record of human
nystagmus through closed "lids during 20 ° hori-
zontal oscillation at rate 18 cycles/rain. Records
made in 1964. The tracings (which are never
exactly correct because of hand tremor and other
distortions) were necessary because of unevenness
of exposures. This is a tra_lsition stage between
very rapid nystagmus and a habituated (non-nys-
tagmoid) section. Beca_se of lack of telq_poral res-
ol_tlon record cannot sl_ow the detail of figures
4, 5, and 6.
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Figure &--Tracing of photographic record of h.ma_t
nystagmus through closed lids during 20 ° hori-
zontal oscillation at rate o/ 18 cycles/min. Shifts
between _ystagmus and tremulous drifting move-
merit8.
phases and, at "A" and thereafter, shows
either an apparently smooth drift toward the
rotation or a very rapid alternation of slow
and fast phases. Figure 9 shows more of
the same, with some back and forth shifts
between nystagmus and habituated eye
movement tracings.
The final record, in figure 10, is included
to show how large the "wrong way" response
can be. This is considerably larger in the
wrong direction than would be a reflex nys-
tagmus in the right direction. By exercise
of only a little imagination, one can convince
oneself that here, too, fast and slow phases
alternate. The frequent darkening and
broadening of the line of the record may
well be due to a momentary intrusion of a
bit of slow phase. A very fast record with
a high degree of photographic resolution
would be required to decide this. We plan
to take a few such records.
As a final comment about the records
shown to accompany this paper, I would like
to remark that these were not carefully
Figure 9.--Tracing of photographic record of human
nystagm_s through closed lids during 20 ° hori-
zontal oscillatio_ at rate of 18 cycles/min. Some
_tystagmus f_Jr short pcriods in cycles 1, 4, a_d 5,
otherwise tremulous drifting movements.
Figure lO.--Traci_lg of photographic record of
human nystagmas through closed lids during 20 °
horizo_tal oscillatio_ at rate of 18 cycles rain.
Extraordinarily large drifts of eyes toward rota-
tion.
selected records or hard to find. Innumerable
instances could easily have been used.
DISCUSSION
I now wish to move on to a consideration
of what these data appear to mean and of
what needs to be done to further clarify in-
terpretations. I am aware that my scientifie
colleagues do not look with great favor on
making inferences about neurology from be-
havior data (although the converse, infer-
ences about behavior from neurological data,
seems quite respectable). Nevertheless, I
am going to do so, because it has worked out
fairly we]l for me in the past. I am de]iber-
ately refraining from use of any neurological
literature because it seems to me that such
use should be the next step in the thinking
process. This is a case where too little sure
knowledge of neurology can be worse than
doing without any knowledge.
Initially, I will make some neurological
assumptions. First, is that the control cen-
ters for coordinated fixation of the two eyes
and for coordinated slow phase movements
of the two eyes are the same centers. Next,
I will assume that the center producing the
fast phase controls the output of the slow
phase centers and is connected with them
by reciprocal inhibitory feedback circuits
controlling outputs of each. Third, I will
assume that both the fixation--slow phase
centers and the fast phase centers are under
the control of other outside centers. For
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example, the fixation--slow phase centers
are under the control both of centers receiv-
ing vestibular input (for the slow phase of
vestibular nystagmus) and of centers re-
ceiving visual input (for the slow phase of
optokinetic nystagmus). The fast phase
centers are obviously under control of other
centers, probably both cortical and non-
cortical, receiving visual and auditory input,
in addition to numerous other inputs.
After these assumptions, let us go back to
my data. I will number the facts to be ex-
plained and suggest a speculative neural
mechanism.
Fact 1.--During habituation the fast
phases increase in frequency, reaching rates
of alternation with the slow phase as high as
60 per second. The onset and cessation of
each fast phase is exactly synchronous in the
two eyes, even though amplitude may differ
somewhat. Eventually this becomes a smooth
wandering movement.
From these facts I speculate that some
center (or centers) outside the fast phase
centers is triggering the onset of the fast
phases. The rate of the triggering impulses
increases until at some point they become
essentially asynchronous so that fast phases
are no longer detectable, only an apparently
smooth wandering movement.
Fact 2.--As a subject is repeatedly exposed
to the same pattern of oscillation or turning,
and as the reflex nystagmoid response is
lost, a frequent response is an ocular oscilla-
tion or deviation which is opposite to the re-
flex, that is, toward the direction of rotation.
From these facts of general synchrony of
response and of over-compensation, I specu-
late that the process is one of learning. The
learning may be either or both cortical and
noncortical. (Another reason to speculate
that it is a learned process will be mentioned
in a moment.)
Fact 3.--The wandering eye movement,
while normally in phase with the oscillation,
may at other times be out of phase.
My crystal ball becomes slightly clouded
for seeing the implications of this fact. I
suggest, however, that an asynchronous in-
put to the fast phase centers, from the cen-
ters originating the compensating or com-
peting system, is not strongly stimulus-
bound and varies in amount.
Fact 4.--At the cessation of oscillation of
the platform, oscillation of the eyes may con-
tinue for a few seconds.
This again causes me to speculate that a
learned process, cortical or noncortical or
both, is responsible for the competing proc-
ess, and further, that it is not firmly stimulus-
bound. It does not seem possible that the
process is controlled strongly by the vestibu-
lar input.
Fctct 5.--During periods when no vestibu-
lar or visual stimuli are present, in the non-
alert, nonaroused, relaxed subject, the eyes
no longer show a fixed position or conjugate
fast phases, but wander irregularly.
From this fact I speculate that of, on the
one hand, the reciprocal centers controlling
vigilance and alertness, and, on the other
hand, those controlling revery, relaxation
and sleep, the latter become dominant. I
also speculate that they act on the fast phase
centers and that these in turn act on the
fixation--slow phase centers.
This is the end of my speculations. Now
I should like to list some things I would like
to do (or see someone else do) to clarify the
picture.
(a) Most of my experience (but not all)
has been with rotation of subjects whose
eyes were closed. Closed eyes and sleep are
in association as a behavior system. Habitua-
tion with closed eyes may be an early transi-
tion phase into sleep. Habituation with open
eyes is slower, and may be different. This
could limit the generality of application of
my speculation.
To investigate this I intend to take photo-
graphic records of one closed eye while the
other is open. While I have some such, I
want to see more to assure myself that the
phenomena are the same as with closed eyes.
(b) Our photographic records do not have
sufficient resolution. This can be obtained
from a very sharp focus of the recording line,
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a large magnification, and a very fast record.
I hope that we can achieve these.
(c) I want to investigate the kind of com-
pensation for rotation that takes place in an
active person, such as the subjects in the
Pensacola rotating room. I will use subjects
already thoroughly accustomed to an active
compensatory process. My approach will be
to take records from highly experienced bal-
let dancers and figure skaters. Fortunately
we have a good supply of each in Rochester.
(d) A thorough search of the neuroana-
tomical and neurophysiological literature for
possible locales for my speculative "centers"
must be made. This can guide experiments
with electrophysiological records from
chronically implanted electrodes (using
monkeys), and with stimulation after lesions.
These must be correlated with simultaneous
eye movement records.
(e) Finally, we intend, with human sub-
jects, to make quantitative measures of the
amount of habituation or, conversely, the
ability to maintain alertness or vigilance
during rotation, and search for personal at-
tributes which correlate with susceptibility
to habituation. We will have approximately
75 twenty-one year old college students on
whom very extensive personal data will be
available.
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DISCUSSION
CRAMPTON: Your records were taken during con-
tinuous oscillation, and I am interested if some kind
of anticipatory if not voluntary activity by the sub-
ject is involved. What would happen if he were in
darkness, unaware of the direction and time of
onset of the displacement, and he receives only one-
half of a cycle?
WENOT: These early records were made in the days
wh__n I was interested in what the nature of the
conditioned reflex was. There are no conditioned
slow phase movements, but there are conditioned
fast phases. The only anticipatory responses we
got were fast phases, never a slow phase. I investi-
gated this with a large number of different situa-
tions.
MAYNF: Dr. Wendt, it seems to me that there are
two modes of response in the eye motion you re-
corded. The first seems to correspond to fixation.
In this mode your record indicates that the displace-
ment of the eyes is exactly 180 ° out of phase with
head motion corresponding to a compensatory mo-
tion; this would allow a person to fixate a particular
object while the head is moving. In the other mode
the phase shifts to about 90 °, so that the eye motion
is roughly in phase with velocity and corresponds to
modes such as recorded by Dr. Niven. At the same
time saecadic nystagmus appears. There seemed to
be also an indecision as to which mode the organism
must choose to operate so that the response may be
a mix of the two modes. Does that correspond to
your thought?
WENOT: No, that isn't the way the records actually
look. While they are usually roughly in phase with
the oscillation, when they get out of phase, the out
of phaseness wanders from cycle to cycle, going
ahead and dropping behind. I think the out of
phaseness has no significance except to demonstrate
that the compensatory response is not strictly
stimulus bound, but affected by some other factors
from the central nervous system.
The chief weakness in my speculations is that my
experience has been mostly with closed eyes. When
the eyes are closed, you have a response which is a
part of the behavior system of sleep and we may here
be dealing with a situation in which alertness is
competing with an early stage of sleep. Obviously,
in order to prove this, I'll need to see more records
with the eyes open. It can be done only with a photo-
graphic method; the electrical method isn't going to
reveal these features. The electrical method would
obscure the tiny alternations of the eye movements
since muscle potentials and other potentials would he
confused with the tiny fast phases.

Repeated Caloric Stimulation of the Human Labyrinth
and the Question of Vestibular Habituation
WILLIAM E. COLLINS
Civil Aeromedical Research Institute, FAA
SUMMARY
Forty unilateral calorie irrigations were administered in a habituation series to
each of two groups of subjects. One group was tested in total darkness. The second
group was stimulated in illumination and actively attempted to control and suppress
their eye movements by means of visual fixation. Pre- and post-tests were administered
(always in total darkness) in which both directions of response were elicited. In all
cases, tasks were assigned to subjects to maintain alertness. The nystagmic reaction
was altered as a result of the habituation series, but the change was different for the
two groups. After one month of rest, there was no apparent recovery of the response
toward the pretest level for either group. Subjective reactions declined in intensity
for the two groups, but showed recovery after a 1-month rest period.
Recent studies have been concerned with
the effects of repeated unilateral caloric
irrigations on human nystagmus and ver-
tigo. Lidvall (1961a,b; 1962) recorded nys-
tagmus from behind closed eyes and reported
habituation (a response decline) with as
few as four repeated stimulations. Number
of nystagmic beats and duration of the
response both declined, while latency of re-
sponse and degree of dysrhythmia increased.
In addition, subjective responses (vertigo)
declined markedly. Fluur and Mendel
(1962a,b) used the duration of nystagmus
recorded with the subjects' eyes closed as
their primary measure and obtained a short-
ening of nystagmus time after 8 to 12
unilateral irrigations. The latter authors al-
so examined before-and-after responses to
stimulation of each ear with warm and with
cool water and reported that subjects fell
into two groups: (1) those who exhibited
a directional preponderance in the unhabitu-
ated direction, and (2) those who showed
reduced responses in both directions (1962a).
A later study indicated that the directional
preponderance following a habituation series
could be reversed by then habituating the
opposite direction (1962b).
Forssman, Henriksson, and Dolowitz
(1963) in darkness and Forssman (1964) in
light investigated the effects of repeated uni-
lateral calorizations on nystagmus, latero-
torsion, and vertigo. Results for the two
studies were similar. Twelve stimulations
produced declines in vertigo in excess of
80_, laterotorsion declined about 40_:, and
the maximum eye-velocity and the duration
of nystagmus were reduced by 55_i and
25 _, respectively.
The importance of alertness or arousal on
the process of babJtuation was noted in sev-
eral of the above studies (e.g., Lidval, 1962;
Forssman, 1964) and has received extensive
attention elsewhere (e.g., Collins, 1963;
1964). It has been demonstrated that nystag-
mic output (Collins, 1963) and evidence of
dysrhythmia in records of nystagmus can be
readily manipulated by instructions given to
the subjects. Subjective states of arousal re-
sult in brisk nystagmic responses. Although
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acknowledgment is made of the effect of
mental states on production of nystagmus,
few researchers seem to control for this
factor.
The present study was designed to ex-
amine the effects on nystagmus and subjec-
tive experience of repeated unilateral caloric
irrigations administered under conditions of
total darkness and of visual fixation. Tasks
were assigned to subjects in an attempt to
control subjective states. Pre- and post-tests
comprised stimuli which elicited unilateral
and bilateral nystagmic responses in both
directions.
METHOD
Subjects
Subjects were 20 males between the ages
of 21-29. All were experimentally naive and
were free of any history of ear difficulties,
dizziness, loss of consciousness, or unusual
reactions to linear and angular accelerations.
On each day, prior to testing, subjects' ears
were examined and cleaned.
Apparatus
Two water baths were equipped with Bron-
will constant temperature circulators. Tub-
ing from each bath terminated in its own
plastic nozzle which was to be inserted in the
external auditory meatus. Water temperature
was maintained such that it was 30 ° C from
one bath, and 44 ° C from the other, upon
introduction to the ear.
Horizontal components of eye-movements
were obtained by means of an Offner Type
TC recorder. A 3-second RC time constant
was employed in amplification. Signals were
picked up from electrodes taped near the
outer canthi. An indifferent electrode was
located on the forehead. All nystagmus re-
cordings were obtained in total darkness with
the subject's eye open. Subjective reactions
were signalled by means of a buzzer manu-
ally controlled by the subject.
A special device (Caloric Irrigation Re-
ceptacle) was constructed to collect, in a
convenient fashion, return flow of water
from the ear and to provide, simultaneously,
proper head elevation. The device, set on the
examining table, was a rectangular basin
into which the subject's head was placed and
anteverted approximately 30 ° by means of
a head rest. A drain was located at the back
of the basin. A tube extended from the drain
into a large water receptacle placed under-
neath the examining table. The return flow
of water thus was collected in the basin and
was led to the receptacle beneath the examin-
ing table by means of the tubing. A large
number of irrigations could be performed
without disturbing the subjects and without
concern for collecting the water.
Procedure
Subjects were divided into two groups of
10 each. Both groups were tested on 7 occa-
sions. Six of these occasions were on consec-
utive days; the seventh was one month later.
The first, sixth, and seventh days were
termed pre-test, post-l, and post-2 tests re-
spectively, and each comprised 6 trials, the
order of which was varied as indicated in
table I. Two of the 6 trials were bilateral
irrigations (warm and cool water were de-
livered simultaneously to the two ears) test-
ing both directions of response. The remain-
ing 4 trials consisted of unilateral irriga-
tions (a warm and a cool stimulus applied
to each ear separately). Days 2 through 4
consisted of 10 daily habituation trials. In
all 40 of the latter, a unilateral stimulus of
30 ° C was applied to the right ear. Twenty
to thirty minutes of rest occurred between
successive stimulations.
The two groups of subjects were differen-
tiated on the basis of the habituation trials.
The Dark Group received all trials in total
darkness. The Visual Fixation Group was
given all pre- and post-tests in total dark-
ness, but in the habituation series only trials
1 and l0 on each day were in darkness. The
remaining daily trials for the Visual Fixation
Group were in illumination with the subjects
actively fixating on the center marker of the
calibration device on the ceiling and con-
sciously trying thereby to reduce and pre-
vent the nystagmic movement. Thus, the
Dark Group received a total of 40 habitua-
tion trials in total darkness while the Visual
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Table I.--The Order of Stimulus Presentation
[R and L refer to the right and the left ear; c and w indicate cool (30 ° C) and warm (44 ° C) stimuli.
Bilateral stimuli were administered for 15 sec, unilateral stimuli for 30 sec. All pre- and post-tests
were conducted in total darkness.]
Groups
Dark
Fixation
Pre-
tests
Habituation
tests
Post-1 and
post-2 tests
BY
TV
R(,L W
R,,L.
L r
a w
L w
R c
PH RA
FN GP
RwL,. R,.Lw
R,.L ,_. R,, L
L. R
R L
L,,. R w
R,,. L w
BE
FS
awL _.
R,.L,,.
L.
L W
R c
Rw
Subjects
GR JB
CW DM
R,.Lw
R L.
R.
t w
L
Lx_
HL
FG
RwL,. R,.Lw
R L w R,, L,
L,,. R w
R,,. L w
L,. R,.
R,. L.
JL BM JG
FK RV VV
RwL,. R, Lw! RwL,.
R,L,, R,, L,. R,L,,.
L R,,. L w
R R,. L.
L. L,. R,,.
R,,. L,,. R,.
Dark group: 10 unilateral trials (all R,_) per day for 4 days. All trials in total
darkness.
Fixation groups: 10 unilateral trials (all R,.) per day for 4 days. Trials 1 and 10 on
each day in total darkness. All other trials in illumination with
visual fixation.
L,. L,. R,. L.
: R,, [ R. : L,. L w
:L,, I L,, R,, n
R<. R w L,,. R W
[ ,. . . R,L. R,.L_.
R(.
R w
L4_
L w
R,.L w
R,, L,.
Lw I R,,. L w R,,, ] L w
R w _ _... R. R.. ] L e
L. I R L,. L,. I R,,.
R. .... R,,. L,,. I R.
R,,L,. [ R L,,. R,,.L. R L,, I R,,L.
R L,, [ R,L., R L,,. R,,.L,. t R,.L w
Fixation Group received 8 habituation trials
in total darkness and 32 under conditions of
visual fixation.
During all "total darkness" trials, the
irrigation period was also in the dark. The
rate of flow of the water was relatively high,
approximately 15cc/sec, to permit ready
monitoring of the irrigation by touch alone.
Irrigation time was 15 sec for bilateral and
30 see for unilateral stimuli.
Tests were conducted in the following
manner: Subjects assumed a supine position
on the examining table with their heads ele-
vated and anteverted approximately 30 °.
Prior to each trial, eye-movement calibra-
tions were obtained by means of a ceiling
panel with a center and two lateral markers.
For all pre- and post-tests, subjects signalled
the onset, point of maximum intensity, and
cessation of their subjective vestibular ex-
periences by means of a manually operated
microswitch. Several seconds after their
"cessation of sensation" signal, subjects were
given mental arithmetic (MA) problems
(continuous division) to perform through-
out the remainder of the trial. The MA task
was used purely as an alerting technique
(Collins, 1963; 1964). At the conclusion of
each pre- and post-trial, subjects described
their sensations and rated them.
Subjective ratings were made in the fol-
lowing fashion. During the pretest, the first
two trials for all subjects were bilateral ir-
rigations. Each subject was asked which of
the two bilateral stimulations produced the
most intense subjective experience. His se-
lection was then given a rating of 100 and
all other subjective ratings were made with
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the"100intensity" experienceasa reference
point.
During thehabituationtrials in total dark-
ness,severaltasks were presentedto the
subjectsin accordancewith the schedulein
table II. All usedthe microswitchas a sig-
naling device.Thetasksincluded:
(1) ReactionTime (RT)--Subjects re-
spondedto a seriesof 500cpstones
of o secdurationby depressingthe
microswitchas quicklyas possibleat
theonsetof eachtone.
(2) TemporalEstimationof Sound-Filled
Intervals (FI)--The 500cpstonewas
soundedfor periodsranging between
0.5and 6.5 sec. At the conclusionof
a tone, subjectsattemptedto repro-
duce its duration by depressingthe
microswitch for the samelength of
timeasthat occupiedbythetone.
(3) Temporal Estimation of Sound-
BoundedIntervals (BI)--The 500cps
tonewassoundedfor 1../10secto indi-
catethe start andendof an interven-
ing period of silence.Silent periods
(4)
(5)
between the two brief tones ranged
from 0.5-6.5 sec. After each pair of
tones, subjects depressed the micro-
switch for a length of time which they
considered to be equal to that of the
period of silence between tones.
Temporal Comparison of Sound-Filled
Intervals (FIC)--Pairs of 500 cps
tones were successively presented for
comparison. A given tone would be of
a duration ranging from 0.5-6.5 sec.
Its companion tone would differ by no
more than 2 sec. Subjects indicated
which tone of the pair was longer in
duration by signaling with either one
or two depressions of the microswitch.
Temporal Comparison of Sound-
Bounded Intervals (BIC)--A period
of silence was delimited by two 1/10
sec, 500 cps tones and was followed
by another pair of tones with an in-
tervening period of silence. Silent
periods ranged from 0.5-6.5 sec, but
in each pair of silent periods the maxi-
mum temporal difference did not ex-
Table II.--The Order of Task Prese_ttation for the Dark Grottp and for the I'is_al Fixation
Group
[RT = reaction time; FI and BI = temporal estimation of sound-filled and of sound-bounded intervals,
respectively; FIC and BIC -- temporal comparison of sound-filled intervals and of sound-bounded in-
tervals, respeetively.]
Habituation sessions
tTrials I II lII i IV
Dark group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
29
10
FI
FI
gl
RT
BI
BI
BI
RT
FI
BI
FIC
FIC
FIC
RT
BIC
BIC
BIC
RT
FIC
BIC
BI
BI
BIC
BIC
RT
FIC
FIC
RT
FI
FI
BIC
BIC
BI
BI
RT
FI
FI
RT
FIC
FIC
FI
BI
Visual fixation group
I
FIC I BI
Illumination with visual fixation
BIC FI
BIC
FIC
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ceed 2 sec. Subjects depressed the
microswitch once or twice to indicate
whether the first or second silent
period was longer in duration.
For each of the above tasks, a whole series
of stimuli was presented throughout a trial.
The tasks were used purely to maintain a
state of alertness in the subjects. However,
subjects were encouraged to perform as ac-
curately and as attentively as possible and
were impressed with the fact that their per-
formance was of significance. Records of
their signals were obtained.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nystagmus
Eye-movement recordings (see figs. 1 and
2) were scored and analyzed for duration of
nystagmus, slow-phase displacement, and
number of nystagmic beats as indicated else-
where (Collins, 1964). Mean data for both
the Dark Group and the Visual Fixation
Group appear in table III. Percentage data
relating the post-test scores to those of the
pretest appear in table IV. In both tables,
scores have been rounded off to the nearest
whole number.
The data were treated statistically by
analysis of variance and yielded the follow-
ing results. For the Dark Group, the habitua-
tion series produced no significant change in
duration or slow-phase activity. The number
of beats of nystagmus, however, rose sig-
nificantly from pre- to post-1 and showed no
evidence of normalizing after one month with
no stimulation (post-2).
The Visual Fixation Group was affected
differently. Whereas there was no change in
the number of beats of nystagmus from the
Table III.--Mean Duration, Number of Nystagmic Eye Movements, (ln d Slow-Phase Di._place-
ment of the Eyes to Preliminary, Post-l, and Post-2 Tests for the Two Gro_tps
[Each value is a mean for 10 subjects.]
Dark Group Fixation Group
Stimuli
Pre Post-1 Post-2 Pre Post-1 Post-2
Duration (sec)
RcL w
RwLc
Re
L w
R w
L_.
RcLw
RwL_
R_.
L w
Rw
L_.
RcL w
RwL,_
n c
Lw
R,,
L,.
172
168
154
136
123
135
25O
215
193
174
136
158
1991
2016
1389
1331
961
119G
182
153
152
156
130
139
173
163
158
147
124
136
191
193
174
174
172
180
191
186
169
180
156
179
Number of beats
326
248
231
242
200
177
285
255
242
223
192
176
287
272
233
227
223
246
316
318
242
245
234
249
Slow-phase displacement (deg.)
2124
1644
1271
1403
1203
1130
1926
1847
1433
1236
1128
1071
2997
3000
2166
1907
1976
2174
2403
2629
1537
1512
1793
1920
172
170
155
163
155
154
291
294
215
218
220
228
2557
2374
1430
1488
1521
1525
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Figure 1.--Exa)nples o/ nystagm_(s recorded from a
subject in the Visual Fixation Group, Vertical
bars through records indicate point at which ir-
rigation was terminated. The post-test presented
is post-1.
Figure 2,--Examples of ,_yst(_gm/¢s recorded from a
subject in Total Darkness Group. Markings are
same as in figure 1.
pre- to the post-tests, slow-phase displace-
ment declined significantly from pre- to
post-1 and, after one month of rest, the re-
sponse showed some further decline. The
duration of nystagmus for the fixation group
showed no pre- to post-1 change, but a statis-
tically significant decline occurred in post-2.
Dysrhythmia occurred on several occasions
during the habituation trials. However, any
alerting stimulus would restore a brisk
nystagmus. Moreover, based upon results
obtained prior to the experiment, it appeared
that some of this dysrhythmia may have been
related to the gaze-level of the subjects' eyes.
That is, with repeated testing in the dark,
there is a tendency for some subjects to lower
their gaze (and probably half-close their eye-
lids). At least for some subjects, this ap-
pears to produce dysrhythmia. With eyes
closed it is possible that subjects roll up their
eyes and produce a like effect.
Subjective Responses
The mean intensity ratings reported by the
subjects appear in table V. In addition, for
both groups, the percentage the post-test rat-
ings were of the pretest is included. For
the Dark Group, a decline in the subjective
vestibular experiences due to the irrigations
was most marked for the R,: and RCL,, stimuli.
However, the R,v and L, stimuli, eliciting uni-
lateral responses in the direction opposite
that of the habituating stimuli showed in-
creases. The Visual Fixation Group reported
subjective declines for all post-1 stimuli.
Further, a directional consistency was evi-
dent. The greatest drop occurred to the
habituation stimulus (R_), next to the R_L,,,
and next to the Lw stimuli. The forementioned
all produced nystagmus with fast-phase to
the left. The remaining three stimuli, all of
which elicit a nystagmus to the right, de-
clined much less. After one month with no
intervening tests, recovery was evident for
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Table IV.--Relation of Data From Post-1 and Post-2 Tests to Preliminary Test Scores
JAil values are percentages calculated from data in Table III.]
Dark Group Fixation Group
Stimuli Post-l/Pre Post-2 / Pre Post-1 / Pre Post-2 / Pre
Duration
RcL w
RwLc
Rc
Lw
R_
Lc
RcL w
RwL_.
R_
Lw
Rw
Lc
106
91
99
115
106
103
101
97
103
108
101
101
100 90
96 88
97 89
103 94
91 90
99 86
Number of Beats
130
115
120
139
147
112
114
119
125
128
141
111
110
117
104
108
105
101
101
108
93
96
99
93
Slow-Phase Displacement
R,_L W
R_L,:
R,.
Lw
Rw
Lc
107
82
92
105
125
96
97
92
103
93
117
90
80
88
71
79
91
88
85
79
66
78
77
70
both groups with some directional effects still
in evidence however.
General Discussion
These findings indicate that, when mental
states are controlled, remarkable declines in
nystagmic output and duration do not neces-
sarily occur. In partial agreement with a
previous study using angular acceleration as
the habituating stimulus (Collins, 1964), an
increase in number of nystagmic beats may
occur in total darkness. It is, then, not always
appropriate to consider habituation (a re-
sponse decline) as the only effect of repeated
stimulation. The form of the response may
change.
The studies cited earlier which used a
relatively small number of irrigating stimuli
and yet found high rates of nystagmus loss in
total darkness (whereas here there were no
losses and, in the case of number of beats,
a significant response increase) differed in
two major respects from the present work:
(1) state of arousal was not controlled; (2)
data were obtained in darkness with the sub-
ject's eyes closed. These two conditions
probably interact to lower nystagmic output.
Contrary to data reported by Forssman
and his associates (1963; 1964), the effects
of darkness and light on the nystagmic re-
sponse appear different. Neither duration
nor frequency showed any pre- to post-1 de-
cline for the Visual Fixation Group, whereas
the slow-phase output dropped signifi-
cantly with fairly clear directional differ-
ences evident. The importance of the light
condition is almost certainly not the mere
presence of visual objects. It seems most
likely that what is required is an active at-
tempt on the part of the subject to control
and suppress his eye movements.
In agreement with the previously cited
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Table V.--Mean Scores for the Intensity of the Subjective Experie_we Re-
sulting From Caloric Irrigation
[Whichever of the two bilateral irrigations in the preliminary test produced the strongest
sensation was given a rating of 100. All other ratings were made by comparing a new
sensation with the standard of 100.]
Dark Group Fixation Group
Stimuli
Mean Subjective Rating
Pre Post-1 Post-2 Pre Post-1 Post-2
SoL W
RwLc
R¢.
L w
R,,.
RcL w
R_.L¢.
R_.
L W
R w
L¢.
87
84
36
56
39
30
41
59
19
39
66
35
50
113
27
47
53
29
95
73
31
45
44
48
47
66
8
29
37
41
54
75
19
49
46
46
% Post-1 and Post-2 Are of Pre Rating
Post-1 Post-2 Post-1 Post-2
57
135
75
84
136
97
50
90
26
64
84
85
47
70
53
70
169
117
57
103
61
109
105
96
study of the effects on nystagmus of repeated
angular accelerations (Collins, 1964), a one-
month rest period did not restore the altera-
tions in the response produced by the re-
peated stimulation. Thus, for the Dark
Group, frequency remained at a higher level
than in the preliminary tests and, for the
Visual Fixation Group, a further decline in
slow-phase output and in nystagmus dura-
tion was evident rather than a return toward
the preliminary response level.
Although some directionally specific effects
are suggested by the nystagmus data, they
are neither consistent nor striking. This too
agrees with the rotation findings noted above.
Subjective responses seem also to be dif-
ferently affected by the total darkness and
visual fixation conditions. The differences,
however, are primarily directional and
earlier studies examined only responses to
the same stimulus as that employed in the
habituation trials. Unlike the nystagmus re-
sponse, recovery is clearly evident following
the one-month rest period. These results also
agree with our previous rotatory work.
Thus our data indicate that repeated,
simple vestibular stimulation results in a
modified nystagmic response (which may
reflect increased activity rather than a re-
duction) and that the modification is not
capricious; the response shows little or no
recovery toward its original form after a
month of rest. The changes are bidirectional
(although the repeated stimulation was uni-
directional) and the nature of the changes
depends upon whether the response was re-
petitively elicited in darkness or with fixa-
tion. The subjective response declines for
the practiced direction; subjective reactions
to the unpracticed direction may decline or
increase in intensity depending upon whether
the total darkness or the visual fixation condi-
tion was present during stimulus repetition.
It is sometimes implied that the arousal
factor represents a kind of artifact in habitu-
ation. Actually, the view propounded by
Wendt (1951) some years ago seems most
appropriate; namely, that there can be
habituation to the test situation which pro-
duces a response decrement when alertness
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is not controlled. But, by simple instructions
designed to relax a subject and reduce his
mental activity, the same response decre-
ment can be produced on the very first trial.
Hence, the decline is not necessarily related
to repeated vestibular stimulation. The
changes that do occur as a result of repeated
stimulation must be evaluated in terms of
arousal level.
A final point is worthy of note. Re-
searchers are frequently interested in the
question of whether changes in vestibular
responses occasioned by repeated stimulation
of one type (e.g., rotation) will carry over
or transfer to another type of stimulation
(e.g., caloric). Fluur and Mendel (1963) re-
ported alterations (declines) in caloric nys-
tagmus after a number of unidirectional
rotation trials. McCabe (1960) noted no
caloric responses (by direct observation)
from professional figure skaters who, as part
of their occupational routine, are daily ex-
posed to a large number of high velocity
angular accelerations. In figure 3 are pre-
sented records of caloric nystagmus recorded
from two professional figure skaters tested
in total darkness with eyes open. Clear, brisk
responses are evident. We are currently com-
pleting a study of the vestibular reactions of
a number of figure skaters and plan to pre-
sent a complete report in the near future.
EAR SKATER JC
RIGHT - _ _" , - " _/_ _,._'_,.,._.-_1" .....
/
LEFT _ ...... K ........ _ - - . ......
SKATER PR
RIGHT .. _ _ , _ _ _- ................... . , . ......
LEFT _ - _ •
STIMULUS: 30_C for 30 SEC
Figure 3.--Nystagmograms obtai_ed from a female
(JC) and a male (PR) figure skater. Recordings
arc I)C. Arrows i_dicrtte points at wkict_ record-
ing pen was manually repositioncd.
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DISCUSSION
BECK: This is very interesting to us. We've been
trying to make some cardiovascular measurements
during stimulation of the labyrinth both on the
Pensacola SRR and by caloric stimulation; this is
being done on primates. We have been consistently
thwarted by this habituation, blocking, or inhibition,
whichever you like to call it, and to demonstrate
this, we obtained some EEG's and nystagmograms
on several monkeys. As the nystagmus disappears,
slower waves appear on the EEG and vice versa.
The animals seem to come in and out of this inhibit:
ing state quite voluntarily.
C. CLARK: How did you record your EEG's?
BECK: From surface electrodes.
COLLINS: We have sought to relate the differences in
nystagmic output occasioned by our instructions re-
garding mental activity to changes in EEG patterns
(Collins, Crampton, and Posner, 1961; Collins and
Posner, 1963). We have not been successful, how-
ever. It appears as though the eye-movement re-
sponse is more sensitive to our instructions than
brain wave activity. However, our EEG recordings
were taken with only a single pair of electrodes and
our analysis consisted only of a "percent time
alpha" score.
TOROK: It is surprising that an increase of nys-
tagmus frequency was found after repeated stim-
ulation. It is difficult to evaluate nystagmus
intensity when frequency is counted through the
entire time of response. If, however, the peak of
the frequency appears in a plotted form, more
characteristic data of nystagmus intensity will be
available and I would not expect an increase in
this respect. To score nystagmus frequency in con-
secutive 5-sec time units is a simple procedure and
obtainable from the conventional nystagmogram.
In our experience, nystagmus frequency maximum,
termed also as the "culmination phenomenon," is not
only the most characteristic expression of intensity
of sensitivity, but the most stable feature of vestib-
ular nystagmus. Because of this, an increase is
unlikely.
COLLINS: Well, you noticed in some of Dr. Wendt's
records a clear increase in frequency of nystagmus
with repeated testing. In addition, we have obtained
increases in number of nystagmic beats after 200
unidirectional accelerations (Collins, 1964). More-
over, those increases were limited to the stimulus
period and 5-7 sec immediately thereafter. Although
I have presented no curves here, the increased fre-
quency in the caloric response appears to occur
throughout the time-course of the reaction.
M. JONES: Dr. Collins, do you think that the changes
associated with the increasing arousal could be re-
ciprocally related to the changes associated with de-
crease of arousal. We recently undertook a study of
spontaneous changes in the oculomotor response to
oscillatory stimulation of the semicircular canals in
high decerebrate cats. The oscillatory stimulus was
established by means of a servo-controlled turntable
which could be maintained in continuous oscillation
for indefinitely long periods. Respiration was kept
constant by overventilation and, as far as one knows,
everythin_ else in the cat's external environment re-
mained constant also. Yet there were enormous
variations in the oculomotor response; everything
from complete ocular compensation to zero response.
The variations took no particular pattern, but were
usually slow, taking hours rather than minutes. Do
you think that these very gross changes in the
decerebrate cat could be in any way related to the
changes you have described?
COLLINS: Well, I can't provide a direct answer.
Changes in oculomotor patterns do occur over time in
relation to activation_uring sleep for example. I
have no experience with decerebrate cats, but it
seems possible that the changes you described may
reflect some alteration in states of arousal.
Some Factors Contributing to the Delay in the
Perception of the Oculogravic Ilhlsion
BRANT CLARK
San lose State College
AND
ASHTON GRAYBIEL
U.S. Nav,d School of Av)ation J_'ledhine
SUMMARY
The purpose of the five experiments reported here was to study some variables
which influence the lag in the perception of the oculogravic illusion following a change
in the direction and magnitude of resultant force acting on the subject. All the observa-
tions were made in The Pensacola Slow Rotation Room with the subject facing the
direction of rotation while he observed a collimated, luminous line. Five normal and
nine labyrinthine defective men acted as subjects. The subjects' task was to set the
luminous line to the apparent horizontal following different conditions of preexposure
to a visual framework, of different exposure to the luminous line, and for different
periods of constant rotation of the room. The inertial-lag effect was found to occur in
both normals and labyrinthine defective subjects, but the oculogravic illusion was
significantly greater in the normal subjects for short periods of observation. But the
change in the perception of the horizontal continued systematically for the labyrinthine
defective subjects for about i hour at the end of which time the magnitude of the
oculogravic illusion was not significantly different for the two groups. Preexposure to
a visual field was found to be of little importance in producing the lag effect, but
setting the line to horizontal during rotation does reduce the lag effect. The results are
discussed in terms of Adaptation Level Theory.
INTRODUCTION
It is a truism of everyday experience that
highly complex objects such as living things,
scientific publications, musical compositions,
television programs, fine wines, and all man-
ner of complex stimulus situations may be
judged as if they were simple unitary
wholes. Individuals with specialized knowl-
edge or experience can make reasonably de-
pendable judgments of such complex objects
because of the ability of the judge to pool or
fuse these many attributes into a unitary
impression. Indeed, this principle is so im-
portant in psychology that Helson (1964) in
his recent book, "Adaptation Level Theory,"
has listed pooling and interaction effects as
one of his "seven basic characteristics of be-
havior." Furthermore, ttelson has incor-
porated into his theoretical framework, a
second closely related basic characteristic of
behavior, the weighting of stimuli in percep-
tion.
These basic notions regarding perception
emphasize two facts which have long been
axiomatic in psychology. The first of these is
that the spatial attributes of objects depend
not only on the focal stimulus but also upon
other stimuli in the perceptual field, e.g.,
brightness and color contrast effects, geomet-
rical illusions where nonveridieal perceptions
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result from interactions of spatial attributes
of figures, the Bezold-Briicke effect where
brightness influences hue, and the influence
of intensity on pitch discrimination. The sec-
ond fact is that the spatial attributes of
objects in the perceptual field are affected by
stimuli from all other sense modalities to a
greater or lesser degree. In the practical ex-
perimental situation both of these effects are
so ubiquitous that it is practically impossible
to study a single sensory dimension in com-
plete isolation.
The type of pooling of concern in this
paper is cross-modality interaction, e.g., the
interactions of taste and smell, sight and
sound, and vision and kinesthesis. Detailed
reviews of such studies have been reported
by Ryan (1940), Gilbert (1941), and Dem-
bet (1960). In addition, a review of the
Soviet literature in this field by London
(1954) ten years ago cited 506 Russian
references. The results of these studies make
it obvious that cross-modality pooling is com-
monplace in perception.
Cross-modality interactions of particular
interest to this symposium are those involv-
ing the interaction of vestibular processes
with other sensory mechanisms. These are of
special importance in flight in aircraft and
spacecraft because of the unique force en-
vironments which may occur under these
conditions involving changes in both angular
and linear accelerations. Auditory localiza-
tion has been found to be influenced by a
change in resultant force acting on a subject
(Graybiel and Niven, 1951) and by semi-
circular canal stimulation (Clark and Gray-
biel, 1949a). Many studies have shown that
visual space perception is influenced by
stimulation of the semicircular canals, e.g.,
in producing the oculogyral illusion (Gray-
biel & Hupp, 1946) and in producing changes
in the localization of the median plane (Mor-
ant, 1959). Furthermore, it has been known
for 100 years that body position influences
visual space perception as illustrated by the
A- and E-phenomena. It has also been known
since the time of Mach that centripetal force
influences visual space perception producing
what has been termed more recently the
oculogravic illusion (Graybiel, 1952; Witkin,
1950). Special cases of this have been called
the merry-go-round illusion, the oculo-
agravic illusion (Gerathewohl and Stallings,
1958), and the elevator illusion (Niven,
Whiteside, and Graybiel, 1963).
The influence of a change in direction (4)
and magnitude of resultant force on visual
perception (i.e., the oculogravic illusion) has
been studied extensively at Pensacola. It has
been shown that the thresholds for the
effects are very low both on the centrifuge
(Graybiel and Patterson, 1954) and in flight
(Clark and Graybiel, 1949b). The effect is
minimal with a full visual framework and
maximal in darkness (Graybiel, 1952). The
otolith organs appear to play a dominant
role in producing the effect in normal sub-
jects, but labyrinthine defective (L-D sub-
jects exhibit a minimal amount of interac-
tion effects (Graybiel and Clark, 1962).
Adaptation effects are lacking at least up to
4 hours (Clark and Graybiel, 1962), and the
full effects of change in direction and magni-
tude Of resultant force do not take place im-
mediately, but there is a clearly defined lag
effect. A recent investigation (Clark and
Graybiel, 1962) has shown that, following a
rapid change in direction and magnitude of
resultant force acting on the subject, the
perceived visual horizontal in darkness
changed from the static line-of-subjective-
horizontal rather rapidly for 60 sec and then
more slowly for an additional 60-sec period.
In this process, the subject slowly changed
his orientation from a visual frame of refer-
ence to the direction of the resultant force
acting on him. This phenomenon has been
termed the inertial-lag effect. It was the
purpose of these studies to consider some
factors which may contribute to this inertial-
lag phenomenon.
METHOD
Apparatus
All the observations were made in the
Pensacola Slow Rotation Room which is, in
simple terms, a carousel which rotates
('ounterclockwise (fig. 1). The subject (S)
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Figure 1.--Pensacola Slow Rotation Room.
was seated 5.5' from the center of rotation
and for each trial was accelerated quickly
to a velocity to produce a change in the
direction of resultant force of either 20 ° or
30 ° within 3-6 sec. The S was seated in a
lightproof cubicle within the room facing the
direction of rotation. He was strapped into
position in a rigid chair and a Fiberglas
head holder was used to maintain the head
firmly in position. A collimating device
mounted directly in front of him contained
a luminous line which could be rotated about
its center by either S or the experimenter.
The experimenter was seated in the room
directly behind S where he could read the
position of the luminous line to the nearest
_/_,o
Subjects
Five, experienced, normal Ss including one
of the authors were studied. All of them had
normal nystagmus to caloric stimulation, nor-
mal responses to rotation, and experienced
the oculogyral illusion. A group of labyrin-
thine defective (L-D) men also served as Ss
in certain experiments. All were deaf, had
abnormal labyrinthine responses, and had
acquired their deafness in childhood as a
sequela of meningitis.
General Procedure
The same general procedure was used
throughout the experiments to be reported
with appropriate modifications to investigate
the various variables under study. Each
series of observations began with the room
stationary. The line was then offset for a
series of trials, and S set it to horizontal in
darkness. The mean of these settings gave a
static point-of-subjective-horizontal (PSH)
from which deviations during rotation could
be measured. The S's task in each experi-
ment was either to maintain the line at his
PSH or to reset it to his PSH after it had
been offset. Two minute rest periods were
given between trials. The extent of the
oculogravic illusion was determined for each
trial by computing the deviation of S's set-
ting from the mean of his static settings.
Using this procedure, S could indicate his
perception of the visual horizontal as a func-
tion of time following a rapid change in the
magnitude and direction of resultant force
and subsequent constant force environment.
Experiments 1 and 2
The purpose of these experiments was to
determine whether the nature of the pre-ex-
posure field would influence the inertial-lag
effect. It was predicted that pre-exposure to
the lighted room would produce a greater
inertial-lag effect than pre-exposure to dark-
ness.
Proced_tre.--In Experiment 1 the normal
and L-D Ss made continuous settings of the
luminous line to their PSH while the room
rotated at a constant velocity to produce a
change in resultant force of 20' or 30 °. The
settings were made under two conditions:
following a 2-minute preexposure to the
lighted cubicle or after a 2 minute pre-
exposure to darkness. Experiment 2 was
identical with 1 except that only the five nor-
mal Ss were used and that instead of permit-
ting S to set the line freely throughout the
trial, the line was offset clockwise every 15
sec, and S's task was to reset it.
Results of Experime_ts 1 a_d 2.--Since
the results of the first two experiments are
similar, they will be considered together.
The data show the inertial-lag effect clearly
both in normal and L-D Ss. In figure 2,
which presents the data for normals with
continuous settings, there was a tendency for
the oculogravic illusion to be greater follow-
ing pre-exposure to darkness, but the curves
are similar and overlap at both velocities.
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Figure 2.--Mean values for oculogravic illusion in
.five normal subjects : continuous settings.
Similar lag effects are shown for the L-D
Ss (fig. 3), but the preexposure to the
lighted cubicle shows a greater illusory effect
at the slower velocity, making the results
ambiguous. When the offset method was
used for normal Ss (fig. 4), the curves over-
lapped at both velocities. To determine the
significance of the differences between the
light and dark conditions, the mean per-
formance for each S for the final 30 sec of the
trials was determined. It was found that
only one of the six comparisons was signifi-
cant at the 0.01 level while for all the others
the p values were greater than 0.10. Thus,
the only significant difference was in the pre-
dicted direction, but all of the differences
were quite .small. For example, in the case
of the lower velocity for Experiment 1 for
the normal Ss, it can be said at the 0.05 level
of confidence that the difference is between
0.5 o and 3.2 °
Experiment 3
The purpose of this experiment was to
study the effects of delay in presenting the
luminous line foUowing acceleration to a
constant velocity. Some incidental observa-
tions had suggested that the inertial-lag ef-
fect would be longer if 8 was exposed to
darkness without viewing the line than if
the line was visible continuously throughout
the trial.
Proeedure.--The procedure was similar
to that followed in the previous experiments.
Immediately after the static observations
were completed, the S was exposed to two
minutes of darkness, and then the room was
quickly accelerated to produce a change in
the direction of resultant force (_) of 20"
or 30 ° . In these trims, however, seven con-
ditions of delay in exposure of the luminous
to 33hlJ
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Figure 3.--Mean vaMes [or octdogravie illusion in nl_w L-D subjects: contin_tous setti_*gs.
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line were used. In Condition 1, the luminous
line was turned on as soon as the room began
to rotate, as in the previous experiments.
For Condition 2, the room rotated with the
subject in darkness for ten seconds, and then
the luminous line was turned on and readings
began ten seconds later at 20 seconds. The
seven delay conditions were: 0, 10, 20, 30,
50, 70, and 120 seconds. The room rotated
for 3 minutes during each trial. The order of
presentation of the conditions was random-
ized, and five trials were taken for each
delay period at each of the two velocities of
rotation.
Res_dts of Experime_t 3.--As in the pre-
vious experiments, the inertial-lag effect was
clearly evident (fig. 5). The results also
show that observation and setting of the
luminous line has a clear effect on S's per-
ception of the horizontal under these condi-
tions. As the period of delay in presenting
the line increased, three things happened:
First, the value of the initial setting in-
creased in accordance with the change in the
direction of resultant force acting on the
subject. Second, the first setting of the line,
when it was illuminated, fell below the cor-
responding setting for the zero delay condi-
tion by an increasing amount, being about 1 _
at the 10-second delay and about 4.5" at the
120-sec delay. Third, the final reading at the
end of the 3 minutes tended to be less than
that when S observed the luminous line
throughout the trial. For a change in di-
rection of resultant force of 20 °, all of the
means of the seven delay conditions were
significantly less than those for the zero delay
condition (p -: 0.05). The differences at the
greater velocity were less convincing, but the
differences at 50 and 120 sec were significant
(p _:; 0.05). Three of the remaining four
were in the predicted direction, but none of
the differences was significant. These data
make it clear that the inertial-lag effect is a
function of the interaction of labyrinthine
cues and visual cues associated with setting
the line to horizontal.
Experiment 4
The purpose of this experiment was to
study the effects of two types of fixation dur-
ing the period of delay before S began to
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make settings of the luminous line to hori-
zontal.
Procedure.--The procedure was similar to
Experiment 3 except that only the zero
and 2-minute delays were compared, and two
conditions of visual fixation during the delay
were used. During the first condition, the
Ss fixated a luminous spot during the 2-min-
ute delay period before the settings began,
and during the second delay condition, they
viewed the luminous line set to the mean of
the preliminary, static settings; i.e., they
viewed the line which appeared to be rotated
clockwise from the PSH without setting it.
Again, comparisons were made between the
zero delay setting at 130 sec and the first
setting following the period of observation
of the spot or line.
Results of Experime,tt 4.--In each case,
the mean of the settings following the 2-
minute delay period was less than the corre-
sponding setting at 130 sec for the zero delay
condition. These differences were, however,
not significant following the fixation of the
spot (1)> 0.10). Following fixation of the
line at 20 _' change in direction of resultant
force, the difference was also not significant
(p > 0.05), but at the higher velocity it was
barely significant (p < 0.05).
Experiment 5
In the previous experiments for normal
Ss when an abrupt acceleration to a constant
velocity occurred, S's visual orientation
changed slowly, and the oculogravic illusion
reached a maximum value in about 2 minutes.
Following this inertial-lag effect there is
little or no systematic change in the per-
ceived visual horizontal at least up to 4 hours
((;lark and Graybiel, 1962). The lag effect
also occurs in L-D Ss, but it is less clearly
defined, and no data are available for pro-
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longedperiodsof rotation. It was the pur-
poseof this experimentto make frequent,
periodicobservationsof the perceivedvisual
horizontalin bothnormalandL-D Ss during
one hour of constant rotation to identify any
systematic changes in the visual horizontal.
Procedure.--Following five static settings
of the line to horizontal in darkness, the room
was accelerated quickly to produce a change
in direction of resultant force of 20 ° . The
line was immediately offset, and S set it to
horizontal and maintained it in that position.
At 15 sec following the beginning of rotation
and every 15 sec up to 2 rain, a reading was
made and immediately thereafter the line
was offset as before. The line was turned
off after the 2 min reading and remained off
for 45 sec. During this period it was offset to
a prearranged position, and when the lumi-
nous line was turned on, S set it to hori-
zontal. E made a reading at 3 min and turned
the light off again for 45 sec. Readings were
then made every minute for 60 min. The
offsets were prearranged to make S's task
fairly difficult. The reference point was al-
ways his last setting. For the 2 min setting
it was offset from the previous setting clock-
wise (+) 10 ° ; at 3 min it was offset counter-
clockwise (--) 10 °. Succeeding offsets were
+20 °, --20 °, ,4-30 °, and --30 ° . This se-
quence was then repeated until 58 additional
settings were made. The oculogravic illusion
was determined by computing the deviation
of S's observations from the mean of his
static settings. This procedure obtained a
record of S's perception of the horizontal as
a function of time following a change in the
magnitude and direction of resultant force
acting on him.
Results.--The results showing the change
in settings to the horizontal for one hour for
the five normal Ss and the nine L-D Ss are
presented in figure 6. There is a rapid in-
crease in the oculogravic illusion for about
60 sec and then a slight reduction with a
leveling off thereafter for both groups. It
is worth noting that the 2 rain setting for
both groups is greater than the 3 rain
setting. This is to be expected since the
former setting followed 2 min of con-
tinuous viewing of the line whereas the 3 rain
setting followed 45 sec of darkness (cf., Ex-
tco 27LI,IW
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periment 3). The normal and L-D Ss differ
from each other in two significant ways:
First, at the termination of the rapid phase
of the increase in the illusion, the normal
group made settings to the horizontal which
were closely in accord with the direction of
the change in the direction of force; i.e., the
oculogravic illusion was approximately 20'
while the illusion was only about 13 ° for the
L-D group (fig. 6) ; second, the settings of
the normal Ss did not show a systematic
change following the inertial-lag effect
whereas the L-D Ss showed a continuous in-
crease in the illusion throughout the 1-hour
period of the observations. A trend analysis
(Kurnow, Glasser, and Ottman, 1959) was
performed for the two groups independently,
combining the data in blocks of five 1-min
trials. The test for trend for the normal
Ss was not significant (p > 0.10), while the
L-D Ss exhibited a significant trend in the
direction of an increase in the oculogravic
illusion throughout the hour of testing
(p < 0.01). Over the first block of five 1-
min settings, a median test showed that the
normal group had a significantly greater il-
lusion (p- 0.03), but the means of the set-
tings from 56-60 min were not significantly
different (p _ 0.37). Thus, although the
normals showed a consistently larger mean
oculogravic illusion throughout the hour of
constant rotation, during the final 5 min, the
difference was only 1.4 _'. It should be noted
that nonparametric analyses have been used
here because of the gross difference in vari-
ance between the two groups.
DISCUSSION
The results of the five experiments re-
ported give additional evidence of the pres-
ence of the oculogravic illusion and at the
same time shed some light on the factors
involved in the inertial-lag effect. In search-
ing for factors contributing to the prolonged
latency or lag between the change in the
force environment acting upon S and the end
point of the change in his orientation to the
visual vertical, an obvious possibility in the
normal Ss would be to consider the trans-
ducer mechanism of the otolith organs.
Loewenstein and Roberts (1950) have shown,
however, that the time necessary for in-
dividual utricular fibers to assume a new
discharge rate following a change in posi-
tion is only a few sec. Consequently, it be-
comes necessary to look elsewhere for factors
contributing to the inertial-lag effect.
The data (Experiments 1 and 5) showing
a greater oculogravic illusion for normal Ss
than for L-D Ss for short periods of ob-
servation are well known (Graybiel and
Clark, 1962). But the finding that after an
exposure of 60 min to a constant change in
the direction and magnitude of resultant
force, the L-D Ss do not differ significantly
from normals has not been reported else-
where in the literature to our knowledge and
warrants special consideration.
It has been widely assumed that the otolith
organs play a crucial role in the perception of
the postm'al vertical as well as the vis_al
vertical in normal Ss. At the same time the
evidence shows that although L-D Ss make
greater errors in setting themselves to the
postural vertical than normals for initial
settings, the difference between the average
settings for the two groups is not significant
after practice (Clark and Graybiel, 1963a).
This makes it clear that other gravitational
receptors than the otoliths are involved in
this task. The fact that the oculogravic il-
lusion increases throughout the one hour of
constant rotation for the L-D Ss also sug-
gests that information from other sensory
mechanisms than the otoliths becomes im-
portant in their perception of the horizontal
over time. The gravitational receptors of the
tactile and proprioceptive sensory modalities
are highly complex (Rose and Mountcastle,
1959). It has been shown that for both of
these sensory mechanisms, there are in-
dividual fibers which adapt slowly and others
which adapt rapidly. For example, Loewen-
stein (1956) has found that fibers from cer-
tain stretch mechanoreceptors in the skin of
the frog "... show no signs of adapting to
zero over the period of 40 min of obserwt-
tion," whereas Gray and Matthews (1951)
report that fibers from the Pacinian cor-
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puscles in the cat's toe adapt in about 2 min.
Thus, it would appear that for the L-D Ss,
there would be variable synergistic informa-
tion from several tactile receptors and pro-
prioceptors over a short period of time, but
that information from several other tactile
and proprioceptive receptors would be avail-
able for a prolonged period of time as in the
case of the otoliths for normals. This con-
tinuous information from these gravitational
receptors may become more heavily weighted
over time, and cause a change in the percep-
tion of the visual horizontal in darkness.
Another line of evidence which bears on
this problem of the delay in the effects of a
change in direction of resultant force acting
on S is to be found in changes in the percep-
tion of the visual horizontal attendant upon
changes in the visual framework in passing
from a condition of a lighted room to a dark-
ened room duri_g consta_t rotation. It has
been reported by Clark and Graybiel (1963b)
that an effect similar to the inertial-lag
effect also occurs when S makes settings to
the horizontal with the room illuminated
and then shifts to settings in total darkness.
For normal Ss the oculogravic illusion in-
creases rapidly for about 60 sec and more
slowly for an additional 60 sec as it does
immediately following a change in the direc-
tion and magnitude of the resultant force
acting on S. These data support the results
of Experiment 3 in indicating an interaction
of visual and gravitational factors.
In general terms these experiments pre-
sent evidence of the direct influence of oto-
lith, tactile, and proprioceptive stimuli on
the visual perception of the horizontal. The
data suggest the presence of central pooling
across these sense modalities with a differ-
ential weighting of the stimuli under differ-
ent stimulus conditions and between normal
and L-D subjects. The data tend to be in
accord with Helson's (1964) Adaptation-
Level Theory of perception which conceives
of perception as being the pooled effect of
focal, contextual, and residual sources of
stimulation. Under this concept visual and
the various gravitational cues would be con-
sidered to combine to produce the resultant
perception. For normal and L-D Ss the vis-
ual perception of the horizontal with full
visual framework would be heavily weighted
toward visual cues. In the absence of a full
visual framework the normal S places
heavier weight on the gravitational, prob-
ably primarily on the otolith, cues and in the
experiments reported here, after a substan-
tial latency S perceive._ the horizontal in
terms of heavy weighting on otolith stimula-
tion. The data from Experiment 5 suggest
that a similar differential weighting also
occurs with the L-D Ss with the important
difference that the latency in weighting the
nonlabyrinthine cues is about six times as
great. This difference may be found in part
in differential adaptation rates in tactile re-
ceptors and proprioceptors as indicated
above, but it is suggested that the primary
variable is in central nervous system factors
in which there is a differential weighting
process for the limited sensory cues avail-
able to the L-D subjects. The possibility of
neural interaction between central sensory
areas has, of course, been suggested for a
variety of perceptual and learning phenom-
ena. Nevertheless, the specific neurological
basis for these effects is unknown. Particu-
larly difficult of explanation by simple neuro-
logical interaction or pooling is the pro-
longed duration of the inertial-lag effect for
the L-D S._. However, in terms of the Adap-
tation-Level Theory the inertial-lag effect
may be described in terms of a differential
rate of change in weighting of otolith as
compared to other gravitational receptors.
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DISCUSSION
BERGSTEDT: I have two short comments. One, I made
a study on positional nystagmus in a human centri-
fuge and found just the same kind of lag, which I
think is a thing that is characteristic for that re-
ceptor system for gravity. The second is that I have
seen a paper by Captain Wing of the Air Force, who
has picked up signals from Scarpa's ganglion with
a lag of 40 to 60 seconds. If this is verified, there
is electrophysiological evidence of this lag effect. He
published his paper about two Years ago in Acta
Otolaryngo]. I have been in contact with him but he
doesn't seem to have continued his interesting study.
So there do seem to be certain cells with such long
lag effect from the receptor itself, which is tre-
mendously interesting.
CLARK: Your comments, of course, refer to normal
subjects with normal labyrinths. That still leaves
us with the L-D subjects for explanation for the very
long, apparently about an hour, lag. I would be
interested in your comment on this.
BERGSTEDT: I agree with you that the otolith organs
mean most for this phenomenon but there are other
mechanisms too. The human body doesn't only rely
on one mechanism; other mechanisms can substitute
or be trained up.
MAYNE: Dr. Clark, it seems to me there is another
mechanism that may he considered in the difference
between your L-D subjects and the normal subject;
namely, the difference in resolution of the stimulus
by somatic and vestibular organ, using the word
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resolutioni theengineeringsenseandnearlysyn-
onymousto just noticeabledifference.Bothorgans
aresensitiveto thesamestimulusbut providea
differentrateof information.Witha lowerinforma-
tionratethesignal-to-noiseratioisreduced,anda
greatersmoothingtimemaybe takenby theor-
ganismto arriveat apropersolutionin thewayof
a subjectiveperceptionof horizontality.
CLARK: It would seem to me that in setting a line,
the subject is given a full opportunity to set it to
what he considers his point of subjective horizontal,
and I am not quite clear how the differences, the
different levels would affect this ability.
MAYNE: I could think of a process where the detec-
tion of differences in the direction of the forces on
the body would be just slightly above the threshold,
and with all the noise that may be present, the
evidence is lacking to dispose of the feeling that the
subject is sitting up straight, since he has experi-
enced no sensation from the semicircular canals that
he has been rotated. Under these conditions the
weaker evidence of a change of orientation which has
occurred takes a longer time to affect other evidence
that the body has not been rotated.
GUALTIEROTTI: I would like to make some comments
about the delay of the receptors' response. Record-
ing directly from the otolith units, you find different
kinds of effects. First of all, you get an immediate
response. Then you have some accommodation effect,
by which a steady state in the activity of the recep-
tors is achieved only after 3 to 10 seconds. Then
you get a further, later effect which is a suppressory
effect. This may be delayed by up to 30 seconds or
more. I would emphasize that the delayed effect
might result from events happening directly at
otolith level. However, there should be an immediate
response in a correlated function if this is directly
and continuously related with the otolith activity
because you have an immediate change as soon as
you start tilting your head.
WENZEL: I have a slide of an experiment that shows
how many of the other sensory organs may come into
play. The subject is on a centrifuge and is walking
a curved wall while lying in a sling used to counter
Earth's gravity. We did not perceive an oculogravie
illusion at all. Now, if the subject lay on a cot, then
he got a 45 ° oculogravic illusion. He felt the sliding
effect of friction on the cot and he felt like he was
lying on the side of a slope of 45 ° . But in the sling,
the centrifugal force is taken up by the feet and
there was no oeulogravic illusion at all.
GRAYBIEL: How did you measure the oculogravic
illusion?
CLARK: Thank you. I was going to ask the same
question.
WENZEL: The illusion was not measured by any in-
strumentation. I was the subject in this ease and I
experienced two very distinct, different sensations.
One, I felt exactly as though I was in a space station.
There was no tilt whatsoever, and in the other case,
on the cot, I definitely felt that the room was tilted
and disorientated with the centrifuge.
GRAYBIEL: This was not a visual perception, I take
it, hence, not the oculogravic illusion. Is that right?
WENZEL: That's right. My total perception was
that of the room being in the normal orientation with
the centrifuge when I was in the sling, but when I
was on the cot, I felt the room was tilted 45 ° .
M. JONES: I would like to suggest that the time
course of the gradual approach to steady-state might
reflect the time course of a short-term memory loss
of semicircular canal information. If one considers
the equivalent experience to which the mechanisms
of attitude perception would be exposed in natural
life, we have a real angular tilt as on a tilt-table. In
this case both the gravity and the rotation sensing
(canals) devices will tell the central nervous sys-
tem there has been such and such a change in angle
of tilt, say 20 ° . In the centrifuge experiments only
the gravity sensing elements sense the change in
direction of resultant vector. Hence the CNS pre-
sumably receives two opposing signals; one from
gravity sensation which says "20 ° tilt left" and the
other from the canals which says (equally positively)
"no tilt has occurred."
One might imagine that the "no tilt" canal signal,
being derived from an organ which only responds to
a dynamic rather than a static stimulus, would
initially subtract from the gravity signal, leading to
an underestimate of the angle of tilt. But with time
the steady d.c. gravity signal would remain in evi-
dence whilst the memory of the transient "no tilt"
canal signal would be expected to fade along a
particular time course. In this case the perceived
angular tilt could be imagined as progressively mov-
ing towards the information from gravity sensation,
as the opposing canal information is progressively
"forgotten" by the CNS computer.
Perhaps the "forgetting" time course corresponds
to your observed time course towards a steady state
of perceived angle of tilt. If this were indeed the
case, the method might be made to yield interesting
quantitative data on short-term retention of stored
information, or in effect on short-term memory
processes.
CLARK: I would merely like to comment that, on
this one point, there are some very real differences
between just tilting the body in a tilt chair and the
situation on a centrifuge. One of them obviously is
the G level. We always have not only a change in
the direction of force, we have a change in the mag-
nitude of the force. It seems to me that it is clear
that the oculogravic illusion either on elevation or
rotation of the target, depending on the bodily ori-
entation, increases pretty much as the velocity
increases or the tilt increases whereas if you tilt the
body, for example, one gets first the E-phenomenon
in one direction and then the A-phenomenon in the
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otherdirection.Wehavediscussedthissomeandat
leastI amnotclearonthepoint.MaybeDr.Graybiel
wouldliketodiscussit.
CRAMPTON:Witha veryfastonsetof angularac-
celerationdesignedto quicklyproducea 20° tilt
when riding at a radius, I have experienced in total
darkness a transient-like sensation of immediately
tipping further than 20 ° and then more slowly re-
turning to 20 ° . It has occurred to me, of course, that
this is due to over-shooting of the otoliths and I want
to ask if you ever see this overshooting in your L-D
subjects. I appreciate that oftentimes it is difficult
to communicate with them.
GRAYBIEL: I would make two comments. First, a
normal person who is experiencing this change in
direction of the force vector doesn't experience the
full amount of the wilt immediately. There is a lag,
a so-called postural lag effect. We have tried to de-
t('rmine if this was experienced by our L-D subjects.
We have not established that they experience such a
lag, although failure might have been due to com-
munication difficulties. They do experience a postural
illusion of tilt which differs from that indicated by
normal subjects mainly in being less precise. With
eyes closed and using a "swivel-rod" to indicate the
direction of the gravitoine_tia] upright they make
grosser corrections than do normal subjects during
the change in the force vector and, in the steady
state, are more inclined to under or overcorrect.
One other point that I think might clarify the role
of the peripheral end organs in the perception of the
oculogravic illusion is to point out that, if during
perception of the illusion you turn the light on in
the cubicle, you nearly abolish it; that is, you will
reset the luminous line nearly to the gravitational
vertical. Then if you turn the light off again, the
luminous line slowly appears to rotate to accord once
more with the force upright. Inasmuch as the force
environment has never changed, this "second" lag
effect must be due to central mechanisms.
CLARK: I would like to emphasize the variance in
performance of the I,-D subjects. There were very
marked individual differences among these people.
MONEY: I would like to mention, unless we forget,
that there are also some extremely rapid labyrinth
dependent responses to linear acceleration and
gravity. For example, if a blindfolded animal is
accelerated downward, the toes spread and the limbs
extend, certainly in less than half a second, and
probably much faster than that.
STEELE: I want to put in a word for perception
being a central phenomenon not directly residing in
the sense organs. It is a synthesis of available
sensory data weighted by some estimate of relative
reliability if various inputs are in conflict. From
personal observations, on a merry-go-round with full
visual observations of the world, I have found that
acceptance of the stationary geographic or the
rotating tilted horizon is almost a matter of choice.
I simply switch back and forth as convenient.
The Vestibular Contribution to Stabilization
of the Retinal Image
G. MELVILL JONES
Aviation Medical Research, McGill University
SUMMARY
The vestibulo-oeular reflex system is examined in the context of an essential backup
to the visual fixation reflex. The vestibular stimulus (in this ease, mainly the semicir-
cular canal) is seen as the output from an angular velocity transducing hydrodynamic
system, feeding the central nervous system with angular velocity modulated information,
provided the mechanical stimulus is confined within a specified frequency range. This
general interpretation appears to apply over a wide range of different animal species.
The central nervous angular velocity signal is envisaged as driving an angular velocity
control system through the physiology of the oculo-motor system. It appears that the
dynamic response of the vestibulo-ocular system improves as that of the visual tracking
systems fails, to the extent that the former operates with a gain of 1 at frequencies
associated with failure of the latter. The overall system is apparently superimposed
by a pattern of response which insures that compensating eye muscles are stretched on
an average by an amount directly related to the compensatory eye angular velocity re-
quired for image stabilization at every instant. In addition, the system response is sub-
stantially dependent upon the axis of rotation referred to the head, in the sense that the
rate of intrusion of errors attributable to cupular restoration is greater in the vertical
than in the horizontal planes. Moreover, in the roll plane there appears to be relatively
poor visual tracking, and this permits the virtually unopposed operation of the vestibulo-
ocular reflex when the latter is at variance with the real event.
These mechanisms, nicely adapted to man's natural environment, are not so nicely
adapted to the environments of flight and space. In three-dimensional space the natural
constraints to rotational head movement may be removed and rotational movements
may be faster, have longer transients, and extend over a wider frequency range than
normal. In consequence, errors due to eupular restoration, predominance of an anti-
compensatory response, and dissociation between the movement of the visual image and
the vestibulo-oeular drive in this plane can arise.
INTRODUCTION
In order to "see" a visual scene clearly,
the corresponding image on the retina of the
eye must be stabilized, at least intermittently,
even during short sharp head movements.
With the head stationary this can usually
be adequately achieved through the oeulo-
motor response to visual information; that
is, by means of visual fixation achieved
through the visual tracking system. But with
the introduction of head movement, the vis-
ual tracking system alone may become quite
inadequate. The maximum relative angular
velocity for good visual tracking is around
30°/sec (ref. 1) while the maximum fre-
quency of good visual following is around
1 cps (refs. 2 and 3). Yet when running,
for example, a fundamental frequency of
about 4 cps is commonly generated. More-
over, assuming a 5 ° amplitude of resulting
head movement, a maximum head angular
velocity around 125 _ sec would then be en-
countered. Thus both the frequency cut-off
and the maximum tracking angular velocity
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attainable from vision alone may frequently
be far exceeded. Evidently, since clear vision
is possible while running, a powerful "back-
up" system is brought into play, namely the
vestibulo-ocular reflex mechanism.
With the eyeball constrained to move only
in the rotational degrees of freedom relative
to the skull, it seems rational to assume that
the rotation sensing vestibular components,
namely the semicircular canals, provide the
main drive to the vestibulo-ocular reflex.
Consequently, this account will be largely
confined to the part played by these organs.
It must be noted in passing, however, that
it is becoming progressively more evident
that the oculomotor response to canal stimu-
lation can in some circumstances be sub-
stantially modified by otolithic stimulation
(ref. 4).
THE VESTIBULAR STIMULUS
Mechanical Considerations
Mechanically each semicircular canal es-
sentially comprises a thin tube, containing
fluid having density and viscosity approxi-
mately the same as water, with continuity
of fluid flow round a circuit conducted
through the utricle, except insofar as there
is a watertight transducer, the cupula, in-
serted at one point in the circuit. The cupula
acts as a watertight, spring loaded, swing
door, hinged at its base and generating a
neural signal, which is some function of the
angular deflection of the cupula. Thus, for
small angles of deflection the cupular angle
directly reflects the volume flow of fluid
round the closed circuit. The relationship
between cupular deflection and angular
movement of the head is therefore deter-
mined by hydrodynamic factors (moment of
inertia and viscosity of the fluid) and the
elastic characteristics of the cupula itself.
In this connection it is important to appre-
ciate the significance of the very small size
of the hydrodynamic system. At the dimen-
sions of the human semicircular canal (in-
ternal diameter of the tube approximately
If3 mm) the viscosity of the fluid plays a
dominant role, which fact essentially deter-
mines the mode in which the semicircular
canal functions as a transducer.
As the size of a hydrodynamic system de-
creases so does the Reynold's number, which
amounts to the fact that the ratio of inertial
to viscous forces decreases, or conversely
the ratio of viscous to inertial forces in-
creases. Thus, in the very small human canal,
the mode of relative fluid flow is substantially
governed by the fluid viscosity. Three im-
portant points emerge from this. First, the
actual amount of relative fluid flow is ex-
ceedingly small; sufficiently small that is
for the cupular system to follow all normal
flows without leakage and hence to measure
faithfully the relative fluid displacement in-
curred. Second, the relative flow being very
small, it is permissible to assume, to a close
approximation, that the inertial force tend-
ing to cause fluid flow around the circuit
during angular acceleration of the canal is
the same as it would be if there was no fluid
slip. Third, such flow as does occur must be
laminar, with the consequences that the
velocity of flow will be proportional to the
inertial force driving it.
From these considerations it can be seen
that the inertial driving force is proportional
both to the angular acceleration of the canal
in its own plane (Newton's laws of motion)
and the velocity (very small) of relative
fluid flow. Thus the velocity of flow is seen
to be proportional to the angular accelera-
tion of the system, with the consequence that
the fluid displacement, and hence also the
angle of cupular deflection, are proportional
to the angular velocity of the system.
Looked at in this way it seems obvious
that the canal hydrodynamics perform one
integration on the angular acceleration to
which it is exposed, and by so doing turn
the mechanical elements at least, into an
angular velocity transducer. In this connec-
tion it is significant that at the very small
Reynold's numbers involved the hydrody-
namic integration would be expected to be
very precise.
However there are other points to be con-
sidered; in particular, the elastic restoring
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force of the cupula and the rate of achieving
steady flow conditions in response to a given
angular acceleration. Perhaps the simplest
and most meaningful approach to an under-
standing of the normal physiological part
played by these factors is that of a frequency
response analysis, first performed as such
on the canal by Mayne (ref. 5), so far as
the author is aware. Other authors have
since reappraised the matter, for example,
Niven & Hixson (ref. 6) and M. Jones and
Milsum (in "Spatial and Dynamic Aspects
of Visual Fixation," in press). Figure 1
gives the frequency response data obtained
by the latter authors from a combination of
physical analyses based on canal dimensions
given by Jones and Spells (ref. 7), and the
experimental data of Van Egmond, Groen
and Jongkees (ref. 8). The curves in this
figure show the relations between the re-
sponse, chosen as cupular deflection and the
stimulus, chosen as angular velocity of the
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Figure 1.--Theoretical frequency response of ,me-
chanical components of semicircular canal, based
partly upon numerical data in references 7 and 8.
This frequency response diagram relates to trans-
fer function (angle of cupular deflection angular
velocity of canal in its own plane). AR ---- ampli-
tude ratio.
canal. It appears from the figure that the
amplitude ratio (AR) chosen in this way
(cupular angle/angular velocity of the
canal) is constant and the phase shift negligi-
bly small, over a range of frequencies ex-
tending roughly from 0.1 to 5 cycles per
sec. If this conclusion is correct, then we
may say that the mechanical components of
the canal do indeed act as an angular veloc-
ity transducer so long as angular movements
contain only frequencies within this range;
which is tantamount to saying that this is
the case for virtually all naturally occurring
patterns of head movement. At slower fre-
quencies, including of course the case of
steady angular velocity, time permits the
intrusion of elastic restoration of the cupula,
and then the well known errors in canal
response ensue, generating both illusions of
motion, and inappropriate postural and
oculomotor responses.
It might have been a matter of chance
that the size of the human canals should be
such as to lead to these conclusions. But the
study of Jones and Spells (ref. 7) referred
to above strongly suggests that this is not
the case. Over a wide range of species there
is little change of canal dimensions with
body weight, approximately 7 log cycles of
weight change being required to bring about
1 log cycle of the relevant linear dimensions
(fig. 2). Indeed, these authors have shown
that such very small dimensional changes
as do occur are of an appropriate magnitude
L l J
a 1O_ I 10 10_
body _ (kg)
Figure 2.--Relationship bctu, ce, _'adi_ts o/ ca,ul
(R) and body mass obtained ft'om _6 different
mammalian species. (From ref. 17.)
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for bringing about a change in velocity gain
which would be nicely matched to the likely
changes in head angular velocity to be ex-
pected from change in animal weight. It
seems that evolution has brought about the
development of a velocity transducing hydro-
dynamic sensing element, despite the fact
that to do so has called for marked diver-
gence from what Julian Huxley has termed
"natural growth trends" in evolution. Evi-
dently the velocity transducing characteristic
has proved highly influential in natural
selection.
Neural Considerations
Of course, a knowledge of mechanical be-
havior of the canal does not necessarily tell
us the characteristics of the neural signal re-
ceived by the brainstem. However, Groen,
LSwenstein, and Vendrik (ref. 9) have shown
in the Ray fish that at least some of the pri-
mary afferent neurons from the canals con-
tain frequency modulated signals which bear
a virtually direct relation to head angular
velocity during sinusoidal head movement,
within the frequency range of velocity trans-
duction in the mechanical components. It
is important to note that these authors em-
phasized the fact that in this investigation
they knowingly discarded afferent neural
units not showing this pattern of linearity.
In one figure, reproduced here as figure 3,
they show the response of one nonlinear unit
(curve I) together with both the response
of an approximately linear unit (curve II)
and the angular velocity of the canal (curve
III). They suggest that the nonlinear pat-
tern of response might be attributable to
neural adaptation, a point which will be re-
ferred to again below. But whatever the
cause, it is interesting to note that if the
main frequency contents of this nonlinear
curve are considered in a "push-pull" con-
figuration, the response has very greatly im-
proved linearity. Thus it seems that, consid-
ered in this way, the main neural input to the
central nervous system probably does essen-
tially represent the relevant component of
head angular velocity, despite apparent non-
linearity in some individual neural elements.
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THE OCULOMOTOR RESPONSE
Velocity Control
Such a velocity modulated input to the
CNS is altogether appropriate for generating
the patterns of oculomotor response required
for stabilization of the image of the outside
world on the retina of the eye. For accurate
image fixation the angular velocity of the eye
must, at every instant, be equal but opposite
to the angular velocity of the head, both in
magnitude and direction. Thus the angular
velocity signal presented to the CNS by the
semicircular canal can be envisaged as driv-
ing a velocity servo-system, the output of
which is effected through the oculomotor
nerves and the extrinsic eye muscles which
they innervate. That this is effectively the
case is supported by the fact that when a
semicircular canal signal is generated by the
method of post-rotational stimulation, the
angular velocity of slow phase compensatory
ocular nystagmus decays along an exponen-
tial time course corresponding broadly to that
to be expected from the exponential pattern
of elastic restoration of the cupula. It would
be surprising indeed to find an alternative
main cause for this pattern of decline in
ocular angular velocity, when in these special
circumstances the head is in practice sta-
tionary and the signal source has been gen-
crated by making use of the elastic restora-
tion itself.
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In this connection it is noteworthy that if
the eye angular velocity is plotted against
time elapsed after the stopping stimulus on
a log-linear plot as in figure 4, then back-
wards extrapolation of the straight line rela-
tionship obtained usually intersects the ordi-
nate at an angular velocity well below the
original angular velocity of stimulus. From
this it might be inferred that in normal cir-
cumstances the velocity gain due to canal
stimulation is substantially less than 1. Yet
one can easily demonstrate that, at least
when the frequency of stimulus is greater
than about 1 cps, this is not the case. The
reader has only to oscillate his head through
small angles about a vertical axis at 2 to 3
cps with eyes open to observe that the image
seen is quite clear; that is, it has been stabi-
lized on the retina. That this is a valid argu-
ment can be simply verified using the "radial
line disc" described by M. Jones and Drazin
(ref. 2) when indication of significant image
slip over the retina does not arise until a
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Figure 4.--L.g-lit.,ar plot o/ compet_satory eye
velocity agai_st tim_' elap,_ed after ._ddenly im-
posing a post-rotatio_ml stintuh_s o/ 60°/sec. Note
that i_titial pob_ts lic well above regression line.
frequency of 4-5 cps is achieved. Evidently,
since these frequencies are well above the
cutoff value of 1 cps for visual tracking, the
vestibulo-ocular reflex must be virtually op-
erating on its own at a gain of 1.
A clue to this apparent discrepancy is per-
haps to be found in the upward trend of
initial points in post-rotational log-linear
plots of compensatory eye angular velocity
such as figure 4. In this figure the initial eye
angular velocities lie substantially above
(note the ordinate is a logarithmic scale) the
regression line drawn through the main body
of points, and this is not infrequently the
case when predominance of the anticom-
pensatory response (ref. 10) (referred to
below) does not mask the early compensa-
tory one. If, as suggested by the nonlinear
curve of neural response in figure 3, neural
adaptation occurs in some units, then an
early decline in eye angular velocity after
post rotational stimulation of the canal
might also be attributed to such adaptation.
In which case an overall picture emerges
whereby at frequencies sufficiently low to be
within the scope of the visual tracking sys-
tem, the vestibular contribution to visual
fixation is manifest as a velocity servo acting
with a gain less than 1. But when the fre-
quency of head movement rises above the
visual tracking cutoff value, the additional
effect of bringing adaptive units into play
boosts the gain until eventually it reaches
unity with considerable precision. If this
interpretation is correct, then it seems that
in reality the gain, and in effect with it the
frequency responses in the vestibulo-ocular
velocity servo-system, are dependent on the
type of movement incurred. The vestibulo-
ocular reflex system is thus seen to act in the
sense that as the vestibular contribution to
fixation of the retinal image becomes pro-
gressively more necessary, so the dynamic
response of the system becomes progressively
more effective.
Optimization of Control
Recent experiments have indicated that
there are other effects contributing to opti-
mization of the available nerve-muscle dy-
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namics. When the headis oscillatedin a
rotational senseabout a vertical axis, DC
recording of the eyemovementrelative to
the skull revealsa slow waveform of eye
movementsuperimposedon the customary
nystagmoidpattern of compensation(from
"Evidencefor aNoncompensatoryVestibulo-
Ocular Reflexby G. Melvill Jonesand S.
Mishkin,in press). Thewaveformis evident
both with eyesopenand eyesclosed,and
when averagedappearsto adopt a rather
stereotypedpattern summarizedin figure 5.
This figure givesthe averagedeyeposition
relative to the skull (intermittent line)
plotted simultaneouslywith skull position
and showsthat the former is 90° phasead-
vancedwith respecto the latter. Notethat,
for reasonswhich neednot be hereconsid-
ered,thepolarity of thetwo recordshasbeen
reversedin this figure. When the results
from a numberof different subjectsexposed
to a rangeof differentfrequenciesandampli-
tudesof headmovementwerenormalized,it
transpired that the overall averagedeye
positionrelativeto theskull executeda sine-
waveof motionwhich couldbevery closely
superimposedon the sinewavedefiningthe
angularvelocityof the head.
Onemight imaginethat this relationship
wouldeasilybesubjectto voluntaryoverlay.
But surprisingly,it is remarkablydifficult to
forceoneselfto lookin the laggingquadrant
during oscillatoryheadmovementwhenthis
approachesa frequencyof 1 cps. It seems
that the eyeis forcedto perform its nystag-
moidpatternof compensationin a direction
of gazewhich leadsthat of the head. Two
interpretationsaregivenby theseauthorsto
the functional role of this phenomenon.
First, it is obviouslyrelevant to causethe
eyesto leadtheheadwhentheheadis quickly
turned towards an intendedtarget, thereby
advancingthemomentat whichthe intended
target is seen. Indeed,when the head is
twisted rapidly to oneside the eye is vio-
lentlythrown out in the samedirectionby a
large saccadicmovement(ref. 10).
But a second,perhapsmorefundamental
interpretation,is given,namely,that the 90'_
phaseadvancementensuresthat the com-
pensatoryeyemuscleswill beplacedin ade-
gree of stretch which is directly relatedto
the velocityat which they will haveto con-
tract for the next imagestabilizationmove-
ment. Onecanimaginethat thedynamicre-
sponseof the overallvelocitycontrol system
would be automaticallyoptimizedby this
procedureto meet the requirementsof the
movement. More recent experiments (G.
Melvill Jonesand J. Rubin: "Dependenceof
Compensatory Vestibulo-Ocular Response
UponthePositionof the EyeRelativeto the
Eyes ( RI
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Figure 5.--Aeeragcd curee (/rom 10 cycle._) or' eye, displacement relative to the ._kull (itttermttl,mt lit,')
plotted simultal_eously with ,_k_tll displacr'me_t.
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Skull," in preparation) show that the veloc-
ity gain is indeed dependent upon the posi-
tion of the eye in the skull.
The fact that the superimposed slow wave-
form of eye position is in phase with the
angular velocity of the head suggests that a
velocity modulated source of information
may be driving it. From earlier considera-
tions the semicircular canal evidently pro-
vides just such a source of information, and
it is tempting to assume that the semicircular
canal signal is responsible for the observed
effect. Additional support is given to this
interpretation by the fact already referred to
that, when the head is suddenly turned, the
initial response of the oculomotor system is
to throw the eyes out in the leading direction,
often before significant compensatory move-
ment has occurred. In this case, with the
head fixed to the body, it is difficult to postu-
late any other source of information than the
vestibular organs. As an outcome of these
apd other observations, Melvill Jones and
Mishkin suggest that the vestibular signal,
in addition to generating the compensatory
angular velocity of eye movement, also gen-
erates an output mediated through the sac-
cadic (anticompensatory) mode of eye move-
ment, which on the average takes the eye
muscles to their most appropriate lengths for
execution of the ensuing controlled compen-
satory angular velocity.
As a result of more recent experiments
(G. Melvill Jones and N. Sugie : "Dependence
of Compensatory Vestibulo-Ocular Response
Upon the Preceding Saccadic Flick During
Nystagmus in the Cat," in preparation),
additional significance is attached to this
conclusion, since it now appears that each
saccadic movement itself contributes an ira-
portant component to the ensuing slow phase
compensatory sweep. In which case it ap-
pears that the vestibular signal exercises its
stabilizing influence through operation on
both the slow and the quick phase compo-
nents of nystagmus.
Dependence of Vestibulo-Ocular Control Upon the
Axis of Turn
The optimizing processes discussed above
apply generally to the vestibulo-oculomotor
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system. But for two main reasons it now ap-
pears that there is substantial dependence of
response dynamics upon the axis of turn, re-
ferred to the skull. First, the results of Mel-
vill Jones, Barry, and Kowalsky (ref. 11)
have shown considerably greater rates of
what they termed "effective cupular restora-
tion" during rotation in the vertical planes
(time constant approx. 5 sec) than in the
horizontal plane (t.c. approx. 15 sec). Func-
tionally this implies that the system cannot
tolerate such low frequencies of head move-
ment in these planes as in the horizontal
plane. This state of affairs is nicely matched
to our everyday life, in which much lower
frequencies of head movement are normally
experienced in the horizontal than the verti-
cal planes since the whole body can turn
about the vertical axis. But for reasons dis-
cussed later it is not so nicely matched to
the special circumstances of flight.
Second, in the context of visual image
stabilization, rotation about the roll, or
visual, axis is unique, on account of the rela-
tively poor visual tracking capability asso-
ciated with rotation about this axis (ref. 12).
In normal life this deficiency presumably
does not signify, owing to the short sharp
character of usual head movements in the
roll plane leading to the vestibulo-ocular re-
flex acting in its high gain mode of opera-
tion. Moreover, the rate of circumferential
image slip over the foveal retina is much
lower for a given angular velocity in this
plane, than in those of yaw and pitch. How-
ever, as will emerge below, the phenomenon
has important implications in the flight en-
vironment.
APPLIED CONSIDERATIONS
All the effects described above, and pre-
sumably many more not yet known, appear
to be aimed at matching the physiology of the
vestibulo-ocular responses to the require-
ments of natural life. But, not unnaturally,
when man chooses suddenly to expose him-
self to new environmental conditions of too-
tion, it turns out that the physiological
mechanisms concerned are not so nicely
matched to the new patterns of movement.
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In three-dimensional space the natural con-
straints to rotational movement are removed,
and the velocities incurred, the duration of
the transients, and the range of frequency
of movement may all extend well beyond the
natural limits. From a knowledge of the
basic physiological processes concerned it is
often possible to infer the causal factors in
some of the consequences which arise.
First, as is well known, the effect of cupu-
lar restoration quickly becomes significant
when turning movements are prolonged be-
yond about 3 seconds, as is frequently the
case when turning in a conventional aircraft.
In this connection it is important to bear in
mind that the rate of intrusion of such error
is greater for the vertical planes than the
horizontal. The significance of this in con-
ventional aviation lies in the fact that nearly
all turning movements are constrained by
the aerodynamics of the aeroplane to take
place in the vertical planes of pitch and roll.
Thus the shorter time constant of "effective
cupula return" attributed to the vertical
planes holds the pilot of an aircraft at a
disadvantage which is not evident in natural
life. Numerical examples of the penalty oc-
curred are given in reference (11).
Again, what has been described as the
optimizing process whereby the eye is, on
the average, moved out in a leading direction
relative to the head movement, tends to
bring about a highly undesirable effect when
transients are large. The leading, or anti-
compensatory drive apparently predominates
when the initial stimulus is large, to the
extent that it may even abolish, temporarily,
the useful compensatory response (ref. 10).
Again, the virtual absence of visual track-
ing in the roll plane can lead to an oculomotor
response in this plane which follows the er-
roneous vestibular drive associated with
prolonged rotation, unopposed by an effective
visual fixation reflex. For example, during
an aerodynamic spin, the pilot may fail com-
pletely to achieve image stabilization on the
retina, with the imposition of difficulties
both in establishing adequate visual acuity
and in interpretation of the direction of such
relative movement as is observed.
These latter observations may be conven-
iently summarized by reference to records
from these experiments (Melvill Jones:
"Human Factors in Spinning Aircraft," in
preparation). Figure 6 represents the col-
lected data from one pilot while he was
performing an eight-turn spin in a Vam-
pire T-11 jet trainer aircraft. The continu-
ous line gives the angular velocity of eye
movement required for image stabilization
in each phme, the intermittent line giving
the actual angular velocities of compensa-
tory eye movement achieved, measured paral-
lel to these planes. Even in the horizontal
plane, image slip occurs after the vestibular
signal has virtually decayed to zero (16 see).
In the roll plane the decay in compensatory
eye angular velocity is much more rapid, pre-
sumably being attributable to both the in-
creased rate of "effective cupular restora-
tion" and to the virtual absence of visual
tracking in the roll plane. At the point of
recovery, the reversed vestibular drive is
particularly effective in generating a re-
versed eye movement in the roll plane, since
the oeulomotor response goes largely unop-
posed by an effective visual fixation reflex.
Lastly, when the stimulus is large, that is,
on approach to the angular velocity peaks
of stimulus (continuous line), predominance
of the anticompensatory response occurs,
leading to temporary but often substantial,
interference with the generation of the use-
ful compensatory mode of eye movement.
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Figure (;.--Compariso_t o.f r¢'quivt'd ang_dar velocities
of eye movement for retinal image stabilization
(contin_tou8 lines) with those actually achieved
during an 8-turn aerodynamic spin.
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DISCUSSION
FIELDS: I would like to just make a plea for one
other thing, Dr. Jones, and that is a consideration of
certain oth_,r mechanisms in this reflex arc, mainly
cerebellar. I think, certainly, when one talks of the
vestibular ocular reflex, one must also assume that
there is a vestibulo-eerebellar-ocular reflex which
brings into play proprioceptive mechanisms in the
muscles of the neck, for instance. I came across,
fortuitously, a phenomenon in a patient, a boy 7
years old, that led me to suspect that we had some
clue as to where this mechanism is through the
cerebellar circuit. This boy had a very peculiar
posture, walked in a sort of anthropoid position
without the usual associated movements of his arms.
He bent forward, head forward, and, when seated,
if you would get him to turn his head to follow, he
would have something I have only seen with this
lateral bending, namely the rolling movement. But
on moving his head in the horizontal plane to the
right, he had an extreme clockwise movement and
to the left, a counter-clockwise movement. I have an
excellent color film strip of this, and the thing that
really clinched it was an air study we did which
showed a deformity that the radiologist interpreted
as being due to a cyst in the posterior fossa, and
exploration showed us the congenital defect. There
was a complete absence of the vermis of the cerebel-
lum and no roof nuclei. So, I just wonder whether
it is not a circuit through the ancient part of the
cerebellum and the roof nuclei that may play a role
in this as well.
JONES: A very good point.
FIELDS: I would be glad to send you this film if you
would like.
JONES: Thank you very much. I'd like to see it. I
too am aware of the importance of the cerebellum in
this context. In our experiments on cats we have
taken the precaution of interfering as little as pos-
sible with the functional integrity of the cerebellum.
Any microelectrode work undertaken by us at pres-
ent leaves the cerebellum intact, our approach to
the brain stem being through a small hole in the
skull employing stereotaxic penetration with a long,
rigid microelectrode.
WENDT: I would like to make two comments. One
is that, according to my records and those of other
investigators, in ocular compensation during short
arcs of rotation, such as is characteristic in normal
life, there is only about two-thirds the displacement
of that of the body. If you add a visual factor to it,
the compensation rises to about 0.8 to 0.9 but is still
not perfect. So it would appear that the visual sys-
tem can tolerate a certain amount of slippage on the
retina without losing clarity. As a matter of fact,
you can't imagine how optokinetic nystagmus could
continue unless this were a fact. In optokinetic nys-
tagmus there is a certain amount of after discharge.
This accounts for the baseline, but you have to have
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continuedinput.Andtheonlywayyoucangetthat
continuedinputisbyallowingslippageontheretina.
In otherwords,byallowingmovementof theretinal
imagesacrosstheretina.
Theotherpointthatyoumadewasthat,whenyou
shakeyourheadfromsideto side,yougetperfect
fixation.Thismaywellbe,but thereis another
factorwhichcomesinherewhichisveryimportant.
Thatis, that thesameimpulsesthatoperatethe
neckmusclesalsostarttheeyemuscles.Theystart
themwithoutlatency.Thisisnotavestibulo-ocular
reflex.Thisis a compensatorymovementwhichis
controlledby thesameneuralcontrolsthat areat
thatmomentcontrollingyourneckmuscles.Sothat
particularillustrationis notrelevantto theargu-
ment.
JONES:Nodoubtproprioceptiveinformationfrom
theneckcontributeswhenpresent;butthephenom-
enonreferredtooccurswhenthebodyis turnedwith
thehead.Withregardto yoursecondpoint.The
rathershorttimesuggestedfor thevestibulo-ocular
responsewasobtainedbymeasuringeyemovement
followingatapwitha lighthammertoalightweight
metallicbarheldinadentalbite.
MAYO: Dr. Jones, have you applied this very beau-
tiful quantitative approach to resolving emotional
versus objective character of inside versus outside
controversy with two inadequate instruments; for
example, gyro horizon versus low wing aircraft, both
of which give insufficient information but have
produced violent counter information?
JONES: Yes. If you stick a little radial lined disc
onto the cockpit turning of an airplane, you have a
lot of information from a very simple measuring
device. We set up experiments where the pilot oscil-
lated the aircraft in a roll at different frequencies,
and he had an instrument to tell him when he was
right and when he was wrong, and when it was a
properly controlled experiment. We had him do a
number of tests like calculations on a logarithmic
navigational computer where you have nonlinear
scales and where they couldn't interpolate o1" extrap-
olate. We also asked him to perform various visual
acuity tests while at the same time giving the
roughest estimate and how much slip there was com-
pared to what was happening to the airplane.
CRAWFORD: On this subject of retinal slips. We did
some work a few years ago in which we wondered
just how much slip could occur. So we deliberately
introduced into our system position errors and looked
at visual acuity; then we introduced velocity errors
and looked at visual acuity. We found that the visual
acuity would go down when you were 1 ° off. It would
also go down if you were 1 ° per second off. If you
compounded both of these and had a velocity error
and a position error simultaneously, you went blank
if you (lid not have good acuity. I wonder, as I
always do when I hear Melvill ,lones. that he tends
to treat the whole body as a thing. If you are doing
a visual acuity study of some extent and someone
stands on your toe, you don't see very well. But if
you look at the whole body response, and looking at
eye movement and simultaneous head movement in
pursuit of a moving target, we find electromyo-
graphic activity building up in neck muscles some
50 to 75 milliseconds before the eyes start moving.
JONES: I am glad you mentioned the significance of
neck muscle actuation. I feel sure these muscles play
an important role in stabilization of the retinal
image, both in response to optokinetic and vestibular
stimuli.
GOEDRY: You have just answered part of what I
was going to ask, but I wondered if, in passive move-
ments at the high frequencies, the one-to-one fol-
lowing occurs immediately or if there isn't some
delay before the one-to-one following comes in.
JONES: I don't know. We did not examine the
transients. But I think they are very important and
may give a clue as to the way in which visual track-
ing capability improves with increasing predicta-
bility of target movement.
WENZEL: I would like to tell you about another ex-
periment we did. I am an engineer and I would like
to get your comments on this and perhaps get some
explanation on just what happened here. With a
subject seated on a B_r_iny chair, we put a cardboard
box over him so that he had the same sensation that
he had in the centrifuge, and he bad the same experi-
ences. He received the Coriolis stimulation and got
sick after three or four head motions and began to
get pallid. We found that, without this cover on him,
he did not experience any stimulation or get sick.
Therefore, we thought we might simulate the un-
covered condition by putting a light down through
a hole right on the axis of the rotation and putting
a paint can over the light bulb with three holes
drilled in the paint can 120 ° apart. The subject
would follow these spots of light as the chair rotated
around this paint can. We found that he could nod
and tilt his head and not get sick at all; this was
at 12 rpm. The amazing thing here is that, if we
should pull out the plug and turn the lights off, the
sickness response did not return; he stayed in this
s_)-called neutralized state.
JONES: Can you tell me again what the spots were
doing? Were the spots stationary relative to space?
WENZEL: In inertia they were stationary.
JONES: I think here that we have something akin
to the case of the helicopter simulator in which the
pilot remains still but the visual scene moves. Un-
accustomed subjects are relatively unaffected, but
helicopter pilots who have become accustomed to
certain relations between vestibular and visual cues
while flying a real helicopter tend to become nau-
seated, sometimes to the point of vomiting very
quickly in the simulator.
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Chairman: JOHN BILLINGHAM
Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA
Cochairman: RANDALL CHAMBERS
U.S. Naval Air Development Center
Perhaps before this session beg/as it .may be of i_tterest to describe briefly the work
that wc arc tryiug to do at NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center in connection with
vestibular physiology.
Most o]" the jobs we have at the Center are applied. They consist of layi_g down
tit( td_ysiologieal _'equiremc_tts for space eehielc design a_ld for missio_ pht_ning (its
goals beim.i c_'eu' safety dmt mi,_sion success) witt_ resp('ct to the stresses a_ the body:
a_td of coarse one of these stresses is that imposed o_t the vestibalar system. We haw_
a_other job, which is to assist in the design o.f eq_dpment u,hich will tend to protect
the _tt.a?t agai_mt stresses which become a_Muly severe. Another job we have is to mount,
o_ Gemhti and Apollo missions, medical a_d physiological in-flight experiments.
First, I would like to agree with the statement that Dr. Lansberg made that it is
impossible to cxt_'apalat_ di_'cetl!! from a_y vehicle !_oa can Imild a_ Earth (a_t!] rolatbtg
t!tpe of cehiele) to a rotations.! space eehicle. The forces i_,al_'ed are ala'ays di(ferel_t;
I think the approach shotdd be to lear_ the f_ndame_ttal details of the mecha_tisms
from all the experime_tal work that is going o_t, a_d then put these back together and
predict what will happ(m i_ the space enviroume,tt. That's the situatio_t at this stage.
Later on, of co_¢rse, there may be opport_t_ities for aet_ally carryi_g (mr rotation i_
the real sit,ration.
Mr. Jah_._ton has referred to some of the problems and pragr(t_ts [_t the Cr,'u"
Systems Division of the Matured Spacecraft Ce_tter, and, in passing, to medical e.vperi-
me_tts. I would like now jr(st to s_mma_'ize the ea'perime_ts we have pla,_ted for the
Gemini and Apollo mission,s i_ the eestibular area. I am m)t goi_g i_ta o_.q detail
because, of course, 1 can't give a_y res_tlts at this stag(,.
The experim('n.tal programs, in the Gemini and Apollo mlssio_m, are r_l_l by the
NASA Headquarters, Office of Ma_t_('d Space Flight, a_d u'e at the Man,ned Spacecraft
Center carry them out in co_janctio_t .u,ith the principal scie_t_t_c i_vestigator. In the
case af the vestib_dar experime_tts for the fifth Gemini .flight, which is a 7-day one, and
for the set,enth Gemini flight, which is probably a 14-day one, we pla_t to do an experi-
ment to measure the e O'ects of weightlessness on the otolith organ. In the Apollo
mission,s u'e pla_ to de_,elop a much more sophisticated experimetttal approach which
wo_dd h_clude, o_ce agai_, a ree.cami_atio_ of the eO'ects of weightlessness on the
otolith, but _tow incl_de also some cxperime_tts co_c('r_ted with i_teracti,m between(
otolith and semicircular corrals, and experimc_tts on semicircular canal fu_tetion that
we feel will be most rele_ant to any possible future design criteria for rotati_g space
stations. These experime_,ts wo_lht i_w_lve rotati_*g the Apollo _ehicle i_ Earth orbit
and then pe_'forming the appropriate ma_t('l_vcrs.
We recognize that tit(' space e_tvironme_tt is a_ importa_tt laboratory i_ u'hieh to
do space vestibular research. It is an awfull!! e.cpettsive o_te, a_d this is somethh, g
which, is not ofte?_ appar(nt to people who are _ot act_tally tied i_ta the operational
aspects of space mission,s. It req_tires a_t e_*ormous orga_dzatio_t, and the logistic
problems are almost overwhelmi_g. The .f_trther we get down the roast and have the
space and experie_ee to ru_l ea'perime_ts, the easier these probh, ms will become, but
at the moment the Gemi_d a_*d Apollo missions are primarily exploratory. Scientific
investigations art. part of them, bat _ot as large a part as the!! will be ÷_ the later
matured orbiti_g research laboratories. The final poi_t is that a considerable benefit
comes, I feel. i_t adva_ces in ?¢_tderstandi_g of basic physiologic mechanisms as a result
of some of our practical problems a_td those of (mr associates i_ the *,estibular physiology
arc'a, aml it miqht p(rlmps 5e appropriate to de._cri6e some of these _'esults as a sabra-
title "spin-oil'."
JOHN BILLINGHAM
Radiosensitivity of the Vestibular Apparatus of the Rabbit
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SUMMARY
(1) A method of radiating the inner ear of the rabbit with an alpha particle beam
without significant exposure of the brain has been devised.
(2) Long lasting: changes in semicircular canal function of the rabbit have been
demonstrated with doses of 500 rads.
(3) The approaehes to determine the threshold of radiosensitivity of the semicir-
eular eanal function and the radiosensitivity of the macula utrieuli are described.
(4) Structural ehanges are discussed which may account/'or the functional altera-
tions observed. Work being undertaken to study the structural changes is described.
INTRODUCTION
Experiments showing the labyrinth to be
sensitive to the effects of ionizing radiation
date back at least to 1905 when Ewald (ref.
1) showed that glass beads containing 3 mg
of radium bromide, when placed in the vi-
cinity of the labyrinth of the pigeon for a few
hours, caused effects of removal of the laby-
rinth. Thielemann (ref. 2) made observa-
tions of the inner ear after X-ray exposure of
mice. As confirmed by other later experi-
ments perilymphatic hemorrhage was seen
with higher doses, especially in the cochlea
and about the ampullae. There have been
studies of hearing in patients receiving
Cobalt _° gamma irradiation for tumors of
the head and neck (ref. 3). These showed
some decrease in the hearing threshold and
some perceptive hearing loss with temporary
recruitment attributed to transient vascu-
litis. With doses above 500 r, Kelemen (ref.
4) regularly found perilymphatic edema
about the vestibular part of the inner ear of
the rat. The cupula was resistant until doses
of 1000 to 2000 r were reached, when disinte-
gration of the cupulae and cristae was seen.
It was not possible from his studies to deter-
mine a precise threshold above which
changes always occurred. Generally the
cochlea showed more evidence of change
than the cupula and crista. No recent refer-
ences to studies of vestibular function fol-
lowing radiation in man have been found,
except for those of Moskovskaya (ref. 5),
who reported observations that he inter-
preted as indicating increased excitability of
the vestibular apparatus. These observations
consisted of shakiness in gait, dizziness,
nausea on turning the head, pallor, tendency
toward perspiration, reduction of blood pres-
sure, and changes in post-rotational nystag-
mus. These symptoms were reduced in 2-3
weeks but persisted and were still present af-
ter 5 years. The increased excitability of the
vestibular apparatus was thought to be due
to weakening of the inhibitory action of the
cerebral cortex. The total tumor radiation
dose given was 5000 to 12 000 r.
Sveshnikov (ref. 6) made a study of the
effects of proton beams and Co 6° gamma rays
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on the function of the labyrinth of dogs. Six
dogs were irradiated with the proton beam
(apparently whole body) and 10 with a
single dose or fractionated doses of Co 6°
`/-irradiation. The testing for vestibular
function was done by rotational methods
with recording of vestibulo-somatic and
autonomic reflexes. In addition caloric tests
were used. More details about these experi-
ments would be of interest. Sveshnikov in-
terpreted the findings as showing a diminu-
tion of the threshold and reactivity of the
vestibular apparatus. With the proton beam
(510 MeV) the changes were pronounced
with doses of 350 to 500 rads only at the
climax of radiation sickness. Somewhat
similar effects were observed with -/-radia-
tion in doses of 200 r, 350 r, and 500 r, more
marked effects being seen with single ex-
posures.
The preceding literature review is not in-
tended to be complete but is given to show
the previous approaches to the study of the
sensitivity of the vestibular apparatus to
ionizing radiation. The review of papers in
the past 4 years is complete with regard to
the vestibular apparatus as distinct from the
cochlea. In all of the previous studies the
radiation dose received by the vestibular ap-
paratus has been poorly defined as in the
radium studies where no attempt was made
to determine a dose effect relationship, or the
radiation was given as whole body or whole
head irradiation. In the latter case it was
never certain whether the effects were due
to direct effects on the vestibular apparatus
or due to abscopal effects and radiation
sickness.
Knowledge of the radiosensitivity of the
vestibular apparatus is needed so that ap-
propriate precautions may be taken in the
therapeutic irradiation of the head and neck
and so that the risk of damage to the vestib-
ular apparatus of man in space travel may
be estimated. In addition there is a need for
knowledge of the effect of other stressful
conditions, such as high temperatures, high
and low G forces and general status of nutri-
tion and hydration, on the radiosensitivity of
the vestibular apparatus.
Our ultimate interest is in the effects of
radiation on the vestibular apparatus of
man. It would be less hazardous to project
results of animal experiments to man if the
study is limited to only the vestibular ap-
paratus. Since the morphology of the vestib-
ular apparatus in man is nearly identical to
that of mammalian species in general, the
effects in the experimental animal should
qualitatively be like those in man. Previous
studies have failed to limit the radiation to
the inner ear and have also failed to explore
the radiosensitivity of the vestibular ap-
paratus down to the threshold levels both for
functional and ultrastructural damage.
The present study was undertaken to
determine the sensitivity of the rabbit semi-
circular canal system to high energy alpha
particle beam irradiation limited to the inner
ear. These initial studies are restricted to
testing the effect of such radiation on post-
rotational nystagmus. Morphological studies
of the crista ampularis are to be made now
that methods of irradiation and functional
testing have been established. Later studies
are planned to study the radiosensitivity of
the otolith organ of the utricle.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Male New Zealand white rabbits weigh-
ing between 1 and 2 kg (7-10 weeks old)
were used throughout this study. In order to
localize the labyrinth in radiographs, a 1.5
kg animal was heparinized, anesthetized
with pentobarbitol, and the head and upper
extremities of the animal were perfused for
about 30 minutes with neutral buffered for-
malin. The head was then removed and
frozen in liquid nitrogen. The head in the
frozen state was sawed into serial frontal
sections through the vicinity of the inner
ear. Each section was 0.5 to 0.7 cm thick.
The cochleae and semicircular canals were
located in these sections and fragments of
lead were placed in both cochleae. The semi-
circular canals were located 2 mm behind
and 1 mm above the location of the lead
fragments. The sectioned head was allowed
to thaw and the sections were all taped to-
gether and radiographs taken of the head
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Figure 1.--Radiograph o.f reco_str_¢cted rabbit head
showing fragments of lead in cochlea bilaterally.
This is a slightly oblique lateral view. Tips of the
arrows are in semicircular ca_als. X 4.
as shown in figure 1. The beam of the cyclo-
tron was directed through the points indi-
cated by the arrows.
Radiations were done with a 910 MeV
alpha particle beam produced in the 184-
inch cyclotron at Berkeley. A ,_/_ inch beam-
defining aperture was used. The beam was
passed through the labyrinth at an angle of
40 .3 anterior and 20 ° superior to the trans-
verse line joining the two labyrinths. At this
angle the cerebellum and medulla are not
included in the radiation field. No rotational
techniques were used in the irradiation, and
irradiation was done only along the plateau
portion of the Bragg curve. The dosimetry
methods were similar to those described by
Birge, Anger, and Tobias (ref. 7). Unilat-
eral right sided doses of 475, 998, and 1512
rads were given to different animals. Bi-
lateral doses of 500 rads were given to two
animals.
Post rotational nystagmus was tested
using the apparatus shown in figure 2. Ex-
cept for experimental animals number 41
and 42, all rotations of the experimental
group were counter-clockwise. In earlier
groups of animals, rotation rates were 40,
20 and 15 seconds for 10 revolutions. In later
rotations which include the last two graphed
rotations of animals number 3, 4, 5, 41, 42,
118, and 120, somewhat slower rotation rates
were included. All rotation rates are given
Figure 2.--A_imal rotatS_g device. Reversing switch
and rariable speed rheostat are located to right of
tim er.
as reciprocals in seconds per 10 revolutions.
The animals were rotated until all nystagmus
stopped and then rotation was stopped by
turning off the electric power and catching
the rotor of the device with one hand. The
time from stopping of the rotation to the
last sweep of the slow component of the
nystagmus was taken as the duration of the
nystagmus. Seven control animals were
tested every one or two weeks for periods
ranging from 3 to 5 weeks (see figs. 3 and
4). Irradiated animals were tested at 1 or
2 days to 1 week following irradiation and
then generally at weekly intervals (fig. 5).
RESULTS
The results of rotation of control animals
are shown graphically in figures 3 and 4.
Rotations in figure 4 were done in both direc-
tions and only maximum durations of nys-
tagmus are shown regardless of the direc-
tion of rotation. In figure 5 are plotted the
results of the experimental animals. Here
only the last rotation of animals numbered
3, 4, and 5 was in both directions and again
only the maximum duration of nystagmus
is recorded. For animals number 41 and 42
only the pre-irradiation testing was in one
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Figure 3.--All rotations were counterclockwise in
this group of control animals. 7r//X is a factor of
reciprocal of slope of each curve. Nnmber in
upper right corner of each graph is the age of the
animal in weeks.
direction only (counter-clockwise), and all
other rotations were in both directions, again
only the maximum duration of nystagmus
being shown in the graph.
DISCUSSION
In these studies, we have found the highly
damped torsion pendulum model of function
of the semicircular canal to be applicable.
In this model as proposed by Van Egmond
et al. (ref. 8) the crista and cupula act as
a tight swinging door (fig. 6) which prevents
any actual flow of the endolymph, at least
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Figure 4.--All rotatio_s were done in both directions
in this group of conh'ol animals. Maximum dura-
tion of nystagmus is that plotted in each instance,
regardless of direction of rotation. Number in
upper 'right cor_er of each graph is age of a_qimal
in weeks.
if the system is functioning at its most effi-
cient levels. Angular acceleration produces
a deflection of the crista and cupula by the
rotational shift of the mass of the fluid of
the endolymph in the semicircular canal.
The restoring force is in the elasticity (and
possibly smooth muscle tonus) of the crista
and cupula.
According to Van Egmond (ref. 8) the
differential equation of a torsion pendulum
as applied for a model of the function of the
semicircular canal may be given as follows:
where the terms are defined as:
moment of inertia of endolymph
moment of friction tit unit angular veloc-
ity
± directional momentum at unit angle
caused by cupula
angular deviation of endolymph in rela-
tion to the skull
¢ 1st derivative of _ with respect to time,
i.e., angular velocity of the endolymph
.:
c 2nd derivative of _, i.e., angular accelera-
tion of endolymph
All angles are taken at the center of the
The approximate solu-semicircular canal.
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Figure 5.--Irradiated a_dmals with doses as indi-
cated. Rotations were counterclockwise for ani-
mals number 3, _, and 5, except for last rotation
where rotations were in both directions. For ani-
mals number $1 and _2, only pro-irradiation test-
h_g was in one direction. The other testing was
with rotations in both directions. Only maximum
d_lratio_ of nyst,gm_s is recorded, regardless o/
rotation direction. Namber in upper right corner
of each graph is age of animal in weeks. Number
in parentl_e._es i+_ lh+' tim+' Imst-irrmtialio_ i_ daLm
(d) or weeks (w).
tion of this second order linear differential
equation as given by Van Egmond is:
. 0 (<, , _)¢ ::: 7 _ c
where -/ -- _, the angular velocity of the en-
dolymph, and with the limiting conditions
of _---- 0 when t = 0.
The impulse given to the endolymph when
rotation is stopped is equivalent to some fac-
tor of the rotation rate. At some minimum
deviation of the endolymph (_,,,,) nystag-
mus will stop.
Since the moment of friction for the en-
dolymph _ is fairly large, the moment of
inertia 0 is small and t is near a maximum,
the term e ....... will be very small at :_,,,,,,, and
may be neglected. By taking logarithms, re-
arranging the terms of the equation and
lumping all constant terms into a single con-
stant K, the equation becomes:
log y ---- -- K -- ---_ t
7r
log 1 _ K-----_ t
7 _r
log R :--K--,X t
77"
where R _ seconds per 10 revolutions.
The constant _/A for man is, from Van
Egmond's work (ref. 8), about 8 seconds.
This was determined in man using the sub-
jective sensation of rotation as the end point
for :,,,,,,._ The average for the testing of the
seven control rabbits shown is 11 seconds.
This is a little higher than the value for man
(different end point used), but much lower
than the value found by Groen et al. for the
elasmobranch fish (Raja clavata) (ref. 9).
As can be seen from figure 5, both animals
receiving bilateral radiation of 500 rads to
the labyrinth have a marked reduction in
(i.e., the slope is markedly increased as
the data are plotted). In addition there is a
shift of the curves to the left following ir-
radiation (i.e., the duration of nystagmus
has decreased for all rates of rotation). How-
ever, in the case of animal number 42, the
last testing 5!:2 weeks following irradiation
shows _ ± > 20. The large value here is
due to testing error when the duration of
nystagmus is less than 5 seconds and we
think that actually + ± decreased. The de-
crease in + _x can also be seen in the animal
(number 5) receiving 1512 rads to the right
labyrinth only.
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Figure 6.--Scction of nol_aal vestib_d_, sht_'ing a_p_dla (a)with crista (c), ,tYicle (u), pet'ily_lphatic spac(.
(p), nerve to ampnUa (n), vestib_da_, ganglion (g) in internal aco_stic meatus and petrons portion of
temporal bone ('b). C_tpula of crista has been lost in this preparation. St_bs of cilia appear as irregular
serrations on convex sum'face of crista. Semivircztlar canal joins ampalla at left mar'gin of photomic_'ograph.
Neutral buffered fornzalin perf_sion fixation, decalcified with EDTA and stained with H and E. × 110.
We recognize that if ., the moment of
friction, is greatly reduced as a result of
irradiation, then the approximation used
above for evaluating the constants is not
valid, since e ..... might become comparable
to e_'J'. The accuracy of observations how-
ever does not allow us at present to dis-
tinguish between various other possible
models.
The zero intercept varies greatly among
both experimental and control animals. Most
values range between 30 and 51 deg/second
(70 to 120 seconds per 10 revolutions). This
is over 10 times greater than the value of
2.5 deg/second found for man by Van Eg-
mond. This difference probably reflects a
much reduced sensitivity of the testing
methods used in these rabbits. No effect of
radiation on this intercept can be made out
from the data. From the two bilaterally
irradiated animals it appears that 500 rads
are well above the threshold for an effect
of particle radiation upon the function of the
semicircular canal. More animals irradiated
at lower doses will be needed to determine
a precise threshold.
In further studies it is planned to deter-
mine the threshold of the radiosensitivity
of the semicircular canal function and in
addition to determine at what time follow-
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ing irradiation the functional changesap-
pear. During thesefurther studieselectro-
nystagmographywill be used, and it is
planned to determine if ocular counter-
rolling can be usedsatisfactorily as a test
of maculautriculi function in the rabbit.
If so,the radiosensitivityof this vestibular
functionwill alsobedetermined.
To make a comparisonof particle and
electromagneticionizing radiation,we also
plan to irradiate the wholehead of some
animalswith Co';`)7-radiationat dosescom-
parableto thoseof the particle irradiation.
The ahimalswill be tested for vestibular
function to comparethe biologicaleffective-
nessof the two typesof ionizing radiation.
In addition,the Braggpeakwill beplacedin
the inner ear to comparethe effectof very
highLET radiation.
Exploration of the exact nature of the
changein the labyrinth which producesthe
functional effect also remainsto be done.
Sincetheconstant./,x appearsto be reduced
with irradiation, it must be that either
(momentof friction) decreasesor A (direc-
tional momentum caused by cupula) in-
creases or both. It is known that the protein
content of the endolymph is higher than that
of spinal fluid (ref. 10). Any dilution of the
endo]ymph would lead to a decrease in vis-
cosity and a decrease in _ (moment of fric-
tion). Since radiation is known to increase
the loss of fluid from the capillary bed, this
might be a mechanism of the action, but this
fluid escape is accompanied by large amounts
of protein which would produce the reverse
effect.
The perilymphatic edema with a dose of
500 r observed by Kelemen (ref. 4) would
cause a decrease in the cross-sectional area
of the semicircular canal with an increase
in the surface relative to the cross-sectional
area. This relative increase in surface would
increase ,_ (moment of friction) which is a
reverse effect of what has been observed in
the present experiments.
A change in the elasticity of the crista
and the cupula with an increase in _ (direc-
tional momentum caused by the cupula)
seems to be a more likely cause of the func-
tional change. Small changes in the degree
of polymerization of ground substance muco-
polysaccharides, smooth muscle fibrils and
basement membrane proteins could have a
profound effect on the elasticity of the crista
and cupula.
On the other hand, it is possible that there
is a decrease in the radial length of the
cupula-crista structure with a loss of effi-
ciency due to endolymph leaking over the
eupula, effectively decreasing the moment of
friction, but also decreasing the directional
momentum (4) caused by the cupula, so that
a change in _."± can not be predicted.
A final possibility is that the effect might
be directly on neural tissue such as the cili-
ated sensory cells, the nerve fibers or on
Scarpa's ganglion which is also in the radia-
tion field. Such a direct effect would not be
in keeping, however, with the known effect
of radiation on the function of other nerve
tissue, although electroencephalographic
changes have been observed with doses well
below 500 fads.
A number of experimental studies could
be undertaken to determine what the im-
portant structural alterations might be. At
the present time only one such study is being
planned and this is to examine the crista
ampullaris and cupula with both the light
and electron microscope. The problems in-
volved in such studies are difficult because
the delicate soft tissues of the vestibule are
completely embedded in the temporal bone.
Glutaraldehyde perfusion techniques which
preserve the fine structure well have been
worked out here, but suitable methods for
embedding in plastic and then localizing the
crista for ultrathin sectioning remain to be
devised. Several technical approaches ap-
pear feasible.
From the present studies it appears that
the vertigo as distinct from nausea of acute
radiation sickness may be due to a direct
effect on the functional state of the vestibular
apparatus rather than effects on the central
nervous system, gastrointestinal tract, or
indirect effects due to changes in the state
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of hydration, tissue necrosis, etc. The experi-
mental work of Graybiel (ref. 11) and his
associates indicates that the nausea and
vertigo of motion sickness in man are entirely
vestibular in origin and he prefers the term
vestibular sickness. Thus it seems likely that
all vertigo may have its origin in the vestibu-
lar apparatus. Radiation sickness has of
course other manifestations which we know
can be produced without head irradiation.
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DISCUSSION
KEtLOGG: I presume you did histological studies
afterwards. Is that correct?
MCDONALD: We did some gross tissue examination
to reassure ourselves that the beam location was cor-
rect, with very high doses of 20 000 rads. Histo-
logical studies remain to be done. This is one of the
major things we want to do.
KELLOGG: What I was wondering was if you saw
any more effect in one area than in another?
MCDONALD: No, this hasn't been done. This remains
to be done. Some of this has been done for X-ray
by Kelemen (Acta Otolaryngol. Suppl. 184, 1963)
for whole head radiation, but the animals were sick
from the whole body radiation at the same time.
BERGSTEDT: For 3 years I have followed a group of
patients who have received heavy radiation for
tumors in the epipharynx nearby the labyrinth. As
Dr. McDonald said, they have a decrease in function
in bone conduction hearing and vestibular function
compared with before the X-ray treatment, but it
doesn't seem to bother them so much. It seems that,
to a decreased function on both sides, there is no
pronounced preponderance and there are no espe-
cially strong vestibular disturbances. About the
radiation sickness, this seems to be a complicated
question concerning the etiology and I don't think
it has so much to do with the labyrinth. To sum up,
I am astonished how little they are affected from
heavy radiation.
MCDONALD: I think that this is a good point. Many
of these patients are treated by fractionated doses
for a period of weeks. I think this may have some
importance, a gradual delivery of dosage, allowing
for adjustment to changes in vestibular function
without clinical vertigo developing.
J. MILLER: I have heard a number of comments which
seem to suggest that motion sickness can be caused
only by motion. We ran some experiments here seven
or eight years ago involving a helicopter simulator
in which we were asked to try to ascertain why 65%
of the instructors were getting sick and showing all
the subjective symptoms, as well as objective symp-
toms, of motion sickness wh._n indeed there was no
motion. It was a fixed platform. Among other things
we came to the conclusion that the symptoms were
due to a combination of a poor perceptual display
in terms of distortion and a conflict of cues. While
on this simulator all perceptual cues indicated you
were moving and yet your vestibular mechanism in-
dicated you were not. I would like to hear some
discussion as to whether there is any cerebral
ischemia involved in such things or whether anyone
has indeed looked into the problem of motion sick-
ness with no motion.
BILLINGHAM: From the point of view of the Manned
Spacecraft Center we are watching Dr. McDonald's
results with the utmost interest because of the vital
importance of combined stresses. We are looking
specifically at the type of radiation which will be met
in a solar flare, and there exists as well the potential
problem of some abnormal vestibular stimulation in
a weightless condition. The two effects could combine
to produce nausea and, if there is a direct effect of
the radiation on the vestibular mechanism itself, that
may increase or decrease the effect of the vestibular
contribution to the nausea, depending on the particu-
lar circumstances of the combination of the two
stresses.
Preliminary Studies of Vestibular Damage in Guinea Pigs
Following High Acceleration
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SUMMARY
Guinea pigs were exposed to high impact deceleration on a sled and short-duration
acceleration on a centrifuge. Behavioral examination of swimming ability and the
righting reflex revealed evidence of vestibular damage following exposure to peak
acceleration in the range of 200 to 400 g for periods of 14-20 sec. Histological examina-
tion of the temporal bones demonstrated extensive structural damage for the same
animals which exhibited behavioral deficiency.
No evidence of behavioral damage has been observed following exposure to impact
deceleration. Also, histological evidence of damage is considerably less following impact
deceleration than short-duration centrifugation.
INTRODUCTION
At the present time we cannot specify the
levels and durations of acceleration which
will produce permanent damage to the ves-
tibular apparatus. The possibility of ex-
posure of human beings to unusual accelera-
tion environments such as long-duration
buffeting in a high performance aircraft or
sharp onset high acceleration in escape from
a space vehicle indicates the necessity for
obtaining information regarding the re-
sponse of the vestibular apparatus to intense
stimulation.
This report is concerned with our pre-
liminary investigations into the effects of
high linear acceleration, primarily on the
otolithic system. Guinea pigs have been sub-
jected to impact deceleration on a sled and
short-duration acceleration on a centrifuge.
Deceleration profiles with peaks as great as
314 g and durations up to 10 msec have been
obtained with the sled. Centrifugation has
produced acceleration profiles with peaks be-
tween 100 and 400 g and durations from 10
to 21 sec. Assessment of varying degrees
of vestibular end-organ damage following
exposure to these intense stimuli has been
accomplished with histological and behav-
ioral techniques.
The major purpose of these preliminary
investigations was the development of proce-
dures for assessment of vestibular damage
in animals. In order to increase the chances
of producing damage, intense acceleration
exposures were employed. A discussion of
the various manifestations of vestibular
1_3
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damagewhich we haveobservedwill com-
prisethe bulk of this report.
Currently, investigationof the effectsof
exposureto a wide variety of acceleration
profiles is beingpursued. Also,moresensi-
tive techniquesfor the measurementof ves-
tibular damagearein theprocessof develop-
ment. A completepicture of the responseof
the vestibularapparatusto overstimulation
will bepossibleonlyafter anextensiveseries
of studies.
METHOD
Impact Deceleration
Subjects.--Six guinea pigs were exposed
to impact decelerations in the following posi-
tions: 2 forward facing, 2 backward facing,
and 2 supine-transverse. Figure 1 illustrates
the subject's orientation with respect to the
decelerative force.
Apparatus.--The apparatus employed to
obtain the impact decelerations was modified
from that described by Lombard, Close,
Thiede, and Larmie (ref. 1). This apparatus
consists of a container for holding the ani-
mal, a sled assembly with means for mount-
ing the container, a track upon which the
sled runs, a bungee cord to accelerate the
sled, a backstop to halt the sled, and instru-
mentation to detect the acceleration profile.
All of the animals were impacted at the
Northrop Space Laboratories, Hawthorne,
Calif., where the apparatus was designed
and constructed.
Proce&_re.--For each run, the subject
was placed in a molded container which pro-
vided dorsal support. Nylon webbing held
the animal firmly in place, and a conical
nylon nose piece restrained the head. The
animals, which were restrained in this fash-
ion, were subjected to impact decelerations
measured on the sled ranging from 240 to
314 g peak with an average peak value of
259 g and durations of about 10 msec. Dif-
ferences between the deceleration profiles
were a function of uncontrolled apparatus
variables. A typical deceleration profile is
illustrated in figure 2.
h
Figure 1.--Orientation of subject with _cspcct to
forces generated by sled and centrifuge. Direction
of decelerative or centripetal force relative to sub-
ject is indicated by the arrows. A : backward fac-
i_,.q (+Gx); B: [orward facing (--Gx); C: su-
I_Me trotlst,erse (+_G)).
Following exposure the animals were al-
lowed to recover for a period of 24 hours.
The animals were then transported to Wash-
ington University, St. Louis, Mo., where his-
tological processing was performed. No at-
tempt was made to obtain behavioral data
from these animals. At the time of these
first exposures the investigators did not real-
ize the ability of the guinea pig to survive
intense acceleration and deceleration of this
magnitude.
Celloidin sections of the temporal bones
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Figure 2.---Pro tile of impact deceleratio,_ for sled bearing gt_i_ta pig. Pro.t_le peak is 240 g _d d_reltio_t
approximately 10 taste.
were prepared fol]owing the techniques de-
scribed by Covell and Eldredge (ref. 2).
Serial sections of 15 micra in thickness were
made and each fifth section was stained with
hematoxylin and eosin and mounted in
balsam.
Short-Duration Centrifugation
Subjects.--Six guinea pigs were exposed
to a variety of acceleration profiles with a
unique centrifuge (ref. 3). All animals were
run in the backward facing position.
Apparatus.--The apparatus employed to
accelerate the subjects was the Space Flight
Acceleration Profile Simulator (SFAPS), lo-
cated at the Space Defense Corporation,
Birmingham, Michigan. A preliminary ac-
count of SFAPS characteristics is contained
in an article by Pine and Barr (ref. 3).
Essentially the SFAPS is a centrifuge. The
SFAPS consists of a 92 cm primary arm, ro-
f
I I SEC
Figure 3.--Acccleratio_t profile for cc_ttrifltgc (SFAPS) beari_g g_d_ca pig. The profile has a lh_ear accelera-
tion peak of 410 g, a rise time of 11.5 sec, and a decay time of 8.3 sec. Rotatory acceleration compotle_t
associated with this run was about 7 g.
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tational center, mass balance, payload cap-
sule, motive power source, support structure
encasing the machine, and instrumentation
to detect the acceleration profiles. Special
design features allow onset and decay rates
up to 40 g/sec. An example of the accelera-
tion profiles obtainable with this device is
presented in figure 3.
Proced_re.--Prior to acceleration the ex-
perimental animals were subjected to a
variety of behavioral tests in order to obtain
an estimate of vestibular end-organ sensi-
tivity. Our experience indicates that the
most useful of the behavioral tests which
we have employed are righting reflex and
swimming ability. The results of pre-
exposure examination with these tests are
presented in table I.
The phrase "righting reflex" refers to the
complex series of movements whereby an
animal which is dropped in an inverted posi-
tion achieves a four-point landing. Prior to
exposure, guinea pigs are able to right them-
selves consistently (5 for 5) when dropped
from heights of 10 to 25 cm. In order to
determine swimming ability, the guinea pigs
were placed in a 45 by 100 cm tank which
was filled with water to a depth of 25 cm.
Normal guinea pigs are excellent swimmers
and move in straight lines, unless presented
with a barrier.
For each run the subject was placed in a
coffin-like box which provided dorsal sup-
port. The subject's nose was taped to a
molded head piece which assured proper
Table I.--Behavioral Indicators of Vestibular Damage
Behavioral
indicator
Pre-exposure :
Righting
Subject/peak acceleration
PCll-1
95g
5/5
20-25cm
PC12-2
105g
5/5
10-15cm
PC13-3
195g*
5/5
20-25cm
PC14-4
200g
5/5
20-25cm
PC15-5
397g
5/5
10-15cm
PC16-6
410g
5/5
20-25cm
Swimming Straight Straight Straight Straight Straight _ Straight
Immediately post-
exposure :
Nystagmus No No 3 rain 3 min 2.5 min None
Position reflex No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Shaking No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
i
i
Rolling No No Yes No Yes I Yes
24 hours post- ,
exposure : 5/5 5/5 0/5 5/5 0/'5 0/'5
Righting 20-25cm 15-20cm 40cm 20-25cm 40cm 40cm
7 days post-
exposure :
Righting 5/5 5/5 2/10 5/'5 0/5 0/5
20-25cm 15-20cm 40cm 15 20cm 40cm 40cm
Swimming Straight Straight Straight Tight
circles
Circles,
lists
Tight
circles,
lists
* Sacrificed on 6th _lay.
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alinement of the temporal bones during ac-
celeration.
The 6 animals were exposed to peak accel-
erations of approximately 100, 200, and
400 g. Two animals were exposed to each
acceleration level. The acceleration profiles,
which were nearly triangular in shape, cov-
ered temporal durations of about 10 sec for
the 100 g peak, 14 sec for the 200 g peak,
and 20 sec for the 400 g peak.
Immediately after each exposure the sub-
ject was examined to determine general
orientation and nystagmus. All but one of
the animals were subjected to further be-
havioral testing at periods of 1 and 7 days
following exposure in order to help deter-
mine the presence and extent of vestibular
damage. One of the 200 g animals developed
respiratory difficulty and was tested and
sacrificed on the sixth day. On the seventh
day the remaining animals were transported
to St. Louis where the temporal bones were
prepared for histological examination as
previously described.
RESULTS
Behavioral Observations
Impact deceleration.--As previously noted,
no behavioral studies were performed on the
group of animals which was exposed to high
impact deceleration. However, subsequent
study of the righting reflex and swimming
ability of a group of ten animals which had
been exposed to similar impact decelerations
resulted in little evidence of behavioral
deficiency.
Short-duration centrifugation.--The re-
sults of behavioral examination following
short-duration centrifugation are summa-
rized in table I. Immediately following ex-
posure the animals which were in the 200
and 400 g groups exhibited a variety of be-
haviors indicative of disorientation. Three
of the four animals in the 200 and 400 g
groups manifested nystagmic eye movements
for 2.5 to 3.0 min following centrifugation.
Interestingly, the plane of the nystagmus
did not remain constant, but shifted from
horizontal to vertical in a seemingly random
fashion. All four of the 200 and 400 g ani-
mals exhibited a shaking or tremor which
diminished in amplitude and frequency over
a period of 5 to 10 rain following exposure.
This movement resembles that seen in shaker
mice. Also, three of the four 200 and 400 g
animals rolled or fell over the front shoulder
when they attempted to stand. The animals
rolled as readily to the left as to the right.
This rolling seems to be related to a position
reflex which is depicted in figure 4. In the
case illustrated, the animal's head is flexed
and rotated to the right. The hind leg on
the contralateral side is extended. After
rolling had ceased, the animals would main-
tain this position for periods up to 2 or 3
min.
Vestibular sensitivity was determined 24
hours after exposure with the righting reflex.
Three of the four 200 and 400 g animals
were unable to perform the righting reflex
in five trials from a height of 40 cm.
The final behavioral testing was performed
seven days after exposure and included tests
for righting reflex and swimming. Three
animals were unable to perform the righting
reflex consistently although one of the 200 g
animals gave evidence of recovery by right-
ing two times in 10 trials. Also, the animals'
swimming abilities were assessed. The three
animals which were unable to perform the
righting reflex also manifested difficulties
in swimming. Contrary to normal animals
which generally swim in straight lines, the
Figure 4.--Position reflex following cc?ttrifugation.
Position reflex is typically assumed following ex-
posture to _lceH_'rations o[ 200 to 400 g. Animal's
head is flexed and rotated right. Hind leg con-
tr_dateral to side of nose displacement is extended.
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three animals which apparently sustained
vestibular damage swam in circles and, in
two cases, listed rather severely.
Histological Observations
The stained and mounted serial sections
of each temporal bone were examined under
the microscope at different magnifications
for any changes in the vestibular end organs
and labyrinth. These were compared with
the series of slides for control animals, and
any alterations that appeared not to be arti-
facts due to processing and sectioning the
bones were given a rating of one to four
plus depending upon the extent of injury.
At the same time any changes that occurred
in the cochlea were also noted.
Criteria for judging injuries are pre-
sented in table II. The most marked or severe
damage is rated as four plus and gradations
as one, two, and three plus. This does not im-
ply that the entire crista or macula is dam-
aged to the same extent. Usually it is one
end and _or margins of a macula of a utricle
that show the changes, and the remainder
may be within normal limits. The same ap-
plies to the cristae. Changes that can be
attributed to the exposure are usually to be
found at the base and lateral margins of a
canal crista and the apical areas may appear
uninjured.
The ratings for Scarpa's ganglion are not
included in table II because the problem is
somewhat different. A few days following
exposure some loss of Nissl's substance is
Table II.--Criteria for Rating Histological Changes
Rating
One plus (+) _
Two plus (++)
Three plus
(+++)
Four plus
(÷++÷)
Cristae
Barely discernible
changes in sup-
porting and
sensory cells,
reversible (?)
No apparent loss
of cells, but defi-
nite evidence
of injury. Some
evidence of loss
of alinement in
supporting and
sensory cells
Loss of some cells
and evidence of
areas of disor-
derly arrange-
ment, swelling
of apical ends
of cells
Severe injury
and loss, many
globules be-
tween crista
and cupula.
Malalinement
Macula
Barely discernible
changes in sup-
porting and
sensory cells,
reversible (?)
No apparent loss
but definite evi-
dence of injury.
Otoconia may
show some
slight loss or
rearrangement.
Also alinement
of cells dis-
rupted for cer-
tain areas
Loss of some
cells and evi-
dence of dis-
orderly ar-
rangement, loss
of otoconia in
margins, etc.
Severe injury and
loss, globules
between macula
and otoconia ;
marked loss of
otoconia
Collapse and/or
rupture of
membranes
A partial col-
lapse, usually
A marked col-
lapse, usually
Complete collapse
of most mem-
branes
Edema of con-
nective tissue
Slight, if any
Slight to
moderate
Moderate
Marked
Cellular debris
in endolym-
phatic channels
Small amount,
i if any
i
I
Slight to
moderate
Moderate
Marked
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Figure 5.--Macula utriculi of left labyrinth of a
gui_tea pig with some of epithelium of superior
canal crista also showrt. Otoconia are missing over
a small area of lateral edge (arrow) of macule.
There are a few changes in sensory cells through-
o_,t. These cha_.qes were given a rating of 2 plus.
5OX Harris hematoxylin and eosin.
Figure 7.--Macule utriculi of right ear of a guinea
pig showi_tg collapse and partial adherence of
_¢tricular membrane. Otoliths over posterior o_ie-
half and extreme anterior end appear to be in con-
tact with sensory epithelium, for which there is
somewhat disorderly arrangement throughout.
5,IX Harri,_ hem_ttox!tlin rt_d _,,_._i_l.
apparent and an eccentric position of the
nucleus is discernible. After about 2 weeks
the degenerating cell shows loss of nucleus
and neuronophagia. The rating of one to
four plus refers to relative number of cells
showing degenerative changes. Four plus
would infer that all cells in the ganglion are
in various stages of degeneration. Nerve
fiber loss is not included in the present study
since special staining methods have to be
used for this study. Examples of the various
types of damage encountered are presented in
figures 5-10.
Impact deceleration.--In table III are
shown the ratings of histological changes in
the vestibular labyrinth for the guinea pigs
which were exposed to impact deceleration.
The vestibule, except for the appearance
of a protein coagulum in some instances,
was without any significant changes.
Scarpa's ganglion cells revealed changes
ranging from one to three plus. Eccentric
nuclei and loss of some Nissl's substance were
in evidence as early as 3 days following
exposure.
The utricular membrane was rarely col-
lapsed but the macule of the utricle showed
changes with some loss and or displacement
of otoconia in only a few specimens. The
degree of cell changes ranged from one to
four plus. The macula of the saccule not
only showed a greater loss of otoconia but
Figure 6.--Mac_da saceuli of left ear of a guinea pig
with some loss of otoconia at lower margin. Some
of these caJ_ be seen in one e_td of sacculc. There
are a few changes in sensory and supporting epi-
thelium. These changes were given a rating of 2
plus. 50 X M_dlory'._ Triple C.T. Stai_.
Figure 8.--Macule (shorter arrow) of a utricle
showing ,m_tng degc_erafive epithelial changes a_ld
compbte loss of otoeonia. A group of these
(longer arrow) ca_ be see_ M left ha_d corner.
3OX Harris hematoxylin a_d eosin.
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t
Figure 9.--Posterior canal crista of a guinea pig
showing a few altered sensory cells, a very much
shrunken cupula (artifact?) and some changes in
transitional epithelium of one side (arrow) as
compared to the opposite side. This rating was
]tMged as 2 pl_ts. 1._0× Harris I_emettoxylin a_ld
eosin.
in many instances more changes in sensory
and supporting cells than the macula of the
utricle.
The crista of the lateral canal revealed
supporting and sensory cells and other
changes ranging from negative for one
specimen to three plus for several others.
The findings for the cristae of the superior
canals were about the same but with a tend-
ency to reveal less injury than for the cristae
of the lateral canals. The posterior canal
crista in some instances revealed more in-
juries than did either the superior or lateral
canal crista.
Short-duration ce_tHfugation.--Table IV
presents the findings for histological changes
in the ears of the six guinea pigs which were
exposed to short-duration centrifugation.
Minor changes were usually in evidence for
exposures of peak accelerations in the vicin-
ity of 100 g. In one animal (PCll) the
macula of each saccule was without otoliths
while the maculae of the utricles showed
some loss of otoliths and only a few changes
in the sensory epithelium. When the exposure
Figure lO.--Lateral canal crista of a g_tin_,a pig
showing partial collapse of ampullary membrane,
and presence of some cellular debris. Arrows in-
dicate areas of sensory ct,ll cba_ges. 53X Harri.u
hematoxylin and eosin.
was increased to a peak g of 200 or there-
abouts, hemorrhage into the cochlea and
perilymphatic spaces occurred in one ear for
each of two different animals. Loss of oto-
liths was usually only partial. The utricular
macula in PC13R showed considerable de-
generation and total loss of otoliths while
the saccular macula was relatively in good
condition. This is contrary to most findings.
With an increase of the peak g exposure to
approximately 400, macular injuries became
marked, extensive hemorrhage was present
in the cochlea and all perilymph-containing
areas, and degenerative changes were found
in the sensory and supporting cells of the
organ of Corti.
EVALUATION OF DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES
Relationships between measures.--Exam-
ination of tables I and IV indicates a rather
good correlation between the behavioral in-
dicators of swimming ability and righting
reflex and the histological rating of damage
to the maculae. Of particular interest are
the results for subjects PC13-3 and PC14-4,
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Table III.--Ratings of Histologic Changes in Guinea Pigs Exposed to High Impact Deceleration
[Position: F, forward; B, backward; S, supine. Coagulum: Co. Debris: D. Otoconia loss: OL. Membranes: A, adherent; B, ballooned; C, col-
lapsed; R, ruptured; W, wavy. Hemorrhage: H. Infection: O.M., otitis media; S.L., serous labyrinthitis. [+) Mild to extreme changes are
rated on the basis of one to four plus. (--) No changes.]
Animal no. PC2 Rt. PC8 Lt.PC1 Rt. PC1 Lt.
'osition .............. F F
'eak g ................ 214 214
*uration (msec) ..... 4.0 4.0
/eight (gm) ...... 327 327
ost-exposure
(days) ........ 24 24
estibule ............ --
carpa's
ganglion ............ + +++
rtricle and
macula ............ + + -r
accule and
macula ........ + +++
Cristae
ateral canal ...... --
uperior canal ......... --
osterior canal ...... -F+
'ochlea
cala tympani __ . H.
cala vestibuli ........ H.
rgan of Corti ........ --
eissner's memb ...... B.
lfeetion ............ O.M.,
S.L.
+++
++
+++
iC.
F
236
4.1
3o5
3
Co.
i
++
++
!
I+
PC2 Lt. PC3 Rt. PC3 Lt.
F B B
236 252 252
i 4.1 4.0 4.0
! 3O5 312 312
13 17 17
i- - Co.
+++ +++ ++
++ +D _+
+++ +++C, ++OL
OL
r
++ i ++ +++
+ i+ ++
4-+ + +++
+++
++
++D
H. H. -- --
H. H. Co. Co.
PC6
'B
i251
3.5
325
i17
i co,
i+
I,
, _+C,
OL
L
!++
i++
i++
Co.
Co.
+
B
O.M.,
S.L.
Rt. PC6 Lt.
B
I 251
i
i3£
i 325]
17
I Co.
i++
i++
i
] +++C,
i OL
I
++
i++
++
PC7 Rt, PC7 Lt.
S S
240 240
4.0 4.0
325 325
10 10
Co.
+++ +++
+++C +++
+++C, _ ++C,
OL OL
++C +++
++C ++
++C ++
Co. Co. --
Co. Co. --
+ -- +
B BR R
O.M., O.M.,
S.L. S.L. --
PC8 Rt.
S
i 623.5
I 330
i3
i Co.
i :++
i
+++
_ +
I+
++_
H
H
S
262
13.5
] 330
3
Co.
+++
+
+
+
+
++
H
H
both of whom were exposed to about 200 g
peak acceleration. Animal PC14-4 exhibited
no evidence of damage with the righting
reflex and swimming ability, and its total
rating for histological changes in the mac-
ulae was four plus; on the other hand,
PC13-3 demonstrated clear behavioral signs
of vestibular damage, and for the temporal
bones of this animal the total rating of dam-
age to the maculae was 12 plus. The animals
which were exposed to 400 g peak accelera-
tions exhibited histological and behavioral
signs of severe vestibular damage.
Limitations of measures.--The behavioral
techniques employed in this investigation are
considered to provide only a gross estimate
of vestibular damage. Judgment of varying
degrees of swimming ability is difficult. Also,
it is difficult to obtain a satisfactory number
of trials with the righting reflex because a
fatigue effect seems to take place in the dam-
aged animals following repeated falls on the
neck or back.
Histological rating of injury to the vestib-
ular labyrinth is traditionally subject to
artifact. Perhaps this is due to the inability
of the sensory epithelium of the cristae and
maculae to fix as satisfactorily as the organ
of Corti by the standard methods of intra-
vascular perfusion. Also, the processing of
the temporal bone for sectioning removes the
mineral salts in the otoconia so that only
the "ghosts" of their outlines remain and
stain blue with Harris hematoxylin. These
are subject to artifacts; even in control
specimens they may reveal differences in
distribution, staining, and so forth. Judg-
ment of extent to which otoconia may be
lost in some of the sectioned material of the
present series is not always easy. However,
when there was a complete loss for a particu-
lar area or the entire macula, the judgment
was readily determined. The otoconia are
embedded in a gelatinous substance to which
the hairs of the sensory cells penetrate. Fixa-
tion leaves a clear space between the apical
ends of the cells and the otoconia containing
substance. This is probably an artifact. In
some exposed animals this space was greatly
exaggerated in width and the hairs of the
sensory cells appeared to be free. In other
specimens the otoconia seemed to lie on the
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apical ends of the hair cells with no, or very
little, intervening substance. Each of the
findings could be interpreted as a result of
the exposure, but further study is needed
before their significance can be appraised.
The cupula of a crista undergoes consider-
able distortion and shrinkage with fixation.
It is impossible to judge any changes in posi-
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tion or damage that might be present as a
result of the trauma. In this way it resembles
the tectorial membrane to which it is similar
histochemically. The only information that
at present would be of interest is the total
loss of a cupula from its crista. This has
not been encountered in the present series.
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DISCUSSION
POLLACK: I'd like to make a plea for preexposure
studies on the subjects who are to ride in the centri-
fuges in the future so that we have a baseline of
data and, at best, we can interpret what happens
subsequently. People may have opinions, but I think
we should have some facts to back up opinions or
else to lay the ghost low once and for all. When
general publications such as Popular Science can
have a front page article, "What Happened to John
Glenn--Did Ite Get Dizzy Before He Fell or Other-
wise?", this is merely a manifestation of the thinking
of a great many people. No one can answer these
questions positively in spite of opinions which people
may hold. I think it is incumbent upon us, in the
future, to have baseline data on vestibular functions
of all individuals before we subject them to the
dynamic stress of linear impact or centrifuge.
ENGSTROM: In these cases where you have problems
with the time factor in the histological study of the
maculae when looking for the crystals, after exposure
to G-forces, wouldn't it be very easy just to open the
labyrinth as we regularly do in animals and observe
the position of the crystals in each animal? In this
way you can, within about 45 seconds, state if the
crystals are in normal position or not.
PARKER: This has been suggested and I think we will
try this procedure.
WHITE: Dr. Pollack, we have made about 2000 centri-
fuge runs in the past year. What would be the recom-
mendation as to a minimum battery of labyrinthine
tests to follow up on your suggestion? We do some,
of course, but I would like to improve the test bat-
tery.
POLLACK: Dr. Graybiel and I have a project going on
at the moment where we are recalling a large group
of men who have been centrifuged in the past over
a number of years and they are now being studied,
going through the whole gamut of tests. I think
that, after the first series of tests has been per-
formed, we will be able to pick more definitive ones
that would set up a program for more general use.
FIELDS: Dr. Pollack, are you implying that events
are taking place during the astronaut training pro-
gram which might have some tendency to increase
the individual's susceptibility because of some in-
fluence on or damage to the vestibular mechanism?
I thought at least what I had to say in respect to the
one specific incident concerning Colonel Glenn was
quite clear.
POLLACK: What I am saying is that the possibility of
the training programs leading to destructive effects,
I think, is a real one. This has been indicated by
the Johnsville reports of 1953, 1955, 1956. One sees
periodic reference to petechial hemorrhages in the
vestibular apparatus. One sees periodic references
to the residual symptomatology for 6 to 8 weeks after
the runs are over, so that there is some indication
in the background that a certain group of people
particularly are more sensitive to the centrifuge
trauma than others. While one can't generalize, it
would appear from the Johnsville reports that some
of the people who have been on the centrifuge have
had a residual symptomatology for a variable period
of time after the runs.
BERGSTEDT: One explanation for Titov's experience
could be that he had some slight deviation from the
normal within his equilibrium system. A careful
"vestibular profile" of people involved in space travel
should be of interest. I agree with Dr. Pollack that
this holds also for test subjects in vestibular and
especially centrifuge experiments.
WHITE: As a centrifuge rider for about 15 years, I
always get concerned when people start worrying
about vestibular damage. I am very worried about
this from another point of view also. As a person
who hires subjects and tests them on a centrifuge
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it is incumbent upon me to insure their health and
welfare as best I can. I use as a guide the study of
Meehan, Galambos, and Hiatt, published by NAS-
NRC. This is a survey of the very broad aspects of
monitoring, testing, and CNS involvement as a result
of repeated centrifugation. These authors report no
destructive effects of human exposure to acceleration.
I am curious and worried by your general remarks.
SPOENDLIN: Three years ago we planned to expose
some squirrel monkeys to high G's. Of 12 animals,
we exposed eight to 12 G and four to .6 G from 1 to
10 minutes. The animals with 6 G tolerated 10 min-
utes, whereas the animals exposed to 12 G died
usually after 3 minutes of exposure, and survived
only after 1 minute exposure. Some of them showed
ataxia for a certain time after the exposure. Histo-
logical and electronmicroscopic evaluation of the
maculae did not show any changes whatsoever.
PARKER: We've had a brief discussion here as to
whether the men who have ridden the centrifuge for
many years are showing vestibular damage. Also,
it has been pointed out that we're getting into new
types of environments: vibration, low frequency
noise, etc., which may be damaging to the vestibular
apparatus. It seems that we're going at this problem
backwards. It would be advantageous to have data
from animals to determine the limits of vestibular
damage at a broad spectrum of levels and to various
types of acceleration environments.
YON GIERKE: Several years ago there were some
studies done at Fort Knox in which monkeys were
exposed to long duration vibrations. Dr. M. Law-
rence did the histology on these monkeys which were
exposed to levels of 2 to 10 G's of sinusoidal vibra-
tions for many hours; I think it was 8 or 10 hours.
As far as I recall the histology was somewhat similar
to the figures we saw on the guinea pigs in Dr.
Parker's study in which the animals were on the
centrifuge for a few seconds. The vibration study
gives us an indication that exposure time or repeti-
tion of exposure is probably a very important factor.
A 5 G vibration exposure over a very long time
period might do something to the vestibular system
whereas we know that 5 G's for a short time period
does nothing.
Dynamic Counterrolling of the Eye in Normal Subjects and in
Persons with Bilateral Labyrinthine Defects
ROBERT S. KELLOGG
6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories
Wright-Patterson AFB
INTRODUCTION
Studies in dynamic counterrolling have
been in progress at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base for the past year. For purposes
of this discussion, dynamic counterrolling is
defined as rotation of the eyes about the
X-axis while the entire body is being rotated
about its X-axis at the leveI of the canals.
Measurements have been made on both nor-
real and bilaterally labyrinthine defective
(L-D) subjects and at rotation rates from
zero (static) to 15 rpm in both clockwise
and counterclockwise directions. Although
complete data on normal subjects at some
rotation rates and directions are still lacking,
the trend of response is very clear.
EQUIPMENT
The experimental equipment consists of a
modified F-104 ejection seat bolted to a 2.5
ton truck rear axle and differential assembly
(fig. 1). The seat is rotated by a 1/_ h.p. elec-
tric motor, coupled directly to a variable
speed (0 to 90 rpm output) transmission.
The transmission output is coupled to the
truck differential by two pulleys and a V-
belt.
Two synchronized Flight Research 35ram
motion picture cameras are mounted on the
device. Camera 1 is mounted on a platform
suspended in front of the subject's head with
the lens alined directly with the subject's
eye. The camera remains fixed in this posi-
tion and rotates with the subject through
360 °. The camera and lighting system are
Figure l.--Experimcntal equipme_t.
powered through 18 slip rings mounted on a
horizontal shaft in front of the camera plat-
form. Camera 2 is mounted behind the seat
on the motor frame and is focused on the
periphery of a disk, marked off in degrees,
which rotates with the chair. The cameras
have a capacity of 100 feet of film (1600
frames) and an operating speed of 10 frames
per second. The shutter openings are syn-
chronized to within 2 ° (--+.75 m/sec). Neon
indexing lights are located in both cameras
to insure correct alinement of the film in
data reduction. Apochromatic Kinoptik f/2
100mm focal length lenses are used on both
cameras. The eye camera has an object dis-
tance of 7_ inches and an image distance
of 8!:_ inches. The depth of field for an image
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object ratio of 1:1 at the f stop used, L8,
was :_-0.016 inch. The total depth of field
is 0.032 inch, assuming a circle of confusion
of 0.001 inch. This limited the amount of
forward-backward movement of the head to
± 1Ai4 inch.
The seat is equipped with reinforced lap
belt, shoulder harness, chest straps, and
Velcro straps for head, arms, and legs. A
bite bar is positioned in the subject's mouth
and is held there securely by a dental im-
pression.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The first step in preparing a subject for
the run is the application of one drop of 1
Pilocarpine on the right cornea. This pro-
cedure was found necessary to stabilize the
iris since, even in the presence of high and
constant illumination levels, there were wide
fluctuations in pupil size.
After the subject is strapped securely in
the chair and the dental bite positioned cor-
rectly, the static counterrolling measure-
ments are made. Beginning in the upright
position, with the room darkened, 10 frames
of film are taken. The subject is then rotated
20 ° and locked in position and 10 more
frames are taken. The rotation is continued
at 20" intervals until shots have been taken
throughout 360 °
The dynamic measurements are then be-
gun. The subject is accelerated slowly in a
clockwise direction up to a velocity of 5 rpm
and after stabilizing for 3 revolutions, films
of 2 complete revolutions are made. The
subject is then accelerated up to 10 and then
15 rpm and the same procedure followed.
The chair is then stopped and the same pro-
cedure is repeated in the counterclockwise
direction.
DATA REDUCTION
The data reduction device used in this
study is based on the technique used by Earl
Miller, Navy SAM. The technique involves
projecting two superimposed eye images on
a screen. The images must be the same size,
and must be alined horizontally, vertically,
and rotationally. A specially designed slide
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projector was built so that a reference slide
could be held fixed with respect to a rotating
reference. A vernier scale allows adjustment
of the reference slide to an accuracy of 1 min-
ute of arc. The apparatus is shown in figure
2. Each frame of the run is labeled and
selected frames are measured for degree of
counterroll.
FINDINGS
The findings of this study are illustrated
in figures 3 through 9.
1. Static Vah_es.--Figure 3 shows the
mean static counterrolling curves for 6 nor-
mal subjects. Even with such a small number
of subjects, the curve is very well stabilized
and at most points is symmetrical to the
third decimal place. Static curves for L-D
subjects show virtually zero counterrolling.
2. Dynamic Counterfoil for L-D
Subject.--Figure 4 shows the results from an
L-D subject rotated in the clockwise direction
at 10 rpm. The greatest excursion from the
zero point is - 1.8 °, which is the same range
that was obtained on this subject under static
Figuro 2.--Ilalrl m,dtwfio_ d_ v;cc.
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conditions. Figure 5 shows the same subject
under prestatic conditions; that is, the sub-
ject was kept seated in the upright position
and a strip of film of 50 frames was run off.
These 50 frames were compared with a ref-
erence upright slide and the deviations in
minutes of arc are shown. Note that there
is as much as 45 minutes of arc counterroll,
without change of head position.
3. Dynamic Co_nterrolling for Normal
Subjects.--Figures 6 and 7 show dynamic
counterrolling curves for individual, normal
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Figure 7.--Dynamic co_ttcrrolling c_rves for _ormal s_(bjects : cottJ_tcrclockwisc roteltiom
subjects, taken at 15 rpm. Figure 6 is taken
in the clockwise direction and figure 7 in the
counterclockwise direction (reference direc-
tion is as the experimenter faces rotating
seat). These two curves, both taken at 15
rpm, illustrate the trend of counterrolling
in the dynamic state. During clockwise rota-
tion (fig. 6) there is a phase shift to the left
and a downward shift toward negative
counterrolling values. In the case of counter-
clockwise rotation (fig. 7) just the opposite
response takes place--a phase shift to the
right and an upward shift toward positive
counterrolling values. In both clockwise and
counterclockwise rotation, there is a decrease
in amplitude of both the positive and nega-
tive limbs of the curves.
4. "Normal" Subject at 15 rpm.--Figure
8 shows a very unusual response on the part
of subject H. This subject showed a nor-
mal static counterrolling response, peaking
around 8 ) negative and positive. However,
when subjected to the dynamic state, the
curve spread out to a maximum --k8 o to--18 °.
The phase shift along both axes remained
consistent with the other normal data, but
the spread of 26 ° counterroll suggests some
specific otolith sensitivity in the case of sub-
ject H.
5. Normal Sub]ects Composite Average.-
Figure 9 is a plot of the mean values on 3
subjects for 4 rotation conditions in the
counterclockwise direction. The phase shifts
here are seen very clearly. Using the data
from these curves, a computer study was
made to produce the Fourier coefficients
illustrated in figure 10. The Fourier series
equation derived from rotation rates of 0,
5, 10 and 15 rpm vs. counterroll is: _ Ao _-
A 1 sin 0 4- A._. cos 6 4- A3 sin 2 t_ 4- A4 cos
2_
where the angle _ is the angular position of
the eyes with respect to the upright position
and angle 0 is the angular position of the
head with respect to gravity. Using this
equation, theoretical average curves are pre-
sented in figure 11.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although the findings presented here are
not complete at all rotation rates in both
directions and although the N is relatively
small, certain trends seem clear:
(1) Phase shifts are dependent upon
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(2)
rate and direction of rotation and
follow the pattern described. This may
be the result of lag time in otolith
response.
The amplitude of the curves is in-
versely related to the rotation rates.
This may be explained in terms of the
zero-G tumbling effect, which would
tend toward less stimulation of the
otolith with increasing rates of ro-
tation.
(3) L-D subjects do not show counterroll-
ing responses either in the static or
dynamic condition.
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DISC_TSSION
BILLINGHAM: A couple of quick questions. What
medical difficulties did you run into at 40 rpm?
KELLOGG: Well, I don't think they were real medical
difficulties with respect to acceleration. We did have
difficulties with motion sickness in several cases.
81LLINGHAM: The second question is if you go on in-
creasing the number of rpm's, I presume ultimately
this curve becomes completely blank and this happens
at 50 rpm?
KELLOGG: This is a point that I should have made
and didn't, and that is that the amplitude of the
curve continues to decrease with increasing rates of
rotation. You couldn't see it completely on these
curves, but the decrease was by about 2 or .2 degrees;
but it was constant through all the data. The highest
rate of rotation so far used has been 30 rl)m, aml this
was not sufficient to flatten the curve to zero. How-
ever, I would agree with your assumption that at a
high enough rate of rotation the carve would
approach zero.
BILLINGHAM: The other question was with increas-
ing rates of rotation you should have an additional
semicircular canal stimulus so I presume you do have
a time period for stabilization of the canals?
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KELLOGG: Yes, we do have a stabilization period for
the first several revolutions, although in tests, we
found that the canals stabilized very rapidly.
w. SMITH: What would you say would be the re-
sponse of the individual undergoing this experiment
with the addition of earphones in which interference
sound levels would be used to overload his auditory
channel? Would there be any displacement?
KELLOGG: I don't know.
MONEY: I'd like to inquire whether you have any
data on how the lights on or darkness affects counter-
rolling. Is there more or less in one situation than
any other?
KELLOGG: We don't have any data on that. One
point I might make is that when we first started out
with the measurements we felt that the high inten-
sity of light would stimulate the iris enough to close
it. We found that in rotating around, that even
with the high intensity of light the iris was fluctu-
ating as much as J.0_, so -we had to resort to the
use of I_ Pilocarpine. We keep it black, darkened
out the room, during all these runs.
Clinical Problems Associated With Prolonged
Exposure to Weightlessness
WILLIAM S. FIELDS
Baylor University College of Medicine
From the inception of our national pro-
gram to put man in space for prolonged
periods of time, there has been a great deal
of concern about the role of clinical disor-
ders involving the vestibular system. Thus
far, it has been shown that weightlessness
alone does not necessarily produce any dis-
orientation or clinical disorder of vestibular
function when the individual is exposed to
this state for a period of 24 hours.
In the Mercury Program there was no
vertigo or other sensation of equilibratory
disturbance reported by any of the astro-
nauts, either under conditions of zero gravity
or following reentry. It was reported, how-
ever, after the flight of Cosmonaut Titov
that he had experienced some vertiginous
sensation during the actual flight. There
has been speculation that this was due to
changing attitude of the capsule, possibly
associated with "tumbling." In the early
Soviet flights, including that of Titov, there
were no means of manual control during the
period while the vehicle was on the dark
side of the Earth. In the U.S. flights this
was accomplished by use of infrared "hori-
zon sensors." It has been assumed that the
forces created by "tumbling" of the vehicle
could have produced stimuli to the vestibular
apparatus, thereby causing symptoms, even
though the Cosmonaut was not being influ-
enced by the Earth's gravitational forces.
A great deal has been said and written in
the public press about the disorder of equi-
librium suffered by Col. John Glenn between
February and November 1964, and insinua-
tions made relating this to his activities in
the Mercury Program. It has even been said
that the disturbance was a direct result of
the space flight in which he took part. Once
and for all, I would like to dispel any idea
that these events are in any way related.
I had an opportunity to be with Col. Glenn
for nearly 3 hours on a commercial airline
flight 21/2 weeks prior to his unfortunate
accident, and saw him again as a patient in
Wilford Hall Air Fm'ce Hospital 5 weeks
after the accident. Col. Glenn had fallen
in a bathroom in his apartment in Columbus,
Ohio, while attempting to hang a large
heavy mirror. The mirror began to slide
from his hands, and as he tried to prevent
it from falling he slipped on a mat on the
bathroom floor. This resulted in a fall to-
ward the left side in which he struck his
head on the bathtub at a point just above
the pinna of the left ear. He was momen-
tarily stunned, but was not certain whether
he actually lost consciousness. Someone in
the next room hearcl the crash and immedi-
ately came to his assistance. He was lying
on the floor and had numerous small cuts
from the flying glass.
Almost immediately following the accident
he began to experience extreme vertigo,
nausea, and vomiting. This became worse
when he was moved to a stretcher and car-
ried to the ambulance, and it continued
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throughout the trip to the hospital. He also
quickly developed a large subgaleal hems-
toms. The severe vertigo, nausea, and vom-
iting continued for approximately 2_ days,
and then gradually subsided during the next
3 weeks to the point where he had virtually
no disorientation as long as his head re-
mained in one position. Any attempt by
him to turn his head, whether suddenly or
slowly, produced a sensation of rotational
vertigo associated with a wave of nausea.
He also noted constant high-pitched tinnitus
which he was unable to lateralize. There was
a gradual improvement in his condition, al-
though when examined 5 weeks later he
still walked with a wide-based gait and had
a tendency to veer toward the right. There
was horizontal nystagmus on extreme lateral
gaze in both directions, more marked toward
the right. Rotation of the head to either
side produced some vertiginous sensation,
although not to the extent originally en-
countered. Extension and flexion of the
neck was possible without producing any
ill effects if performed slowly.
At the time of this examination, Col.
Glenn was attempting to conduct a cam-
paign for election as Senator from Ohio di-
rectly from his hospital room. There was
no doubt that the tension and anxiety cre-
ated by these activities were tending to ag-
gravate rather than to alleviate the situa-
tion created by the injury. Col. Glenn was
therefore advised to withdraw from his
political campaign.
There was steady improvement in his con-
dition during the ensuing 5 months, while
he was restricted to a program of gradually
increasing activity. By the middle of No-
vember he had recovered virtually completely
and requested permission to return to fly-
ing status. His gait disturbance was no
longer apparent, and he was able to turn
his head without experiencing any abnor-
mal sensation. The tinnitus had already
disappeared several months previously. It
has been my opinion and the opinion of
other doctors who have attended him that
his symptoms were all related to trauma to
the temporal region on the left side. There
was never any abnormality noted in either
the auditory or the vestibular tests which
were performed on several occasions, and
consequently it was impossible on this basis
to lateralize the lesion. It spite of the fact
that X-rays failed to reveal any fracture, it
was suspected that there was a "hairline
fracture" through the petrous portion of
the temporal bone on the left side affecting
the vestibular apparatus directly. There was
at no time any consideration of etiological
factors other than trauma, nor'any reason
to suspect that space flight had increased
his susceptibility to vestibular dysfunction.
No information is available regarding the
effects of prolonged periods of weightless-
ness, such as from 2 weeks to 6 months, on
the vestibular apparatus. Except for some
recent and incomplete data from the Soviet
three-man flight of October 12, 1964, infor-
mation is also lacking on the effects of
weightlessness on other parts of the human
organism under conditions of complete
mobility.
The Soviet Cosmonauts on this mission
were able to move freely about without the
restriction of space suits. This should not
imply that U.S. space scientists do not have
confidence in the integrity of their capsules,
but rather that they plan extravehicular
maneuvers and recognize also that space
suits are essential in a lunar landing.
A physician was included in the Soviet
space team and assigned specific tasks for
the purpose of obtaining biomedical infor-
mation. Whether his presence in the ship
offers advantages over sophisticated telem-
etry is subject to question. It must be re-
membered, however, that he could move
freely about the cabin without being ham-
pered by a space suit. I quote from the official
Soviet report as follows:
Dr. Yegorov takes blood samples for analysis and
records our blood pressures from time to time. He
makes vestibular tests on our ear canals to determine
how the organs of balance in our inner ears are
reacting. He records bioelectric waves of the brain
and the electrical potentials associated with volun-
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tary andinvoluntarymovementsof theeyes;he
determinesthecoordinationf movementsfromour
handwriting;hecollectsdataonmuscularefficiency
byhavingusperformrhythmicalmovementsof the
wrist.
Ourspaceshipis almostcontinuallychangingits
positionbyrotationinordertopresentfirstoneside
andthentheothertothesunsothatthesideheated
bythesunisperiodicallycooledin thespaceship's
ownshadow.Sincetheteamis inastateof weight-
lessnessthisrotationis notperceptibleto us. The
onlyindicationof it is theangularmotionof the
shiprelativeto thestars,thesunandtheearth.
However,at anytimethecommanderof theship,
byusingamanualcontrol,canreorienthiscraftas
thecircumstancesdictate.
Onewould surmisethat the rotation de-
scribedwouldhaveto occuronly onceevery
30 to 60 minutesandwould thereforebe of
no importancein stimulating the vestibular
apparatus.
The Sovietssay further, "It is very easy
to moveaboutthecabinin astateof weight-
lessnessandcarry onone'swork. However,
weightlessnessis not a state like nirvana,
but is actually a strain on the entire organ-
ism even though a man expends less energy
in muscular effort."
Although this is a symposium on the ves-
tibular organs and some of us working in the
field become seduced by a kind of "target
fascination," it is very difficult to discuss
the problem of weightlessness as it relates
to the vestibular apparatus only. Undoubt-
edly vestibular function is also associated
in several ways with proper functioning of
other systems. Circulation is known to be
profoundly affected by prolonged periods of
immobilization and is assumed to be simi-
larly affected by weightlessness. Under both
circumstances there is a prolongation of
mechanical systole and one would surmise
that this produces some alteration in mean
blood pressure and perhaps in pulsatile flow
in peripheral arteries. Consequently, re-
mote effects of systemic circulatory change
must be expected. Under conditions of zero
gravity, one occasionally encounters a pre-
ponderance of vagal influence which results
in bradycardia and gastrointestinal disturb-
ance. This may produce nausea and a sense
of uneasiness which could readily be mis-
taken for the autonomic manifestations as-
sociated with vestibular sickness; yet it is
completely unrelated to the vestibule.
Not only is it clear that it takes a consid-
erable adjustment of the heart and the re-
mainder of the vascular system to adapt to
the weightless state, but there is in addition
the problem of rapid adjustment upon return
to the Earth's gravitational forces follow-
ing reentry.
I have recently on several occasions de-
scribed the mechanisms by which vestibular
function may be disturbed by sudden altera-
tion in circulation to the structures within
the posterior fossa of the cranial cavity.
One of the more important considerations
is the relationship of head and neck position
to the trunk and extremities. It is well
known that flow through the cervical vessels
is impeded by hyperextension and extreme
rotation of the head and neck. When one
of these postures is assumed, even more pro-
found changes in flow and arterial pressure
may occur when the entire body is tilted
either to or from the horizontal plane. These
changes may produce orthostatic hypoten-
sion, but in young individuals with elastic
arteries other mechanisms must be involved
as well. All of our experience in this field
has been in acute situations, and conse-
quently we have no knowledge of the effects
of prolonged alteration in systemic circu-
lation on the vestibular apparatus. It is
reasonable to expect that satisfactory adap-
tation can occur if the circulatory changes
are sufficiently gradual, but it is doubtful
that adaptation to rapid change can take
place without some symptoms, transient or
otherwise. Certainly adaptation is a well
recognized factor in both motion sickness
produced by spontaneous changes in environ-
mental forces and with those produced by
creating artificial environmental forces.
When there is no horizon present, adapta-
tion occurs much more rapidly.
According to Graybiel, normal subjects
exposed to a constantly rotating environment
adapt quite regularly to rates below 3 rpm
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and sometrained individualshavevirtually
no symptomsat higher rates. It appears
doubtfulfrom his experimentsthat eventhe
mosthardy individualswho performwell at
lower rates of rotation can remain free of
symptomsat 8 to 10 rpm. Thereare,how-
ever,severalobservationswhich are impor-
tant in respectto the adaptationprocess.
Symptomsare minimized by covering the
subject'seyesor by keepinghim alert and
active. Adaptation occurs more rapidly
under thesecircumstances.It is also im-
portant to note that the morecompletethe
adaptation,the more severethe symptoms
following cessationof rotation. Further-
more there is considerableindividual varia-
tion in speedof adaptationand severityof
subjectivesymptoms.With this in mind,
it becomesimportant to do a thoroughpre-
flight evaluationof each astronaut candi-
date.
Oncethe individual is removedfrom the
forcesof accelerationto which he has be-
comeadaptedand a horizonor other new
imagesare introduced,hemaysuddenlybe-
comespatially disorientedand experience
ataxia, vertigo,andevenautonomicdisturb-
ancescharacteristicallyassociatedwith ves-
tibular sickness.
Vestibularsicknessafter the termination
of aspaceflight maybesomewhatanalogous
to the post-rotationeffectsobservedin sub-
jects after removalfrom the Slow Rotation
Room. The individual variation in post-
rotation effectsis considerable.There is no
doubtthat the severityof the stressaswell
asthe lengthof time during which the sub-
ject is exposedare both important factors.
However,somepersonsexposedto severe
stress for short periodswill have greater
post-rotationsymptomsthan thoseexposed
to alesserstressfor amoreprolongedperiod.
There is alsoconsiderableindividual varia-
tion in bothsymptomaticresponseand gen-
eraladaptationto forcesof varyingaccelera-
tion andvelocity.
Whenonespeculateson the possibilityof
vestibular disordersoccurring during pro-
longedspaceflight, it seemshighly unlikely
that thesewould beof seriousconsequence
during orbital flight, but there could con-
ceivably be problems in a mannedspace
station. There are, however,other clinical
problemsof far greater significancewhich
needto be anticipatedand overcomeboth
during the flight and upon reentry. The
likelihoodof experiencingvertigo uponre-
entry after a long flight is quite good,and
onewouldassumethat this is relatedto in-
sufficienttime for proper readaptationand
to the disturbancesassociatedwith altera-
tions in systemiccirculation which produce
severeorthostatichypotensionand syncope.
It has beendemonstratedthat high in-
tensity soundlevelsat specificfrequencies
may not only damagethe cochlea,but may
alsoproduceseriousill effectsto the vestibu-
lar apparatus. The Nova rocket, which is
the planned launch vehicle for future
mannedspaceflights, produceshigh inten-
sity soundin therangebelow60cycles.This
is a seriousproblemevenfor personsonthe
groundcloserthan 2 miles from the point
of lift-off. It is obviouslyof greaterconcern
to themeninsidethecapsuleto be launched.
This is a problemwhich must be solved
before astronautscanbe launchedas part
of a payloadconsiderablygreaterthan that
which is possible with present launch
vehicles.
It is evidentfrom thesebrief remarksthat
anythingsaid aboutthis problemis largely
speculative.No one has beensubjectedto
zerogravity conditionsfor a period longer
than 4 or 5 days,andconsequentlythere is
no bodyof data uponwhich to rely. It is
obviousto all personsconcernedwith these
problemsthat onecannot simulate on Earth
the conditions encountered in space. The
effects on the vestibular mechanism under
these conditions is only one of many un-
solved problems.
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DISCUSSION
BILLINGHAM: We're grateful to you for laying to rest
this bogey about the connection between the space
flights of specific astronauts and vestibular after-
effects. I would like to endorse your statement that
effects of serious consequence cannot at this moment
be predicted for manned space flight.
The noise problem we have under investigation in
some detail and this is a very interesting and im-
portant area. The Apollo vehicle itself is producing
noise levels and frequencies where the intensities are
very high and the frequencies are low; we have
conducted in combination with the people at Baylor
University, College of Medicine, a study at the
Manned Spacecraft Center in which we exposed sub-
jects in a box and just pumped air in and out of the
box (this is low frequency noise). We got up to
144 decibels in the range of 2 to 14 cycles per second,
and the only problem we had was a temporary
threshold shift for test frequencies of about 3000
cycles per second. This was our own small effort to
satisfy ourselves that the Apollo launch noise en-
vironment would not, in fact, be detrimental to the
crew during that fairly crucial phase of the mission.
Now, going on to the larger vehicles, people exposed
outside the vehicles, but particularly in our case the
people exposed inside the vehicles, we are turning
to Dr. Von Gierke, who has an extensive program
underway to establish tolerance data in the complete
frequency spectrum right down to 2, 5, 10 cycles per
second and at higher intensities.

Space-Based Centrifuge
WILLIAM J. WHITE
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
SUMMARY
Engineering and biomedical studies are in progress to define the research,
therapeutic and training potential of a space-based centrifuge. A brief review of these
studies indicates: (a) the short-radius centrifuge is the only practical method of
producing a valid acceleration in space; (b) that a steep head-to-foot acceleration
gradient neither precludes the measurement of tolerance to positive acceleration nor
do the high rates of rotation produce motion sickness problems for the well-trained
individual; (c) cardiovascular deterioration produced by recumbency is largely pre-
vented by periodic centrifugation.
INTRODUCTION
How dependent is man on the force of
gravity for his life and health? Gravity is
such a ubiquitous force in normal physio-
logical function that very little is known
about the biological effects of its removal.
This is one question that can be answered
satisfactorily only in an orbital research
laboratory. Moreover, an answer is requisite
for the planning of more ambitious flights--
a trip to Mars, for example, or a stay of
many months in space. Cogent research re-
quires the production of a physiologically
valid acceleration, and as yet, the centrifuge
is the only practical method of producing a
valid acceleration environment in space. The
feasibility of including a short-radius cen-
trifuge in different sizes of Earth-orbiting
laboratories is under study both from engi-
neering and biomedical points of view.
ENGINEERING STUDIES
A system comparison and selection study
conducted for NASA's Langley Research
Center includes an orbital space station de-
signed to accommodate a centrifuge with a
radius of 104 inches. The internal centrifuge
is installed in the midsection of the station
(fig. 1). The centrifuge rotates about a
stationary center hub. Torque for turning
the structure is applied through an idler
wheel and friction drive. A counter-momen-
tum wheel is provided too, in order to mini-
mize stabilization and control system cou-
pling, and to null the net torque about the
laboratory's roll axis. Each cab incorpo-
rates a couch, adjustable for each crew
member from the sitting to supine position.
Structure and drive are sized to simulate
the acceleration profile of Gemini during
Figure 1.--l_tcr_ml cc_ltrifuge.
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reentry. The weight of the centrifuge struc-
ture and drive mechanism is estimated to be
between 200 and 300 pounds.
For a larger orbital laboratory, in design
for NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center, an
eight-man counter-rotating centrifuge is
proposed (fig. 2). The eight cabs are designed
to accommodate an astronaut, space suit and
backpack. Task simulation and control
panels are included either for research or
training purposes. Estimated weight of this
design is 1000 pounds; requires 4.5 kW of
peak power; produces a minimum of 6G,
applied at a rate of 0.07 G/sec.
As a part of Douglas' man-in-space stud-
ies, centrifuges with radii of the order of
30 inches are currently under investigation
as part of our Biodynamic Program. Bio-
medical experimentation parallels these en-
gineering analyses. During the past year,
over 2000 experimental runs have been made
on the human centrifuge using specially
selected and trained student "centrinauts."
BIOMEDICAL STUDIES
Clearly, studies are needed to determine
the effectiveness of the short-radius centri-
fuge for studying gravity-influenced physio-
logical systems, or the deleterious effects, if
any, on man of exposures to large heart-to-
foot acceleration gradients.
A major physiological consideration in the
design of a centrifuge is arriving at an ac-
ceptable trade-off between radius of rotation
and angular velocity. The former determines
the acceleration gradient across the man
(and his work area), while the latter defines
the Coriolis force produced by a movement
of the arm or leg (fig. 3). Lengthening the
radius reduces the Coriolis force produced
by a movement of the arm (velocity of arm
movement 10 ft..'sec) asymptotically. Short-
ening the radius and maintaining the same
level of acceleration increases Coriolis ac-
celeration. For example, at a steady-state
of acceleration of 2.5 G the Coriolis would be
2.1 G at a radius of 7 feet and 0.9 G at a
40 foot radius. For the short-radius example,
Coriolis would represent 84_ of the force
environment produced by centripetal accel-
eration, and, for the longer radius centrifuge,
36 </_of the force.
A very steep acceleration gradient exists
if man's body is a significant length with
respect to the radius of the centrifuge. If,
for example, the heart were 15 inches from
the center of rotation and the feet 54 inches,
a 2257_ heart-to-foot gradient would exist
(fig. 4). Lengthening the radius to 15 feet
would produce a heart-to-foot gradient of
30_. The combination of gradient and
Figure 2.--Cc_trif_gc.
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Coriolis acceleration produces a force envi-
ronment in which an astronaut would feel a
constant side force superimposed upon a
varying accelerative force as he reached
for switches and operated controls. The re-
sultant would continually change in both
magnitude and direction as his limbs are
moved. The consequences of these two fac-
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tors for performance and physiology are
currently under study.
Tolerance to positive acceleration (+G:)
is being studied at radii corresponding to
gradients of 30_ to 250% (fig. 5). Blackout
is that level of acceleration (referenced to
the heart) at which a central light disap-
pears. At all radii except 30 inches, the
average level of acceleration at blackout
corresponds with data obtained in conven-
tional centrifuges. At 30 inches, where the
gradient is 250 _, determination of tolerance
was not possible because of discomfort in
the feet and legs. At 3.6 G, the average dis-
comfort level, acceleration at the feet is
about 6.5 G. Reduction in the intensity of
the light was used to measure blackout at
a lower level of acceleration than was used
with the conventional high intensity central
light. Thus, it is possible to measure toler-
ance to positive acceleration on a short-
radius centrifuge.
It is prudent at this time, in view of the
cardiovascular deconditioning seen in both
American and Russian astronauts during
post-flight med;eal examinations, to consider
the use of an onboard centrifuge in control-
ling physiological adaptative changes result-
ing from space flight. In a series of studies,
bedrest was used to produce the symptoms
of deconditioning. The protocol of these ex-
periments called for 20 days of recumbency
(deconditioning) followed by 21 days of bed
rest with periodic rides on a short-radius
centrifuge (reconditioning). At the end of
20 days, the subjects showed a deterioration
in the mechanism essential for adequate cir-
culation in the erect position as evidenced
by syncope and declines in plasma volumes.
From the 21st to the 41st day, the subjects
rode the centrifuge four times each day;
the duration of each ride was 7.5 min. The
level of acceleration was +1 G: for one group
and +4 G= for the other. The acceleration
gradient was 225_:/_. The deterioration pro-
duced by recumbency in the ability of the
subjects to maintain the upright position
was largely prevented by centrifugation.
Subjects exposed to +4 G: four times each
day showed less lability in blood pressure
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and heart rate during tilt tests than did the
subjects exposed to +1 G:. In other words,
for 0.5 to 2.0 G hours, a deterioration of
cardiovascular system can be reversed.
Centrifuge data also indicate that a steep
head-to-foot gradient does not preclude move-
ment of the head, arms and legs; and that
motion sickness is not a problem for the well-
trained individual when exposed to high rates
of rotation and modest head or limb move-
ments. The onboard centrifuge appears to be
an attractive alternative to space station
rotation in maintaining cardiovascular tone.
The research potential of the onboard cen-
trifuge is also being reckoned. Its merits
as a device for measuring tolerance to accel-
eration, especially reentry G, for stimulating
the otolith organs in space, and for deter-
mining orthostatic tolerance are apparent.
A "two radius" method for measuring body
mass is being examined experimentally. Ac-
curacy of the method is placed at ±1_4 for
a 180 lb man. With this method, the distance
from the center of rotation to the center of
mass of the man, a value difficult if not im-
possible to determine, is not required.
DISCUSSION
YORK: Under the protective measures, under drugs,
you mentioned a "G" pill. What is a "G" pill?
WHITE: A "G" pill is an idea that never dies. When
I was at Wright Field in the Aeromedical Labora-
tory, people would send in various kinds of pills with
the claim that they increased "G" tolerance. It's
sort of a fiction. It's just a good way, I guess, of
speaking of drugs. We're doing no work on this,
but some consideration is given by others to the
possibility of drugs being used in this situation.
KNOBLOCK: Two questions regarding the chemistry
studies. First, did you have an adequate control of
your dietary regimen to really assess the loss or
utilization of calcium during the 41-day period in
terms of bedrest? And, second, what parameters
did you measure in terms of blood volume and includ-
ing perhaps the hemoconcentration problems?
WHITE: In answer to your first question: This was
not a metabolic study by any stretch of the imagina-
tion. We did measure urinary calcium and serum
calcium during the course of the experiment. Dur-
1rig the 41-day period, we saw very little increase in
calcium in either of these media. One subject did
show a little bit more calcium output than the rest,
but right now we are sort of treating this as a
tentative finding. Concerning your second question,
in this particular experiment we used Evans blue for
plasma volume determinations and used the hema-
tocrit for calculating the total blood volume. In the
current study we are using I TM for plasma determi-
nations and tritium for total body water and S :_-_for
cxtracellular fluids.
C. CLARK: In getting up to the 50 rpm, how long did
you take? Were there vestibular complaints?
WHITE: No, there were no vestibular complaints per
se. I think here again this is the difference in the
well-seasoned and experienced centrifuge rider. We
went up at a rate of about two-tenths of a G per
second; so, it was fairly slow. From the time the
centrifuge started to when we reached peak G, they
always had bioassay lights coming on and off. It took
about a minute or less to reach 50 rpm.

Some Vestibular Responses Pertaining to Space Travel
WALTER H. JOHNSON,
KENNETH E. MONEY,
De/ence Research Medical Laboratories
AND
ASHTON GRAYBIEL
U. S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine
It is well known that appropriate stimula-
tion of the non-auditory labyrinth can result
in motion sickness and spatial disorienta-
tion, and it is almost unnecessary to point
out that these may reduce the efficiency and
indeed jeopardize the very survival of astro-
nauts. A complete understanding of both
the characteristics of vestibular stimulation
and the resulting physiologic responses, as
applicable to space flight, is essential to in-
sure, as fully as possible, efficient perform-
ance by the space traveler. It is the object of
this presentation to describe briefly some ex-
periments that we are currently carrying out
in attempts to determine the importance of
the labyrinth in spatial orientation during
parabolic flight.
PROCEDURES
The importance of the labyrinth during
weightlessness is being studied by compar-
ing the reactions of normal monkeys with
those which have been bilaterally or unilater-
ally labyrinthectomized. In order to deter-
mine the significance of the separate sensory
receptors, however, the technique developed
by Money (ref. 1) was used, which permits
occlusion and inactivation of individual
semicircular canals without trauma to, or
interference with, the function of the re-
maining semicircular canals or the otoliths.
The application of this procedure to the
squirrel monkey (Saimiri sciureus) has pro-
vided fundamental information as to the
function of the separate sensory vestibular
receptors in higher animals and will be pre-
sented in more detail in a separate report
in the near future.
Reactions of these animals and of humans
to weightlessness were studied during para-
bolic flight in a USAF Boeing 707 air-
craft. A maximum of 40 seconds of virtual
weightlessness was produced by a flight pat-
tern involving a "full parabola." Starting at
36 000 feet the aircraft dove to 26 000 feet
obtaining the necessary momentum to en-
able completion of the zero-G parabola. This
maneuver resulted in a 2.5 G force when
pulling up from the dive at 26 000 feet and
prior to weightlessness. The increase in G
force prior to weightlessness was avoided,
however, in another flight pattern ("half-
parabola") which involved entering the
zero-G condition from straight and level
flight. This "push-over" technique reduced
the zero-G period to a maximum of 15 sec-
onds per maneuver but had the advantage
of absence of increased G prior to weight-
lessness.
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Since reflex eye movements constitute ob-
jective signs of vestibular stimulation, it was
decided to examine several normal human
subjects during the various stages of para-
bolic flight for such signs. Two methods were
used, namely, direct visual observation with
the aid of a 20 diopter lens ("Frenzle Gog-
gles") and moving picture photography. In
the latter procedure we used the head-
mounted eye camera, as developed by Melvill
Jones (ref. 2).
RESULTS
Some Reactions of Monkeys to Weightlessness
Whole body orientation of various monkey
preparations exposed to weightlessness was
recorded photographically. The results can
be summarized as follows:
Normal animals.--Two animals continu-
ously ran around in circles (mostly vertically,
but sometimes horizontally and diagonally),
being held against sides of container (4 feet
X 3 feet X 3 feet) by centrifugal force.
This was also characteristic of these mon-
keys in a normal 1 G environment. The third
animal "floated slowly" within the confines
of the container, often changing direction
but with a certain degree of stability. There
was a decided tendency to spread the limbs
as if attempting to execute a four-point
landing on any of the six sides of the con-
tainer, it being apparent that the animal had
no special preference as to where the land-
ing was to be made. The head was oriented
so that the animal's face was directed to-
ward the nearest landing surface.
That these animals were susceptible to
laboratory-induced motion sickness had been
established by prior exposure to appropriate
acceleration in a rotating room (ref. 3).
None of them, however, showed any evidence
of sickness during these parabolic flights.
Bilaterally labyrinthectomized animals.--
These monkeys all exhibited a noticeable at-
tempt to remain attached to any surface.
Once detached, they floated around in an
unstable fashion, tumbling or looping in a
head-over-heels fashion, frequently landing
on their backs. Sometimes, while free float-
ing, they rotated slowly around the long axis
of the body, or floated upside down, while
at other times remained vertical either in a
head-upward or head-downward position.
All six canals inactivated b_t otoliths nor-
ma/.--One animal resembled the normal mon-
keys in that it would continually run around
in 360" circles (horizontally, vertically or
diagonally), apparently also maintaining
orientation by centrifugal force thereby pro-
duced. Limb movements were well coordi-
nated, and the animal was under good con-
trol if it continued the circling movements.
Another monkey performed at times as
the animal above, but also floated around
with all four limbs extended and with deter-
mined attempts at orientation on the nearest
surface of the container. This animal, how-
ever, differed from the normal in that sudden
turns of its body would result in loss of con-
trol and the animal would then be flipped
over unintentionally; this was never seen
in the normal animal.
UnilateraUy labyrinthectomized a_imals.--
The most noticeable reaction of these ani-
reals to zero-G was the almost continuous
and rapid spinning around the long axis of
the body, the direction of rotation being al-
ways toward the operated side, i.e., toward
the animal's left in those animals with a
left-sided labyrinthectomy, while the rota-
tion was toward the animal's right when the
right labyrinth had been removed. Such
spinning was never observed in the other
animals, including the normal monkeys, and
was probably due to imbalance of the afferent
discharges of the two eighth cranial nerves,
although the animals underwent the uni-
lateral labyrinthectomy more than 10
months previously.
Vestibular Responses of Human Subjects
During Parabolic Flight
In the human participants the only evi-
dence of stimulation of the organ of balance
at any time during parabolic flight consisted
of eye deviations developed during the pre-
and post-zero G periods, and such stimula-
tion was undoubtedly the result of the cen-
trifugal forces occurring at these times.
These eye movements were strikingly simi-
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lar to those recorded by the same head-
mounted camera in laboratory induced oto-
lithic stimulation. This latter procedure has
only recently been described (ref. 4) and in-
volves exposing human subjects to chang-
ing direction of centrifugal force by a device
which revolves the subject around an axis
in such a way that he faces continuously in
the same direction. The motion of this de-
vice does not cause semicircular canal stimu-
lation, as evidenced by study of a model of
the semicircular canals and by lack of nys-
tagmus and subjective vertigo in human
subjects.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It has previously been pointed out (ref. 5)
that weightlessness alone is unlikely to cause
motion sickness. These more recent findings,
with both monkeys and human beings, con-
firm this opinion.
All the monkeys used in these experiments
were originally susceptible to laboratory-
induced motion sickness and, as previously
reported (ref. 3), bilateral labyrinthectomy
renders them immune to this malady. Simi-
lar evidence as to the importance of the
organ of balance in the susceptibility of
humans to motion sickness has been obtained
using subjects with bilateral labyrinthine
defects (ref. 6). As to the relative effective-
ness of the semicircular canals and of the
otolithic receptors in causing motion sick-
ness, there is ample evidence (ref. 5) to show
that semicircular canal stimulation is of
prime importance. This has just been con-
firmed for the squirrel monkey (ref. 7), in
which it was found that animals susceptible
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preoperatively no longer exhibited any signs
of motion sickness after the canals had been
inactivated, although normal otolith func-
tion was retained.
It is considered that any motion sickness
which has occurred in parabolic flight involv-
ing aircraft or orbital flight involving space
capsules (e.g., the Russian Cosmonaut, Titov
(ref. 8)) has apparently been due to appro-
priate multiplanar angular accelerations oc-
curring as the result of concomitant head
movement superimposed on aircraft or space
capsule rotation or as the result of the space
vehicle itself undergoing appropriate angu-
lar accelerations--conditions most likely to
result in the appropriate type of semicircular
canal stimulation. Another matter for con-
cern to the space physiologist is the problem
of spatial orientation which will confront the
astronaut during weightlessness. The mon-
key experiments described in this presenta-
tion indicate serious disability in this regard
when the animals were either unilaterally
or bilaterally labyrinthectomized. Conse-
quently, normally functioning labyrinths
should be of value to the space traveller inso-
far as spatial orientation is concerned. If it
is attempted to create an artificial gravity
by rotating the space station, however, the
organ of balance might be so stimulated as
to produce incapacity due to disorientation
and motion sickness. Furthermore, there is
evidence to indicate that severe canal stimu-
lation might well be accompanied by other
disturbances such as antidiuresis (ref. 9),
cardiovascular effects (ref. 10), hyperventi-
lation, and possibly other functional changes
still to be determined.
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DISCUSSION
GILLINGHAM: Dr. Johnson, I am interested in your
model. I wonder whether you ever observed any
evidence for a Purkinje effect after the stopping of
rotation. My understanding is that this effect is
caused by the inertia of the endolymph, and I'm
wondering whether that is a plausible explanation,
i.e., whether you did observe any phenomena in your
model that would support that explanation.
JOHNSON: Nodding the head forward.after cessa-
tion of rotation in the normal upright or sitting posi-
tion will produce a disorientation sensation of rolling
sideways and downward. This is called the Purkinje
effect. It is the result of an actual vestibular
stimulus resulting from physical flow of endolymph
which can be expressed vectorially. This effect can
be seen in the model although one should remember
that in life the capillary size of the membraneous
canals and the viscosity of the endolymph constitute
a system quite different from the glass model. In
the living system, very little endolymph flow occurs
to enable stimulation by cupular deflection.
GUALTIEROTTh You made the statement that the zero
gravity condition is comparable to cutting the nerve,
although it isn't, as it appears from the results
themselves. In fact, at zero gravity you still have
spontaneous activity coming from the organ and of
course you have responses to movements. I just want
to point out that you can't make a comparison be-
tween the section of the nerve or destruction of the
labyrinth and the condition of weightlessness.
JOHNSON: As you point out, sectioning the vestibu-
lar nerves would not produce the same condition
physiologically as simply removing an environmental
stimulus which activates them. However, exposure
to weightlessness gives valuable knowledge as to the
origin of the resting discharge, and ability to main-
tain body orientation under such a condition merits
further investigation in this regard. It was interest-
ing to note how some of these monkeys managed
more effectively in zero-G apparently by creating an
artificial gravity.
THACH: Perhaps I can shed a little light on the mon-
keys' adjustment to weightlessness. The normal and
bilaterally labyrinthectomized groups, aside from
free-floating in the 48×48×54 inch Plexiglas box
and hanging on in wire home cages, were confined
in a smaller 10 inch square chamber where they had
been thoroughly trained to press a lever for a squirt
of milk reward. The lever presses "paid off" only
intermittently according to a variable interval sched-
ule averaging one per minute. This schedule pro-
duces a reliable, steady rate of ongoing objectively
measurable behavior against which to compare the
10- to 20-second periods of weightlessness.
Upon initial exposure to zero-G the normal mon-
keys were suppressed to just 6c/c of their normal
response rate while the labyrinthectomized only
dropped to 73% of normal. Adaptation individually
and as groups proceeded irregularly across the 120
parabolas in 4 days, with the normals recovering to
a final 78% of normal and the labyrinthectomized
suppressing further to 52%. The labyrinthectomized
monkeys were given much less exposure in the work
situation and may have developed a conditioned
emotional response. Incidentally, the monkeys were
not very disturbed by the 2 G periods entering and
exiting from the maneuver, responding with rates
nearly comparable to 1 G control periods.
M. JONES: It was interesting to see that the monkey
with unilateral labyrinthectomy spun round and
round in the zero-G environment, when presumably
he must have adapted, or rather habituated, to the
one-sided removal. I imagine this animal would not
show directional preponderance with conventional
tests after having been left for a month with one
labyrinth destroyed. And yet in the zero-G environ-
ment there seems to be perfectly clear evidence for a
marked residual directional preponderance. Have
you any views on this apparent discrepancy?
JOHNSON: Yes, it surprised us also in that regard.
However, this behavior of running around the cage
and thereby maintaining orientation was character-
istic of this particular animal prior to surgery. Post-
operative tests indicated successful surgery.
MONEY: I am sure, in the case of that monkey, it
was at least 3 months since labyrinthectomy that the
film was taken and probably closer to 6 months. I
take this as evidence that adaptation, in fact, is not
complete at that time. In rotary tests, in one of these
animals, done at 3 months post-labyrinthectomy,
there was, in fact, still evidence of preponderance;
namely, a horizontal nystagmus away from the
operated ear.
KELLOGG: Just one minor point. We only got about
25 seconds of zero gravity. That's when we were
getting a good maneuver.
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FIELDS: Were these single trials or were these mon-
keys exposed to repeated trials of this? Were some
of them run more than one time?
JOHNSON: Yes.
FfEtDS: The reason I ask the question is this--I
wonder if there isn't some attempt by the monkey
to get close to the wall during the weightless period
because the moment it is subjected to G effect, it is
going to go "bang" against the side of the cage. If
it is close to the side at that moment, its fall will be
much less severe.
THACH: The monkeys definitely did modify their
behavior as a function of repeated exposures to zero
G, however not in quite the fashion suggested by
Dr. Fields. We are just beginning analysis of the
films and have no quantitative data yet, but as Dr.
Johnson has observed the initial reaction was to
scramble for a toehold. The direction of adjustment
was towards more calm, coordinated movements,
postures, and floating and attending to visual cues.
Also, reentry to 1 G was quite easy and gradual.
In connection with Dr. Jones' wonderment of the
unilaterally operated monkeys' response, Dr. Pitt's
albino rats with similar operations performed in a
similar fashion, except that the unilateral rats spun
faster--at better than 60 rpm--along their longi-
tudinal axis and often beginning rotation before all
their feet were clear of the floor, so that their tail
would swing around and slap the floor several times.
The easy explanation of this surprising behavior is
just that, using one of Dr. Jones' favorite concepts,
the entire organism is responding. A sensorily dam-
aged animal merely learns to follow the most con-
sistent patterns of sensory input that enable him to
get along in various stimulus complexes. Remove
his eyes and he relies more on audition; deafen him
and he relies more on olfaction; remove, or partially
remove, his semicircular canals and he relies more on
vision and proprioception, under normal, regular,
constant 1 G conditions. He cannot adapt to zero G
without being exposed, and apparently the loss of
proprioception under zero G was enough of a change
in stimulus input to regress the monkey to a pre-
operative or early postoperative stage.
BILLINGHAM: We have under consideration some of
the interactions which you were talking about be-
tween the vestibular system and the cardiovascular
system. Considering syncope (acute peripheral cir-
culatory failure) in the standing position in a 1 G
environment, there are many possible causes for this,
and you are suggesting that violent vestibular dis-
turbances may be one, and, of course, it is. There is
a further comment if we are talking about a weight-
less environment, where we have a very different
situation from a 1 G environment; it is very difficult
I would predict, to make people faint in a weightless
environment, just as it is difficult to make people
faint in bed or in water.
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Tests performed in man and animals dur-
ing short periods of weightlessness in air-
planes and in spacecraft have proven in-
directly that alteration of the vestibular
function may be observed under these con-
ditions.
Fiorica et al. (ref. 1), recording from the
vestibular nerve of a cat with micro-elec-
trodes during 1.2 seconds of free fall, re-
ported a large increase both of the frequency
and of the amplitude of the vestibular dis-
charge. It is felt, however, that only a com-
parison of records from a single vestibular
unit yielding spontaneous and evoked activ-
ity in weightlessness and at 1 G, respectively,
might give accurate quantitative information
on the effect of zero gravity on the vestibular
responses.
TECHNIQUE
Chronic micro-electrode recording.--Spe-
cial micro-electrodes have been designed to
assure recordings from the same single
nerve fiber over a long period of time and
during the movements, vibrations and ac-
celerations that are to be expected during
flight. The basic principles of this technique
are, first, that a body in an environment of
the same density is not displaced by an
acceleration applied to the system. Secondly.
if the micro-electrode is not restrained at
one end, it will not vibrate at the tip, and
therefore recording externally from a single
nerve fiber will not be impaired by continu-
ous micro-injury at the tip end. The electrode
consists of a tungsten micro-electrode about
a_.:,-inch long which has been sharpened and
coated by the Hubel technique (ref. 2) and
attached to the top of a long holder by means
of a drop of paraffin. The electrode has been
balanced against a Ringer solution for equal
density by coating it with a low density
material until the electrode comes into
equilibrium with the agar. The electrode is
connected with the main output wire (which
is fixed to the bone) by a 1-mil enameled
platinum wire of such a length and flexibility
that it does not exert an appreciable force
on the micro-electrode. The micro-electrode
assembly is placed stereotaxically in the ap-
propriate site of the vestibular nerve of the
frog; then the nerve, micro-electrode and
a part of the platinum wire are imbedded in
agar. The output wire and the reference
electrode are fixed to the bone with metallic
stitches and are conducted outwards through
two lateral openings in the jaw.
The tungsten micro-electrode is then re-
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Figure 1.--Life supporting syste_ for plane flight of c_trarized frog. (A) Complete biopackage ready for
mounting aboard T-33A jet plane. A-oxygen supply; B-flow regulator; C-head plate; D-dual bioamplifier;
E-power supply; F-exhaust filter; G-mounting plate. (B) Inside of head plate after its removal from bio-
package. A-watertight gasket; B-preamplifier housing with its watertight cover removed; C-preamplifier;
D-leads conducting nerve imp_dses to preamplifier; E-EKG leads; F-head s_tpport; G-dual bioamplifier.
leased and allowed to float in the agar by
heating the electrode holder and thus melt-
ing the paraffin junction.
To select the proper fiber in the vestibular
nerve, the animal is tested on a tilting table
which can be rotated 360 °. The animal is
then placed in a cylindrical aluminum con-
tainer (fig. 1) and is completely immersed
in water in order to provide a buffering
against vibrations, etc. Enough oxygen is
bubbled through the water to assure proper
oxygenation and the washing off of the CO._,.
The container also provides adequate shield-
ing against electrical noise. A two-channel
amplifier fixed to the container is used for
monitoring EKG and the vestibular unit
pulses; the latter are recorded through a
miniaturized high impedance-low capacity
preamplifier which is fixed near the head of
the frog. All the information is recorded
on magnetic tape for later analysis.
During the entire period the frog is cura-
rized (Intocostrin 10_/kg bodyweight).
During the flight the pilot is guided by
three accelerometers on his instrument
panel. The plane follows a Keplerian path
in order to obtain zero acceleration in all
directions. The stimulus is obtained by ac-
celerating in one direction only (A->X). The
frog is placed in such a position as to have
the otolith unit being recorded respond to
acceleration in that direction. To this pur-
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posethe containermay be placed in any
positionin theplane.
RESULTS
Only the results related to vestibular units
which respond to appropriate tilting with a
change in the rate of firing are presented
here.
Under laboratory conditions the character-
istic vestibular response may be summarized
as follows. The single otolith units:
(a) fired spontaneously at a rate of 0.5-
20 per second in the absence of any
stimulation (fig. 2 (a))
(b) responded to appropriate stimulation
(tilting) by increasing their fre-
quency of firing following a loga-
rithmic function according to the
Weber-Fechner law (fig. 2(b) and
fig. 3)
(c) showed a slow accommodation, but at
a steady state the frequency of dis-
charge was significantly different for
the various amounts of gravity ap-
plied (fig. 3 and fig. 4)
(d) responded to a decrease of stimula-
tion differently than to an increase,
showing a sudden suppression of fir-
ing for 2 or 3 seconds (figs. 2 (c) and
(d) and fig. 3)
(e) responded with a much higher fre-
quency of discharge when the gravi-
tational stimulus was applied very
rapidly.
An overshooting of a frequency of 150 to
200 per second appeared for a speed of tilt-
Figure 2.--Frequency changes dttring gravity variations. Chronically implanted microelectrode. Ctt_'ariz_d
frog. Recording from a single vestibular nerve fiber during tilting. Upper tlzree tracings-accelerations in
the tlzree directions of spacc. Lower-tracing-vestibular impulses. A-spontaneous discharge: B-increase in
frequency during progressive tilting downwards. Horizontal avcelerometer shows an increasing gravita-
tional forc_" (moving don,nwards) while frequency of vestibular pulses increases. C-animal is kept tilted.
A spontaneous decrease of frequency during steady stimulus indicates accommodation. At "arrow" the
tilting is decreased progressively to the horizontal. The "off" response is shown by an immediate interrup-
tion of firing (D) which is followed by a spontaneous discharge of same characteristics as in A.
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Figure 3.--Freqnency cha_lges d_ring gravity variations. (A) Increase in rate of firi_tg of a si_gle _,estib_dar
fiber during tilting. On abscissa gravity values. Zero G is not absolute absence of gravity, but conventionally
it corresponds to horizontal position of tilting table. Increasing value of gravitational components is indi-
cated by horizontal accelerorneter when table is tilted downwards towards horizontal. Obviously 1 G would
correspond to vertical position of table. On ordinate rate of firing in reciprocal of interval per second
(ins tantam, otts frequency). Curve shown e.utablisAed a logarithmic ratio between rate of firing and rate of
stimulus. The "o._" response appears as a sudden blocking of firing when the gravitational stimulation is
decrea._ed. (B) Ab.scissa and ordinats as in A. Table is kept tiltcd i_t s_tcll a way tAat 0.I9 G is applied to
vestibular receptors. Accommodation is shown as a gradual decrease of frequc?_cy in time at a steady stimn-
latlon. However, after3 seco_ds a steady frequency of firing is reached which is significantly di/ferent from
vahees during spontaneous firing with no stimulus.
ing of approximately 0.2 radian 'sec, where-
as the same fiber showed a maximum re-
sponse of 50 per second with a lower speed
of tilting.
These results agree with the findings
of other authors: Ross (ref. 3); Adrian
(ref. 4) ; L6wenstein (ref. 5) ; Rupert et al.
(ref. 6).
During level flight at 1 G both spontane-
ous activity and responses to acceleration
are similar to the ones obtained on ground.
During and after the period of near weight-
lessness the following changes are observed:
(a) a burstlike increase of the rate of spon-
taneous firing at the beginning of 0 G fol-
lowed by a higher frequency response to
A-)X acceleration; (b) a sudden block of
response during A--)X stimulation after ap-
proximately 10 seconds of 0 G; (c) normali-
zation of response after going back to 1 G.
In a series of short-interval parabolic
flights the most striking effect observed was
a large increase in the overall nerve activity.
This increase was such that the micro-
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Figure 4.--Diagram showing change in rate of firing
of a single otoIith unit during continuous tilting
and at a steady state. Logarithmic stimulus/re-
sponse relationship is present in both cases, al-
though overall frequency of discharge is much
lower at a steady state.
electrode was picking up the discharges of
additional fibers. But the general aspect of
the response, and even the suppressory
effect, were still evident. Such phenomena
disappeared if the series of parabolic flights
were discontinued for some minutes. Figure
5 shows the actual recording of the vestibular
unit firing and of the accelerations in the
three directions of space. It has to be noted
that the vertical accelerometer is saturated
near the 1 G value and therefore no "high
G" reading during the first and last part
of the parabolic flight is shown. Figure 6
indicates diagrammatically the relationship
between the A-->X acceleration and the rate
of firing before, during and after the changes
in the A--)Z (vertical) acceleration from
1 G to nearly 0 G. A-)Y acceleration is not
shown as it remains approximately constant
during this entire period. Figure 7 gives,
directly, the comparison between the re-
sponses of the otolith unit to the same amount
of A-)X acceleration at 1 G and at approxi-
mately 0 G before suppression started. The
difference of sensitivity is very evident.
Figure 8 shows the recruiting effect after
a number of short interval parabolic flights.
These preliminary results correspond to
five flights of which only two were totally
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Figure 5.--Otolith u_it response to linear accelera-
tion in a Keplerian path. Chronically implanted
electrode. Curarized frog. Recording from a
single vestibular nerve fiber during parabolic
flight. First recording ( top)--uestib_dar impMse._.
Second, third, and fourth tracings-the vertical,
longitztdinal, and lateral accelerations, respec-
tively. A period of 25 seconds of weightlessness is
shown by downward deflection of the A->Z record-
ing (vertical acceleration). Appropriate stimula-
tion for vestibular unit consists of a positive
acceleration in A--_X direction only. As shown,
stimulation has been applied twice during level
flight at 1 G and during the 25 seconds of weight-
lessness. Frequency response of unit appears to
be normal during level flight and is greatly in-
creased during first 10 seconds of weightlessness.
After this period a sudden reduction of the rate
of firing is observed. As soon as level flight is
resumed, normal response is again shown by unit.
Spontaneous firing shows a much higher fre-
quency during weightlessness than at 1 G.
successful. Each flight lasted approximately
half an hour and included 12-13 parabolic
paths.
DISCUSSION
Four main changes were observed in the
single otolith-unit activity as a consequence
of the parabolic flight:
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Figure 6.--Curarized frog. Response of a single otolith _it to li_lear acceleration at 1 (; amt chtring 25 sec
of weightlessness. Diagram shows changes of rate of firing of a single otolith _nit during parabolic flight.
Conditions are same as described in figure 5. On abscissa time in seconds. On ordinate, on left rate of firing
of vestibzdar _nit and on right acceleration along A--->X and A--->Z axis. For latter, note that values above
1 G are not recorded as accelerometer was saturated at this value. Frequency response of zozit follows
closely changes of acceleration along the A---->X axis, except for a short period of s_pprcs._io,z at o_._.t of
acceleration. During weightlessness rate of spontaneous firing increases and respo77sc to A--->X acceleration
is mztch larger. Sappressory e#ect described i_1 figure 5 is also shown.
(a) a sudden increase of spontaneous
firing at the beginning of weightless-
ness preceded by a high G period;
(b) an initial larger response to accelera-
tion;
(c) a sudden suppression of response, re-
stored to normal by going back to 1
G;
(d) a large increase in the overall spon-
taneous activity of the nerve after
a number of short-interval parabolae.
It is doubtful whether such changes may
be ascribed to the state of weightlessness
only, as this state is preceded by a high ac-
celeration (up to 2-3 G) during the onseL
of the parabolic flight. The sudden increase
of spontaneous firing, however, seems to
correspond very well to the already men-
tioned results of Fiorica et al. (ref. 1), show-
ing the increase of the overall vestibular
activity during free fall. These effects might
also be due to an actual stimulation of the
gravitoceptors during the passage from high
acceleration to near weightlessness (Ger-
athewohl and Stallings, (ref. 7); but this
interpretation seems unlikely in this case
since the change of gravity is not in the
right direction for the units involved (verti-
cal instead of longitudinal). Moreover, the
change does not start immediately at the
transient but somewhat later (fig. 5). It
seems therefore that there might be a true
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tion in 13th Keplerian path. Last three at an in-
terval of less than 1 minute from each other. Note
large recruiting of new vestibular units.
effect of weightlessness as a result of lack
of stimulation of the entire organ--some-
thing analogous to what is observed on the
retina in absolute darkness.
The larger response to acceleration in
weightlessness is a phenomenon in accord
with the Weber Fechner law. This experi-
ment and the results in the laboratory (fig.
3) demonstrate that these vestibular gravi-
toceptors strictly follow this law, as was
first theoretically proposed by Haber and
Gerathewohl in 1951 (ref. 8). The observed
suppressory phenomenon, however, seems to
limit the extreme consequences of this find-
ing. In fact, such an inhibition acts as a
safety device against an excessive central
inflow.
The suppressory effect is shown also every
time the stimulation is decreased. A similar
effect is described by Rupert et al. (ref. 6)
on the cat; i.e., the firing of a gravitoceptor
at maximum tilting is immediately stopped
as soon as the movement starts in the oppo-
site direction. Ross (ref. 3) also reported
that in the frog the resting discharge can
be momentarily suspended by a movement
in the direction opposite to that which stimu-
lates the end organ. The mechanism of this
suppression might be analogous to the lateral
inhibition of limulus (horseshoe crab), as
described by Hartline and Ratliff (ref. 9).
As is known, in the limulus retina, collaterals
have been shown coming from the afferent
fibers of each omnatidium and making synap-
tic contact with another afferent. When
recording from one unit, the illumination of
other omnatidia produces no discharge in
the eccentric cell axons of the test ommatid-
ium, but its frequency of firing is decreased.
This shows that this interaction is purely
inhibitory. Collaterals and synaptic knots
on the afferent fibers have been shown also
in the vestibular receptors (Iurato and
Taidelli, ref. 10).
If this analogy applies, an inhibitory
mechanism is provided limiting the fre-
quency response of the organ as a function
of the number of receptors actually stimu-
lated. Something equivalent has been dem-
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onstrated for the recurrent inhibition of the
spinal cord. This mechanism might act as
a delayed effect of the high G stimulation
preceding the zero G condition, blocking the
response for some seconds.
This is only a hypothesis, but it shows
that parabolic flight does not give complete
information on the effect of weightlessness
on the vestibule. Two further experiments
are required and are both under considera-
tion: (a) to produce short periods of
weightlessness, in a plane, not preceded by
high G, and (b) to perform tests during
orbital flights.
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DISCUSSION
SPOENDLIN: Have you found specific directions in
the sensitivity of one unit? You already spoke about
increasing activity. Didn't you find a decreasing
activity in the opposite tilting direction?
GUAI.TIEROTTI: Not exactly. In the opposite tilting
the activity of the unit decreases but not according
to the same logarithmic function by which it in-
creases during tilting in the right direction. What
does take place is an immediate suppression of the
firing for some seconds as soon as the back movement
starts. However, opposite tilting in regard of one
unit might be the right tilting for a different one.
Suppose you have two units oriented in the opposite
way against the vertical. Then if you tilt the entire
preparation, one would approach the vertical and
the other would go away from it. The first one would
be subjected to increased stimulation and the other
to decreased stimulation. At steady state, different
degrees of opposite tilting will result in rates of
firing typical of the excitation due to the correspond-
ing gravitatory components. This happens if each
tilting position is maintained long enough to over-
come the already described suppressory period
resulting from initiating the backtilting. Of course,
I can't swear that there aren't units responding
differently.
SPOENDLIN: So this is not in agreement with the
findings of L5wenstein's group, i.e., tilting in one
direction there is an increase and in the opposite
direction there is always a decrease in activity.
GUALTIEROn'I: As I said, you have a decreasing
activity at the static state if you wait long enough.
KEtLOGG: I am trying to reconcile this with some of
the findings that Dr. Miller found at 0 G with
counterrolling, i.e., a decrease or suppression of re-
sponse. This would indicate a very marked decrease
in the amount of firing during the 0 G period.
GUALTIEROTTI: Yes, it is shown by the decrease of the
firing rate which is observed during the suppressory
period. After about 10 seconds of 0 G, a suppressory
effect is shown. In terms of influence in the central
nervous system there is less activity reaching the
central nervous system because these units are
blocked. The central nervous system doesn't know
that this blocking is due to the fact that units are
suppressed, or why they don't respond to the stimula-
tion. But if you consider that many of these units
would be subjected to suppressory effect, the overall
inflow to the central nervous system after a brief
period of zero gravity would actually be equivalent
to a decrease of firing.
FIELDS: You indicated your concern about the vibra-
tion effects in the parabolic flight tests. Yet, I
wonder, how do you reconcile this problem with
sudden rapid tilt? Don't you anticipate that you are
going to have vibration at the end of the arc of the
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tilt? Isn'tthatafactorandhowdoyouaccountfor
thisinyoursingleunitmeasure?Doesthisproduce
aneffect?
GUALTIEROTTI: It would certainly produce an effect
if the units were responding. As I have shown,
during the suppressory effect, the unit does not re-
spond to the stimulation. I don't know how long the
suppressory effect would last because I can't have
a longer period of zero gravity on this kind of plane.
Probably it would wear off eventually. Vibrations
would then provoke responses on this unit. But we
ran some tests on a vibratory table, both on otolith
units and even on the semicircular canal unit. If you
have a high frequency vibration--suppose 20 to 30
per second--then the otolith unit will not respond
to each stimulus with a burst of high frequency
firing, but only intermittently, to some of the stimuli.
If you increase the frequency of the vibration, the
otolith unit reaches a state in which it doesn't re-
spond to the vibrations at all. This response cor-
responds to some results of Loewenstein and others;
this unit can be distinguished by units corresponding
electively to vibration. A special result that I can
mention gives some more light, for instance, on the
semicircular canal unit activity: We found that the
semicircular canal unit would not normally re-
spond to vibration. It would not respond, say to 10
per second vibration. But there is a certain range of
frequency at which it starts responding. For in-
stance, one semicircular canal unit started respond-
ing at a frequency of 30 per second with intermittent
firing. Increasing further the frequency of the
shaker, it showed a continuous firing at a very high
rate, some 70 per second or more. That seems to be
the limit of the firing frequency in this particular
condition. Increasing still the frequency of vibration
of the shaker, at first an intermittent firing was
recorded and then no firing at all. We wonder if in
this particular condition we might not have an ex-
citatory effect on the semicircular canal receptor by
some sort of microphonic or vibratory effect on the
walls of the semicircular canal itself. Because,
obviously, it could not be due to the displacement of
the endolymph, owing to the large inertia that you
have there.
BILLINGHAM: I have three comments you might be in-
terested in. First, there are plans to fly the package
you saw on the screen aboard one of the long term
Apollo mission flights. The second thing I would like
to bring out is, has anybody investigated the possi-
bility of simulating weightlessness in a much more
complete way on the entire body system on the
ground? It seems to me there are three elements
involved: one is water immersion which deals with
most of the body; but then you still have the otolith
and you have the lungs. These days you can remain
alive breathing water with the correct oxygen partial
pressure in it and that might solve the lung problem.
Then we are left with the otoliths. You now have to
get the specific gravity of the otolith and surrounding
fluid the same. Either you can reduce the specific
gravity of the otolith, which is, I think, quite difficult,
or you could increase the specific gravity of the
endolymph. Has it occurred to anybody, or has any-
one tried, increasing the specific gravity of the endo-
lymph to try and simulate what would happen to
an otolith organ under weightless conditions?
GUALTIERO_I: By increasing the specific gravity of
the endolymph, you still do not simulate the effect of
zero gravity, because you damp the movement of the
otolith bodies. In zero gravity you have no weight,
on the otolith, but you have still inertia, and no
damping effect on the movement of the otolith bodies.
BILLINGHAM: What I meant to suggest was replace-
ment of the heavy fluid with normal endolymph
before reimposing the test acceleration.
Looking at this from the point of view of manned
space flight, one has to ask oneself some extremely
crucial and important questions. One question is
this: realizing that one has a great deal of knowledge
already about the otolith, its peripheral connections
and central connections, and reflex mechanisms, if
you expose the otolith to 30, 50, 60 days of weight-
lessness and periodically throughout this time you
impose a given linear acceleration, shall we say 10
seconds of 1 G in a specific axis, and measure a
specific response, whether this be oculogravic re-
sponse or counterrolling (specific otolith responses),
what would happen in terms of the sensitivity of the
otolith reflex mechanism? Does it stay the same
throughout? Does it rise and then return to its
original level? Does it rise to a plateau? Does it
go on rising indefinitely? Does it fall off? Now,
from the point of view of manned space flights, the
shapes of these curves are very important. Let me
give you an example--If you have someone in an
extravehicular situation and he has a propulsion
unit on his back and has been weightless for a long
period of time and he exposes himself suddenly to a
test acceleration, is he going to get an oculogravic
illusion which is much greater than the same acceler-
ation would have produced in a 1 G environment?
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Of concern to those planning the explora-
tion of space through extended manned space
missions are the subtle effects on the crew
which may result from long exposure to the
weightless state. Based on rational analysis
and trend information given by the rela-
tively short manned orbital flights to date,
as well as bed rest and water immersion
tests, it appears highly probable that prob-
lems will arise due to the great adaptability
of the human to his environment. The body
makes compensatory adjustments to adapt
to changed environments, and these adjust-
ments are not immediate in most cases, but
are gradual over a prolonged period of time.
Such vegetative adaptive reactions are al-
most certain to occur from prolonged ex-
posure to removal of the gravity stress un-
less effective preventive measures are taken.
It is quite probable that these changes will
not reduce performance in the weightless
state but will be of major concern when the
gravity overstresses are applied upon return
to the earth environment. This may be at-
tributed to the time factor required for
physiological readjustment to an increased
gravity stress.
Several orbital flights have produced pre-
liminary information indicating that the
cardiovascular system will be affected by
prolonged exposure to weightlessness. On
the third United States orbital flight (9 hr
13 min) the postflight physical examination
of Astronaut Schirra disclosed that heart
rate averaged 70 beats per minute when
supine and immediately jumped to 100 or
more when he stood erect. In addition, im-
mediately after flight all dependent leg veins
were engorged, the legs and feet assuming
a reddish-purple color on standing (ref. 1).
On the fourth United States orbital flight
(34 hr 18 min), even though Astronaut
Cooper used the stimulant Dexedrine imme-
diately prior to his manually controlled re-
entry, upon standing upright on the deck
of the recovery ship after egress from the
capsule his heart rate rose to 188 beats per
minute. He began to look pale, swayed
slightly, and reported symptoms of impend-
ing loss of consciousness including light-
headedness, dimming of vision, and tinglin_
of his feet and legs (ref. 2). During the
second Russian orbital flight (24 hr) there
was evidence of "grey-out" by Cosmonaut
Titov during reentry, indicating a possible
reduced tolerance to the acceleration stress
after a period of weightlessness (ref. 3).
On the third and fourth Russian orbital
flights Cosmonaut Nikolayev (95 hr) and
Cosmonaut Popovich (71 hr) recorded in-
creases in pulse rate of 23 and 72 percent,
respectively, over that immediately prior to
reentry, while (luring boost to orbit the in-
creases were only 7 and 3 percent, respec-
tively (ref. 4). Even from these relatively
short exposures it appears that the cardio-
vascular system is adapting itself to the
reduced work load of the environment, and
atrophy of the circulatory system will re-
sult in inability to adapt immediately to the
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hydrostatic pressureinducedby return of
gravitational accelerationafter weeks or
monthsof weightlessness.
Basedupon examinationof subjectsex-
posedto prolongedbedrest or water immer-
sion,wherethere is no longitudinalloadon
the longbonesof the body,it hasbeencon-
cludedby several investigatorsthat there
is a tendencyfor the bonesto adjust to a
reducedmineral balance.As theseminerals
primarily leavethe bodythroughthe urine,
an increasein its mineral and calciumcon-
tent combinedwith the reductionin water
available for drinking on extendedspace
flights favors the precipitation of mineral
salts and the formation of kidney stones
(refs. 5 and 6). Also, in studiesbasedon
4 weeksof absolutebedrest it was learned
that there was an average6% lossof red
bloodcellsin 28 daysof inactivity followed
by an acute255_decreasein redbloodcells
within 2 weeksduring ambulation(ref. 7).
On very long flights this reducedmineral
balanceand changein redbloodcell balance
could requirean extendedperiod for vege-
tative readaptationuponreturn to earth.
Another possible effect of long-term
weightlessness,althoughthe evidenceis not
conclusivethat weightlessnessalone is re-
sponsible,hasbeenindicatedby Russianbio-
logical experiments (ref. 8). In mice,
guineapigs,anddogsexposedto spaceflight
for up to 5 days,there wasan increasein
stabs (to 30 percent),increasein the quan-
tity of calcium,and a changein the ratio
of protein fractions. Two days after the
flight a "sticking-togetherof the chromo-
somes"wasobservedwhich lasted30 days.
However,most experimentersbelievethese
histological and morphologicaleffects are
the result not only of weightlessnessbut
other spaceflight factors as well.
Thesepreliminary indicationsof adverse
effectsfrom anextendedweightlessenviron-
ment require investigation to determine
practical methodsto counteractundesirab!e
environmentaladaptationsin order not to
compromisefuture mannedspacevehiclede-
signs. Note that the long-termeffectsof
ionizingradiationwerenot knownfor many
years, and tolerancelimits have beencon-
tinually reviseddownward.As moreknowl-
edge is gained of weightlessnesseffects,
similar tolerancerevisionsmaybenecessary.
To counteractthese effectsexperiments
havebeenconductedto find practical tech-
niquesfor exerciseof the affectedsystems
to prevent atrophy. For exerciseof the
cardiovascularsystema methodwasdevised
whereby interconnectedtourniquets were
appliedaboutthe four extremitiesandcon-
nectedto an air source(ref. 9). In 6-hour
testsin a water immersionfacility the tour-
niquetswere compressedevery 2 minutes,
held for a minute,and then released.For
all subjectsorthostatic toleranceas deter-
mined by tilt table was normal or better
than for the 1 G controls. However,such
encumbrancesand the power required to
cyclethem are undesiredby astronautand
engineer alike. Prevention of muscular
atrophy and reductionof decalcificationof
thebonyskeletonwill requireasa minimum
a systematiccalisthenicsprogram and a
carefullycontrolleddiet. It is probablethat
sucha programwill notcompletelyoffsetthe
effectsbut shouldat leastprolongtheir onset
and reducetheir severity. Problemsat the
cellular level, if such problemsshouldbe
confirmed,can be alleviated (in the light
of present knowledge) only by artificial
gravity.
A practicalmethodof achievingartificial
gravity is to rotate thespacevehiclesothat
the resulting centrifugal force providesan
apparentgravity vectorof sufficientmagni-
tude to permit satisfactoryoperations,both
motorandvegetative.Onesignificantdraw-
backto this techniqueis the Coriolis accel-
erationor forcethat is generatedeverytime
a linearmotionis attemptedperpendicularly
to the axis of rotation. This accelerationis
theresult of a fundamentalaw relating the
timerate of changeof a vector,asmeasured
by an observerin a referenceinertial space,
to the time rate of changeof the vector
measuredby anobserverin a spacerotating
with respecto thereferencespace(ref. 10)
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This relationship is expressedmathemati-
(rallyby thevectorequation:
dV A_,,,,.,,u_
where V
(dV/dt). = change in veloeity vector
with respect to the reference W
space A_.,..,,.ir,,_.l
change of velocity vector
with respect to moving space g
change of velocity vector
due to rotation of moving r
space and
(dV/dt) .... =
(,:,,,. X V) =
It is illustrated schematically in figure 1. To
a human in the rotating environment this
acceleration or force vector may manifest
itself in two ways. First, it adds to the ap-
parent weight of a body moving with, or in,
the direction of rotation and subtracts from
the apparent weight when moving against
the direction of rotation. Second, when a
body moves toward the center of rotation,
the Coriolis force is exerted in the direction
of rotation at right angles to the body's mo-
tion; when moving away from the center of
rotation the force is opposite to the direction
of rotation. A motion parallel to the axis
of rotation will generate no Coriolis accel-
eration. The value of Coriolis acceleration
for a body moving perpendicularly to the
Figure 1.-Tim_, rate o/ change of a vector i_ ro-
tating space stations.
axis of rotation in a spinning system may
be determined by:
:: 2 V x/W 2 (A,:,..._m,K._)/g r
-= velocity of body relative to ro-
tating vehicle in ft.see
=: weight of body in pounds
centrifugal acceleration in earth
G's
-: acceleration of gravity (32.2
ft sec 2)
radius of rotation in feet
Au,.,,i,.ir.,_..l -- .000341 N ' r
where
N = revolutions per minute
If the weight is considered unity, the value
of Coriolis acceleration will be in Earth C,
units.
With attempted linear movement in any
plane not parallel to the axis of rotation in
a rotating system the Coriolis force com-
bines with the centrifugal force to produce
a different apparent gravity vector in mag-
nitude alone or in both magnitude and di-
rection. It is desirable to define limits to
this force, such that under normal transla-
tion velocities the apparant gravity vector
will not result in an apparent floor slope
which exceeds the angle of sliding friction
for leather on metal, or about it 20' slope.
As normal translation velocity for walking
or climbing stairs is approximately 3 ft see,
it is reasonable to limit the Coriolis force to
20% of man's apparent weight (as given by
the centrifugal force in the rotating sys-
tem) when translating at this velocity. This
allows a contingency factor such that if a
5 ft/sec movement is made, the maximum
apparent floor slope would be 19.4 .
Another significant restriction in the use
of rotation of a vehicle to provide artificial
gravity is the stimulation of the semicircu-
lar canals when angular motion is attempted
outside the plane of rotation. Under certain
conditions of rotation and head movement
a debilitating condition, termed "canal sick-
ness," can be generated (ref. 11). Nausea
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and:
and vomiting may result after a few head
movements if the rotating system has suffi-
cient angular velocity and the head move-
ments are sufficiently rapid.
As each semicircular canal in a set is
mutually orthogonal to the others and is
essentially a tarns filled with endolymph
having a specific gravity near unity, each
set of semicircular canals may be considered
a gyroscopic element when the head is ro-
tated in a spinning vehicle. The semicircu-
lar canal lying in the plane of vehicle rota-
tion is like a gyroscopic rotor spinning
about its axis of symmetry. If it receives an
angular velocity input about an axis normal
to the spin axis, a torque is generated about
an output axis that is mutually perpendicu-
lar to both the input axis and the spin axis
(ref. 12). This three-dimensional space
situation is not describable in terms of scalar
quantities, but requires the use of vector
concepts. A derivation from Newton's dy-
namical law of rotation results in :
T,,,,, = H X ¢,1a
where
To,,t -- torque applied by gyroscopic element
to external constraints
Ar ----vector angular momentum of spin-
ning body
----angular velocity of spinning body at
right angle to spin axis
H z Ir _-or
,.,_here :
I, _--moment of inertia of rotating body
about spin axis
7,,, _--vector angular velocity of rotating
body about spin axis
or :
_',,,,, = I,. (_,. X _,A)
This relationship is shown schematically in
figure 2. The gyro torque or couple so gen-
erated acts upon the endolymph in the third
semicircular canal and attempts to set it in
rotation. This fluid pressure, or perhaps the
torque itself, acts upon the cupula such that
it senses an apparent angular velocity about
the third orthogonal axis.
To determine the scalar value of this
Figure 2.--Schematic diagram illustrating gyro-
scope torque e1_ect on semicircular canals when
turning head in rotating space station. Resultant
torq_.'. T ---- Iw.w,_; where I ---- moment of inertia
of c.dolymph in s('micircMar canal.
torque on the endolymph the following rela-
tionship may be used:
TORQUE -- I (o_ o, li
where
I -- moment of inertia about center axis
of the endolymph in a single semicir-
cular canal
.... _-- angular velocity of spinning vehicle
o'_A--_ average angular velocity of turning or
nodding head
Based on research accomplished at NASA's
Langley Research Center, where subjects
were rotated horizontally with feet outboard
on a 15 ft radius simulator and head veloci-
ties recorded (ref. 13), the torque value in
foot-pounds on the endolymph, which re-
sulted in the onset of malaise in all subjects,
is calculated to be 4.35 X 10 TM ft lb. Such
a low value would be very difficult to measure
in the semicircular canal and is indicative
of the extreme sensitivity of this organ to
angular acceleration. A plot of the rate of
head movement versus vehicle rotational
rate for two torque values, tolerable of 3.03
X 10 ,o ft lb and onset of intolerability with-
out preadaption of 4.35 Xl0 -_° ft ]b, is pre-
sented in figure 3. Based on this analysis a
rate of rotation of the vehicle of 6 rpm
would be tolerable for nominal head move-
ments of trained crews, i.e., a torque value
of 3.73 X 10-" ft lb on the endolymph with
a 225'_ 'sec head rotation. Tests in the Slow
Rotation Room at the United States Naval
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Figure3.--Nominalresultant gyro torque limits on
cross-coupled rotations of semicircular canal sys-
tem in rotating space stations.
Aviation Medical Center have shown that
the semicircular canal tolerance to this gyro
torque can be increased by adaptation in in-
cremental steps up to a rate of rotation of
approximately 10 rpm; however, readapta-
tion to the nonrotating environment is
equally severe.
The boundaries to satisfactory human per-
formance in rotating systems as determined
by tolerance to Coriolis acceleration and
gyroscopic torque canal stimulation are more
severe than such other criteria as gravity
gradient or difference in head to foot G, rim
or floor velocity of the vehicle, etc., that
have been proposed by some investigators.
Hence, the design criteria for radius and
rate of rotation of space vehicles providing
artificial gravity should be based on these
two overriding effects.
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A reasonable lower limit for artificial
gravity has been determined by experi-
menters both in Russia and the United States
as approximately 0.28 G, the lower limit for
efficient locomotion. Yuganov of the USSR
experimented with rotation of mice and rats
in parabolic flight (ref. 14). With accelera-
tions of 0.28 G and above the behavior of
the animals during the experiment was the
same as under laboratory conditions. United
States experimenter E. Sharp conducted
human walking experiments in aircraft fly-
ing a modified Keplerian trajectory to ar-
rive at a similar value of between 0.2 and
0.3 G (ref. 15). As an upper limit it appears
there is no advantage in exceeding 1 Earth
gravity. An envelope defining these param-
eters is shown in figure 4. Little is known
about the long-term physiological effects of
the various levels of reduced gravity (0.28
Earth G to 1 Earth G), but it is assumed
that the 0.28 G is sufficient to prolong or
eliminate adverse effects for nominal crew
tours of duty in space systems. From figure
4 the lightest acceptable system for provid-
ing artificial gravity would be one having a
radius of rotation of 48 ft, rotating at 6 rpm,
and providing 0.58 of Earth gravity.
Finally, there are indications that pro-
longed weightlessness will affect the cardio-
vascular system, mineral balance, and possi-
bly the cellular functioning of man in an
adverse manner, due primarily to the adapt-
ability of the human body to its environment,
thus reducing tolerance to rapidly applied
gravity overstresses of reentry. Exercise
and diet will help alleviate these effects but
probably will not be a complete solution.
Artificial gravity, if properly applied, is a
practical solution for manned systems such
as space stations even though adaptation to
a rotating environment may be required.
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DIS(TUSSION
LANSBERG: The gyroscopic effect that you were dis-
cussing is not quite clear to me. Assuming a subject
makes a full 180 ° turn, what would be the direction
of the effect and in what direction would you, accord-
ing to the gyroscopic theory, think the man would
turn?
THOMPSON: You would have, as you turn, two ef-
fects. As you went past the maximum moment of
inertia from one canal to the other one, the two
vertical canals which sit at 45 ° angles off transverse
centerline, you would have the sensation of toppling
sideways and then pitching, and then sideways and
then pitching as you went around. You wouldehange
from one to the other as you went around in a
complete circle, based o_ p_re gyroscopic theory.
I.ANSBERG: That's right. Whereas on physiological
principles if I made a quick 180 ° turn, the effect
would only be in the plane of rotation of the space
station.
THOMPSON: This may he true in the 1 (1 environ-
ment, but until we get under the pure zero G, and
we are rotating without the other artifact of gravity,
I don't know what the magnitude of the physiological
sensation would he. I (.an only go by what mathe-
matics says will happen. It works that way with
Izyroscopes and this is a gyroscopic system.
[ANSBERG: During the quick 180 ° turn, the vector
will correspond to gyroscopic direction, but immedi-
ately after you have made the quick 180 ° turn things
will he different.
THOMPSON: The canal that initially has heen ro-
tating is the one that is overriding, because the other
one has not had a chance to achieve effective rotation
as you make the tm'n. You are rotating one about
its major axis and this is the one that is giving you
the initial effect as you rotate it out of the plane.
It will take awhile for the other on(, to become
effective.
tANSBERG: That is what I was getting at. I wonder
whether the time c(,nstant of the system is correct.
GUEDRY: I'm not sure I understand you either, but
I don't believe I agree with you. Let's take two
canals and look at them on end. Let's consider a
ldane of rotation, with the axis of rotation ralb,d
Y. If we tilt these canals, we'll tilt both of them
together. They're connected, they arc orthogonal to
one another. Let's tilt it about the X axis (an axis
lying in the plane of rotation). As you tilt both of
these canals together, the ('anal lying in the plane
of rotation at the commencement of movement about
the X-axis is stimulated ahnost not at all. The canal
which is vertical is stimulated almost maximally.
Then as the horizontal canal eomes up toward
vertical position, it is stimulated more and more,
and the other canal less and less. So I think that
was a point of confusion that Dr. Lansberg was
bringing up.
THOMPSON: What happens is that, as the canal
rotating about its major axis is rotated up, it is
generating a torque in the others. Now, as it con-
tinues to rotate up, the others are becoming effective
and generating torques. So there is a transition
from one canal to the other which gives you the
bizarre stimulation of your canals that Dr. Graybiel
has shown in his experiments.
M. JONES: It seems to me that confusion can aris(,
in this matter due to failure t[) appreciate the iml,_)r-
tance of distinguishing between the "natural" modes
of canal operation, i.e., within the frequency range
of about 0.1 to 5.0 cps, and the unnatural ones, i.e.,
usually less than 0.1 cps. To me, interpretation of
the physiological response in the latter case is much
simplified by considering the canal system as a 3-D
sensing unit feeding vectors of angular velocity to
the CNS, determined to a first approximation by the
wlrious angles of cupular deflection actually achieved
at every instant. The resulting vector has both
magnitude and direction (represented along the axis
of turn, or apparent axis of turn) and can be
imagined as _rowing and decaying and changing
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direction,accordingto summationof the separate
vectors attached to each canal.
Thus when I turn about a vertical axis, a vertical
vector will "grow" as I accelerate and then decay
again in accordance with the effective time constant
of cupular restoration for that particular axis. if
I then suddenly stop turning, the vector will shoot
out in the reverse direction (still vertical) and again
withdraw or decay in accordance with the appropri-
ate time constant. The reversed direction of the
vector and its subsequent decay represent the well:
known post rotational response.
If immediately after stopping, I turn my head
through 90 °, for example onto my left shoulder, then
I carry the "illusory" vector with me, and it now
points out horizontally and again withdraws as
before. This then corresponds to an illusion of rota-
tion about a horizontal axis which, as is well known,
can cause a violent incorrect postural response
(about this axis).
If I turn my head through 90 ° while still turning
the body about a vertical axis, then just before turn-
ing the head there is no vector owing to complete
cupular restoration. But now immediately after
turning the head onto the left shoulder, there is a
horizontal "illusory" vector, signaling rotation about
a horizontal axis, summating with a new but cor-
rectly placed vertical vector due to the real rotation
of the body about the vertical axis. The resultant
apparent vector will, then, be placed at 45 ° between
these two, having magnitude two times either one
of the separate vectors. The apparent sensation of
turn is correspondingly tilted, and becomes very con-
fusing. Moreover, as before, both vectors then decay
(the body is still turning at a constant speed), but
in this case the truly vertical vector decays faster
than the truly horizontal one so that the direction
of the resultant, and hence the apparent axis of turn,
progressively changes in the sense that it tends to
drift towards the truly horizontal one. Finally, on
turning the head suddenly back to the true vertical
(again while still turning) a reversed series of
sensations is experienced.
Looked at in this way, I think it unnecessary to
argue whether there is a gyroscopic effect, or when
this effect becomes significant. The complete story
can be made to emerge in an easily "visualized" way
from a simple consideration of the known dynamic
response characteristics of the canals.
THOMPSON: In the physical world the gyroscopic
couple happens almost immediately. With the time
constant of the eupula system, I'm sure that the
effects so noted are true and I think with the rota-
tions that we will be getting in space stations, we
probably will limit ourselves, just from our physical
feeling, to stay within our limitations of rotation.
You just automatically do this and I'm sure that the
astronauts will adapt to it.
GRAYBIEL: Two comments: First, the canalieular ef-
fects resulting from rotation of the head about more
than one axis simultaneously differ either qualita-
tively or quantitatively from the effects of stimulat-
ing the horizontal pair of canals. This suggests the
need for caution in applying knowledge of the re-
sponse characteristics of the horizontal canals to the
more complex stimulus-response conditions. Eventu-
ally, we must go back to the physical stimulus as our
point of departure, although agreement has not been
reached over the analysis of the force field. Dr.
Hermann J. Schaefer has pointed out that the gyro-
scopic force or torque is also a linear force and that it
may not constitute an effective stimulus inasmuch as
it acts at right angles to the diameter of the canal.
The effective stimulus is an acceleration of unique
origin when a canal, say, coplanar with the rotation
of the room, is rotated out of the axis of the room's
rotation. The uniqueness arises out of the fact that
the radial distance changes between the center of
rotation of the room and different parts of the canal
resulting in corresponding changes of the velocity
of the endolymph which in turn produces an effective
stimulus to the cupula. Until the matter of these
physical forces and the manner in which they act as
a stimulus is generally agreed upon, one might refer
to such complex forces (when subjects in a rotating
environment move their head out of the axis of the
room's rotation) as multiplanar angular accelerative
forces (MAF) and the responses as MAF effects.
Second, there is much to be gained in terms of
clarity in describing the effects of exposure in a
rotating environment, if we make a clear distinction
between the linear forces which affect to a signifi-
cant degree the gravitoinertial upright and the
angular accelerations which bring about their effects
by stimulating the semicircular canals. Therefore, I
suggest we reserve the term Coriolis force for that
component of linear force which affects the vector
sum representing the gravitoinertial upright and
that it not be used to indicate a stimulus to the semi-
circular canals.
Could Cochairman Klaus Cappel comment briefly
on these points?
CAPPEL: Since Dr. Jones and I have so far failed to
agree on this point, I have no doubt that we will not
be able to come to a conclusion now. What I would
like to say is that I think both points of view will
have to he considered. I think Mr. Thompson has the
correct approach to the problem and I think it's
borne out by some of the work we have done. We
have actually demonstrated the reversal that was
just demonstrated to Dr. Lansberg. On the other
hand, I think that we also realize the truth of Dr.
Jones' statement that the semicircular canals are
not perfect mechanical transducers with zero lag. I
do think, though, that before one can consider the
physics of the situation it is necessary to take the
approach that Mr. Thompson has taken, to tie down
the forces and torques once and for all.
MAYNE: I would like to make two comments. In the
first place, I don't think the gyroscope concept is
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necessaryto thepropervisualizationor analysisof
Coriolis phenomena. It is not a question as to
whether the concept is right or wrong, it is only a
question of whether or not it provides the simplest
way to visualize and analyze the phenomenon. The
canal sees a velocity which is proportional to the
major velocity vector _hrough the canal times the
cosine of the angle between the vector and the plane
of the canal. Then the acceleration that it experi-
ences is a derivative of this function and can be
expressed very simply. Now, the fact that this law
is true requires a small demonstration which involves
the Coriolis principle. Having proved this, we can,
I think, dispense with gyroscope and Coriolis formu-
lations. The second point I would like to make is that
the time constant of the canals cannot be dismissed
as a secondary phenomena. The wonderful presenta-
tion by Dr. Jones made it clear that the time constant
must be included in the formulation of the phe-
nomena as a major part of the canal behavior. This
cannot be dismissed by the statement that the semi-
circular canals are not perfect transducers.
THOMPSON.- Before we get into the complications of
inserting the time constants in the equation, we
should set down the basic method of operation of
these forces, Then you can modify your equations
later on as you determine what the time constants
are and will be. You will end up with some order
of differential equations with appropriate time con-
stants. But right now, let's just get the pure physical
mechanics of the operation squared away, get that
straight, and then modify the relationships later
when we know more about the subject.

Comparison of Vestibular Effects in Several
Rotating Environments
FRED E. GUEDRY, JR.
U.S. Naval School o[ At'iation Medicine
There are basic differences in vestibular
stimulation in different rotation environ-
ments, and consideration of these differences
is relevant to anticipation of conditions in
a rotating space station. Reactions in these
situations can be estimated from analyses
given by Bornschein and Schubert (ref. 1),
Meda (ref. 2), and others (refs. 3 to 6).
In considering these situations, it is im-
portant to remember that the particular pat-
tern of canal stimulation at any one moment
during a given head movement relative to
the body is controlled by the position of the
head relative to the plane of rotation. For
example, in the four situations illustrated
in figure 1, a head tilt of 30 or 40 deg to-
ward the left shoulder will produce primarily
vertical nystagmus in I and II (up and right
in I; up and left in II) and primarily hori-
zontal nystagmus left in III and IV. Note
in each case that the plane of the nystagmus
relative to the plane of rotation would be
about the same; e.g., vertical nystagmus
relative to the skull in I is in a plane at right
angles to the plane of rotation as is hori-
zontal nystagmus relative to the skull in
IV. This is because the relative orientation
of the head-movement axis and the axis of
vehicle rotation, which determine what may
be conceptualized as the axis of stimulation,
are the same in each of these situations, and
the plane of nystagmus follows the plane of
stimulation fairly closely. However, in IV
this particular head movement would induce
a sensation of rotation about a vertical axis
whereas in I, it induces apparent tumbling
about a horizontal axis.
Another noteworthy difference between
these situations is the direction and magni-
tude of gravity relative to the plane of ro-
ration. In situation IV, the rotating space
station, the G vector (centrifugal force) is
oriented radially; it lies in the plane of rota-
tion, and this condition is not reproduced
in any of the first three situations. More-
over, it cannot be simulated on Earth with-
out so greatly increasing the G vector as to
make the simulation meaningless. In I and
II, during upright posture, the G vector is
alined with the body as it will be in the space
station, but the canal stimulation is not the
same for particular head movements in I
and II, and neither of these is like the canal
stimulation in IV. Moreover, the 1.4 G re-
sultant in II exceeds magnitudes anticipated
for rotating space stations, and recent evi-
dence (refs. 7 and 8) including some pre-
sented in a preceding paper by Lansberg
indicates that a resultant force of this mag-
nitude modifies vestibular nystagmus. Situa-
tion III is theoretically identical to IV in
regard to patterns of canal stimulation in-
duced by head movements, but concomitant
cues from gravity sensitive structures differ
in III and IV. We will be concerned herein
primarily with situation III and how it re-
lates to situations I and IV.
Lansberg (refs. 4 and 9) and others (refs.
iO and 18) have pointed out that the vestibu-
lar stimulation encountered in space stations
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and in rotating rooms on Earth will have
certain similarities and certain differences.
Considering an individual in upright pos-
ture in both situations, the similarity
amounts to the fact that in both situa-
tions most head movements will produce
"Coriolis vestibular reactions" as defined
by Schubert (ref. 5) and by Bornschein
and Schubert (ref. 1); the differences lie
principally in the fact that particular head
movements relative to the body would give
different Coriolis vestibular reactions in the
SRR and in a rotating space station. More-
over, in the SRR with the subject erect, a
given head tilt relative to the body gives the
same reaction irrespective of the direction
the subject faces relative to the center of
rotation, but in the space station the reac-
tion should vary with each new heading of
the subject.'
1 Walking is possibly more difficult due to Coriolis
acceleration in the SRR than it will be in a space
station. Walking in a concentric path in a space
station probably would reduce distortion from
Coriolis acceleration. However, the change in weight
from changes in centripetal acceleration during
walking would be a problem in a space station.
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Figure 2.--Nystagn_us prod_ced by same head movement relative to body when body was in diffcrc_t orie,-
t_ltion.u d _ring 10 rpm, cou_terclocku,isc rotation of the ,_;RR. (Variation of fig. in re(. 17.)
Both of these points are illustrated in fig-
ure 2. The same head movement relative
to the body is made in all four positions,
viz., head tilt toward the left shoulder--
yet the reactions in A and A' are horizontal
nystagmus, while the reactions in positions
B and B' are vertical nystagmus. In the B
and B' positions with the subject upright,
the reactions are the same, but B and B'
differ from reactions in A and A' and A and
A' yield reactions which differ from one
another.
In order to further check predicted reac-
tions under circumstances which most nearly
approximate the canal stimulation in the
space station, we had subjects, in various
positions on the deck of the SRR, make a
number of common head movements as
shown in figure 3. Twelve subjects made
head movements in the positions shown in
figure 3. Nystagmus was recorded by the
corneoretinal potential technique with vision
excluded by an eye mask. Vertical and hori-
zontal components of eye movements were re-
corded to permit vectorial resolution of the
actual direction of eye movement relative
H B
G C
E
Figure 3.--Various p.sitions a_d head moveme_ts
tested in SRR duri_g 10 rpm counterclockwise
rotation. Arrows nearest head show axis and
plane of head rotatio_t. Arrows nearest ce_ter
show axis and plane of stimulation7.
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to the skull. Rate of rotation was 10 rpm
in a counterclockwise direction.
The arrow nearest the head illustrates the
plane and direction of the head rotation
while the arrow nearest the center of rota-
tion is one way to visualize the stimulus,
from Coriolis accelerations, which influences
the canals. The stimulus may be conceptual-
ized as a plane having an axis at right angles
to the head-rotation axis and at right angles
to the room-rotation axis. As the plane of
one canal is moved toward coincidence with
the stimulus plane, its stimulation would in-
crease while stimulation to orthogonal canals
would diminish. Since the plane of nystag-
mus tends to coincide with the stimulus
plane, the plane of nystagmus relative to the
skull can be estimated in each of the situa-
tions.
Note that the head movements in C, D, E,
and F are all the same relative to the body,
i.e., a rotation of the head toward the right
shoulder, and the stimulus plane is the same
relative to the rotary structure, but in each
case the head is in a different position rela-
tive to the stimulus plane. These particular
head movements, i.e., turning left and right.
produce little or no effect when a person is
standing upright in the SRR; but with a
radial orientation of the body, they produce
a variety of effects as will be seen from the
results.
In conditions A, B, G, and H, head move-
ments relative to the body are identical but
the relationship of the head-movement axis
relative to the axis of rotation varies. We
should anticipate primarily horizontal nys-
tagmus with fast phase left in A and hori-
zontal nystagmus with fast phase right in
B. In G and H, the head-rotation axis is
parallel to the room-rotation axis, and hence
we should have no nystagmus from the
Coriolis canal stimulus in either G or H. In
the case of I, a different head movement
relative to the body is made, namely, a lateral
tilt toward the right shoulder, but the axis
and direction of head rotation relative to the
rotating structures is the same as in A. Since
the horizontal canals would be approximately
in the stimulus plane in both A and I, nys-
tagmus would be about the same in A and I.
Results for positions C, D, E, and F are
shown in figure 4. Here it is apparent that
the same head rotation relative to the body
has produced different reactions. The arrows
showing the recorded reactions illustrate the
direction and magnitude of the nystagmus.
Magnitude is represented by amount of dis-
placement of the arrow above the X-axis.
Direction of nystagmus relative to the skull
is represented by direction of the arrow rela-
tive to the viewer--for example, an arrow
directed upward and to the viewer's right
designates diagonal nystagmus up and to the
right relative to the subject's skull. These
directions and magnitudes were obtained by
resolving horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the eye movement recordings and
represent averages from 12 subjects.
To the right of the figure are shown nys-
tagmus predictions based on the estimated
stimulus plane relative to the skull. The
small arrow under Predicted Nystagm_s
shows the reaction to be expected from angu-
lar acceleration of the head around the head-
tilt axis. This is independent of room rota-
tion and would occur even without room
rotation. The effect of this stimulus would
not persist beyond termination of the head
movements which were completed in 2 or
3 seconds. Hence, the first one or two plotted
points should be influenced by this effect but
the residual effect after the head movement
wits completed would come from the Coriolis
canal reaction represented by the larger
arrow on the right. The drawings to the left
show the top of the head as viewed from the
center of rotation. In C, for example, the
man turns his head toward his right shoulder
while lying face down in the room which is
rotating in a counterclockwise direction, i.,:.,
to the viewer's ]eft. The arrow indicating
plane of room rotation represents the far
edge of the rotation plane; the axis of room
rotation should be visualized as perpendicu-
lar to this arrow and behind the viewer. Al-
though the same head movement relative to
the body is made in each case, the nystagmus
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differs in direction and plane from one con-
dition to the next, as is predictable from the
mechanics of concomitant rotation about
two axes.
Results for positions A, B, G, H, and I are
shown in figure 5. Head movements relative
to the body are the same in A, B, G, and H,
although the relationship between the head
velocity vector and the room velocity vector
is changed from one condition to the next.
In A and B we merely reverse directions of
head rotation relative to the room; hence,
the principal effect is to reverse directions
of nystagmus. In G and H, the axis of head
rotation and the axis of room rotation are
parallel to one another and hence no Coriolis
canal stimulus should develop. As can be
seen, there is very little response to G or to
H except that to be expected from the angu-
lar acceleration about the head-movement
axis.
In I we expect little reeordable nystagmus
from the angular acceleration about the head-
movement axis because this nystagmus would
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be in the frontal plane, i.e., about the cor-
neoretinal axis, and we get none. However,
after the head movement, the residual effect
from the Coriolis canal stimulus should be
almost the same in A and I in regard to plane
and direction of nystagmus, even though
A and I are different head movements rela-
tive to the body. As can be seen, A and I
yielded similar results in regard to plane and
direction of response.
These results illustrate clearly that with
the man oriented radially as he will be in a
space station, the same head movement rela-
tive to the body may elicit a variety of reac-
tions depending upon the man's orientation
relative to the direction of rotation of the
vehicle. The reactions follow predictions
from the mechanics of rotating systems
fairly closely. The question now arises as to
whether the gravity vector at right angle_
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to the plane of rotation in the SRR would
alter the responses to be anticipated in the
space station in which the "gravity vector"
is oriented radially. (Reference to condi-
tions III and IV of figure 1 will clarify the
two situations in question.) Since the Cori-
olis canal stimulus would be of the same mag-
nitude, plane, and direction in both situa-
tions, it seems unlikely that the nystagmus
responses would differ in plane or direction
for these two situations, especially since
nystagmus in the SRR followed the stimulus
plane irrespective of the direction of gravity
relative to the skull. However, there is evi-
dence from another line of experimentation
that some responses recorded in the SRR
with the subject in the plane of rotation may
have been reduced in intensity as compared
with responses to be anticipated in a space
station, assuming the same rate of rotation
for the SRR and the space station.
This evidence comes from experiments
(refs. 11 and 12) in which subjects have
been rotated around a horizontal axis of
rotation as shown in figure 6. Note that in
the two situations illustrated in this slide,
the horizontal canals would have the same
{.9
c_
ROTATIONABOUT
VERTICALXIS
ROTATIONABOUI
HORIZONTALAXIS
Figure 6.--7'wo ag:_s of rotation. Horizontal semi-
circular canals were in plane of rotation in both
situations but only in situation to right would
gravity sensors supplement canal information
during rotation and counteract canal information
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orientation relative to the axis of rotation
for either vertical-axis or horizontal-axis
rotation, and hence, a given angular accelera-
tion about either axis should deliver the same
stimulus to the canals. Hence the response
in these two situations should be the same.
However, with rotation about the vertical
axis, gravity sensors would not supplement
or deny the rotational sensation during or
after rotation. But with rotation about the
horizontal axis, gravity sensors would sup-
plement the response during rotation and
would deny the rotary sensation after rota-
tion.
Figure 7 shows that nystagmus during
constant angular velocity about a horizontal
axis is exceptionally long in duration, and,
more important for our discussion today,
nystagmus after rotation is very short in
duration. The same is true for the sensation
of rotation; there was a continuous sensa-
tion of spinning during rotation and little
or none of the expected sensation of counter-
rotation from the deceleration. Apparently
the continual reorientation relative to grav-
ity of the otolith system and other gravity
sensors supplemented semicircular canal
stimulation and maintained nystagmus dur-
ing rotation about the horizontal axis, but
when this rotation was stopped, the fixed
position of these same sensory systems (in-
cluding pressure cues) was sufficient, in this
body orientation, to reduce nystagmus and
almost completely suppress the sensation of
rotation which was expected from the decel-
eration. This reduced reaction on stopping
is significant because this particular orien-
tation relative to gravity is the same as that
used in the experiments in the SRR with
subjects lying in the plane of rotation. It is
reasonable to suspect that certain reactions
experienced in the SRR following head move-
ments were suppressed by the same cues
from gravity and that these reactions would
be more intense in a rotating space station
for those conditions where there would be
no conflict between the canal response and
cues from the G vector, e.g., A, B, and I, in
figure 3.
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Moreover, there is another factor which
is apt to influence sensations of apparent
motion and that is the apparent stability
of the vehicle producing the stimulation. A
person sitting in an office seldom feels that
the entire building is beginning to rotate.
However, people waiting for the beginning
of rotation in the SRR frequently feel that
rotation has commenced before it actually
does. When adequate vestibular stimuli are
received while a person is in a vehicle of
questionable stability, such as a sl)ace sta-
tion, a definite sensation of tumbling of the
vehicle as a whole is likely to occur. Occu-
pants of rotating space stations should be
forewarned of this possibility, and placement
of instruments in sufficient number of h)ca-
tions to permit checks of stability would
probably be helpful, particularly if rates of
rotation exceed 4 or 5 rpm.
Let us now consider briefly the differences
in the space station and the SRR in regard
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to adaptation.Upright posture,eitherstand-
ing or sitting, is the posture from which
most active, purposeful movementsare
initiated, and there is evidencethat active
movementswhich involve what Von Holst
(ref. 13) has conceptualizedas "reaffer-
ence"are importantin theadjustmentwhich
takesplacein sensoryrearrangementexperi-
ments (ref. 14). If we assumethat active
movementsare a primary factor in the ad-
justmentthat occursin a spacestation, then
we are facedwith the fact that during up-
right posturein aspacestation,similar head
movementsrelativeto thebodywill produce
different reactionsas the person faces in
different directions. This suggeststhat ad-
justment in the spacestationmay be more
difficult than it is in the SRR,but thereare
severalreasonsfor optimism: (1) The con-
sistencyof the stimulation receivedin the
SRRprobablyfacilitateshabituation,but it
alsofacilitates developmentof specificcom-
pensatoryreactions (refs. 15 and 16) set
off by eachheadmovement.Thesereactions
would be undesirableeffectsas the man
leavesthe spacestation,and they might not
developin aspacestationwhereactivemove-
mentswouldproducevarying responsesfor
eachnew headingof the person. Hence,a
personleavingtherotating stationmightnot
°- / ._
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have these compensatory effects• (2) Sub-
jects in our prolonged rotation experiments
(refs. 16 and 10) spent many resting hours
in the plane of rotation and seemed as well
adjusted in this orientation as in upright
posture. Although gravity still served as a
factor which permitted discrimination of
the direction of the subject's head movements
relative to the direction of rotation, this
situation did produce a variety of vestibular
reactions for specific head movements rela-
tive to the body, and adaptation did occur.
Moreover, in a space station, visual cues can
be arranged to permit discrimination of the
direction of head movements relative to the
direction of rotation. (3) The results from
several of our experiments in which individ-
uals have been rotated for 12 days at 10 rpm
in one direction indicated that the initial
highly specific compensatory reactions which
are manifest when a person (in upright pos-
ture) first leaves the SRR later give way to
a general suppression which carries over
even to the opposite direction of rotation.
This is illustrated in figure 8. This indi-
cates the possibility that habituation to
complex vestibular stimulation in one kind
of rotation environment may have a bene-
ficial influence in reducing undesirable ef-
fects in other rotation environments.
I '-'
--\ ,, -.\
2O 0 20 0 2O
BEFORE I HR AFTER 46 HRSAFTER
I ',.
\',
9 20 _;IEC.
5 WKS AFTER
Figure 8.--Nystagm_s responses to head movements duri_g 10 rpm rotation before and at several intervals
after a period of 12 days of rotation at 10 rl_ in a co_nterclockwisc (CCW) direction. Respo_ses d_ri_g
CCW and CW rotation are indicated by solid and dotted lines, respectively.
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To increase our confidence that habitua-
tion will occur in a rotating space station
and also that habituation here will afford
some protection in space, we can pursue
several lines of research, some of which are
already in progress : (1) The study of habitu-
ation of individuals who are alined radially
in the plane of rotation in the SRR, and who
also are provided with apparatus permitting
active head and body movements while in
this situation. (2) The study of vestibular
habituation with subjects upright in the
SRR but with the direction of rotation of
the SRR frequently reversed. Both of these
situations will yield variations in reactions
for each head movement relative to the body
and, assuming that satisfactory adaptation
occurs, they will provide added confidence
of ability to adapt to rotating space stations.
(3) Study of transfer of vestibular habitua-
tion. It is apparent that there are differ-
ences in the various rotation environments
considered, and that the exact conditions of
a rotating space station cannot be produced
on earth. Hence, continued study of transfer
of habituation between various rotation en-
vironments on earth is an important direc-
tion of research for insuring that we can
provide some protection through habituation
for the eventual occupants of rotating space
stations.
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DISCUSSION
COHEN: I was quite pleased to see some of Held's
research brought into this because I think that the
active-movement factor and its relation to sensory
feedback is important. One thing about the space
station is particularly interesting. You said that
there might be no compensation because of the dif-
ferent sensory contingencies of the head movements,
namely that for a given movement, the sensory feed-
back would be different, depending upon which way
the person is facing. If, for example, I turn my head
to the right while facing in one direction, one thing
would happen, but if I turn my head to the right
while facing in the opposite direction, something
different might happen.
On Earth we're used to moving around freely in
two dimensions, but somehow or other, we're not too
disappointed that, to get from here to a distant point
on the globe, even if we wanted to, we can't go in a
straight line; we have to travel in an arc. I was
wondering if anyone had considered the possibility
of having "one-way streets" in a space station so
that to get from a point here to a point that is, say,
two feet behind me, I would have to go around the
space station. This type of setup would provide
consistent sensory feedback for a given direction of
movement. It would eliminate the problem because
you would have constant contingencies established
between your head movements and the resultant
sensory feedback.
GUEDRY: Well, I wouldn't believe it would be feasible
to require people always to face the same direction
in a space station, which is more or less what you're
suggesting. Moreover, I don't believe, at reasonable
rates of rotation, that it will be necessary.
COHEN: The suggestion is not really that people
would always be required to /ace in the same direc-
tion, but rather, that they would always be required
to move actively in the same direction so that con-
sistent relations between active movement and sen-
sory feedback would be provided. In this way, theo-
retically at least, adaptation could take place.
Another possibility concerns the color-coding of
the space station. I was wondering if you're familiar
with some of the recent work of Ivo Kohler. The
types of conditional adaptations he describes may be
of some value here.
GUEDRY: I'm familiar with Kohler's work, and we
believe that his research is pertinent to the "sensory
rearrangement" experiments in the SRR.
BEAUCHAMP: I believe, in figures 3 and 4 where the
man is lying radially and he nods his head, you
stated there would not be any Coriolis reaction. I
think this is wrong because he's actually changing
his spin radius. In going from an upright head
position to a chin down, there is a change in radius.
And the second comment is that if he's rotating about
a horizontal axis on the floor of a rotating space
station, I think he's going to have some horrible
reactions which are compounded by alining him in
either one of two directions. If he's alined in the
plane of the space station with his longitudinal axis
normal to the space station spin axis and actually
rolls in this local horizontal plane, then the Coriolis
component alternates between codirection and contra-
direction with respect to the space station rotation.
GUEDRY: In answer to the first comment, only in
situations G and H did I say that there would be no
"Coriolis canal stimulus." There would be a "Coriolis
canal stimulus" in all other situations illustrated.
In G and H of figure 3, the axis of rotation of the
head is parallel to the axis of rotation of the SRR
and from the mechanics of rotation we predicted
that this would not produce a "Coriolis canal
stimulus" and the results presented in figure 5 sub-
stantiated this prediction. It is true that Coriolis
acceleration would be present in this situation but
Coriolis acceleration per se does not always consti-
tute a stimulus to the canals, presuming that the
canals act mechanically like angular accelerometers.
For example, linear movement of a set of angular
accelerometers in the plane of rotation of the SRR
involves Coriolis acceleration, but it does not actuate
the angular accelerometers.
In answer to your second comment, I didn't get
into that situation at all. In all situations in figure
3 subjects were alined radially, which would be the
same thing as standing upright in the space station.
In figure 6, I was not referring to a rotating room
or a rotating space station; the man was spinning
about his own long axis.
BEAUCHAMP: The comments in connection with fig-
ure 6 are based on the supposition that if he was in
the space station and rotated like this, he would run
into some very disturbing effects.
GOEDRY: Yes, but why would he do a thing like
that? As a matter of fact, this particular situation
(rotating about an Earth-horizontal axis) produces
nausea in more than 50% of cadets tested right here
on Earth after only a few minutes of stimulation.
VON OIERKE: I do not think you said what rotational
speeds you employed in this configuration.
GUEDRY: In the situations illustrated in figure 6, the
rate of rotation was 10 rpm. The rate of rotation in
the Slow Rotation Room experiments (figs. 3, 4, and
5) was also 10 rpm. The head movements were of a
duration of approximately 2 to 3 seconds in the SRR
experiments.
VON GIERKE: The particular experiment involving
rotation about a horizontal axis has been proposed
for producing average zero gravity on Earth on the
otoliths. I think you have to go quite a bit higher
with your rotation rate to expect theoretically that
you will approach such a situation.
GUEDRY: Well, we were not trying to do that here.
However, we did spin people up to 30 rpm and that
is the subject of a completely different paper. But
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at 30 rpm,reactionsdobreakdown;weget a
reversingnystagmusat 30rpminnormalsubjects,
whichis likeresponsesof peoplewithoutinnerear
functionat 10 rpm. Thissuggeststhat weare
startingtoexceedtherateof responseoftheotolith.
ThisideawassuggestedbyLevine(Lockheed,Mari-
etta)andothersometimeago.Wearenotasyet
confidentthatthis influencecomesolelyfromthe
otoliths.I liketo thinkthat it does.
I.AWTON: You referred to the problems of stability
in a space station and I wonder if you'd care to
comment further. The engineers are surely going to
ask for the tolerable rates of wobble in a rotating
space station, in association with head motion, the
tolerable rates of change in rate of rotation, and the
interactions of these various factors. This is one
of the significant areas where the Slow Rotation
Room deviates from a real space station. The plane
of rotation does not deviate and the rotation rate is
always constant. In an operating space station, with
people moving within it, these conditions will not
pertain.
GUEDRY: It's my guess and I would like to think this
out further, that minor wobble in a space station
would not produce semicircular canal stimulation
comparable to that produced by tilting the head
relative to the rotating vehicle. Let me go on to the
other point that I can say a little more about. It
appears that the disturbance in going to a high
speed is reduced by spinning for awhile first at low
speed; and, actually, Dr. Bergstedt has done some
work on this and will be reporting this later. It looks
favorable, though, to start with a lower speed and
then to go to a higher speed. As a matter of fact,
in some earlier experiments on this, several of us
(George Crampton and I) were very much disturbed
by head movements during rotation and we felt that
head movements during a slow spin first reduced the
disturbance during head movements at higher spin
rates quite a bit.
LAWTON: I was thinking more of, say, 10 rpm vary-
ing -_- 1 rpm.
GUEDRY: You mean a constantly changing angular
velocity?
tAWTON: Not necessarily constant, but perhaps
random.
GUEDRY: I can't answer that with authority. Ad-
justment to a random change in speed would prob-
ably be more difficult than adjustment to constant
speed. Dr. Bergstedt is going to talk on that general
subject.
J. MILLER: Inasmuch as we're also concerned with
head motions, have you done any work in Pensacola
pertaining to physical restraints, such as head or
neck braces, so that a person can only move his head
in particular planes?
GUEDRY: In our first 10 rpm run we had people fitted
with neck braces. This was Dr. Graybiel's idea, and
it seemed to help by reducing unnecessary head
motions, but the braces were uncomfortable and the
subjects took them off after several hours. Of course,
as adaptation progresses, there is no need for re-
stricting head movements, and one of our subjects
in the first 12-day 10 rpm run seemed able to move
freely after only a few hours. He was able to make
all necessary motions from the beginning.
YON GIERKE: Did you ever consider having a gadget
in the rotating room similar to the Moon gravity
simulator at Langley so that the person would hang
in slings and walk on the periphery of the room?
If you would do this so that he could turn around his
longitudinal axis, he could walk forward and back-
wards in this rotating environment. This might be
a good simulator.
GUEDR'¢: Dr. Graybiel has commenced a project on
this, and the equipment is being prepared to permit
this same kind of motion within the SRR.
YON GIERKE: In both directions?
GUEDRY: Right. We're not considering the suspen-
sion system, but we are considering a system which
will permit people to walk freely around the wall.
VON GIERKE: I was very surprised walking on this
Langley simulator how realistic the impression is of
what one considers "down," i.e., the Earth's surface.
After a while you really think the wall, on which
you walk, is "down."
M. JONES: When the subject in the space ship is
rotating around and then turns his head to the left,
I would expect him, by the time he got through 90 °,
to have a diagonal response.
GUEDRY: The plane of nystagmus changes relative
to the skull as you turn.
M. JONES: If I was to move smartly around (90 deg
turn), I'd expect the response to be first horizontal
and then vertical.
GUEDRY: I'm sorry, I should have indicated that
these head movements were about 40 ° . They were
not 90 ° . If you rotate the head from 45 deg left to
45 deg right, while the room is rotating CCW, the
nystagmus is initially vertical with fast phase up
and to the right, and as you continue through to
right tilt, it shifts on over and goes up and to the
left.
M. JONES: I would like to raise a point in connection
with your beautiful demonstration that a rotating
G vector apparently generates almost as significant
a physiological response to rotational movement as
does the semicircular canal system. There are many
situations, even in conventional atmospheric flight, in
which the relation between the rotation signals
derived from the canals and from the rotating G
vector is discrepant. For example, when rolling into
a turn, the canals register correctly (provided of
course the roll maneuver is of short duration),
while there is no G vector rotation relative to the
pilot. Perhaps in this case his "image stabilizing"
oculomotor response will suffer accordingly.
Again, during the pushover from a steady climb
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I thinkonecanshowthattheGvectorwhenvec-
torallycombined with the induced radial acceleration
will rotate "backwards" with respect to the pilot,
tending to give him the impression he is pitching
upwards into a loop; while canal information will
say he is pitching down. Perhaps if the response to
the G vector dominates, a serious illusion could de-
velop which, in view of your experimental results,
may be expected to be supported by corresponding
retinal image movement due to the resulting "com-
pensatory" oculomotor response; looking inside the
cockpit the visual impression would then be of the
aircraft rotating upwards.
It occurred to me that this possibility might have
relevance in connection with some recent civil air-
craft accidents in which the aircraft appears to have
nosed over into a steep dive, when, at least in one
case I believe, the pilot and copilot thought they were
going up and over onto their backs. Would you care
to comment on these possibilities?
GUEDRY: I have read recently in Life Magazine
about some of these recent accidents in that kind of
situation. I never thought about it in this context
before, but the rotation of the resultant vector as
you describe it could influence both the sensation and
nystagmus to give an erroneous sensation of motion.

Vestibular Problems in Rotating Spacecraft
KENNETH E. MONEY
Defence Research Medical Laboratories
It is now well known that in a rotating
environment certain movements of the head
cause motion sickness. The sickness under
these circumstances is associated with Corio-
lis accelerations which occur with move-
ments in a rotating environment (ref. 1)
and which appear to be peculiarly effective
in causing motion sickness. The term "Corio-
lis acceleration" is often used as a syno-
nym for "semicircular canal stimulation,"
and the effectiveness of Coriolis accelera-
tions in causing motion sickness is apparently
dependent upon the presence of functioning
semicircular canals {from "Role of the
Semicircular Canals in Motion Sickness and
Positional Alcohol Nystagmus in the Squir-
rel Monkey" by A. Graybiel, W. H. Johnson,
and K. E. Money, in preparation), but it is
of interest to note that Coriolis acceleration
is actually a linear acceleration which could
be expected to stimulate the otoliths, depend-
ing on their thresholds, whenever it stimu-
lates the semicircular canals and in many
circumstances under which the canals are
not stimulated.
Another vestibular problem in rotating en-
vironments, also associated with Coriolis ac-
celerations, is the instability of body posture
while moving. An artificial gravity of 0.2 g
will allow man to walk unaided (ref. 2),
but even with a radius of 40 feet, the
rotation required to produce the artificial
gravity (4 rpm) will create locomotion diffi-
culties. The magnitude of the Coriolis acceler-
ation affecting a body in a rotating environ-
ment depends on the magnitude and direc-
tion of the body's velocity relative to the
rotating environment. In other words, the
Coriolis acceleration is different for differ-
ent speeds and directions of movement. This
variability in the incident accelerations is
undoubtedly responsible for the instability
of the body while walking, and if an astro-
naut (for example, in an emergency) were
walking unusually fast in a rotating space-
craft, he would be unusually likely to fall or
bump into things because unusually large
Coriolis accelerations would be applied both
to the vestibular apparatus and to the limbs
and other parts of the body.
One other vestibular problem possible in
rotating environments is a decrement in vis-
ual acuity during head movements. Astro-
nauts walking in a rotating spacecraft would
probably be less able to read small digits than
when walking on Earth. In the normal en-
vironment on Earth, eye movements (which
occur automatically because of vestibular
stimulation with the head movements asso-
ciated with walking) stabilize the retinal
image and improve visual acuity. The im-
provement of visual acuity, while walking or
otherwise moving the head, can be consid-
ered the basic physiological function of the
vestibulo-oeular system. The complaint of
people who have recently lost the function
of the inner ears that they must stop walk-
ing and stabilize the head in order to read
street signs (personal communication, W. J.
McNa//y), is readily understood on this basis.
In rotating environments, movement of the
bead results in vestibular stimulation whicb
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causes inappropriate eye movements which
almost certainly decrease visual acuity.
Of these three vestibular problems in ro-
tating environments, the motion sickness
problem has been investigated most exten-
sively, because the occurrence of motion sick-
ness in space could cause a catastrophe. On
the basis of studies in rotating rooms it has
been suggested that the rate of rotation of
spacecraft should be kept as low as possible,
preferably 3 to 5 rpm (refs. 2 to 4), in order
to avoid motion sickness.
PROPOSITION AND EVIDENCE
It is proposed here that, from the point
of view of vestibular physiology, (1) zero g
is acceptable for long term manned space
flights, and (2) rotation rates of 3 to 5 rpm
are hazardous.
(1) The evidence for concluding that zero
g is acceptable for long term space flights,
considering only motion sickness, is very
straightforward. First, motion sickness has
been found to occur in environments in
which accelerations of the head are chang-
ing but not in environments of constant
acceleration, so that it could be predicted
that zero g would not cause motion sickness
(ref. 5). Second, the several manned space
flights already completed under zero g con-
ditions have confirmed directly that zero g
does not cause motion sickness. Only in the
case of Titov are there available reports of
sickness occurring in zero g, and in this
case the effective stimulus appears to
have been head movement "during rotation
of the satellite" (ref. 6) and not zero g.
Additional information of value in this re-
gard could be obtained by observing in orbit
(without rotation) experimental animals
selected for exquisite susceptibility to mo-
tion sickness, and for comparison, animals
made immune to motion sickness by tem-
poral bone surgery.
(2) According to available evidence, if
spacecraft rotating at 3 to 5 rpm are used
for manned space flights of long duration,
a risk of sickness because of vestibular
stimulation will be present even if astro-
nauts are selected for resistance to motion
sickness and ability to adapt, and even if
they are given some kind of preflight adap-
tation. There are several reasons for be-
lieving this to be the ease:
(a) Except for extremely susceptible in-
dividuals, susceptibility to motion
sickness in one situation is not a reli-
able indication of susceptibility in
another situation (ref. 7). When John
Glenn made his orbital space flight,
for example, he was presumably not
susceptible to sickness either in cer-
tain laboratory devices or in certain
aircraft, but after the flight while
floating in the ocean waiting to be
picked up, he experienced stomach
awareness (ref. 7). Titov also was
presumably not susceptible to motion
sickness in experiments involving
laboratory devices and aircraft, but he
was sick in space, apparently as a
result of moving his head while his
spacecraft was rotating.
Susceptibility to motion sickness,
even in a rotating room, is not a reli-
able indication of susceptibility to
motion sickness in a rotating space-
craft. The vestibular stimulus from
a given head movement in a rotating
room on Earth is not the same as that
which would result from the same
head movement in a rotating space-
craft. This is so because in a rotating
room humans stand with the body's
long axis parallel to the axis of rota-
tion, but they would stand in a rotat-
ing spacecraft with the body's long
axis at right angles to the axis of
rotation (and the feet remote from the
axis). In a rotating spacecraft,
furthermore, as the astronaut turned
to face in different directions, the
stimulus from the same head move-
ment would vary according to the
direction in which he was facing; in
rotating rooms, on the other hand,
the same head movement normally
gives the same stimulus.
(b)
(c)
(d)
VESTIBULAR PROBLEMS
This difference between rotating
rooms and rotating spacecraft has
been carefully explained by at least
two authors (refs. 3 and 8) and it is
ari important difference. The rotating
room on Earth and the rotating
spacecraft present quite different
conditions of stimulation, and it is
therefore hazardous to predict sus-
ceptibility to motion sickness in
either on the basis of experience in
the other. It appears that there is
no way of knowing definitely in ad-
vance whether or not an astronaut
will be sick in a spacecraft rotating
at 3 to 5 rpm.
Since the most extensive angular
head movements in daily life are made
about the spinal axis (as in shaking
the head to say "No") and since in
the standing or sitting posture this
movement does not stimulate the
semicircular canals with Coriolis ac-
celerations in the rotating room but
does in the rotating spacecraft, the
spacecraft can be expected to provide
the more intense stimulation, at the
same rate of rotation.
Since the vestibular stimulus in a ro-
rating spacecraft can be expected to
be more variable (a) and more in-
tense (b) than the stimulus in a room
rotating on Earth at the same speed,
if it is decided that the stimulus
caused by a rotating room at 3 to 5
rpm is the maximum acceptable in
space, then rotating spacecraft must
be rotated at a speed less than 3 to 5
rpm.
The mechanism of adaptation to the
rotating room includes the appearance
of compensatory nystagmuses as a
conditioned response to specific head
movements (ref. 9). It is reasonable
to expect that the part of the adapta-
tion mechanism responsible for this
phenomenon will be of no benefit
whatever to the astronaut in a rotat-
ing spacecraft in which for the same
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head movement the vestibular stimu-
lus varies according to orientation of
the head. Thus it appears that adap-
tation to the rotating spacecraft will
be more difficult than adaptation to
the rotating room, although presum-
ably not impossible (ref. 10).
If the astronaut is to be adapted
to the rotating spacecraft by experi-
ence in a rotating room, the direction
of the room's rotation should be re-
versed frequently, and the astronaut
should walk on the walls rather than
on the floor of the rotating room in
order to increase his chances of
achieving an adaptation of real value
in the rotating spacecraft. Available
evidence indicates that adaptation to
one kind of complex vestibular stimu-
lation does not transfer to a different
kind of complex vestibular stimula-
tion (ref. 11), but the preflight
achievement of adaptation to as
similar an environment as possible is
probably desirable if rotating space-
craft are to be used.
(e) Symptoms and signs of motion sick-
ness which have disappeared during
prolonged exposure to a rotating room
often reappear in the adapted individ-
uals after the rotation has stopped.
This is a possibility in rotating space-
craft also, although its occurrence is
less likely than in rotating rooms be-
cause of the variability of the stimu-
lus in rotating spacecraft.
DISCUSSION
It is impossible at the present time to esti-
mate with any accuracy the likelihood of a
given astronaut's becoming motion sick in
a spacecraft rotating at, for example, 4 rpm,
but one study (ref. 12) reveals that of two
subjects who had less than average suscepti-
bility to motion sickness both experienced
nausea from head movements in a rotating
room at 1.71 rpm; of three other subjects
tested at 2.21 rpm, one had nausea and vom-
iting episodes, and two of these three when
tested in a later experiment at 5.4 rpm had
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nausea and vomiting episodes. Sickness at
3 to 5 rpm cannot therefore be considered
unusual, and as indicated above, a rotating
spacecraft can be expected to be a more
potent stimulator than a room rotating at
the same speed. A 1 9_ chance of being sick
in space might be considered unacceptable,
and the likelihood of sickness occurring in
a spacecraft rotating at 3 rpm appears to be
considerably greater than 1_. Titov's ex-
perience illustrates that unexpected sickness,
apparently motion sickness, can happen dur-
ing space flight.
It seems unwise to accept a considerable
risk of motion sickness on the grounds that
adaptation will probably occur, because an
astronaut may have to deal with a mechani-
cal or other emergency while his well-being,
and probably his performance also, are less-
ened by motion sickness or while he is in-
capacitated by vomiting, before adaptation
occurs or (following adaptation) after the
rotation stops. The presence of vomitus in-
side a space suit might constitute more than
just a nuisance. Furthermore, adaptation
to the motion of a rotating spacecraft might
take two or three times as long as predicted,
or adaptation might not occur; an astronaut
might become sick and stay sick until he
stops moving his head. These possibilities
are not inconsistent with what is now known,
and they suggest that it would be most un-
wise (at the current level of knowledge) to
put men into a spacecraft which must keep
rotating and in which men must move.
Before rotation of the spacecraft is adopted
in order to solve the cardiovascular prob-
lems of weightlessness, it should be demon-
strated that the cardiovascular problems at
zero g are a greater danger to the mission
than the vestibular problems are at the pro-
posed rate of rotation. It should also be dem-
onstrated that the cardiovascular problems
will be solved (at the available radius) by
the rotation proposed, and that they cannot
be solved in some other safer way, such as
by periodic inflation of pressure cuffs on
the limbs, by special exercises, by adminis-
tration of appropriate drugs just before re-
entry, by using g suits, or by a combination
of such techniques. Another possibility is
intermittent centrifugation.
CONCLUSION
From the point of view of vestibular
physiology, and particularly motion sickness,
zero g is acceptable for long term space
flights, whereas rotation rates of 3 to 5 rpm
are hazardous. Motion sickness has been re-
ported in a room rotating at 3 to 5 rpm, and
the stimulus in a rotating spacecraft can be
expected to be more variable and more in-
tense than the stimulus in a room rotating
at the same rate.
If spacecraft must be continuously rotated
to solve other problems, rotation should be
slow enough to avoid creating vestibular
problems which could cause a catastrophe.
The speed that is slow enough can be deter-
mined by appropriate threshold experiments
on Earth, and is probably of the order of
1 rpm (refs. 7 and 13).
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DISC USSION
FIELDS: In respect to the cardiovascular problems
and how they relate to the vestibular function, there
is at least one situation in which there is a subjective
response that may be mistaken for a vestibular prob-
lem. It is recognized that under conditions of zero
g and also under conditions of g influence, one may
have vagal preponderance which produces brady-
cardia and gastrointestinal uneasiness. This may be
misinterpreted as vestibular sickness. I think one
has to be very careful to avoid making this mistake.
MONEY: Yes, that is certainly true.
THOMPSON: In speaking of Titov's flight, I believe
that the Russians knew he was susceptible to motion
sickness. I saw a film which they showed at the
COSPAR meeting about 2 years ago where they had
him in a three degrees of freedom rotational simula-
tor, rotating him at various combined rates of rota-
tion. When he emerged, this was color film, his face
was absolutely green. I think they knew this and
that this was part of the investigation.
MONEY: Yes. Under the circumstances which you
described almost anyone would have come out looking
green.
GUEDRY: I would like to comment on your statements
in connection with sickness at 3 rpm. We did a 2-
week 3 rpm run. Among the subjects selected, we
purposely included one subject who was fairly sensi-
tive and although there was some nausea reported,
none of the subjects became sick to the point of
vomiting in this run.
MONEY: Concerning that experiment at 3 rpm,
actually it was 1.71 and 2.21 and again something
over 5. That particular experiment was done by
Graybiel, Clark, and Zarriello, and it was stated that
two of thv mentioned four subjects who did become
sick at lower rpm rates were described as being
above average in resistance to motion sickness and,
about the others, there was no comment whether they
were more or less susceptible than average, and I
took them to be average subjects. Although I know
in many studies no one got sick at 3 or 4 rpm, here
is a case where four out of five did. Now if you
have, say, 20 that didn't and then four that did, your
chances of sickness occurring under those circum-
stances are something of the order of 20c/_. In space
the chances would be even greater and I am pointing
out here that it's a greater risk than is commonly
sensed.
GUEDRY: I'd like to make two additional comments.
First, we have reason to believe that we can select
people who will be disturbed very little by rotation,
particularly at low rpm. Moreover, on our first 12-
day 10 rpm run, we were able to retest our subjects
in the Slow Rotation Room for several hours 3 weeks
after the 12-day run had been eompleted. Nystagmus
and sensations were both suppressed at this time but
aside from this, I was impressed by the fact that
these people moved around with complete freedom
for several hours without nausea, whereas initially
only one of the subjects was able to move around
freely during the first 2 hours and the others re-
ported severe nausea. So it appears that a beneficial
habituation is retained in these situations. Second,
the question of transfer of habituation is still with
us, and I agree that we should be conservative in
our estimates of feasible rates of rotation because
the conditions in a rotating space station cannot be
exactly reproduced on Earth.
GUALTIEROTTI: I would like to object to the statement
that a zero gravity condition by itself could not be a
reason of motion sickness. And I would like to objeet
to the concept of motion sickness itself. We are
being hypnotized by the fact that the Coriolis ac-
celeration is one cause of the kind of syndrome that
is called motion sickness. There are many other
sources of the same type of symptoms. For instance,
a falling motion can cause nausea and all the effects
and the feelings of motion sickness. Visual stimula-
tion without any motion can provoke a similar
syndrome. I would say you couldn't call it motion
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sickness.Sowearein a bit of confusionwhenwe
talkaboutmotionsickness,andI'd liketo pointout
thattheCoriolisaccelerationisaverypeculiarcause
of motionsickness.Anotherpointis thatwhenwe
talkaboutvagusexcitationbeingtherealcauseof
nausea,vomitingandsoforth,andnotbeingrelated
withvestibularsymptoms,weforgetthefact that
thevestibulecausesthiskind"of syndromethrough
thevagus.Themechanismbywhichthevestibular
apparatusproducesthemotionsicknesssyndrome
is justdueto its paramount,verystronginference
onthevagus.SoI wouldsaythatwehaveto bea
littlemorecarefulwhenwelimit ourpointof view.
I wouldn'tsay,forinstance,thatwecannowexclude
thatweightlessnessbyitselfis a cause of, let's not
say motion sickness, but equivalent syndromes:
nausea, unbalance, muscle uncoordination. Another
point is this. Some of the circulatory syndromes,
symptoms, might be reflexly produced by the vestibule
itself. So, it's a rather more complex situation than
just limiting ourselves to the concept of Coriolis
movement which is only one particular cause of the
feeling of motion sickness.
MONEY: Regarding your first point, I agree. There
is a chance that zero g can cause motion sickness.
This has not been ruled out yet, and in fact, I did
suggest that observation of very susceptible animals
in space would be a very worthwhile experiment. It
would yield worthwhile information. Your second
point--I will grant you that in certain conditioned
individuals nausea and vomiting can be brought on
in various ways. Certain visual distortions can cause
nausea and vomiting, severe pain can cause nausea
and vomiting, many drugs can cause nausea and
vomiting. And the presence of these things can
influence susceptibility to motion sickness. But, never-
theless, I feel that in the interest of simple language,
motion sickness is simply a sickness caused by motion
of the body. There is a sickness which is caused by
motion of the body in the complete absence of all
these other predisposing factors, and this is motion
sickness. In Dr. Graybiel's labyrinthine defective
subjects, there was a broad display of visual stimuli
in aerobatics in aircraft, there were all sorts of
accompanying influences, and none of these subjects
bad the least bit of motion sickness. So I think that
there is a simple sickness caused by vestibular stimu-
lation, by motion of the body, and that this is cor-
rectly called motion sickness.
BILLINGHAM: I do feel that one can't dismiss too
easily the problem of prolonged weightlessness at this
stage, particularly with reference to linear accelera-
tions. All your points about rotating vehicles were
extremely interesting. Would you attempt to predict
what would be the reaction to a given linear accelera-
tion on the otolith mechanism after a prolonged
period of weightlessness, because this in itself might
cause some disorientation which may be of particular
practical importance in different situations in the
space vehicle and outside it?
MONEY: I really couldn't give an informed opinion
on that. If you like, I'd guess there wouldn't be very
much change in the vestibular response simply be-
cause there doesn't appear to be much change after
considerable bedrest at different orientations of the
otoliths. There is very little else to go on.
GUALTIEROTTh I would like to add one thing. You get
disorientation and vertigo and nausea of vestibular
origin when you don't have any vestibule, for in-
stance, or in some injuries of the vestibule, like for
instance in the Menibre syndrome. Now this is not
caused by motion. It is caused possibly by absence
of stimulation or by the absence of a particular in-
flow or alteration of this inflow from the vestibule.
So this might be a cause of syndromes equivalent
to what is motion sickness without motion. This
may be one of the mechanisms by which weightless-
ness itself can cause a syndrome of motion sickness.
MONEY: Yes, I will acknowledge that possibility, but
nevertheless I wouldn't call sickness from vestibular
injuries motion sickness--just in the interest of
simplicity in language.
FIELDS: I would hate to leave the impression that
what I was trying to say about vagal influences
indicated that I didn't think that the vestibule acted
through vagal influences to produce autonomic mani-
festations. All I was trying to say is that this is a
final common pathway for visceral motor effects and
that one does not have to have the impulse originate
in the vestibule. In respect to Dr. Bi]lingham's com-
ment, I presume that the kind of situation that he
envisions is one that might occur during extra-
vehicular maneuver when an astronaut is giving
himself a jet propulsion to get back to the space-
craft. Since he might have been exposed previously
to a long period of zero g, this might produce a
serious effect on his otolith organ.
Some Observations on the Stimulation of the Vestibular
System of Man in a Rotating Environment
RALPH W. STONE, JR.
AND
WILLIAM LETKO
I,angley Research Center, NASA
Weightlessness remains an enigma of the
space age. Can man tolerate it for long
space flights, will he adapt to it, will he be
degraded by it so as not to tolerate the high
accelerations of earth return or just his
weight when he has returned ? The riddle has
one basic solution with numerous approaches
to it ; the basic solution is, of course, the pre-
vention of degradation.
The use of exercise, special devices such
as cuffs, centrifuges, and rotating space ve-
hicles are some of the numerous approaches
being diligently pursued. The last of these,
rotating vehicles to attain artificial gravity,
creates the concern to which this paper is
addressed, the undesirable effects of rotation,
which can be disquieting if not intolerable.
The fundamental physical phenomena that
create these disquieting effects occur when
the head or body is moved in a rotating en-
vironment resulting in cross-coupled angular
accelerations which of course are sensed by
the semicircular canals shown schematically
in figure 1. The problems of man's tolerance
to the cross-coupled acceleration have been
studied extensively by Ashton Graybiel, et al.
(refs. 1 and 2, for example) by the present
authors (refs. 3, 4, and 5), and numerous
others. When attaining artificial gravity by
rotation, the astronauts will be oriented most
of the time with their long-body axis perpen-
dicular to the axis of rotation of the vehicle
and this is the orientation examined by the
present authors. The experiments of refer-
ences 3, 4, and 5 have indicated a tolerance
to 10 rpm while turning the head from side
to side (hereinafter called turning) and while
nodding the head fore and aft (hereinafter
called nodding) although in the latter case
there is evidence that fewer people may be
tolerant of this head motion. These are
rather restricted conditions using only head
motions, in view of the random motions and
general freedom expected in flight and used
in Graybiel's work. Studies are now being
initiated at the Langley Research Center
using a new rotating vehicle simulator to ex-
amine the effects of rotation allowing greater
freedom and more randomness than were
possible for the experiments of references 3
to 5. This paper reviews the results of refer-
ences 3 to 5 and presents some initial studies
using the new rotating vehicle simulator.
SYMBOLS
,_,;. cross-coupled nodding acceleration
,,,% cross-coupled turning acceleration
,_,:,_cross-coupled rolling acceleration
'""o f ,,,_. dt
,,,,:_ .f ,_,;_ tlt
a,; _ -- f ,_.,/, dt
2_;3
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Figure 1.--Semicircular canal system.
_^0 nodding velocity -- a
fore and aft motion
of the head at the
neck or from the
whole body
_.,_ turning velocity -- a
motion about the
neck or long-body
axis
,,,he rolling velocity -- a
sideways motion of
the head or from
the body
,,,,. vehicle rotational velocity
,,,,,, total angular velocity of head about
rolling axis
,,,h_ total angular velocity of head about
nodding axis
(,,h: total angular velocity of head about
turning axis
t time
¢,; = .f.f '_; _ dt 2
6. = ff ,_,,'¢_dtC
These are angu-
lar head mo-
tions and may
be from mo-
tions at the
neck and
shoulders or
from body
bending, etc.
0,, nodding displacement
¢. turning displacement
6. rolling displacement
0_,,6_, 6¢ Euler angular displacement using
the order of rotation shown in
figure 2
I C--
¢0 V
• ×
o% Yb z
Figure 2.--Vectorial representation of head orienta-
tion and angular motions in a rotating space
vehiele.
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0,c backward tilt of semicircular canals
from XbYb plane
P,c rotation of semicircular canals
from Xt, Zb plane
X, Y, Z inertial space axes
Xb, Y_, Zb body axes
Subscripts :
< u right and left lateral canals,
respectively
m p_ right and left posterior canals,
respectively
..... , right and left anterior canals,
respectively
A dot over a symbol indicates its first
derivative with respect to time.
ANGULAR MOTIONS EXPERIENCED
IN ROTATING SPACECRAFT
As has been indicated, the actual angular
motions, particularly the angular accelera-
tions experienced by an individual when mov-
ing his head in a rotating system, are greatly
different from those normally encountered in
everyday life for the same head motion (ref.
5). Except after adaptation, if such is pos-
sible, these differences, in association with a
visual environment limited to the interior of
the rotating system, create the disquieting
sensations that are of concern when consider-
ing artificial gravity. The stimulation of the
semicircular canals is, of course, the direct
result of the angular accelerations experi-
enced. In a rotating environment these may
be calculated as follows.
The total angular velocities experienced by
the head are the sum of the various angular
velocities acting
,_,_ = _,J,_ q- o,r cos 0_ cos _, ]
.,/,.,, -- 0,1,o -- .,r cos 0,, sin ¢': I (1)
_. o.,_ -I- .,r sin 0_
where or, the rotational velocity of the vehi-
cle, is assumed to be constant and alined with
the inertial X axis.
The derivatives of equations (1) with time
will then give the angular accelerations ex-
perienced by the head when moving, where
,:,_,.,, &,., and ,,',_,: are the angular accelera-
tions of the head in inertial space--the ac-
celerations which will stimulate the semicir-
cular canals--and ,7,,,¢, ':'_,R, and ,;,,,¢ are
the angular accelerations of the head in the
rotating frame of reference•
0;_,_ = .;% -- ,,,r (sin 0,. cos _,0, ]
+ cos 0_ sin ¢,¢,.)
_'", _'"o ,,,,- (cos o, cos _',4',
-- sin o, sin ¢, 0.)
,,;_.... _,,. + _-cos 0,0",,
(2)
Further
These equations (4) as noted describe the
total angular acceleration that would be ex-
perienced for any orientation of the head
and for any head motion when in a vehicle
rotating at constant angular velocity•
When the vehicle is not rotating (,or _ O)
we obtain
,,;p,_.= ,,;j,¢ ]
t
':'"/_ = ':'"o ' (5)
";" = ";"¢ i
,,_1,¢ @ o_r (cob0 COS 0,
-t- '"% cos O, sin ¢,,)
J
("_1,_ COS ¢,.
1
-- "'_'o sin ¢,. cos0,--
0,, = (.,,,¢ sin ¢,,
+ '""o cos ¢,) (3)
_, = ,,.,_ -- tan 0, (.,,,,e cos ¢,
-- _/, ° sin ¢,)
A substitution of equations (3) in equations
(2) then gives the general expression for the
angular accelerations that will be experi-
enced while moving the head in a rotating
space vehicle having constant velocity. There
results the following expressions :
,Oh. -- -% _r(_J, 0 sin 0_
÷ ,,,,,_ Cos 0, sin ¢,.)
""_, : _"o -- (or(.,,,_ cos 0, cos ¢,,
sin 0,) (4)
o._h. :_ COS _,.
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whichare the equationsexpressingour nor-
mal experiences(ignoring the subliminal
effectsof earth'srotation).
The differencesbetweenequations (4)
and.(5) are thus the angularaccelerations
causedbythevehiclerotation andareherein
accelera-called the cross-coupledangular
tions.
a_;_----- (or(_l, 0 sin 0e
-+-_1,_ cos O, cos ¢,.)
'";o = _,,.(°,,,¢ sin 0e
-- wh¢ COS O, COS ¢,
aov = ¢or(_lt 0 COS 0,, COS ¢,.
q- o,,,¢ cos O,. sin _,)
(6) ......_r = °',,5 sin 0_c Jr o,_. cos 0,c
¢o8_,, = _1,_ sin 08,. -4- ,,h: cos 0,_
o)._C ar _ O)h Y COS @ac
-- o,,,, cos o,, sin ¢.,,.
terest. The canal system is approximately
orthogonal but is oriented in the head so as
not to be alined with the body axis system.
This orientation varies with individuals so
that the lateral canals are tilted back from
15 ° to 30 ° up in the front (ref. 6) and the
anterior and posterior canals are turned
somewhere from 35 _' to 65 ° about an axis
tilted back and about normal to the plane of
the lateral canals. The stimulation of the
canals is expressed as follows:
q- 0,,: sin 0_,. sin ¢,._
These accelerations are those sensed by the
semicircular canals and are the cause of the o,,,_, -- _,,, cos ¢_,.
-- ,,,_,,. cos Osc sin ¢.,,.
disquieting effects experienced in rotating q- _,1,. sin o_,. sin _,,
devices particularly when the vision is re-
stricted to the rotating frame of reference. 0,._,._ = o,,,_ cos 0,,. cos ¢._,.
+ ,,,1,_ sin ¢_,
STIMULATION OF THE SEMICIRCULAR CANALS -- (')*_z sin (]_r COS ¢,_,
Equations (4) are the accelerations ex-
(,Jscpt _ oU,,_ COS b'_,. COS ¢_,.
perienced by the head. The stimulation of -- o,,,:, sin ¢._,.
each semicircular canal may also be of in- -- ,,,,,: sin o,, cos ¢ ....
(7)
Table I.--Canal Stimulation for Various Orientations of the Canals in the Head
[Assume ¢, = %. = 0,_= 0 with the head moving steadily through these values for consideration of this table]
0,_ = 15° 0_ = 30 °
Canal
acceleration ¢_ _h,.
35° 65° 35 ° 65 °
I
Head nodding
co_,, 0.9659_, _o_0 0"9659_°"c°h0 0"8660w' _°_'O 0.8660c°__°_0
_o_o_ 0.1480a,_ _O_o 0.2120co,._o_0 0.2868_o,_o,,o 0.4531_o,_o,.0
_o,. -- 0.2345_,¢o,.o -- 0.4096_o,._oh0 0.1092_o_w,,0 0.2113_o,-_o_0
Head turning
¢,,,_ 0 0 0 0
lr
,_,%_ -- 0.8192oJ, w,,¢ -- 0.4226_,._h¢
_'_, -- 0.2588_rw,,¢ --0.5000_ _,,¢
-- 0.8192_, _,,¢ -- 0.4226_, _
--0.2588_, u_¢ -- 0.5000_, _,,_
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These equations are based on the abitrary as-
sumption that the angular acceleration vec-
tors of the canals are positive outward from
the head and downwards. A substitution of
equations (4) into equations (7) leads to ex-
pressions for the total angular acceleration
experienced by each semicircular canal. As
just noted, the lateral canals can be tilted
from 15 ° to 30 ° back so that _,. will range
through these values and similarly _._, will
range from 35 ° to 65 _ for various people. It
is interesting to think that these differences
between people may contribute to the dif-
ferent sensitivities to motions that exist
among people. Table I shows the angular
accelerations that would exist in a rotating
space vehicle (or other rotating system) in
the separate canals of the right ear. It is
evident that in a nodding motion the stimula-
tion of a given canal, particularly the an-
terior and posterior canals, can vary nearly
3 to 1 among various people. Further, in a
turning motion of the head a 2 to 1 varia-
tion in canal stimulation is possible among
various people. These differences possibly
could cause some people to adapt less readily
to rotation than others, possibly those with
the greater stimulation, i.e., those with
canals tilted 30 ° back and rotated 65 °.
METHOD FOR SIMULATION OF ROTATING
SPACE VEHICLES
In rotating space vehicles the astronauts
normally will be oriented when standing or
sitting with the long body axis perpendicular
to the axis of rotation which is represented
by the value of _,) z 0. The head is then
moved about that point of reference. The
significant force acting is the centrifugal
force along the long axis of the body (Z_,)
and the otoliths are affected by this force
only. Because of the presence of gravity on
earth it is absolutely impossible to simulate
on earth the situation just described. Thus
simulation is a compromise of the sundry
factors acting. The questions deriving from
these factors are : Are the disquieting or even
sickening effects of rotation primarily de-
rived from the stimulation of the semicir-
cular canals or is the stimulation of the
otoliths also significant and is it more appro-
priate to stimulate the semicircular canals
properly or to stimulate the otoliths properly
or compromise both stimulations? It is gen-
erally conceded that the semicircular canals
sense angular accelerations and the otoliths
sense linear accelerations and that the sys-
tems are essentially independent (ref. 7).
Recent results from Pensacola (ref. 8) indi-
cate that the semicircular canals are not re-
sponsive to linear accelerations. One would
thus conclude that the presence of the gravi-
tational vector in a simulation will not affect
the stimulation of the semicircular canals
and therefore the effect of this stimulation on
the subjects. The question is whether the
orientation of the total linear acceleration
vector in itself has a significant effect on the
subject such as the cause or prevention of
adaptation to rotation or the instigation or
prevention of sickness. We are accustomed
to two extremes of orientation of the long
body axis to the gravitational vector, either
parallel or perpendicular. No difficulties de-
rive from this situation. The subjects of
references 3, 4, and 5 were oriented per-
pendicular to the gravitational vector with
the total linear acceleration vector oriented
from perpendicular to less than 45 _ to the
long body axis depending on the rate of
simulator rotation. These subjects adapted
to this orientation without concern to this
condition. The subjects of reference 9 when
using the Langley lunar walking device are
oriented about 81c to the gravitational vector
and readily adapt to the situation, recogniz-
ing the tilted walking board as the ground.
For a short time after dismounting the
ground appears tilted to them. Thus the
orientation of the linear acceleration vector
at some condition other than parallel to long
body axis does not seem to have any disquiet-
ing effects and seems to be readily adapted
to. From this discussion it has been con-
cluded that a correct stimulation of the semi-
circular canals, that is, with the long body
axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation, is
the proper method of simulation for rotating
vehicles regardless of the orientation of the
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Table II.--Angular Accelerations for Various Orientations of Subjects in a
Rotating Space Vehicle
(a) ¢.=_.=0 °
0e
(a) 0° --45° --90°
Wa s ---- Wh 0 -- _V
0 0.7071+h 0
0.7071(_h+ -- _s+
0.7071wh 0
-- w_ 0
Wh_b
0
(b) ¢_:90°;¢_ = 0 °
6_
(a) 0° --45° --90=
_s a _ wa_ -- wv
way _ _0 -- wr
wh, ---- w_$ + _v
0
0.7071(w,¢ -- _,_0)
0.7071w_¢,
0.7071w_ p
whO
whdp
0
a The total angular accelerations are obtained by multiplying wr by the specific column of concern and adding the result to
_hO , foliO, arid Oth_ as noted.
linear acceleration vector. In order to more
clearly identify the effects of the orientation
of the total linear acceleration vector while
maintaining the orientation of the long body
axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation a
new simulator, to be described subsequently,
has been built at Langley. On this simulator
experiments can be run at two different radii
so that a rather wide variation of the inclina-
tion of the total linear acceleration vector to
the long body axis can be examined.
Table II expresses the angular accelera-
tions experienced in a rotating reference
frame for various orientations of the long
body axis (Zb) from the vehicle rotational
vector. The value of C ---- 0 (the long body
axis perpendicular to the rotational axis) is
the actual orientation that will exist in rotat-
ing space vehicles and is the orientation used
in references 3, 4, and 5 and for the results
presented herein. The value of O, = 45 ° is
approximately the value used in reference
10. The value of 0,. = 90 ° (the long body axis
parallel to the rotational axis) is the value
used in references 1 and 2. The results of
table II indicate greatly different cross-
coupled angular accelerations for the three
situations. An adaptation to one situation
may not indicate adaptation to another be-
cause of the grossly different stimulations
involved. The use of 0,, = 0 would seem most
appropriate for simulation.
The Coriolis force acting in rotating vehi-
cles has also received considerable concern.
However in a rotating space station the floor
normally used lies in a plane always parallel
to the axis of rotation. When moving on
this floor the astronaut can move along the
floor in a direction parallel to the axis of
rotation for which the Coriolis force is zero
or he can move along the floor perpendicular
to the axis of rotation for which the Coriolis
force causes the astronaut to become effec-
tively heavier or lighter as he increases or
decreases the centrifugal force. The more
dramatic effects of Coriolis force occur when
moving in a radial direction which in actual
space flights would occur infrequently. When
moving on the floor so as to increase or de-
crease the centrifugal force there is the pos-
sibility of degrading performance as one
approaches weightlessness when moving
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counter to the direction of rotation. It is not
felt, however, that any disquieting effects
would occur from this situation.
On the basis of these considerations the
work at the Langley Research Center has
been performed with 0,, ---- 0 and the results
presented herein are based totally on this
condition.
TEST EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUE
In pursuit of a clearer understanding of
the problems outlined so far the Langley Re-
search Center has used a simple rotating-
vehicle simulator shown in figure 3. This
device was used for the results of references
3 to 5 which are used in part in this paper.
In this simulator the subjects lay on their
backs enclosed in a small cabin with their
feet 15 feet from the center of rotation. The
centrifugal force was taken on the soles of
the feet as it would in a rotating space vehi-
cle.
The internal features of the rotating sim-
ulator are shown in figure 4. The subject's
task was to observe either the lights on his
left or over his head which were controlled
by the experimenter located external to the
simulator. The color of the lights was varied
by the experimenter, and the subject, upon
observing a light of certain color, was re-
quired to turn his head to the right or nod
his head forward depending on the light ob-
served and place a probe in an appropriate
LIGHT FOR
NODDING MOTION
SWITCHBOARD FOR
NODDING MOTION
LIGHT FOR
TURNING /
MOTION
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I
t___ SWITCHBOARDFOR TURNING
HEAD POSI MOTION
INDICATOR T_IO._HH_EADEAD.POSITIOn,-HE AD REST
(NODDING} ,NDICATOR (TURNING)
Figure 4.--Internal features of simulator.
hole to extinguish the light. The head posi-
tion and head rate were measured by head-
position indicators which were attached to a
harness on the subject's head and to the mov-
ing head rest. The moving head rest sup-
ported the head by negator springs and al-
lowed nodding motions without the need to
hold up the head in the supine position. The
time from light activation to light cutoff was
also measured.
Subsequent to the performance of the ex-
periments for reference 5, a new rotating
Figure 3.--Exter_tal view of rotating vehicle sim_da- Figure 5.--T/it _ww Lattgley rotati_g vehicle simula-
tor. tot.
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vehicle simulator was constructed at the
Langley Research Center. This device is
shown in figure 5. There are two concentric
rotating cylindrical walls one with 20-foot
diameter and one with 40-foot diameter.
These walls are used to emulate the floor of
a rotating vehicle upon which persons, with
the use of a suspension system like that of
reference 9, can walk and otherwise manip-
ulate. Tests of this nature have not yet
begun; however, two small cabins similar to
that shown in figure 4, were installed, one at
each radius. The same systems and meas-
uring devices shown in figure 4 and described
above are installed in these cabins. Thus
some indications of the effects of radius, if
any, on man's responses to rotating systems
will be obtained. Some initial results with
this facility are presented in this paper.
Results summarized herein from refer-
ences 3 to 5 were made with nodding motions
alone, with turning motions alone, and with
combination nodding and turning motions.
Twenty-nine subjects were used in turning
experiments, nine subjects were used in the
nodding experiments, and ten were used in
the combined motions. The subjects who
participated in the nodding experiments did
not participate in any of the previous experi-
ments. However, three subjects who partic-
ipated in the experiments of references 3
and 4 also participated in the combined mo-
tion experiment (ref. 5). The turning ex-
periment lasted 1 hour and rates of rotation
of 0, 7, 10, 14, and 17 rpm were used. The
nodding experiment also lasted I hour and
rates of rotation of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 rpm
were used. The combined nodding and turn-
ing experiments were run at 10 rpm and
lasted 3 hours. Figure 6 shows typical initial
segments of the time history of light activa-
tion for both the nodding-alone experiments
and the combined nodding and turning ex-
periments. Each line indicates an activation
of the light. For the turning and nodding
experiments alone the light was activated
I_
r
TYPICAL SEGMENT OF
2 RPM .L RPM _l-
-_HANGEF
llllIIIIII
I HOUR NODDING EXPERIMENT
3_ RPM_1 6
4 RPM -]CHANGE RPM---_
_1111I JiNI J
TYPICAL INITIAL SEGMENT OF 5 HOUR COMBINED MOTION EXPERIMENT
NOOO'NG! I id FIP .11 _.,0M,NRESTTURN'NGf !i I I [ II I PE_,,OD
1
0
I I 1 I I I I I
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 .32
TIME, MIN
Figure 6.--Timc histories of light activations. Each line indicaCes activation of light.
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about 32 times for each vehicle rotational
rate. The light was activated 160 times dur-
ing the 1-hour experiment. During the com-
bined nodding and turning motions 500 light
activations were made. These were randomly
distributed between the nodding and turning
motions as shown in figure 6. Some motion
pictures of eye motions were made to deter-
mine qualitatively the motion of the eyes
under the conditions of the experiments.
Experiments on the new rotating-vehicle
simulator presented herein were performed
with a nodding motion alone with eight sub-
jects. The experiments were run at 9, 12, 14,
and 16 rpm and lasted 1 hour. Each subject
performed the experiment at the 10-foot
radius and at the 20-foot radius of the simula-
tor. The same light activation as discussed
previously was also used for these experi-
ments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to more clearly identify the condi-
tions of stimulation that exist when turning
one's head in a rotating vehicle, figures 7
and 8 have been taken from reference 5.
Figure 7 shows a typical turning head mo-
tion on the left of the figure and the re-
sultant effects of cross-coupling when this
typical turning motion is performed at 10
rpm on the right. This motion has conditions
that represent the average in turning ve-
locity for more than 20 subjects. There are
turning accelerations of 1600 deg/sec _, turn-
ing velocities of 220 deg/sec, and a head dis-
placement of ±45. The cross-coupled
angular acceleration ,,, is about 250 deg/
sec-' and unlike the natural turning motion
of the head on the left the initial accelera-
tion is not followed immediately by a counter
2,000 -
_1,000
DEG/SEC"
0
-I ,000
2,000
_,_ 1,000' 0
V -I,000
aG8 : f(_h)mh _ _v
v
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_h' DEG
4O
-40
-80 i i I I
0 .8 1.6 2.4 3.2
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(a) Real turning head motion.
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80-
40-
I
4.O 0
8G =//f(_h) Wh_ my dr2
.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0
TI ME, SEC
(b) Apparent nodding motion.
Figure 7.--Twpical t_ead t,r_ling motion and re,_dting app(lrent nodding motion. Si_nulator rate: (,,T= 10 rpm.
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acceleration in the opposite direction. The
counter acceleration occurs only when the
head is moved back. For these kinds of mo-
tions vertical nystagmus and fuzzy vision
exist following any single motion. The
curves of _o, and 0a which are integrations
of the cross-coupled angular acceleration
(_v,) are also shown in figure 7. These are
termed apparent nodding motions because an
illusion of body pitching occurs.
In figure 8 is shown a similar set of data
for a typical nodding motion. The results
are quite similar to those for the turning
motion in figure 7. Again, in the natural head
motion on the left, an acceleration in one di-
rection is always followed of course by a
counter acceleration required to stop the
head once it is started. In a contrary sense,
however, the cross-coupled acceleration
(_o_) shown on the right as in figure 7 for
_e is not followed by an acceleration in the
opposite sense until the head is moved back
toward its original position. In the case of
a nodding head motion the cross-coupling
causes an apparent turning motion the
illusion of which is quite evident until adap-
tation occurs. The sensation of motion like
that experienced on any turntable device
would persist until the cupula of the semicir-
cular canals has returned to its neutral posi-
tion. As was noted previously, a vertical
nystagmus and fuzzy vision existed for head
turning as shown in figure 7. For head nod-
ding as shown in figure 8, however, the sub-
jects reported no fuzziness of vision and had
no apparent lateral nystagmus. As reported
in reference 11 the response characteristics
of the semicircular canals are somewhat dif-
2,000
d_ho, _ 1,000
DEG/SEC 2
0
(_hs, 200
DEG/SEC 0
-200
8h,
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80-
0
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(a) Real nodding head motion.
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(b) Apparent turning motion.
Figure 8.--Typical head nodding motion and res tiring aplmrent turnit g motion. Simulator rate: o_ = 10 rpm.
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ferent for different kinds of motion, being
quite similar for stimulations in nodding and
rolling the head, both of which however have
time constants of the order of twice the size
of that for head turning. It is possible that
these differences have some influence on the
effects just reported as a result of the kinds
of motions shown in figures 7 and 8.
The results of most of the experiments per-
formed at the Langley Research Center have
been reported previously in references 3 to 5.
A summary of these results is presented in
figures 9 and 10. These figures are plots of
head rate vs. the vehicle rate of rotation.
The curves shown are hyperbolas along
which the product of head rate (_.,_ or o,p,_)
times the vehicle rate of rotation 6.) is
constant. These curves are, therefore, loci
of constant cross-coupled angular accelera-
tion. The sense of these plots is that if the
significant element in the disquieting effects
of rotation lies principally in the cross-
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coupled angular acceleration, then the prob-
lem is not simply what the vehicle rota-
tion is but what is the product of the vehicle
rotation rate and the head motion rate.
Thus. if tolerance to rotation is governed by
HEAD RATE,
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10(3 TOLERABLE
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I
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O SUBJECTIVE EXPERIMENT
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Figure 9.--Toh, rat_ce to cross-coupled ang_dar (Ic-
ceh,ra tio_ while t, r_ in g head.
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tolerance to cross-coupled angular accelera-
tion, constant values of this acceleration
form boundaries of tolerance to rotation.
This would imply that on a slowly rotating
vehicle the subject could use and tolerate
head motions with larger rates than he
could on a rapidly rotating vehicle.
The results shown in figure 9 are for head
turning motions. The solid line results from
an hour long experiment wherein the rota-
tion of the vehicle was increased in steps
from 0 to 17 rpm. All subjects tolerated the
motion to 10 rpm which is the data point
upon which the solid curve is based. The
cross-coupled angular acceleration for this
condition is 4.0 rad/sec -_, and is an average
for all subjects. The values of cross-coupled
angular acceleration used herein are based on
the maximum values of head rates of rota-
tion which referenced to figures 7 and 8 are
the peaks in the variation of head rate with
time. Although there is a wide range of in-
dividual experience from this average value
all subjects were tolerant of 10 rpm and per-
formed well. The other data points shown
beyond this boundary and indicated by the
dash-dot curve are average values for those
subjects that tolerated rates of rotation
greater than 10 rpm. It is interesting and
significant to note that as the vehicle rate
of rotation was increased to 14 and 17 rpm
these subjects decreased their rate of head
motion in such a manner as to maintain a
cross-coupled angular acceleration of 5.1 rad /
sec 2. This is indicative of the fact that sub-
jects adjust to a given situation to maintain
tolerable conditions. The dotted curve in
figure 9 is based on the maximum head rates
used during a 3-hour run at a constant vehi-
cle rate of rotation of 10 rpm. As indicated
in reference 4, the subjects of this experi-
ment continued to increase their head rates
as the test progressed and values used on this
plot are those used at the end of the 3 hours.
The differences between the solid and dotted
curves are an indication of the adaptation
that occurred in 3 hours. The fuzziness of
vision and the general apprehension that
existed in the short experiments disappeared
from the subjects within an hour during
these 3-hour runs. The tolerable cross-
coupled angular acceleration for the case is
more than 50 percent greater than for the
shorter experiments.
The results for nodding head motions and
for combined nodding and turning head mo-
tions from reference 5 are summarized in fig-
ure 10. These plots are derived in the same
manner as figure 9. The solid curve is for a
1-hour experiment wherein the vehicle rate
of rotation was increased stepwise from 0 to
10 rpm. At this last rate of rotation there
was one subject who dropped out and four
others who became uncomfortable. The test
was therefore not extended to higher values
of rotational rate. The cross-coupled angular
acceleration for this case is based on the peak
nodding head motions for those subjects that
tolerated 10 rpm and is about 2.1 rad/sec -_.
This cross-coupled angular acceleration is
only one-half of that generally established
for turning head motions (fig. 9) just dis-
cussed. As noted before, the induced mo-
tion sensation that occurs when nodding the
head is a turning motion for which the
lateral canals are primarily affected. As pre-
viously noted, the time constant of the
semicircular canals in response to head turn-
ing according to reference 11 is about twice
as large as the time constant for nodding
and rolling motions. It is worthy of note then
that cross-coupled angular accelerations
which stimulate a turning sensation cause
about one-half the tolerance level in a sense
of motion where the time constant is twice
as large as for other motions. The implica-
tion that there is some relation of the ac-
celeration and the time period of cupula
motion after an applied acceleration is ap-
parent. It should be pointed out, however,
that during the tests discussed herein there
were few times when the head was still for
10 to 15 seconds, the time constant for lateral
stimulation. An integration of the cross-
coupled angular acceleration for the length
of the time constant therefore may not be
related to the tolerance boundaries shown
regardless of the implications.
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The other data shown in figure 10 are for
an experiment where both nodding and turn-
ing motions were used in a combined and
random fashion. The dotted curve and the
dash-double dotted curve are derived from
these data. This experiment was run for 3
hours at a constant vehicular angular ve-
locity of 10 rpm. The two to one ratio in
turning to pitching motions is evident. The
increase in tolerance for the 3-hour experi-
ment over the 1-hour experiment is indicated
by the shift upwards of the curves for nod-
ding alone as well as for turning from the
dash-dot curve which is replotted from figure
9. Adaptation to the combined motion ap-
pears slower than that to the individual mo-
tion of turning where a 50-percent increase
occurred (fig. 9). This compares with about
5-percent increase in tolerance shown in
figure 10 even for the turning motion portion
of the combined motions. Whether this is a
result of increased work load where the
subjects are concerned with two tasks or
whether adaptation occurs more slowly when
combined motions are used is a question re-
quiring additional study.
The program at the Langley Research
Center based on the results just summarized
was continued on the new rotating space
vehicle simulator previously discussed and
shown in figure 5. The first experiments as
previously noted were performed at the two
radii available, 10 and 20 feet. These experi-
ments lasted for 1 hour at each radius and
the results are shown in figures 11, 12, and
13. These data, as were those of references
3 to 5, are numerical averages of the data
from all the subjects participating in the ex-
periment at each radius of rotation. As in
reference 5 the subject was requested to look
over his head at lights of three colors; when
he saw a light he nodded his head forward
and placed a probe in the appropriate hole to
extinguish the light. Each subject's head
position, rate of motion, and response time
(the time from when the light was turned on
until extinguished) were recorded. As noted,
eight subjects were used, one dropped out of
the experiment at the inner radius at 14 rpm
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and did not perform the experiment at the
outer radius.
The average amplitude of head nodding
motion at each vehicle rate of rotation is
shown by the circle and square symbols in
figure 11, for the 10- and 20-foot radii, re-
spectively. The periods of time spent at each
rotational rate are designated by the stepped
lines. The amplitudes of head motions are
between 50 c' and 60 _' and nearly the same for
the two radii and for all rates of rotation.
There are no consistent variations with
either radius or speed. It is significant to
note that these amplitudes are appreciably
less than those reported in reference 5
although the experimental setup was es-
sentially the same. The essential difference
was t.hat the current subjects did not tilt
their heads as far back as those of reference
5. It should be pointed out that none of the
subjects used in the present tests participated
in the earlier simple nodding experiments.
However, five of the current subjects did
participate in the combined head-motion
tests of reference 5. There is no evidence to
indicate why less amplitude was used al-
though some subjects from the reference 5
experiments noted that putting the head far
back was quite disquieting. Five of the nine
subjects of reference 5 became disturbed at
10 rpm whereas the only subject who dropped
out of the current experiment dropped out
at 14 rpm. One subject was slightly dizzy
and another somewhat disturbed although
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Figure ll.--Amplitude o/" head nodding at various
rates of simulator rotatio_q and two radii.
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not ill following the experiment at 16 rpm.
One possible explanation for not tilting the
head far back is that the cross-coupled turn-
ing motion induced by nodding (eqs. (6))
changes direction when the head is nodded
back of its normal position and then moved
forward. Such a change in direction of the
induced stimulation may be more uncomfort-
able than the mere existence of the stimula-
tion in one direction. The latter was the con-
dition experienced
whereas the former
test of reference 5.
further examination
is warranted.
in the current tests
was experienced in the
It appears that some
of this specific problem
The average rate of head nodding motion
is shown in figure 12. The results are shown
by the symbols and the stepped lines indicate
the time at each rotational rate. The rates
varied from 140 to 165 deg/see with no ap-
parently significant effects of radius or vehi-
cle rate of rotation. These rates are some-
what larger (about 20 deg/sec) than the re-
sults of reference 5. There was no apparent
reduction of head rate with vehicle rotation
rate as was noted in reference 5 even though
the rates of rotation for the current experi-
ments were much greater than for those of
reference 5. It is expected only that this re-
sult is related to the factors previously dis-
cussed relative to head amplitude in that a
less disquieting situation may have prompted
greater head rates.
The response times are shown in figure 13.
There is no marked change in this time with
either vehicle rate or radius. The time ranges
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Figure 12.--Rates o  head nodding at various rates
o/simulator rotation and two radii.
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Figure 13.--Response time while nodding at various
rates of simulator rotation at two radii.
from about 1.4 seconds to 1.7 seconds becom-
ing somewhat larger as the vehicle rate of
rotation increased. These response times are
nearly the same as those obtained for refer-
ence 5 for comparable vehicle rates.
As noted previously, one subject dropped
out of the experiment at 14 rpm. He was
nauseous. Another subject felt uncomfort-
able but not sufficiently so to stop the experi-
ment. Another subject felt slightly dizzy
following the experiment for a very few
minutes. All subjects were able to assume
normal duties immediately following the ex-
periment. This is contrary to the experiment
of reference 5 where two subjects were af-
fected for several hours after the experiment.
Whether the current subjects were less prone
to sickness than those of reference 5 or
whether the different amplitudes of head
motion used in the two experiments created
the difference in the results is not evident. It
would appear to be a point of further con-
sideration. Preventing backward movement
of the head by a collar of sorts is worthy of
consideration if the latter cause of the dif-
ference proves true.
Tolerance boundaries similar to those in
figures 9 and 10 also were prepared for the
current results. These are shown in figure 14.
In this figure the average rates _f head rota-
tion are plotted for the radii of 10 and 20
feet and, as noted before, show no decrease
with vehicle rate of rotation. In that toler-
ance boundaries have been prepared before
on the basis of 10 rpm, such boundaries are
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Figure 14.--Tolt, ra_ce to cross-cottph'd angular ac-
celerations while nodding head at different raxtii.
shown in this figure including one for the 15-
foot radius from figure 10. There is only a
slight difference between the 10- and 20-foot
radii, 2.74 rad 'sec and 2.92 rad sec, respec-
tively. Both of these are somewhat larger
than the value of 2.20 rad/sec for the 15-foot
radius of reference 5. The cause, of course,
relates to the previous discussion of head
amplitude. Actually at 16 rpm a cross-
coupled angular acceleration of 4.52 rad.."sec
was tolerated in the current tests. These re-
sults indicate no significant effect of radius
of rotation indicating that performance and
tolerance are essentially independent of
radius. This conclusion would imply that the
semicircular canals alone influence perform-
ance and tolerance for the conditions
studied at least. Further, it implies the
otoliths do not affect the results for the
range of conditions studied, as the centrif-
ugal force felt on the soles of the feet of the
subjects ranged from slightly over 1/_ g to
1:!/,. g. The inclination of the total linear-ac-
celeration vector ranges therefore from 74 _
to 30 _' from the long body axis, respectively,
for these conditions.
CONCL_;DING REMARKS
Deliberation of the results of this paper
indicates that the effects of rotation, as it
would be experienced in a rotating space
vehicle, are best evaluated by orienting sub-
jects in earth-bound simulators with their
long body axis perpendicular to the axis of
rotation of the vehicle. The studies indicate
a considerable variation in the stimulation
of the various semicircular canals possible
among people with normal vestibular func-
tions. The data reviewed generally indicate
a tolerance to 10 rpm for most subjects. The
data presented herein show no essential
effect of radius of rotation on the subjects'
performance and tolerance to rotation. Fi-
nally these data indicate that a movement
of the head back from the normal upright
position when oriented with the long body
axis perpendicular to the axis of rotation may
cause some subjects to be less tolerant of
nodding motions than if the head was not
nodded back. These results are for a limited
number of subjects and for only relatively
short periods of exposure and should be con-
firmed by other subjects and experiments.
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DISCUSSION
CAPPEL: The approach reported here is going to be
required as a first step. I may say that we hope to
be able to measure head motions of a freely walking
subject some time in the future.
STONE: We have plans and ideas of how we could
do this on the present system. We hope to get all
the positional angles and be able then to find the
position of the head under any given reference
system.
CAPPEL: Yes, we have to determine that by other
means with respect to the centrifuge. But I feel
that we would very much like to look at your records
and analyze them in greater detail with respect to
the actual accelerations of flight to individual organs
which I still feel is going to be the next step.
STONE: We would like very much to have you do so.
The equations in this paper express the actual ac-
celeration in any given semicircular canal. If you
can sum them up in some fashion, you could perhaps
determine which canals are predominantly respon-
sible for the sensations perceived. But, as Dr. Jones
says, let's consider it as operating as a whole unit
and experiencing angular accelerations expressed by
equations.
GUEDRY: I gather that what you're measuring is
how fast the subject is willing to move his head?
STONE: That's right, yes.
GUEDRY: Well, then I have a point which un-
doubtedly you have considered, but I think it bears
more consideration. Not only the magnitude, but
also the duration of the cross-coupled angular ac-
celeration controls the effect on the semicircular
canal system. The effect on the cupula of a stimulus
of given magnitude and duration may be equaled
by a lower magnitude stimulus applied for a longer
time.
STONE: Well, certainly there are wide variations in
the numerous subjects. What I've shown are aver-
ages of all of them and their reactions are different.
GUEDRY: Another point. I find your device intrigu-
ing and it looks like a quite interesting simulator.
One thing was mentioned previously which I believe
may be significant in your use of this device. I can
confirm from my personal observations that, if head
movements are made where the subject is permitted
to see relative motion between himself and the Earth,
_t least under the conditions that I observed this, the
effects are greatly reduced. As soon as the man is
enclosed and he makes the same head movement,
then the effects are increased; so, I would suggest
the possibility that if your subjects were seeing rela-
tive motion, this may account for the reaction.
STONE: No. In the data we show here, they were
not. They were enclosed in the cabin.
CAPPEL: May I point out that the product of the
head angular velocity and the centrifuge velocity on
your tolerance curve was almost a perfect hyperbola.
The product added up to about 1600 degrees per
second per rpm per minute.
: STONE: It is a hyperbola. Of course, people don't
move their heads that rapidly; so, if you wanted to
really establish this curve, you would probably have
to force the man. You would put him on a spit as
Dr. Guedry has shown and force him to the high
rates which are essential to define the curve com-
pletely. I don't think that the subjects could have
voluntarily moved much faster than they moved
here. They were reasonably motivated and asked to
perform as quickly as they could, and the motions
represent fairly well the maximum rates which they
_ould attain without considerable discomfort.
C. CLARK: It is appropriate to make a little plea for
the international units. You were using degrees per
second and rpm and radians per second. Why not
radians per second and radians per second squared?
Then this hyperbola comes out in radians per second
of the head and radians per second of the turning
vehicle.
Observations on Subjects Exposed to Prolonged
Rotation in a Space Station Simulator
BERNARD D. NEWSOM
AND
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SUMMARY
Rotating space vehicle design and task analysis require biofunctional guidelines
based upon the integrated information of all levels of vestibular physioloKic research,
with final criteria determined by the measure of crew performance as a function of
controlled environmental changes in a realistic space vehicle simulator. The Manned
Revolving Space Station Simulator (MRSSS) at GD/Convair is the result of this concept
and allows adjustments in radius, angular velocity, force field and stability. As a base-
line study for projected investigations of the stability requirements of a rotogravic
system, four subjects performed a comprehensive array of psycholog, ic and physiologic
tests during five days of continuous rotation at 6 rpm in the MRSSS. Subjects adjusted
completely to the environment, required little post-spin readaptation and showed minor
performance decrement. Paper discusses importance of stability as a design parameter
and the five-day test program and results.
INTRODUCTION
A previous speaker referred to this being
less a symposium on the role of vestibular
physiology in the exploration of space, and
more a symposium on the role of space ex-
ploration in vestibular physiology. Perhaps
we can help restore the original orientation,
for as members of a research group created
to provide biofunctional guidelines for space
vehicle design and task analysis, it is our
responsibility to integrate information from
all levels of vestibular physiologic research
into satisfactory design criteria, expressing
these criteria in parameters of vehicle and
task design.
Though the response of the otic labyrinth
to both weightless and rotogravity environ-
ments requires further elucidation, our
studies have been directed primarily toward
questions concerning man in a rotogravity
field. We need to determine the work poten-
tial of man in rotating vehicles of various
dimensions and force field characteristics, to
guide the engineers in choosing optimal man-
machine trade-offs. The guidelines we pro-
vide must be realistic not only for the large
orbiting vehicles of the future, but--even
more acutely_as back-up concepts for
today's approved vehicle programs.
Some sizings of the biofunctional envelope
for manned rotogravic vehicles have ap-
peared in the literature. Those of Loret (ref.
1) and Dole (ref. 2) have perhaps received
the most currency and are in essential agree-
ment. Figure 1 incorporates the design limits
(crosshatched area) suggested by Loret.
Loret based his angular velocity ceiling of
4 rpm upon observations made by Graybiel
and his group in their Pensacola experiments
(ref. 3). We designated this area the "ac-
cepted design envelope" as it has met sub-
stantial approval in the field of bioastronau-
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Figure 1.--Biofunotional design limits in manned rotogravic space vehicle. (From Aerospace Med., ref. I.)
tics. This is not to suggest that there is
complete concurrence as to the limits of the
envelope; for example, angular velocity ceil-
ings of less than 4 rpm (ref. 4), and even
less than 1 rpm (ref. 5) have been suggested.
It is of interest that neither in Loret's or
Dole's envelopes is the stability of the vehicle
considered a design limitation. It is our con-
tention that, in providing a habitable rotat-
ing space vehicle, stability is no less impor-
tant than angular velocity, radius, g-level
and rim velocity. In a rotating space vehicle,
vehicle precession as well as head rotation
can cause stimulation of the crewman's
labyrinth. Vehicle stability, therefore, be-
comes not only a necessary contingency in
manned vehicle design, but also the neces-
sary consideration of the vestibular physi-
ologist concerned about biofunctional
guidelines for such design. The bionegative
effects of vehicle instability may lower the
permitted angular velocity. It would seem
reasonable that the stimuli to the labyrinth
due to vehicle instability would complement
that due to the crewman's active head move-
ments.
Consideration of vehicle precession predi-
cates caution in assigning spin rate ceilings
and recommends investigation of the total
dynamic environment in the simulated rotat-
ing vehicle in relation to habitability and
crew performance. Without such ground
work, design engineers must work in an arbi-
trary manner. This could be costly and mis-
sion limiting. Workers such as Larson (ref.
6) and Kurzhals (ref. 7) have lent theoreti-
cal and empirical consideration to the engi-
neering problem of instability in the manned
rotogravic vehicle. Coupled to such efforts
must be crew performance tests as a func-
tion of instability, as well as of the previously
considered parameters.
Disturbances, such as docking impacts and
active or passive changes in crew or hard-
ware mass, may cause many combinations of
structural and force field oscillations, most
of which could be significantly detrimental to
crew function.
As stability of a rotating space vehicle is
related directly to its total mass, the rela-
tively light state-of-the-art vehicles would
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be particularly susceptibleto instability
from massdisturbances.
Considera hypotheticaldiscoidor toroidal
vehiclerotating about its principal axis Z,
with transverseorthogonalaxesX andY. A
crewmanalined with oneof the transverse
axescouldbesubjectnotonly to the disturb-
ing effectsresulting from his active head
movementsrelativeto thespinplane,butalso
to a variety of oscillatingforcesbeyondhis
activecontrol.
Any impulsivetorqueappliedabouteither
oneof the two transverseaxesof the rotat-
ing vehiclewouldresult in a wobble(defined
as an oscillatory curvilinear movement)
aboutboth transverseaxes,X and Y. The
amplitudesof theseoscillationswouldbedi-
rectly proportional to the angular impulse
andinverselyproportionalto the momentof
inertia aroundthetransverseaxisnormalto
the axis of torque. Figure 2, takendirectly
from Kurzhals'paper(ref. 7), showsa typi-
cal wobblingresponseto a 2 foot movement
of a crewmemberout of theplaneof spin of
a 30 foot station. The precessionamplitude
is measuredrelative to a space-fixedcoordi-
nate system. Thesedata were derivedby
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Figure 2.--Motio_ of u_controlled station for a
typical disturbance.
Kurzhals' using a'scale model and programed
movements of lumped masses. Figure 3
shows the results of similar experiments
using maximum disturbances for entire
crews performing maximal excursions at
running rates. As can be seen, a reduction in
vehicle size causes a dramatic increase in
wobble. These figures, it is emphasized, rep-
resent an uncontrolled station. Several
methods of active and passive dampening
can be used to increase stability, though they
do entail weight and power penalties. The
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Figure 3.--Disturbance effects for two space station configurations.
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crewman will perceive wobble as lateral
rocking and as oscillating rotation about his
longitudinal body axis.
Even in the absence of a mass movement
out of the plane of spin, an inertial unbalance
produced by an uncompensated mass move-
ment along a transverse axis within the plane
of spin will couple with the moment of in-
ertia about the Z axis to produce a vehicle
spin about that transverse axis that is di-
rectly proportional to the initial vehicle spin
rate and the product of the inertias about
the two axes. This generated spin coupled
with the initial vehicle spin will produce
varying angular velocity patterns as shown
by the polhode trace on the inertial ellipsoid
in figure 4. This diagram by Larson (ref. 6)
represents the inertial result of a dynamic
mass unbalance along the X axis. A crewman
alined with this axis will experience the il-
lusion of complex and ever-varying tilting
of the floor as his body perceives the re-
sultant of the linear acceleration oscillating
along his longitudinal body axis and the
linear acceleration normal to this axis. The
linear acceleration normal to his long body
axis would trace the vectorial pattern shown
in figure 5. Simultaneous dynamic mass un-
balances along both transverse axes (the
usual real-life situation) would complex the
vector pattern and the resulting disturb-
ances.
Therefore, the primary disturbances that
may result from vehicle instability are: (1)
wobbling, the precession of the space vehicle
spin axes relative to space-fixed coordinates,
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Figure 4.--Polhodc trace of gravity vector in the xz
pla_e. (Note: ee' and if' a.re planes set_rating
polhode traces about the axis of maximum moment
of inertia.) (From ref. 6.)
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Figure 5.--Gravity vector trace in the yz plane.
(Note: Plot for a, initial dis_rb,_ec p.. abo_t
the x axis.)
and (2) rotogravic oscillation, the preces-
sion of the vehicle angular momentum vec-
tor. These phenomena require that the
biofunctional design envelopes be defined
inclusive of vehicle stability, as shown in
figure 6. What is suggested is that, for given
combinations of angular velocity and vehicle
radius, the biofunctional envelope be limited
by an instability of given precession rate and
amplitude. There must be consideration of
both spin axis precession (wobble) and spin
vector precession (rotogravic oscillation).
Wobble may be simulated by oscillating the
floor tilt of a revolving simulator during
constant spin rate. Rotogravic oscillation
may be simulated by oscillating the simulator
spin rate with a constant floor tilt.
A secondary disturbance that may result
from vehicle instability, especially significant
in a small rotating space vehicle, is the
variation of rotogravity either through com-
pensated or uncompensated radial mass
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Figure &---Stability as a de._ig_ para_qeter for a manned rotogravie space vehicle. (From AIAA ,1., r('f. 6.)
movements, or through static mass unbal-
ances. Radial mass movements will vary the
angular velocity through a conservation of
angular momentum; static mass unbalance
will vary it through radial rotogravity dif-
ferences inherent in a noncoincidence of
vehicle and spin axis. These pure variations
in rotogravity may be simulated by coordi-
nating angular accelerations with changes in
simulator tilt to obtain a continuity of in-
ertial alinement.
All the above stability phenomena may oc-
cur singly, sequentially or simultaneously.
Stability, therefore, presents a critical and
complex biofunctional problem. It is, more-
over, a labile quality and can be assured
only at the expense of vehicle power and
responsiveness.
The design trade-offs required can only be
optimal when the moduli of crew response
to these dynamic stresses are predictable.
Therefore, simulation difficulties and un-
avoidable artifacts should not preclude the
inclusion of stability in defining the vehicle
biofunctional design envelope. Even ball-
park guidelines are better than arbitrary de-
sign choices.
To expedite the definition of these guide-
lines, we have made use of the engineers'
"black box" approach in preference to a
purely analytic investigation.
For this type of study a significant number
of subjects are required to perform appro-
priate tasks within a simulator that is a
reasonable facsimile of a rotating space sta-
tion. By varying the dynamic.characteristics
of the environment (angular velocity, stabil-
ity, force field) we obtain guidelines in terms
of crew performance. In this way we can esti-
mate the design requirements for stability
systems and enable the engineer to go to work
on this important aspect of the program.
The first requirement of the program was
to design and build the Manned Revolving
Space Station Simulator (MRSSS). Fig-
ures 7 and 8 are a photograph and diagram,
respectively, of the MRSSS. Described in
greater detail in another paper (ref. 8), it
consists of an 8 ft _ 14 ft _ 7 ft cabin trun-
nioned to supporting I-beams 18 ft from the
spin axis of a 220 000 g-pound centrifuge.
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Figure 7.--MRSSS te.vting complex.
The cabin is divided into two separate rooms,
one containing the sleeping and toilet facil-
ities, and the other food preparation and
refrigeration facilities, and space for rec-
reation, testing and study. Rotary cou-
plings and slip rings provide running water,
sewage disposal and data transmission dur-
ing rotation. Additional communication is
provided by voice, television and FM telem-
etry. A loading port in the outboard bulkhead
of the MRSSS permits in-rotation transfer of
parcels (food, mail, physiologic specimens,
etc.).
Figure 9 shows the room inclined from the
vertical on its trunnions, increasing the ef-
fective cabin radius (approximately 20 feet
at 10 rpm) as the angular velocity increases.
The inclination of the room can be varied
pneumatically according to program for the
i /
Figure 8.--MRSSS testing complex (diagrammatic).
FixTure 9.--MRSSS inclined o_ trunnions.
stability studies described above. The in-
clinability of the MRSSS and its peripheral
location at a relatively long radius from the
spin axis eliminate three important artifacts
inherent in carousel-type simulators :
1. The inclinability permits alinement of
the MRSSS with the inertial resultant of the
rotogravity and geogravity vectors. This
permits standing normal to the floor as in a
space station.
2. The long-radius peripheral location
(and room length tangential to spin circle)
minimizes the amount of radial translation
during a series of random movements and
reduces the relative linear velocity changes
involved in such translations. The former
would approach the space station situation
as a limit; the latter may be a performance
desideratum, if a Weber-Fechner dependency
is applicable.
3. The inclination and long radius com-
bine to cause identical head rotations about
the Y or X cranial axes to produce different
labyrinthine stimulation, depending upon the
orientation of the subject. This is due to the
different angles produced between the plane
of bead turn and the spin plane of the vehi-
cle. This again approaches the space sta.
tion situation and is of particular importance
as a consideration in the phenomenon of
habituation _ to the rotating environment.
1 Habit,ration is used here as the state of adjust-
ment of the organism resulting from the functional
change called adaptation.
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Since its activation 2 years ago, the
MRSSS has been used for several thousand
man-hours of testing, the subjects being
either GD/C engineers or Navy Pilots from
North Island and Miramar in San Diego.
Tests were run to determine what tasks
were particularly sensitive to a rotating en-
vironment and what physiologic problems
could result from rotational testing. This in-
formation was required prior to attempting
extended time exposures. As seen in figure 1,
acute exposures ran to four hours at angular
velocities as high as 12 rpm. Even at this
high rate of rpm, normal subjects could spin
up directly and perform complex tasks with
minimal malaise, little decrement in per-
formance, and rapid adaptation (ref. 8). At
12 rpm and 20 feet from the spin axis, the
inertial resultant is approaching 1 _.,_2g, which
was felt to constitute an artifact prohibiting
exploration of any higher angular velocities
at that radius.
The next step has been to increase the time
function. This resulted in a four-man, 5-day
test at 6 rpm, which we recently completed.
The remainder of this paper will discuss this
5-day test and its function as a baseline study
for projected stability investigations.
The angular velocity of 6 rpm was chosen
for several reasons : (1) with a 19 ft working
radius, the g artifact would still be only 0.05 ;
(2) this would be a realistic angular velocity
for the small radius state-of-the-art station,
providing 0.5 g at 40 feet, and Loret's (ref.
1) lower limit of 0.28 g at 24 feet; and (3)
Clark and Graybiel's (ref. 9) published work
had shown that subjects could tolerate
extended exposures to rpm's as high as 5.4.
If this proved to be a good baseline perform-
ance study, we could then proceed to pro-
graming instability profiles into additional
exposures at this rpm.
METHODS
The test plan included :
(1) Subjects: Four subjects divided into
two teams of two subjects each (one psy-
chologist and one physiologist). Subjects'
ages ranged from 26 years to 37 years. They
were required to pass Class II flight phys-
icals.
(2) Dynamic Profile: Three 1-hour ex-
posures to 6 rpm, two during test week minus
two, and one during test week minus one.
Three of the four subjects were completely
naive regarding the MRSSS, and it was felt
that these brief exposures would allay
anxiety that might favor kinetosis during
the test. For the test, subjects entered the
MRSSS 48 hours prior to spin-up, then were
rotated for 120 continuous hours (in se-
quence: 4 hours at 2 rpm, 4 hours at 4 rpm,
104 hours at 6 rpm, 4 hours at 4 rpm, termi-
nating with 4 hours at 2 rpm). Forty-eight
hours of postrotatory testing were sched-
uled, but an unpredicted ease of readaptation
shortened this to 8 hours. The step-wise spin-
up and spin-down were chosen to increase the
assurance that neither the rotatory nor
postrotatory testing would have to be aborted
due to severe physiologic reactions on part
of any of the subjects. Such a form of
graduated transition is entirely realistic for
a rotating space vehicle. The length of the
step (4 hours) was not entirely arbitrary,
as a test array required 3 hours to run.
(3) Schedule of Testing. During the two
weeks preceding the test, subjects were
tested to approach an asymptotic perform-
ance plateau, and monitored physiologically
for a functional baseline. During the test,
teams observed an alternating four-hour
work-rest cycle, one team testing while the
other slept, ate or relaxed. This schedule
allowed repetition of all tests every 16 hours,
some every 8 hours.
(4) Monitoring and Testing: Medical
Monitoring consisted of onboard blood
pressures and oral temperatures, and re-
mote monitoring through televiewing and
polygraph traces of EKG's and respiration
rates. During rotation, blood and urine
samples were taken for subsequent biochemi-
cal analysis. Shifts in blood volume were
monitored using radio-albumin tracers. The
cardiovascular reserve was monitored utiliz-
ing a modified Flack test, requiring the main-
tenance of a 40 mm Hg Valsalva for 50
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seconds.Psycho-physiologic Testing con-
sisted of six categories of function which
previous studies suggested might be sensitive
to the test environment: (a) Vision: both
Perimetric and Orthoscopic Tests; (b) Audi-
tion: an Interrupted Audiometric Test; (c)
Vestibulo-ocular Reflex: Caloric, Oculogyral-
Illusion, and Ballistic Aiming Tests; (d)
Brachial Proprioception: Ballistic Aiming,
Digital Proprioception and Steadiness Tests;
(e) Walking and Standing: Visual Tandem
Walking and Blind Tandem Walking and
Standing Tests; (f) Mentation: Logical In-
ference, Response Analysis, Time Estima-
tion, and Mathematics Tests. The descrip-
tion of each test: Orthoscopic Test: Using
Keystone Orthoscope, tests are for lateral
and vertical phorias, convergence and diver-
gence, macular suppression, and stereopsis.
Perimetric Test: Using an American Optical
screening perimeter, visual fields are plotted.
Audiometric Test: Using a Maico MA-6 Au-
diometer, % normal auditory acuity (in deci-
bels) is determined for frequencies 500, 1000,
2000, and 4000 cps. Caloric Test: In dark-
ened room, 50 cc of 20°C water are syringed
into the ear at 1 cc/second. Response is
measured by duration of resulting oculogyral
illusion. OculogyraI Illusion Test: Subjects,
constrained by a bite-bar, perform four head
rotations about the X cranial axis in inter-
rupted sequence (to and from 45 ° to the
right, and to and from 70 ° to the left). Re-
sponse is measured from subject's audible
description of direction, magnitude and dura-
tion of displacement of illuminated target in
darkened room. The same target is used for
the caloric test. Ballistic Aiming: Facing a
4-foot diameter vertically-mounted test table,
subject attempts to strike two 1-inch diam-
eter targets in sequence (one appearing at 6
o'clock, the second immediately thereafter at
12 o'clock). Postural constraints and ex-
posure time of targets require that the sub-
ject perform a 90 ° rotation of his upper torso
(and head) about the body Y axis in 0.3 to
0.5 second every 10 seconds during a three-
minute test run. The striking stylus and
targets connect electrically through a counter
for scoring. Digital Proprioception: A quan-
titative past-pointing test, it requires sub-
ject to keep his eyes closed while striking in
a radial direction at the center of a vertical
grid, bending to touch his shoe, and return-
ing to strike at the grid center a second time.
The bending and return are done to the 1-
second beat of a metronome. Scorer records
miss distances. Steadiness: Subject is re-
quired to hold a hand probe in one of four
holes ranging from 0.14 in. to 0.54 in. in
diameter for ten seconds with a minimum
number of touches. Scored on number of
touches. Blind Tandem Walking: Heel-to-toe
radial walking on floor grid, forward five
steps toward spin axis then backward five
steps away from axis. Arms must be folded
against the chest. T-connected stethescope
ear pieces transmit sounds symmetrically to
both ears, eliminating this cause of tropic
unbalance. Subject is scored on steps com-
pleted and grid coordinates of unbalance
point. Visual Tandem Walking: Same test
as preceding, but with eyes open. Blind
Tandem Standing: Heel-to-toe standing, fac-
ing spin axis. Same postural constraints as
in walking tests. Subject scored on number
of seconds in balance, up to 60. Logical Inter-
ference Tester (LOGIT): An instrument
designed by French (ref. 10) of our labora-
tory to assess higher mental processes, in-
cluding reasoning, memory and decision
skills, LOGIT requires that the subject learn
in a minimum number of moves an unknown
20-light sequence. A patch panel allows pro-
graming the instrument with one of 5000
sequences for each test run. Subject is scored
on number of moves required. Response
Analysis Tester (RATER) : Also designed by
French (ref. 10), RATER gages sensory-motor
efficiency by requiring the subject to press
the correct one of four buttons in response
to the appearance of one of four symbols
(cross, triangle, square, and circle). Each
test run consists of 20 minutes' responding,
5 minutes to each of four different button-
symbol connection patterns. The four con-
nection patterns remained fixed throughout
the 5-day test, but were presented in random
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permutations.Subjectsare scoredon total
responses,total errors and total correct re-
sponses. Time Estimation: Subjects are
asked to estimate five time intervals (2, 3, 6,
8, and 11 seconds), presented in a random
order, by pressing the time clock actuation
button. Scored on accuracy. Math Test:
Designed to assess the efficiency of problem
solving, test presents a large number of
arithmetic problems, each requiring addi-
tion, subtraction, multiplication and division,
for solution in a 15-minute time period. Scor-
ing is on number correct.
(5) Miscellaneous Demand Activity: Sub-
jects were required to fill out routine psycho-
social ratings on themselves and other sub-
jects, keep diaries, and fill out daily 50-item
medical histories.
(6) Dress: Subjects wore nylon flight
suits and tennis shoes.
(7) Food: Subjects' primary diet con-
sisted of freeze-dry space food provided by
the Pillsbury Company. The diet was found
quite acceptable and the quality of this food
proved to be excellent. If other ingestibles
were desired--milk, fruit, ice cream, sand-
wiches, pastries, etc.--they were transferred
aboard.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the interest of economy, only those tests
which appear to have been significantly af-
fected by the test environment will be dis-
cussed. The remaining tests can be con-
sidered to be unaffected.
Figure 10 shows the subjective habituation
of the subject as a function of exposure time.
By definition, the subject's feelings of habit-
uation-based upon his diary and onboard
medical history--measure his total feeling of
adjustment to the environment. This factor
goes beyond mere ability to perform certain
tasks adequately. For example, a subject
might show little or no decrement in a com-
plex task such as a LOGIT problem, yet esti-
mate he feels only 75% as "good" as he nor-
mally would. The graph indicates that by
the end of 31/_2 to 4 days of rotation, three of
the four subjects felt as good as they would
under conventional circumstances. The sub-
jects are listed alphabetically in decreasing
ability for overall adaptation. The letters A,
B, C and D designate the same subjects in
subsequent graphs.
Auditory Acuity Test.--Figure 11 illus-
trates a rather surprising result. Averaging
the % auditory norms for the four fre-
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Figure ll.--Aaditory acidly vs. days of rotation.
quencies, all subjects showed increases in
auditory acuity during rotation. One must
hesitate to explain such a change until addi-
tional studies verify that it is not a learning
artifact. However, the consistency of effect
and the discipline of the audience caused us
to bring it to your attention.
Oculogyral Illusion Test.--Figure 12 sug-
gests that little correlation can be drawn be-
tween the OGI response and a subject's
ability to tolerate a rotating environment.
The decrement in OGI response with time is
consistent with the observations of other
workers (refs. ll and 12). It is of signifi-
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Figure 12.--Oculogyral illusion vs. days of rotatiom
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Figure 13.--Digital prol)rioception vs. days of rotatiom
cance that the caloric responses of subjects
did not show decrement, and that even on the
4th and 5th days of rotation, intense caloric
responses lasting 3 and 4 minutes were re-
ported. Assuming an endolymph-mediated
caloric response, the decrement in OGI sug-
gests that itisprincipallya central phenome-
non, from which the caloricresponse isquali-
tativelyexcluded.
Digital Proprioception.--Figure 13 graphs
the miss distance as a function of exposure
time. To simplify the illustration, misses
were considered only as scalar quantities;
however, with the start of spindown, the di-
rection of misses became 180 ° to that of
preceding test trials. Digital proprioception
was one of two tests that showed any post-
rotation decrement. It is interesting that this
decrement occurred when the subjects felt
"completely"' readapted to the normal en-
vironment. For comparison of subjects, this
test correlated very well with their ability
to adapt.
Tandem Walking With Eyes Open.--Fig-
ure 14 indicates that with vision the subjects
showed a rapid adaptation in precision loco-
motion tests. The adaptation in this test also
shows some correlation with overall habitua-
tion.
Tandem Walking With Eyes Closed.--Fig-
ure 15 shows the marked reduction in ability
to adapt to precise locomotions in a rotating
environment when vision is not available.
With the exception of Subject B (an Air
Force Reserve Pilot), all subjects showed
decrement in this test throughout rotation.
Tandem Standing Witl_ Eyes CIosed._Fig-
ure 16 indicates that the subjects were unable
to perform this test with any facility at 6
rpm, and that no improvement occurred with
time. Only this test and the digital proprio-
ception test showed post-rotation decre-
ment, and when post-rotation testing was
concluded at the end of 8 hours, the ability
to stand tandemly with eyes closed was still
less than normal. Both tests are performed
with the subjects standing in one spot with
their eyes closed. The deletion of vision and
kinematic stimulus to the deep proprioceptors
may account for the sensitivity of these tests
to the inertial change.
Other than those two tests, the subjects
performed effectively. Coupled to their per-
formance capability were the surprising phe-
nomena of "complete" habituation and no
apparent need for static readaptation with
the step-wise spindown. 0nly one vomiting
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Figure 14.--Visual tandem walking vs. days of rotation.
episode occurred. During the first 24 hours
at 6 rpm, Subject C had just taken a large
drink of cold water when the engineer oper-
ating the centrifuge actuated the MRSSS posi-
tioning system to correct for an error in room
inclination. The action resulted in a few sec-
onds of severe oscillation. Less than 12 hours
later, this same subject spent 30 minutes
manually freeing the toilet of soiled paper
that was blocking drainage. This task--
which could be expected to elicit nausea--
caused him no additional trouble.
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Figure 15.--Blind tandem walking vs. days of rotation.
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By the second day all subjects reported
normal appetites and the entire crew began
the "space food" diet. For the supper just
prior to spindown, a feast of charcoal-broiled
steaks, baked potatoes, tossed salad, and gar-
lic bread was transferred aboard. There was
little decrement in crew appetite.
Most of the onboard photographs, slides
and movies were taken by Subject D. His
functional ability remained at a highly satis-
factory levelalthough his subjective habitua-
tion was the lowest of the entire crew.
In conclusion (referring to fig. I), the
observations made during this test would in-
dicate that the angular velocity ceiling for
stable rotating spacecralt design may be
raised to 6 rpm. It is at this rpm that we
plan to begin our studies to determine the
stabilitydimensions of the biofunctiona] en-
velope of a rotating space vehicle.
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DISCUSSION
MONEY: I would liketo emphasize that when it is has a stimulus which is different,more variable,
decided what rpm produces the maximum acceptable more intense,and harder to adapt to.
stimulus in a rotating room, that the maximum NEWSOM: I would have to agree that this might be
acceptable rpm for a rotating spacecraft is some- the case. I will reserve judgment until I see some
thing lessthan thisbecause the rotating spacecraft data.
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The chief purpose of this investigation
was to measure the effects of prolonged ex-
posure in a rotating room under environ-
mental and working conditions which simu-
lated in many respects those which might
obtain in a rotating orbiting spacecraft. The
rate of rotation selected, 10 rpm, was con-
sidered to be near the upper limits of angular
velocity to which man might adapt without
impractical side effects. The duration of the
run, 12 days, seemed sufficient for studying
adaptive changes noted in previous studies
of a similar nature (refs. 1 and 2). Because
it was recognized that the angular velocity
was near the upper feasible limits, pa-tici-
pants were carefully selected from officers
in the Navy flight training program. The
primary objectives in the study were to
determine: (1) whether these selected in-
dividuals would remain on board for the
planned duration without the need for medi-
cal treatment; (2) whether any of a wide
variety of physiological and biochemical
tests would reflect any adverse effects of
prolonged rotation; and (3) whether the
performance of tasks designed to test dif-
ferent abilities would be adversely affected.
The findings are discussed both from their
theoretical and practical aspects.
In previous reports from this laboratory
the widespread symptomatology which nor-
mal persons have manifested in the Pensa-
cola Slow Rotation Room (SRR) has been
designated "canal sickness" to distinguish
this etiologic type of motion sickness. The
symptoms are not experienced by individuals
who have lost vestibular function and are
reduced or even absent,in those with a par-
tial loss of function (from "Effects of Partial
Suppression of Vestibular Function Ten
Years After Treatment of M6nibre's Disease
With Streptomycin Sulfate" by A. Gray-
biel, H. F. Schuknecht, M. E. McLeod, E. F.
Miller II, and A. R. Fregly, in preparation).
The symptomatology is dependent not only
on unnatural stimulation of the canals per
se, but also on many other factors, e.g., con-
flict among normally synergic inputs, lack of
fitness, and past conditioning. Symptoms
range in severity from mild malaise to pros-
tration. They include dizziness, headache,
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apathy,drowsiness,and fatigue. Objective
signsincludepallor,coldsweating,vomiting,
inactivity, andataxia. First ordereffectsap-
parently give rise to secondaryeffectsof
still greaterdiversity which aredeclaredby
biochemicalchangesand other objective
signs,e.g.,compensatorynystagmus(ref. 3).
Thetime-coursefor changesin onesymptom
may reveal little of the overall complexity
of the adjustment;e.g.,nauseamay persist
after nystagmushasdeclined.If perrotation
adaptation has taken place, a return of
symptomsmay beexpectedfollowing cessa-
tion of rotation.There is evidenceof habit-
uationwith repeatedexposure(ref. 4), and
countermeasuresincludingdrug therapyare
demonstrablybeneficial.
Prior experimentsinvolvingprolongedex-
posureof man to continuousrotation at 10
rpm are relevantto the presentreport. Of
three subjectswho lived in the Pensacola
SlowRotationRoomfor two daysat 10rpm,
two werenormalsubjectsadjudgedto beof
different sensitivitiesto canalsickness,and
the third wasa controlsubjectwhohad lost
vestibular function (refs. 1 and 2). The
control subjectdid not report sicknessand
exhibited only slight difficulty in walking
heel-to-toe,a difficulty to be anticipatedas
a resultof conflictingvisualandpropriocep-
tive cluesin this unusualenvironment.Of
thetwo normalsubjects,neitherappearedto
have motivationto continuebeyondthe 2-
day run, despite the fact that there was
evidenceof someadaptationin bothsubjects.
The lesssusceptible"normal subject," who
hadhadpreviousexperiencein the room,ap-
pearedlessaffectedthan the other "normal
subject."
A seriesof short runsconductedprimarily
to evaluatesusceptibilityto canal sickness
has involvedangular velocitieshigher than
10rpm. Systematizationof stimulationwas
accomplishedby meansof an experimenter-
pacedDial Testwhichnecessitatedifferent
head and trunk movementsin setting the
needleof five dials arrangedarounda chair
(ref. 1). It was found that 7.5 rpm wasa
convenientvelocity for screeningtests but
that in somecasesvelocitiesup to andinclud-
ing 20 rpm wererequiredto producesymp-
toms of sickness.Occasionally,subjectson
repeatedtesting showedlittle evidenceof
malaiseat this velocityfor periodsup to an
hour (ref. 5).
Similar results were obtainedby Stone
and Letko (ref. 6) whosesubjects were
placedin a supineposition, feet outboard,
andsupportedby a "floor" 15 feet from the
centerof rotation_thus simulating the ori-
entation in a rotating spacecraft. Short
periodsof rotationwereused,and maximum
angularvelocitieswere17rpm. Theauthors
encounteredmalaisein all subjects at 10
rpm and above,and rightly concludedthat
moresimulationstudiesshouldbeconducted.
Thepresentexperimentwasundertakenin
the light of this background,with subjects
purposelyselectedto be resistant to motion
sicknessandinstructedto avoidunnecessary
head movementsuntil adaptation ensued.
Effort wasmadeto ensuremotivationof the
subjectsby (1) explainingthe importance
of their participation to the spaceeffort;
(2) selectingtwo Marineand two Navy of-
ricersin the hopesof engenderinga competi-
tive spirit ; (3) arrangingfor publicity in the
localnewsmedia;and (4) impressingupon
the subjectsthat the objectivewas to suc-
ceedin all testswithout gettingsick, if pos-
sible.
PROCEDURE
Subjects
Two Navy and two Marine officers, who
had completed the aerobatic stage of flight
training, were chosen as subjects. Addition_il
factors influencing selection were their
youth, high motivation, good general fitness,
good mental discipline, and a history of less
than average susceptibility to motion sick-
ness.
The general clinical findings of the sub-
jects are summarized in table I. The systolic
murmur in the case of LI was of doubtful
pathological significance; the varicocele in
the case of MO was not troublesome; the bal-
listocardiogram in the case of SH revealed
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normal and abnormal complexes, the latter
predominating but their pathological signifi-
cance was doubtful in the absence of any
other cardiovascular abnormality; the T
wave alterations in the case of WI led to a
thorough cardiovascular evaluation on two
different occasions, and it was concluded
that there was small likelihood that they had
pathological significance.
The special findings, mainly referable to the
sensory organs of the inner ear, are sum-
marized in table II. The "threshold caloric
tests" (ref. 7) were conducted with the sub-
ject's head so positioned that a line between
the tragus and outer canthus was vertical.
The ear was irrigated for 40 seconds with
100 cc of water at an outlet-controlled tem-
perature of 36.4 ° C. Nystagmograms were
recorded while the eyes were observed
through Frenzel lenses. In the absence of
any response the temperature of the water
was lowered in 0.2 _ C steps until nystagmus
appeared on the trace. McLeod and Meek
(ref. 7) found that 95 percent of 104 normal
subjects manifested nystagmus when the ir-
rigating temperature was 35.4 ° C or higher ;
hence, the value of 34.6 :_ C for the right ear
in the case of MO represents, probably, ab-
normally low sensitivity.
The subjects were evaluated with regard
to susceptibility to motion sickness from dif-
ferent approaches, and the results are sum-
marized in table III. The first approach was
based on responses to the Rorschach test but
scored in an unusual way (refs. 8 and 9) for
specific dimensions, viz., anxiety, depend-
ency, drive, hostility, and rigidity. The sec-
ond was based on a lengthy interview empha-
sizing the "social history" and the reaction to
initial exposure to an unusual force environ-
ment. Two provocative tests were employed.
The first consisted of a brief exposure to
"Coriolis vestibular stimulation" (ref. 10),
and the second test was exposure to a stand-
ardized pattern of acrobatics designed to in-
duce motion sickness (ref. 5).
It was concluded that all four subjects
were less susceptible than the average per-
son to motion sickness. Only two had a his-
tory of motion sickness, and this was limited
to a single instance. All were insusceptible
to airsickness, but significant differences
were revealed in the vestibular test.
Apparatus and Methods
The Pensacola Slow Rotation Room (SRR),
described in an earlier report (ref. 1), was
used in this experiment. It is a multisided
windowless room about 15 feet in diameter
and 7 feet high with a nearly square (15:_Ji
in. X 121/2 in.) center post. The motive
power is supplied by a gas burning engine
geared to a rubber-tired wheel in contact
with the driving band of a flywheel to which
the superstructure (SRR) could be clutched
or unclutched. Slip rings provided the
Table II.--Special Clinical Findings
Subj.
LI
I History of
I deafness,
otitis,
vertiginous
attacks
No
Otoscopic
exam
N
R L
N N
N N
N N
N N
Hearing
N
Threshold
caloric test, °C
Parallel
swing aR L
36.2 36.4
34.6 35.8
36.2 36.4
36.2 36.4
Normal
response
M0 No N N Normal
response
SH No N N Normal
response
WI No. N N Normal
I response
a This is a measure of otolith function.
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Table III.--Evaluation of Susceptibility to Motion Sickness in Experimental Subjects
Tests
Rorschach
Anxiety .......
Dependency ...........
Drive ........
Hostility
Rigidity _
Overall .....
Interview
Age at reaction
Type of reaction _
Place of reaction
Overall susc. rank order
Vestibular Test
Overall score
Rank order
Acrobatics
Motion sickness
Subject LI
Rank Score
2.5 +2
4.5 0
3.0 0
5.0 --2
1.5 +2
5.0 +2
4or5
Sick
Car
2
46
3
Nil
Subject MO
Rank Score
1.0 +3
4.5 0
3.0 0
1.5 +3
4.0 +1
2.0 +7
8or9
Nausea
Ocean
In
58
1 a
Nil
Subject SH Subject WI
Rank Score Rank Score
2.5 +2 4.5 +1
2.0 +3 3.0 +2
3.0 0 3.0 0
i
1.5 +3 i 3.0 +1
4.0 +i i 4.0 +1
1.0 +9 4.0 +3
None ] None-
I
- J
3 I 4
I
53 36
2 4
Nil Nil
a Most susceptible.
means of transmitting power and electrical
signals. The room contained laboratory
equipment and living facilities. Despite the
crowded conditions there was room to pro-
vide for relatively comfortable bunking, rec-
reation (including television), and exercise.
Particular attention was given to creature
comforts, including the preparation of foods
to suit individual tastes.
At the angular velocity of 10 rpm the
centripetal force generated at different radii
and the deviation of the gravitoinertial up-
right from the visual upright (direction of
gravity) are given in table IV. This was the
force environment to which the subject was
exposed when motionless. Movements of the
subject resulted in changes in the force en-
vironment caused in part by the generation
of inertial forces and in part by variations
in the level of centripetal force with chang-
ing distance from the center of rotation.
Linear motions generated Coriolis forces,
and rotary motions gyroscopic forces. The
former which would affect the direction and
Table IV.--Certain Parameters of the Force Environment in the Slow Rotation Room with
an Angular Velocity of 10 RPM
Coriolis force in %
of centripetal force a
Radius, ft with man walking at:Centripetal Gravitoinertial Gravitoinertial
• .,_, G units 1,,_,_, G units up,,_,,_ ,,,,_,_
1 ft/sec 2 ft/sec
3
4
5
5.5
6
7
0.0682
.1023
.1364
.1705
.1876
.2046
.2387
1.0021
1.0050
1.0092
1.0144
1.0179
1.0207
1.0281
3054"
5°50"
7°46"
9o41"
10o37"
11034 ''
13o26"
95.4
63.6
47.7
38.1
34.7
31.8
27.3
190.9
127.2
95.4
76.2
69.4
63.6
54.5
a This would be "in _/c of apparent weight" in an orbiting rotating spacecraft.
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magnitude of the resultant linear force vec-
tor (gravitoinertial upright) were not
large, and a few "instantaneous" values are
given in table IV. Gyroscopic forces gen-
erated by simultaneous rotations about two
axes were extremely small and are signifi-
cant only when discussing rotary motions of
the head and stimulation of the semicircular
canals.
The changes in the total force environ-
ment caused by the motions of the subject
were incredibly complex. They were not
measured, but an estimate of their principal
effects was obtained in terms of the subject's
movements. It was convenient to distinguish
between two types of motions of the subject
even though they were not always separate,
namely, rotary movements of the head out
of the plane of rotation of the room (head
movements) and movements of the body
which affected tl_e linear force vector (body
movements).
The head movements resulted in an un-
usual or bizarre stimulation of the semicir-
cular canals and were the essential factor in
causing canal sickness although additional
etiological factors also were operating. The
number of these head movements depended
on voluntary restriction, imposed by the sub-
ject, and activities with which they were in-
escapably associated. Each subject was
fitted with a modified orthopedic collar
which, when worn, greatly minimized head
tilt with reference to the thorax.
Body movements were associated with
changes in the linear force vectors, and the
disposition of the laboratory equipment and
living facilities was such that the subjects
carried out most of their activities in a zone
varying in radius from 2.0 to 5.5 feet (table
IV). These changes increased the difficulty
in maintaining postural equilibrium, thereby
adding to the muscular work which was also
augmented by the increased gravitoinertial
force. In the absence of head movements
this was not an important factor in causing
canal sickness.
Although the lack of precise measurements
of the force environment was a handicap,
nevertheless past experience revealed that
the movements of subjects, unless restricted,
tended to be sufficiently constant so that the
severity of symptoms was directly related to
the velocity of rotation (refs. 1 and 2). Thus
if deviations from the usual pattern of ac-
tivities are noted, a rough measure of the
change in stressful stimuli is afforded. Nearly
always this was estimated in terms of restric-
tion in head or body movements.
The methods used in studying the time-
course of responses to stress are conveniently
though somewhat arbitrarily grouped under
three headings: clinical symptoms and signs,
clinical laboratory findings, and psychophysi-
ological measurements. Here, only a general
description will be given; the necessary de-
tails will be added below when discussing
specific tests.
A record was kept of body weight, oral
temperature, pulse rate, and blood pressure.
Each subject kept his own log in which he
described the changing subjective symptom-
atology. The onboard experimenter kept a
record of the significant manifestations of
canal sickness in all subjects and their ex-
trinsic behavior in terms of daily activities
and interpersonal relations. Moreover, he
recorded his own experiences which were of
particular interest in that he was active dur-
ing the brief periods when the room had to
be stopped for experimenters to go aboard or
leave; in other words, he was intermittently
adapting to a stationary and rotating envi-
ronment. Electrocardiograms were obtained
and tilt tests conducted throughout the
entire experiment. In measuring adaptation
during rotation much reliance was placed on
the Coriolis oculogyral illusion (ref. 4) and
the "walking test" (ref. 11). Pre- and post-
rotation tests included the Graybiel-Fregly
ataxia test battery described in a preceding
paper and the nystagmic response to head
movements while the subjects were rotated
clockwise and counterclockwise at 10 rpm,
utilizing the Stille-Werner chair. Three visual
tests were included: critical flicker fusion,
visual fields, and ocular imbalance.
Biochemical measurements were designed
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to study water balance, acid-base balance,
intestinal absorption, excretion of electro-
lytes, release of stress hormones, glucose
metabolism, and changes in certain serum
enzymes. The basic composition of the diet
was about the same for each man for each
day with fluids recorded as taken. The con-
ditions of the experiment precluded weighing
of individual portions; however, these were
estimated as closely as possible. All excreta
including feces, urine, and vomitus were col-
lected. The period of collection extended from
0800 one day through 0800 the following.
There were four urine collection periods:
0800-1300, 1300-1800, 1800-2300, and 2300-
0800. Collections began 3 entire days prior
to rotation. Fasting blood specimens were
collected at 0900 each day of sampling to
avoid diurnal variations, and all of the chemi-
cal measurements were made on the plasma.
Performance measures included hand dy-
namometry, spoke test (eye-hand coordina-
tion), tracking test, speed of tapping,
reaction time, time estimation, digit span,
complex counting task, reading and mathe-
matics tests, and four "vigilance" tests.
Routine
The experiment fell naturally into three
periods, namely, prerotation, perrotation, and
postrotation. The "day" extended from 0900
to 0900. When necessary to avoid confusion,
three designations are used. For example,
from 0900 to 0900 is termed the "entire day,"
from 0900 to 2400, "Day 1," and from 2400
to 0900 "end of Day 1." The prerotation
period was approximately 4 days and num-
bered backward minus four (--4) through
minus one (--1). This was a period for prac-
tice and for obtaining baseline measurements.
The latter were obtained mainly on Days --2
and - _1 when the four subjects and one on-
board experimenter remained in the SRR.
The perrotation period was 12 days, num-
bered 1-12. At 0900 on the morning of Day
1, after the final prerotation tests were com-
pleted, the room was set in motion at 10 rpm
and, except for three short stops daily, con-
tinued to rotate for the 12 days. During these
stops the subjects sat with their heads fixed in
order not to lose their adaptation. The daily
schedule of events was as follows: 0745
awakened; 0800 brief stop to take experi-
menters aboard; 0900 stop, experimenters
offboarded ; 0905 light breakfast ; 0910 morn-
ing testing program ; 1130 brunch and relaxa-
tion; 1230 afternoon testing program; 1600
begin "free" period; 1820 stop for evening
specimens; 1830 dinner; 2030 begin night
watch.
The postrotation period began at 0900 on
Day +1. On cessation of rotation certain
tests were conducted outside the SRR after
which the subjects returned and remained
in the room for 2 days.
RESULTS
Clinical Symptoms and Signs
With the sudden onset of rotation all the
subjects immediately experienced difficulty in
walking and in carrying out tasks involving
bodily movements. The full impact was not
felt at once, typical symptoms of canal sick-
ness appearing only after a delay. LI experi-
enced only mild symptoms referable to the
nausea syndrome, probably due in large part
to the great restriction of head movements
which he imposed from the early minutes of
the run. He did not vomit but lost two pounds
during Day 1 because of nausea and conse-
quent food and fluid restriction. He slept at
every opportunity during Days 1 and 2 and
fell asleep during his "watch" on end of Day
1. He regained his appetite on Day 3.
MO was the first to become sick and in
retrospect he wished he had restricted his
head movements earlier than he did. The
first of his eight vomiting episodes occurred
within 35 minutes and the last during the
evening of Day 2. He carried out the per-
formance tests but minimized all other ac-
tivities. There was a weight loss of six
pounds during Days 1 and 2 which was re-
gained by Day 8. He discarded the head
brace on Day 3 and that evening his appetite
had returned. Thereafter he did not restrict
his head movements but continued to restrict
body movements.
SH experienced typical symptoms of canal
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sickness within the first hour and vomited
once the afternoon of Day 1. He wore the
brace on Day 1, restricted head movements
through Day 2, and appetite returned by the
evening of Day 3. There was a weight loss
of 3 pounds which was regained by Day 4.
WI experienced slight nausea, and this was
limited to the first 3 hours. He did not wear
the brace but restricted head movements
through Day 2. He was the only one of the
four subjects to gain weight during the early
perrotation period; he gained 2 pounds dur-
ing Days 1 and 2 but lost 1 pound during
Days 3 and 4.
Even after symptoms of nausea and an-
orexia disappeared and no further head re-
strictions were enforced, all of the subjects
continued to experience drowsiness and fa-
tigue and to restrict their physical activity
which in turn minimized their head move-
ments. LI had his "first real desire" to work
on Day 5. During the remainder of the run
he continued to nap occasionally during lei-
sure periods and complained in the morning
of excessive drowsiness and fatigue, even
after 8 or 9 hours of sleep. The feelings of
drowsiness and fatigue in MO, although less
prominent after Day 4, persisted throughout
the run. On Day 6 he "exercised a little" for
the first time, but his comment on Day 7 was
"tired again, feel normal though." Leisure
¢ime was occupied either with activities that
required little mental effort or by resting or
sleeping. SH had "no desire to work" on Day
4 and slept during the late afternoon and
evening of Day 5. On Day 6 he was in "good
spirits," and his first desire for exercise was
satisfied with "a few push-ups." With the
exception of Day 8, his log contained refer-
ences to fatigue, such as "very tired at end
of the day" (Day 11) and "very tired despite
more sleep" on the morning of Day 12. WI
found it "difficult to stay awake" on Day 2;
was "tired and sleepy" on Day 3 ; had a "good
day" although "no desire to work" on Day 4.
He complained of fatigue on Days 5 and 6
and on Day 10 stated "typical day, the tests
are becoming tiresome and fatigue is a big
problem."
None of the subjects had fully adapted to
the experimental conditions by the end of
Day 12. The common complaint was "fa-
tigue," and although they were carrying out
all of their assignments, the employment of
their free time was directed toward rest and
relaxation rather than toward things which
required mental alertness or physical work.
MO complained most and WI least, but the
differences between the subjects were not
pronounced.
Cessation of rotation created an impact
but far less than at the start. The immediate
effect was on neuromuscular coordination
and was declared by ataxia which rapidly
diminished during the first hour or two.
Additional symptoms were mainly a mixture
of excitement and pleasure on stopping and
residual perrotation effects. None com-
plained of nausea although SH experienced
"stomach awareness" which usually precedes
frank nausea. SH also complained of slight
lightheadedness and was "very tired" in the
evening of Day _1. MO was "impressed"
with the effects on coordination but adapta-
tion was "quicker than expected." Additional
comments were : "not at all tired ; .... we made
the news." WI reported "no ill effects" and
"after about one hour I could walk straight
without difficulty."
Card_ovasvular Measurements
The values for pulse rate and blood pres-
sure obtained while the subjects were recum-
bent did not change significantly throughout
the entire experiment. The maximum
changes in these values on actively assuming
a position of tilt 15 degrees from the upright
are given in table V. With regard to pulse
rate every subject manifested a significant
increase (> 10 beats) on every test through-
out the entire experimental period. In only
a few instances, however, were the increases
significantly greater during the per- or post-
rotation periods when compared with the
maximal increase on either Day --2 or Day
--1 : SH on Days 11 and 12, and WI on Day
+1.
Systolic blood pressure dropped in the
single test carried out on each subject before
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rotation, and in three of the four it was
significant, i.e., greater than 10 mm Hg. Dur-
ing rotation, increases as well as decreases
were observed. All the increases were mean-
ingful; they occurred on Day 1 (LI) ; Days 7
and8 (MO); and Days2 and 3 (WI). Most
of the decreases were salient ones but in only
six instances were they significantly greater
during than before rotation and all occurred
on or after Day 5.
Diastolic blood pressure increased in the
single test carried out before rotation and the
increase was important in three of the four
subjects; similar changes were observed on
Day q-1 in the three subjects on whom
measurements were made. During rotation
both increases and decreases in diastolic
pressure were noted. Most of the significant
increases occurred early and the decreases
late in the perrotation period, but there were
enough exceptions to minimize the signifi-
cance of this trend. During perrotation,
when comparison is made with prerotation
periods, there were only five instances in
which there was either a concomitant sig-
nificant rise in pulse rate and significant fall
in systolic or diastolic pressure or a con-
comitant fall in both systolic and diastolic
pressures, all occurring on or after Day 5.
A standard 12-lead electrocardiogram was
taken each day during the experiment, and
there were no significant changes when corn-
pared with the control tracings. Electro-
cardiograms (Lead 2) obtained supine and
during tilt-up revealed only minor changes in
addition to variations in heart rate. All four
subjects demonstrated an increase in P wave
on assuming the upright position, and this
was present on all tracings before, during,
and after the rotation. The maximum T wave
changes are shown in table VI. Subjects LI,
MO, and SH demonstrated a decrease in T
wave amplitude of 1.5 mm in Lead 2 during
the tilt test. This finding was present during
the control test as well as during the entire
perrotation period. Subject WI showed the
most striking changes during the tilt test,
his ECG having S-T segment depression of
0.5 to 1.0 mm and negative T waves, but these
changes were present before rotation and did
not change perrotation. The R wave ampli-
tude was included to evaluate relative as well
as absolute changes in the T wave.
Tests o] Postural Equilibrium and Ataxia
These fell into two categories: the regular
test battery used in comparative measure-
ments before and after rotation and a modi-
fied version for use under the restrictions
imposed in the SRR.
Two tests were carried out daily in the
perrotation period. In the first test the sub-
ject was required to stand heel-to-toe with
eyes closed and arms folded in front of him
Table VI.--Maximum T Wave Changes
Sub- Posi-
ject tion
Supine
LI Tilt
Supine
MO Tilt
Supine
SH Tilt
Supine
WI Tilt
Day
--2
4
2.5
.5
--2
Day Day i Day
--1 1 ! 2
r
5 ! 4.5 3
3 3 2
5
2.5
4.5 _ 4
3 _ 3
15 2 1
--115 --1.5 --2
Day
3
4
2.5
5
1.5
3.5
i 2
.5
--2.5
Amplitude of T, mm
Day Day Day
4 5 (;
4 4.5 4
2 2 2
3.5 4 4
2 2 2.5
3 3.5 3
1 3 2
1 ] 1 1.5
--2 --2 -1.5
Day
7
.5
--2
Day
8
3.5
2
4
1.5
1
--1.5
Day
11
.5
--1.5
Day
12
3.5
2
4
1.5
3
2
.5
--1.5
Day
÷1
4
2
4
2
]
3
2
1
-- 1.5
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for 60 seconds, for two trials. If the 60-
second criterion was not met, a third trial
was given, and the score was the best two of
three (with a maximum of 120). In the sec-
ond trial the subject was required to walk
five steps heel-to-toe (without deviating from
line on the floor) from the wall to the center
column with arms folded for two trials. If
he did not complete five steps on each trial
(score of 10), a third trial was given, and the
score was the best two of three.
The scores for "walking" are summarized
in figure 1. All of the subjects were able to
achieve a maximum score prior to rotation.
On Day 1 there was a decrement in perform-
ance, but the subjects improved on Day 2 and
Day 3 and all were able to achieve a maxi-
mum score by the fourth day of rotation.
The Graybiel-Fregly postural equilibrium
tests administered on Day --7 and Day +3
were: (1) walking with eyes open on a :_/1.in.
wide rail (8 ft long) ; (2) standing with eyes
open on a :!/_ in. wide rail; and (3) standing
with eyes closed on a 21/_ in. wide rail (30 in.
long). The subject was required to stand
erect, or nearly erect with shoes on, arms
folded against the chest, and feet in heel-to-
toe position. The dynamic (walking) test
was scored in terms of the number of correct
steps, and the static (stand) tests were
scored in terms of number of seconds without
"falling" off the rail. The results of the tests
are shown in table VII. Performance on the
walking test was unchanged in two (LI and
WI) and improved in two; the Stand Eyes
Open Test performance was improved in all
bJ
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Figure 1.--H(cl-to-toe walking scores for four subjects.
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four subjects; the Stand Eyes Closed Test
performance was unchanged in one subject
(WI) but decreased slightly to markedly in
the other three. It should be noted that ini-
tially the performance of all these subjects
was at low average or below average on the
two visually influenced tests (Walking and
Stand Eyes Open) and that two of the sub-
jects scored below average on the nonvisual
influenced test (Stand Eyes Closed). The
postrotation Stand Eyes Closed Test findings
suggest that the subjects had not fully re-
covered from the effects of exposure in the
SRR.
Corlolis Oculogyral lllusio_
This was elicited by requiring the subject
to tilt his head quickly (1.0-1.25 sec) toward
the shoulder, and, after a delay, to return to
the upright while fixating the dimly illumi-
nated outline of a box in the dark. The scor-
ing consisted of the subjective perception of
apparent movement estimated in inches, and
the direction of the movement. The results
are summarized in table VIII.
Despite the fact that this illusion is difficult
to quantify and that, with continued elicita-
tion it appears to diminish even in one who
is not well adapted to a rotational environ-
ment, it remains a good indicator of a certain
kind of vestibular adaptation (ref. 4). As
may be seen in the table, on Day 1 the illu-
sions experienced by LI and WI were of
relatively large magnitude and those of MO
and SH, relatively small. At the next test
period (Day 3) the illusion had disappeared
for MO and SH, was negligible for WI, but
prominent for LI. On Day 6 and Day 10 the
illusion was absent for all men.
When the test was repeated after cessation
of rotation, the stimulus to the canals was
angular acceleration in the frontal plane, a
normal stimulus, and perception of the illu-
sion was evidence of a conditioned response.
This was perceived by all subjects except SH.
MO reported almost a perfect reversal both
in terms of magnitude and direction, imply-
ing that the perrotation adaptation was in
the nature of a compensatory phenomenon
(refs. 3 and 4). LI and WI also reported ap-
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Table VIII.--Magnitude of the Coriolis
Oculogyral Illusion
Head Head
Day Subject left Return right Return
10
+1
LI 7t 75 95 0
MO 27 35 25 2
SH 37 35 35 3
WI 187 185 125 12
LI 12 ? 185 12 _, 0
MO 0 0 0 0
SH 0 ! 0 0 0
WI 0 0 15 11'
LI
MO
SH
WI
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
o o o o
LI 0 0 0 0
MO 0 0 0 0
SH 0 0 0 0
WI 0 0 0 0
LI 47 65 3_ 5_
MO 25 47 37 45
SH 0 "0_ "0_ 0
WI 65 6? 0 2?
a No apparent displacement--just velocity.
parent movement, indicating conditioned re-
sponses but not always in the opposite sense.
Nystagraograpby
Rotation tests, with subjects seated upright
in a Stille-Werner Chair, were conducted just
before and after the 12-day run. Nystagmus
elicited by head movements was recorded
during clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise
(CCW) rotation of the chair at 10 rpm. Sub-
jects were instructed to carry out silent
arithmetic computation throughout each ro-
tation in an effort to induce artificial arousal.
The tests after the 12-day run were given at
three different intervals :
(1) Post-Test I: Within the first 2 hours
after the 12-day run, the men ex-
hibited a greatly reduced nystagmus
and no subjective reaction to recorded
head movements during rotation in
the accustomed direction of rotation
(CCW); in the unaccustomed direc-
tion of rotation (CW), the average
nystagmus and subjective reactions
elicited by head movements were of
about the same intensity as they had
been prior to the 12-day period of
rotation. In some cases, responses
during clockwise rotation were greater
than their prehabituation counter-
parts. This was probably attributable
to a conditioned compensatory nystag-
mus which had been detected by static
tests given 5 to 30 minutes after the
prolonged rotation.
(2) Post-Test II: Two days after the 12-
day rotation, subjects were again
given 10 rpm tests on the Stille-
Werner chair. In the interim period
(about 46 hours) they were not ex-
posed to rotation but participated in
other tests which required them to
remain active throughout each normal
work day. In the unaccustomed rota-
tion direction, nystagmus elicited by
head movements during Post-Test II
generally was less than responses to
equivalent stimuli in the prehabitua-
tion tests, and it was also less than
that elicited during Post-Test I. In
the accustomed rotation direction,
nystagmus had recovered, although
not to its initial level. Reports of
sensation indicated a similar course.
Hence, the accustomed rotation direc-
tion still yielded the weaker responses,
nystagmus and subjective, but the
responses to head movements with the
two directions of rotation had begun
to equalize.
(3) Post-Test III: Three weeks after the
habituation run nystagrnus output
elicited by head movements was nearly
equal for the two directions of rota-
tion and was still less than the pre-
habituation level. Subjects indicated
that the subjective effects had re-
turned although comparisons with
initial response intensities are obvi-
ously difficult due to the length of the
intervening time.
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Nystagmusproducedby the acceleration
and decelerationof the Stille-Wernerchair
showedlittle or nodeclineasa result of the
12-dayrun. Hencethe habituationappeared
to bespecificto the_bizarrevestibularstimu-
lation of the concomitantrotation abouttwo
axes.
Theamountof nystagmusproducedduring
either the head tilt tests or the passive
angularaccelerationdid not serveasa good
indicatorof the amountof sicknessand ap-
parent discomfort experiencedby the four
subjects. MO yieldedthe least nystagmus,
yet showed the greatest neurovegetative
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symptoms. However, the sample of only four
subjects is not sufficient to test for the possi-
bility of a low positive correlation between
nystagmus output during initial testing and
susceptibility to motion sickness.
Visual Tests
Critical Flicker Frequency.--Monocular
(right eye) flicker thresholds were deter-
mined with a standard CFF measuring device
(Ivy-Krasno) in which the test field, viewed
against a dark background, subtended a
visual angle of approximately 11 minutes of
arc. With the use of a method of limits, three
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Figure 2.--Critical flicker freq_lc_cy for foztr men.
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ascending and three descending thresholds of
fusion and flicker, respectively, were deter-
mined daily for each subject. The average
of these six values served as the indicator of
CFF for each day tested (fig. 2). Two of the
subjects (MO, SH) revealed a significant
decrease in performance relative to initial
control levels during the early perrotation
period. This apparent decrement in visual
function lasted for about 3 to 4 days, after
which time a gradual yet complete recovery
took place. The other two subjects (LI, WI),
on the other hand, who manifested fewer
symptoms, had an apparent increase in CFF
during the rotational phase of the experi-
ment. Following rotation the CFF level de-
creased to its basic, prerotational level in
subject LI but not in subject WI.
Visual Fields.---The visual field of the right
eye of each subject was explored daily in the
classical way, using a meter tangent screen.
Detection of a red (2/1000) and blue (2,,'
1000) test-object was recorded in each of
four meridians (vertical, horizontal, and the
two intermediate). The data were plotted
on standardized forms, and the areas con-
tained within the isopter lines for red and
blue were measured with a polar planimeter.
The resultant relative areal size served to
indicate overall visual field sensitivity for a
given test period.
The results obtained with the red (2/1000)
and blue (2/1000) target correlated satisfac-
torily, indicating that there were no selective
visual field changes in the regions tested. In
general, the average overall size of the visual
field (fig. 3) remained essentially at the same
level. Variability on this test appeared to be
directly related to the symptomatology of
motion sickness; i.e., the subjects who ex-
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hibited the most symptoms (viz., 8 and 1
vomiting episode, respectively) had the
greatest fluctuations.
Eye Muscle Imbalance.--The near (40
cm) heterophoria of each subject was de-
termined daily by a modified Von Graefe
technique. The stimulus to accommodation
was controlled by requiring the subject to
resolve a vertical row of 20/20 Snellen letters
while he alined vertically the double image
of this target. The surroundings of the tar-
get were free from fusional cues. Fixation
of the head using a dental bite device pre-
vented any movement. As revealed in figure
4, there were slight day-to-day fluctuations
in the latent deviation manifested by each
subject. These variations were not unex-
pected; the important general finding is
that there were only small changes in mag-
nitude (and therefore direction) of the
habitual muscle imbalance as a result of
prolonged rotational stimulation.
Discussion of Clinical Findings
Three major periods were distinguishable
in terms of the manifestations of stress:
(1) the early perrotation period character-
ized by ataxia and the nausea syndrome,
(2) the late perrotation period character-
ized by the fatigue syndrome, and (3) the
post-rotation period characterized by ataxia.
In addition, it is sometimes convenient to
distinguish the periods immediately asso:
ciated with the onset and cessation of rota-
tion.
The sudden transition from the stationary
to the rotating environment had an immedi-
ate and maximal impact on bodily activities
involving neuromuscular coordination. This
was emphasized by the initial period of free-
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dom from canal sickness which encouraged
all except LI to move about until voluntary
restrictions were imposed. At that point
all of the subjects were handicapped in vary-
ing degrees, either because of canal sickness
or the self-imposed restrictions in bodily
movements, or both. The cardinal symptoms
were nausea and drowsiness, although addi-
tional complaints included dizziness, head-
ache, sweating, anorexia, and general dis-
comfort and fatigue. The time-course of
summation and adaptation effects with re-
gard to the nausea syndrome differed for
each subject. It should be pointed out that
while "subject-paced" stimulation is advan-
tageous in terms of preventing symptoms,
the "feed back control" is not perfect in the
case of nausea which is characterized by a
buildup that involves second order effects.
The subjects' rankings in terms of in-
creasing severity of symptoms were WI, LI,
SH, and MO. Their ranking in terms of
susceptibility was complicated by the fact
that the number of head movements, the
essential stimulus, differed. MO and WI
represented the two extremes in suscepti-
bility and LI and SH fell in between. The
vestibular test, which was a brief perform-
ance test, had the best predictive value.
Acrobatics, something to which they were
accustomed, did not discriminate among the
four subjects. The interview was not very
helpful in that only two had a history of
motion sickness and there was only one
episode in each case. The anxiety dimension
in the Rorschach evaluation was the only
item which ranked the subjects satisfac-
torily. It is worth noting that the slight
depression of the right semicircular canal
response indicated by the caloric test did
not confer any benefit on MO.
With the disappearance of certain symp-
toms, particularly nausea, the subjects cau-
tiously increased their "head movements,"
which marked the end of the early phase
of adaptation. The symptomatology of mo-
tion sickness in general is so often dominated
by the nausea syndrome that not only its
disappearance but also concern over its re-
appearance seemed an important landmark
in adaptation to the rotating environment;
consequently, for descriptive purposes this
period was given a special designation. It
is necessary to point out that, except for
a short time immediately after onset of
rotation, this period was also characterized
by physical inactivity which affected a num-
ber of physiological and psychophysiological
parameters.
The lifting of restrictions on head move-
ments increased the bizarre stimulation to
the semicircular canals. This "increase"
involved number of stimuli or movements,
and, insofar as this increase affected velocity
of head movement, it was equivalent to in-
creasing the rpm of the room, i.e., intensity
of stimulation. Head movements associated
with bodily movements were still reduced
because the latter were restricted. The reason
for this restriction was the apathy, drowsi-
ness, and fatigue which characterized the
subjective symptomatology. These symp-
toms were present in the early perrotation
period but were overshadowed by the nausea
syndrome. This suggests that they were not
simply the result of confinement and bore-
dom. With increasing length of exposure
the total stimulus situation was complicated
by the time-dependent cumulative effects of
boredom and confinement as well as those
of the force environment. In retrospect, it
is unfortunate the experiment was not con-
tinued until the men either were fully
adapted or had demonstrated in what re-
spects they would not fully adapt. Their
best day was the last, Day 12, although the
anticipation of return to a stationary en-
vironment may have been a factor.
Cessation of rotation had a mild but dis-
tinct impact characterized mainly by ataxia
especially when turning. All were surprised
at feeling a little strange in the stationary
environment. Other new symptoms were
minimal and far less than in many instances
when subjects left the SRR after short
exposures.
The total clinical picture was complicated
by the residual effects both of long confine-
s
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ment and perrotation stress. In general,
the symptomsappearingafter rotation were
neitherseverenor long-livedandconstituted
an elegantdemonstrationof our habituation
tothestationaryenvironment.
The only positivecardiovascularfindings
werethe alterationsin pulserate and blood
pressuremanifestedduring the tilt test. It
is importantto emphasizetwo shortcomings
in carrying out the test in the SRR; the
subjectwasnot passivelytilted andthe tilt
period was only 5 minutes. The former
shortcomingand the fact that the subjects
were relatively inactivefor at least4 days
prior to rotation are the only explanations
for the unexpectedlylargeincreasein pulse
rate and decreasein systolicbloodpressure
manifestedbeforethe onsetof rotation. A
comparisonof these values obtained on
Days -1 and _-1 revealssurprisingly few
significant differences.Allowancemust be
madefor not carrying out the tilt test dur-
ing rotation whenMO (Days1 and 2) and
SH (Day 1) weresickwhich minimizesthe
significanceof group trendson thesedays.
Themostsignificantchangewasin diastolic
blood pressure although the downward
trendwaserratic. All theobservedinstances
of mild orthostatic intoleranceoccurredin
thelaterperrotationperiod.
Theresultsof the ataxia test carriedout
in the SRRwereclear-cutwhichwassimilar
to what was found in previousexperiments
(ref. 11). The uniformity of the subjects'
rate of adaptation,all reachingtheir pre-
rotation levelon Day4, contrastswith their
differing rates of adaptationto the nausea
syndromeand the oculogyralillusion. Un-
fortunately, the resultsprovideno informa-
tion regardingeither the severaletiological
factors involvedor the mechanismsof adap-
tation. The findingsin the testscarriedout
before, and 3 days after, rotation are of
interest. The improvementin the scoresin
testscarriedout with "eyesopen"might be
explainedby the fact that "learning" was
a more important factor than "residual
ataxia." With "eyes closed" the residual
ataxia was now a more important factor
than learning. Stateddifferently, the role
of visionwasvery greatandonly with eyes
closedwas it possibleto elicit the fact that
postrotationadaptation,in thecaseof ataxia,
wasincomplete.
TheCoriolisor gyroscopicoculogyralillu-
sion is a unique, immediatelyevokedre-
sponseto whichsubjectsreadilyadapt (ref.
4). Theyadapt so readily, in fact, that an
"order effect" may be demonstrablewith
successivetests on a single occasion.It is
interestingthat LI, who greatly minimized
headmovements,was the only subjectwho
had not adaptedby Day 3. The closerela-
tionship of the illusion to the nystagmus
responseis shownin the similarity of the
mechanismsunderlyingadaptation(ref. 3).
In both casesin this experimentthere was
evidenceof perrotation adaptation and a
conditionedcompensatoryresponsepostro-
tation.
With regardto the visual tests,the only
significant changesobservedinvolved the
flicker fusion test. In the early perrotation
period MO and SH manifestedsignificant
temporarydecreasesin performanceand in
the late periodall exceptMO demonstrated
an increase.The decreaseswere consistent
with the fact that MO and SH experienced
more severesymptomsthan the other two
subjects,and the questionarises whether
this was a specificresponseto stimulation
of the semicircularcanalsor a nonspecific
effect. Simonson,Fox,and Enzer (ref. 12)
found that thermalstimulationof the semi-
circular canalusing5 ccof waterat a tem-
peratureof 70_to 76° F causeda depression
in CFF in 16normalsubjects,and they im-
plied at least that it was a specificeffect.
Our failure to demonstratea decreasein
CFF in two subjectsis readily explicable
if the subsequentincreasesin the later per-
rotation period are regarded as practice
effectswhich weredelayedin their appear-
anceby the depressingeffectof vestibular
stimulation. It is noteworthythat in the
later periodthe only increasesin perform-
ance occurred despite increasesin head
movementsand symptomsof fatigue.
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Whatever the explanation for the changes
in CFF observed, they are of interest in
demonstrating the readiness with which the
measurements can be influenced.
Clinical Laboratory Findings
Urine Volume and Electrolytes
The findings are summarized in table IX
and figure 5. There were significant indi-
vidual differences in patterns of urinary
output, although in the early perrotation
period all subjects showed a decrease fol-
lowed by an increase and all except possibly
SH showed a second decrease in the later
period. No other observations on urine, in-
cluding specific gravity, pH, and total solids,
reflected any variations not accounted for
merely by changes in volume per collection
period.
The changes in urinary excretion of so-
dium, potassium, and chloride during each
collection period were essentially parallel
for all four subjects as shown in table IX.
The changes in excretion of sodium were
greatest (fig. 6) and reflect the greater
severity of symptoms in MO and SH. Uri-
nary calcium and phosphate excretion varied
throughout the experiment with a clear
tendency toward a decrease in excretion
associated with nausea and vomiting.
Microscopic Examination o/ Blood
Hematocrit determinations and blood find-
ings are shown in table X. Hematocrit values
varied within a narrow range. There were
no significant variations in the WBC counts,
although mean value was lowest on Day 4
and a tendency toward a decrease in lympho-
cytes was manifested in the case of MO.
Total Protein and Acid-Base Values
Total protein was determined using the
refractive index method, and the results are
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shown in table XI. None of the variations
throughout the experiment were significant.
Serum pH was measured on venous blood
using the Beckman pH electrode. Nearly
all of the values were consistently in the low
normal range (normal 7.36-7.46) or slightly
below. The fact that distinct patterns did
not emerge suggests technical difficulties.
Serum pC02 was measured using the
Clark electrode. Some of the obtained values
(table XI) were outside the normal range
(47-54), and, in the case of MO, a clear tend-
ency toward alka.losis is seen in the early
perrotation period while, in the other sub-
jects, some values indicate slight acidosis.
Serum sodium and potassium were meas-
ured using a Technico autoanalyzer flame
photometer with a lithium internal stand-
ard; chloride was determined using an ultra-
micromodification of the method of Schales
and Schales (ref. 13). The values obtained
in table XI were within the normal range
and did not change significantly throughout
the experimental period. Serum calcium
was measured using an ultramicro-modifica-
tion of the method of Diehl and Ellingboe
(ref. 14) and phosphorus (inorganic) by
the method of Fisk and Subbarow (ref. 15).
The results are included in table XI. The
values for calcium tended toward the lower
end of the normal range (4.5-5.7) during
Days 2, 3, and 8. Some of the values for
inorganic phosphorus were above the normal
range (2.4-3.8). There were slight tenden-
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cies toward lower values perrotation and
on Day +2.
Catechol Amines in Blood and Urine
Measurements of catechol amines in the
blood were done by the method of Weil-
Malherbe and Bone (ref. 16), and the re-
sults are shown in table XII. With regard
to adrenalin the single highest value was
obtained on MO 3 days prior to rotation;
this probably represents a response to draw-
ing blood. There is a pattern evident with
the lowest value between Days --2 and 3
and the highest values between Days 8 and
+2. There were only minor variations in
levels of noradrenalin.
Crout's method (ref. 17) was used to
measure the urine catechol amine for each
of the four collection periods, and all of
the results were graphed. There were no
significant changes in release of noradrena-
lin; the graphs (not reproduced) show much
the same saw-tooth curves for each subject.
Although the release of adrenalin was
probably within normal limits, the individual
variance was so characteristic for each that
the curves are depicted in figure 7. Note
that the values for the "night" samples are
similar for all and that the variance in
values for "day" samples reflects differences
in lability of response.
Urine Corticosteroids (Mostly Cortisone, Hydrocorti.
sone, and Tetra Derivatives)
These corticosteroids were determined in
each of the four collection samples by the
method of Kornel (ref. 18), and the results
graphed. It should be pointed out that there
is a "lag" of 2 to 3 hours in excretion of the
products of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids re-
leased. Figure 8 represents the mean values
for each day and shows two trends. The first
trend downward in the early perrotation
period is not significant, but the second up-
ward trend during the late period is highly
significant.
Glucose Utilization
Thirty grams of dextrose were injected
intravenously after an overnight's fast, and
the subsequent decline of excess blood sugar
values was determined for 1 hour on Days
Table XII.--Blood Catechol Determinations
[Normal range: Adrenalin 0.2-0.6 _g/L; noradrenalin 2-6 _g/L]
Subject
Day of experiment
÷3
LI _ (b)
MO 1.8 _b_ ,
SH 0.1 (b)
WI 0.3 (b)
Mean: I 0.7 [ (b,
LI 6.2 1;.5 50
SH 2.7 2.8
WI 3.1 3.9
Mean : 4.1 4.5
a Run began 0900.
b None detectable.
" Run stopped 0900.
Adrenalin, micrograms per liter of serum
(ht _,,, (,,_ (h_ 1.3 0.9
I_) 'bt (") 0.3 0.4 j 0.1
¿bp ll,_ (I,) (b} i (b_ _b)
(b_ q"l (b) (b} 0.3 (b)
(b) (b t _b) 0.1 0.5 0.25
[ E
Noradrenalin, micrograms per liter of serum
4.3 8.7 5.7 4.0
5.2 6.4 5.6 3.8
2.3 _ 2.4 2.9 3.4
2.9 3.3 4.9 5.3
3.9 5.2 4.8 4.1
7.3
3.6
4.2
3.5
4.65
1.2
0.2
0.1
1.1
0.65
I
1.1
1.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
(.'11
0.2
!b)
[ Cb}
0.1
5.1 5.7
3.0 I 4.2
2.6 [ 4.5
2.9 5.4
3.4 4.95
7.1
6.4
4.3
3.5
5.3
3.5
3.7
3.5
2.9
I 3.4
.7
.6
.5
#
LI .s
.2
.I
0
.5
.4
MO,s
•*- 0
0
W ,2
SH
I
5
.4
WI ,s
.2
,I
0
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3, l, 4, 11, and +1. The qualitative re-
sponse of the group was quite uniform.
There was a decreased rate of glucose re-
moval after one day of rotation (fig. 9 and
table XIII). On Day 4, the average removal
rate increased significantly from 2.0 percent
to more than 3.5 percent excess glucose per
minute, and to more than 5.2 percent per
minute on Day 12. On Day +1 the average
rate was returning toward the initial value.
There was a significant degree of intra-
individual variance. Subject LI showed the
initial reaction of a decreased rate, after
Day 1. After Day 5 his rate of removal was
t_
E
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4 percent per minute, a four-fold increase
over his Day 2 value. On Day -+-1 a return
to normal was found; after the end of rota-
tion, his rate was almost identical to its
initial value. In MO, the initial decline of
removal rates continued through entire Day
3, but on Day 11 a significant increase to
4 percent per minute was observed. After
the end of the experiment the rate returned
to below its control value. SH demonstrated
the greatest reaction. After the initial de-
cline on Day 2, unusually rapid removal
rates (7-10 percent) were observed through-
out the experiment. On Day 5, blood glucose
levels fell nearly to hypoglycemic levels 1
hour after the glucose load. On Day -F],
blood sugar also declined to a point moder-
ately below the fasting level. On Day +2
the utilization rate was again quite close to
the initial normal value. In WI the typical
initial decrease of utilization was observed.
However, a significant increase occurred
only toward the end of the experimental
period and was followed by a further in-
crease in the postrotation period.
Blood Enzymes
Glutamic-oxaloacetic acid transaminase
(SGOT) and alkaline phosphatose and lactic
dehydrogenase (LDH) were determined
(table XIV). The only significant changes
were in LDH whieh are summarized in fig-
ure 10. Two of the four aviators showed
a considerable increase in LDH on Day 1,
and all of them showed reduced activity
during the following 4 days. On Day 5 and
again on Day 11 there were signifieant addi-
tional increases. After cessation of rotation
the high values on Day -F2 were preceded
and followed by values near the control level.
Food Absorption
Intestinal absorption of food, as reflected
by the oral zylose absorption, did not show
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any significant change during any phase of
the experiment. Any variations were con-
sidered to be within the experimental error•
Discussion of Biochemical Findings
In general, the significant changes in the
biochemical and other laboratory findings
paralleled the changing symptomatology de-
scribed in the previous section. In attempt-
ing to interpret these changes in terms of
the effects of stimulation by the accelera-
rive forces, it is important to emphasize
that they might reflect not only specific
effects of such stimulation but also nonspe-
cific or complicating effects. Moreover, one
is handicapped by the limited quantitation
both of the stimulus and its effects and the
lack of previous experimentation to provide
background information.
In the early perrotation period the sub-
jects learned by experience that it was nec-
essary to restrict their head movements
although prior to this they were, in varying
degrees, less cautious, and, as a result, MO
vomited on eight occasions and SH once.
Moreover, in varying degrees, they reduced
their physical activity, and limited their in-
take of fluid and food. As they adapted
to the nausea syndrome they increased their
head movements and eventually imposed no
restriction. Consequently, in the late perro-
tation period the level of accelerative stimu-
lus was increased, the food and water intake
was guided by hunger and thirst, and physi-
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Table XIII.--Intravenous Glucose Tolerance Tests
Subject
LI
MO
SH
WI
Average
N=4
Day of
experi-
ment
2
5
8
15
17
2
5
8
15
17
2
5
8
15
17
2
5
8
15
17
2
5
8
15
17
Blood
fasting
82
79
73
67
73
88
81
76
85
70
75
74
78
81
78
67
71
76
62
75
78
76
75
73
74
Sugar,
15 min
204
201
190
188
196
214
208
222
225
207
194
201
118
184
186
2O5
2OO
177
198
178
294
202
176
198
191
30 min
174
180
109
142
154
161
167
189
140
181
160
176
109
114
146
164
169
132
134
123
164
173
134
132
151
Concentration in mg
I
45min 60min
144 139
160 153
83 90
131 105
138 i 118
155 129
150 128
175 153
130 105
146 131
122 104
151 F 120
76 40
71 60
123 100
122 104
130 110
100 102
99 78
87 80
135 119
147 127
108 96
107 87
123 107
Glucose
rem rate,
%/min
1.78
1.14
4.7
2.41
2.15
2.30
2.13
1.37
4.03
1.86
3.2
2.3
high
high
3.45
3.01
2.74
3.27
4.72
6.97
2.51
2.00
3.52
5.19
2.82
cal activity was increased compared with the
early period. The time-course of these
trends differed in different subjects, but in
general their extrinsic behavior became more
uniform in the late perrotation period. One
other factor deserves mention: the possible
role of "anticipation" as the end of rotation
drew near. This is difficult to estimate; in
all likelihood it was not a significant factor
except possibly on the morning of Day 12.
These subjects not only were conditioned to
stressful experience but also the end of ro-
tation was not the end of the experiment.
With regard to changes in urine output,
the release of antidiuretic hormone, previ-
ously shown to be associated with unusual
vestibular stimulation (ref. 19), was the
probable primary factor; variations in fluid
intake and, in the case of MO and SH, vom-
iting, were complicating factors. In the
early perrotation period when the nausea
syndrome was prominent, WI was the only
subject who gained weight, and this occurred
while his urine output was falling, suggest-
ing water retention. It is possible that LI
and MO had a greater tendency to release
the antidiuretic hormone than SH and WI
inasmuch as they manifested the greater
decreases in urinary output both in the
early and late perrotation periods. In the
early period LI, who did not vomit, had
nearly as great a decrease in output as MO
who vomited, and in the late period, not
characterized by nausea, the decrease in
output may have been associated with in-
crease in head movements (stimulus). If
this last assumption is allowed, it demon-
strates that they adapted more readily to
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Table XIV.--Blood Enzyme Responses
[Normal values: Lactic dehydrogenase, 100-350 units; SGOT, 8-40 units;
Alkaline phosphatase, 0.8-2.3 sigma units per ml]
323
Day of experiment
Subject
--3 12
1040
660
480
800
+2
LI
MO
SH
WI
60
240
260
140
LDH
30 40 20 120 440
720 80 40 100 360 I
220 60 60 i 100 440
720 100 100 120 160
SGOT
3036 32 28 26 2828 28 30 26 26
42 28 24 40
LI 26
MO 28
SH 64
WI 44
LI 1.45
MO 1.05
SH 1.5
WI 0.87
a Run began 0900.
b Run stopped 0900.
Alkaline phosphatase
1.45 1.15 1.25 1.7 1.15
0.61.2o] 1.751 0.9
0.90.71.35 1.80 1.0
0.85 0.65 0.9
44
32
38
38
260 460 160
360 I 520 I 350
260 560 180
28O 62O 2O0
25 26 26
30 28 22
28 26 32
18 24 24
1.6 1.4 1.4 0.80
1.0 0.9 0.85 0.70
0.8 0.8 1.1 I 0.78
0.65 1.6 I 0"721 0.70
the nausea syndrome than to the factor
responsible for the antidiuretic effect. Espe-
cially interesting are the similar variations
in urine output for SH and WI who never-
theless varied in their susceptibility to
nausea.
The changes in urine volume and electro-
lytes were not reflected in the blood hemato-
crit, total protein, and serum electrolytes,
at least to any significant degree. In other
words, the excretory mechanisms constitut-
ing our first line of defense in adjustments
to stresses imposed were adequate to pre-
serve homeostasis with respect to serum
electrolytes. The determinations of serum
pH may not have been reliable, but the
pCO._, determinations indicated slight varia-
tions from normal, the most significant a
tendency toward alkalosis in the subject
who vomited eight times.
There was no significant change in re-
lease of noradrenalin as indicated from
measurements on blood and urine. Similar
measurements on release of adrenalin
showed only minor fluctuations and these
in LI and MO. These negative findings are
nevertheless significant in that they tend
to minimize the possibility that emotional
stress was an important variable in the ex-
periment.
With regard to the release of catechols
and corticoids the increase in urinary corti-
coids in the late perrotation period alone
was significant. If it is assumed that this
increase was in response to increasing the
head movements, two interesting facts
emerge. First, it was not related in time
to manifestations of the nausea syndrome,
and second, all subjects were affected almost
equally but not at the same time. Previously
we had assumed that there was a relation
between occurrence of nausea and the re-
lease of adrenal corticoids, but the present
findings suggest that even an association
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Figure lO.--Lactic dehydrogenase response of four men.
between the two may be absent. Of all the
significant positive findings the increases in
release of corticoids showed the least indi-
vidual variance.
The most striking findings requiring ex-
planation were the changes in rate of glu-
cose utilization and in LDH level in the
plasma. The group trends showed some
similarity, i.e., an initial decrease followed
by an increase above prerotation values,
but there were exceptions to the group
trends, and there was often a lack of paral-
lelism between the glucose and LDH re-
sponses for a given subject. An attempt
was made to relate both findings to an in-
crease in muscle metabolism, and considera-
tion was given to the difficulty in maintain-
ing equilibrium while standing and walking
and the possibility that there was an in-
crease in muscle tonus (ref. 20) due to bi-
zarre stimulation of the semicircular canals•
There was a closer parallelism between
physical activity and LDH than glucose
utilization levels•
The increase of glucose removal rates is
highly significant. The qualitative similar-
ity of response in all four men indicates
that the exposure to stress had a pronounced
effect on carbohydrate metabolism and that
the only difference among individuals is the
time at which the reaction set in. Two
mechanisms could explain the findings:
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First, there is the possibility of increased
levels of circulating insulin in the blood
caused by rotation. No measurements of
plasma insulin were made, but the finding
that fasting blood glucose levels were little
affected by rotation would make the exist-
ence of significant hyperinsulinism unlikely.
Secondly, there was an increased permea-
bility of peripheral tissue to glucose. It is
known that muscular activity causes a great
increase of cell permeability to sugars and
consequently of glucose metabolism and that
this effect is independent of insulin. This
increased activity is normally compensated
by increased hepatic glucose production, and
thus the blood glucose level remains un-
changed. The additional increase of permea-
bility caused by the release of insulin during
the glucose tolerance test might well lead
to greatly increased glucose removal rates
and even to hypoglycemia.
The initial decrease of glucose removal
rates could then be explained by a diminished
physical activity during the first day of ro-
tation, very pronounced in LI and SH, less
in MO and WI. It is more difficult to explain
the subsequent striking increase inasmuch
as none of the subjects became very active.
Resales of Psychophyslolo#cal Tests
Hand Dynamometry
The dynamometer used in this experiment
was a standard model Stoelting hand dy-
namometer. The subject's daily score was
the arithmetic mean for five trials. From
the group data in figure 11, it may be seen
that on Day 1 there was a sharp drop in
performance which by Day 2 returned to
the average for the 4 prerotation days.
From this point until Day 10 there was a
gradual increase in performance where the
co
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best prerotation score was equaled. The
last 2 days of rotation performance showed
a pronounced drop, and postrotation there
was a sharp rise to values greater than the
initial control level.
Spoke Test
This is a simple test of eye-hand coordi-
nation which requires that the subject point
to different compass coordinates and then
to the center. In test A the coordinates are
randomly numbered, and the subject must
point progressively (e.g., 1, 2, 3 .... ). The
task is similar in test B; however, the sub-
ject must alternate numbers and letters
progressively (1, a, 2, b, etc.). The score is
in seconds to completion of the task.
The data appear to indicate an overall
practice effect. However, the learning curve
for the complex task (test B) is interrupted
at the onset and cessation of rotation al-
though the change is small. The decrease
in performance at the cessation of rotation
on test A appears less than an expected
day-to-day variability.
Simplified Electronic Tracking Apparatus (SETA)
The tracking test used in this experiment
was similar to the one devised by Fitts (ref.
21), but a knurled knob was substituted
for the lever. In this test an irregular mo-
torized cam drives a pointer off zero, and
the subject's task is to keep the pointer on
the dial at zero. A computer element moni-
tored the pointer and compiled the subject's
total error (in microvolts). Each trial
lasted 1 minute, and there were five trials
in a session. The first data point in figure
12 is a mean of 100+ trials and may be
considered stable. The overall impression
is of a learning function, and the interrup-
tion of this trend on the first day of rotation
is therefore probably meaningful. By Day 2
the prerotational level was obtained and
improvement continued.
Speed o/ Tapping
This required that the subject alternately
depress buttons on two cumulative counters
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Figure 12.---Simplified electronic tracking appara-
tus: mean score for four men.
with the index and second finger of his
preferred hand. Each trial lasted 30 seconds
and there were 10 trials per session. The
scores were read directly from the counters,
and error was the difference between two
totals. Two subjects improved in perform-
ance and two remained about the same. The
onset and cessation of rotation did not ap-
pear to have any effect upon performance.
The variability did not change with time
nor did the error score vary in any consistent
fashion.
Reaction Time
This consisted of a simple reaction time
to a visual stimulus. There were 50 trials
per day for each subject. The data are
plotted in figure 13 with the first (practice)
session included. The group performance
appears to indicate a simple learning func-
tion which flattens slightly at the onset of
rotation. However, the individual data show
that WI (least affected overall) continued
to improve until Day 10 and then proceeded
to do less well. Subject SH continued to
improve slightly throughout. The other two
subjects also continued to improve, but
their learning appeared to be interrupted
the first few days of rotation. Subject WI
obtained one of his poorest scores on Day
+1.
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Time Estimation
This was tested by the "production"
method and required the subject to depress
a key for a given number of seconds. Ten
judgments were made at each of eight in-
tervals (2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 secs) on each
day of the experimental period. Because
these data showed no consistent over-or
underestimation within a session or from
one session to the next, they were plotted
in terms of total absolute error. Average
deviations for each interval also were ob-
tained. Figure 14 shows the average devia-
tion for the four men at each interval. The
magnitude of the error appears to be directly
related to the length of the interval to be
estimated and is as expected. Figure 15
shows the mean absolute error for all inter-
vals for the four subjects for the entire
experimental period. It may be seen that
the greatest errors occur at the onset and
cessation of rotation.
Digit Span
The Digit Span Test was administered
in a way similar to that devised by Wechsler
(ref. 22), but the numbers were presented
visually once per second. The results of this
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Figure 14.--Time estimation: (tverage error per day
.for four men.
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test appear to show a learning effect, which
may in part be explained by the fact that
only 260 number sequences were used and
the subjects saw them more than once. The
learning curve is interrupted at the onset
of rotation and midway through the run
indicating a decrement in performance.
Complex Counting Task
In the Complex Counting Task (ref. 23)
the subject is presented with a panel con-
taining three lig_s (A, B, C) with a button
below each light. The lights were programed
to flash at different frequencies (viz., A--
5.4 times per minute; B--8.9 tpm; ('--4.6
tpm). The test lasted 5 minutes, and the
subject's task was to depress the button
below the light after it had flashed four
times. Stimuli and responses were recorded
on an Easterline Angus event recorder.
Group means indicate a small decrease in
performance at the onset and at cessation
of rotation which is within the range of day-
to-day variability. On Day 8 there was a
pronounced drop in performances. The in-
dividual data show WI (the subject least
affected by rotation) with an overall in-
crease in performance as the experiment
continued. Subject SH remained about the
same, and the other two subjects appeared
to make some errors as the run progressed.
Subject WI obtained one of his poorest
scores on the first day after rotation.
Reading Test
The Reading Test consisted of assign-
ments selected from two workbooks rou-
tinely used in the reading course at the U. S.
Naval School, Pre-Flight. A range of diffi-
culty level was assigned according to the
"Flesch Scores" (ref. 24). The results of
the reading test are inconclusive. Intersub-
ject and intrasubject variabilities of speed
and comprehension are enormous. The sub-
jects suggested that interest value should
have been included in the score for difficulty
level.
Mathematics Test
The Mathematics Test was a simple 5-
minute test of addition, substraction, and
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multiplication. For the most part there was
a gradual increase in performance which
was probably a function of learning (fig.
16). Although many vigilance and fatigue
studies indicate a spurt or upsurge in per-
formance just prior to completion of the
experiment, here on Day 11 there was a
decrease in performance. Motivation was
believed not to be a factor.
Vigilance Tests
Each subject stood a night watch for 90
minutes at the same time every evening
after the crew had secured. The subject
was required to monitor flashing lights, an
auditory signal, and several gages; however,
only four of the tasks were scored:
Alternating Lights.--In the center of the
console two lights flashed alternately (30
cycles per minute each) to produce one flash
per second. At irregular intervals (and less
than 10 times in 90 minutes) one light
stopped flashing and the other doubled in
frequency. The subject was to depress a
button when this occurred. Both stimulus
and response were read out on an event
recorder. Score was delay of response in
seconds. A step relay which caused the
light to stop flashing produced an auditory
cue. However, the light did not change
every time the relay advanced. It is felt
that if sensory summation made the task
less difficult it did so by a small amount.
In the main there was a very small in-
crease in performance which for these men
did not appear to be interrupted by the
onset or cessation of rotation. The individ-
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Figure 16.--Math Test scores for four metl.
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ual data showed one very long response
and this by subject LI on Day 1. Actually,
the subject fell asleep, and this is particu-
larly meaningful since of the four men LI
appeared to be most competitive and least
likely to fall asleep on watch.
Three-Digit Test.--In the center of the
console and below the alternating lights was
a nixie tube. The tube lit once a minute for
10 seconds, and numbers were programed
randomly. The subject was assigned a code
number for the evening, and it was his task
to record when his number came up (vigi-
lance). Also he was obliged to remember
the number which appeared previously
(memory) and the number which occurred
next (attention). There were more atten-
tion errors than vigilance errors and more
memory errors than attention errors. The
performance of these men appeared to de-
crease at the onset of rotation but for WI
(least affected) it did not. All did poorer
at the cessation of rotation but the change
was small (fig. 17).
A_dio Vigila_ce.--Along with 84 db broad
band noise, an 87 db tone (1175 cps) of
0.25 second duration was presented every
0.95 second, for 90 minutes. Sporadically
(but less than 12 times in a session), the
interval was stretched from 0.95 to 1.40
seconds. It was the subject's task to note
the time at which this occurred. Score was
number of intervals missed. From the group
data figure 18, there appeared to be a learn-
ing effect which did not seem to be inter-
rupted by the onset of rotation. However,
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Figure 18.--A_di, I"igila_ce Test (Night Watch)
for t'o_r men.
there was a decrease in performance at
cessation.
Fiftee+t-Mi,_tte Test.--In this test the
subject was required to read a continuously
varying gage every fifteen minutes. The
score was the absolute error in time. The
data seem to indicate that subjects were
able to perform this task quite well and
with very few gross errors. There were only
two errors of more than 1 minute (3 min and
6 min) in a total of 56 trials (i.e., 14 for
4 subjects). Most errors are less than 10
seconds.
Discussion o/ Psychophyslological Tests
All the subjects carried out all of the tests
except on one occasion when LI fell asleep
during his watch. After making allowance
for practice effects and time-to-time vari-
ance, it is obvious that significant changes
in performance were either absent or small
except in the case of the hand dynamometry
test. It is interesting that these changes in
performance, aside from those in close re-
lation to the onset or cessation of rotation,
were manifested more frequently in the late
than in the early perrotation period. Hand
dynamometry deserves particular notice
inasmuch as the scores seemed to reflect the
general fitness of the subjects throughout
the entire experimental period. Moreover,
the sharp rise in values after cessation of
rotation suggests that disturbances in neuro-
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muscularcoordinationwere not a factor in
carryingout thetest.
GENERAl. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Prolonged exposure in a rotating environ-
ment is a unique experience and differs in
important respects from exposure to turbu-
lent seas or to turbulent air. One striking
difference has its origin in the fact that in
the rotating environment the subject's move-
ments are essential to the generation of the
bizarre accelerations whereas at sea or in
the air, fixation of the head and body might
influence the effects but would not abolish
the unusual inertial forces to which the
traveler is passively subjected. Thus, dur-
ing rotation in the SRR when the subject
is seated with head fixed or asleep the con-
ditions are not far different from those with
the room stationary. Movements of the sub-
ject resulting in functional disturbances
fall mainly into two categories, namely, ro-
tation of the head out of the plane of rota-
tion of the room and whole body movements.
The former generate very small inertial
forces and their effect, at least when the
subject is near the center of the SRR, would
be negligible were it not for the semicir-
cular canals. They are so structured that
the sensory elements are stimulated by the
gyroscopic forces, and the bizarre pattern
of the stimulus is the essential factor causing
the symptomatology of canal sickness, al-
though other etiologic factors are also
involved.
Whole body movements, insofar as they
generate Coriolis forces and affect, through
change in distance from the center of the
SRR, the level of centripetal force, result
in a change in the gravitoinertial force
vector and, consequently, in the direction
of the force upright with respect to the room.
Neuromuscular coordination is affected
which increases the difficulty in maintaining
postural equilibrium, for example, and the
amount of work involved in walking. A
distinction is made between these neuro-
muscular effects and canal sickness, inas-
much as the semicircular canals are not
directly implicated unless the head is ro-
tated out of the horizontal plane of the SRR.
Such rotations of the head may be unavoid-
able, and then the bizarre stimulus to the
canals contributes to the neuromuscular
disturbances.
Past experience has shown that there is
a good correlation between the velocity of
rotation of the room and the severity of
the symptoms manifested by the subjects.
The reason is simply that the movements re-
quired in meeting essential needs and carry-
ing out prescribed tasks are similar at all
velocities, thus making velocity of the room
the dependent variable. The subject can,
however, by omitting tasks and remaining
inactive in his free time, reduce his activi-
ties. Hence, not only the velocity of rotation
but also the movements of the subject must
be taken into account if any attempt is made
to estimate the changing levels of exposure
to the unusual inertial forces at any given
velocity. In this experiment a precise meas-
ure of bodily movements was not obtained;
the estimates are in terms of "restriction of
bead movements" and "level of physical ac-
tivity." In the SRR the subject could antici-
pate every stressful stimulus, perfectly with
respect to occurrence, although imperfectly
with respect to disturbing effects character-
ized by summation and perseveration. With
training and experience, however, the sub-
ject became adept at avoiding disturbances
by regulating the stimulus both quantita-
tively and qualitatively. Thus, in terms of
the stressful inertial forces each subject,
consciously at first then automatically to an
increasing extent, exerted a modulating in-
fluence on the level of stimulation.
A second important difference refers to
the stability of the SRR compared with ship
or aircraft. With full illumination of the
room and while he is engaged in ordinary
activities the subject regards the platform
as being not only stable but also level and
the walls upright. Under special circum-
stances the room may appear tilted (the
oculogyral illusion, ref. 25), and, seated in
the dark, the subject may regard the chair
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on which he is seatedas being tilted but
alwayswith respectto a level stable plat-
form. Under most conditions,however,the
visual environment appears the same as
whentheroomis not rotating.
Theeffectsof rotation alreadyhavebeen
discussedunder threeheadings:the clinical
symptoms,clinical laboratory findings,and
psychophysiologicalperformance.Theywill
nowbediscussedbriefly in termsof the sig-
nificant changesalongthe time axis of the
experiment,and someof the practical and
theoreticalimplicationswill besummarized.
The unexpectedfinding of two quite di_-
tinct perrotationperiodsis explainedthusly:
In the early perrotationperiodthe subjects
restrictedtheir headmovementsand conse-
quently their physical activity to prevent
the nauseasyndrome. This subject-paced
stimulus level was well below the unpaced
level and was individually adjustedto the
time-courseof adaptationto this unpleasant
syndrome.With thedisappearanceof nausea
this restriction on head movementswas
lifted, thus increasingthe bizarre stimulus
to the semicircularcanals. This pavedthe
way for the appearanceof effectswhich
either (1) necessitateda longertime-course
of adaptationthandid nausea;(2) required
a strongerstimulusfor their exhibition; or
(3) had different transfer patterns in
terms of levelsof stimulation. The restric-
tion on physical activity, however, was
partially maintained inasmuchas it was
now'pacedby suchsymptomsasdrowsiness
and fatigue. Thus the late perrotation pe-
riod w'hi]e initiated by the lifting of re-
strictions on headmovementswas charac-
terizedby a rising levelof physicalactivity
which, although never reaching the pre-
rotation level, may neverthelesshave ex-
ceededit in terms of muscularwork. The
symptomatologyof the two distinct perro-
tation periods revealed many interdigita-
tions both for the individual and for the
groupand in all likelihoodwascomplicated
by symptomsreferableto confinementand
levelof physicalwork.
The first dayof rotation madethe great-
est overallimpacton the subjects.Thesud-
den onset, marking the rather dramatic
beginningof a long exposureto unfamiliar
stresses,was,after the daysspentin carry-
ing out preliminary arrangementsand base-
line studies,keenlyanticipated.Suchimme-
diate effectsasdifficulty in walking andthe
strangefeeling associatedwith headmove-
mentswere not unpleasant,and all except
LI w,ere lulled into makinga falseestimate
of their susceptibility to the nauseasyn-
drome. Within an hour MO experienced
the first of eight vomitingepisodesand SII
complainedof nausea.Beforelongquietfell
over a previouslynoisy group, and all ex-
cept WI attached the head brace to minimize
movement between head and thorax. Thus
the findings on the first day reflected not
only differences in susceptibility to a given
level of stress but also differences in self-
appraisal of the susceptibility, which influ-
enced the subjects' self-paced exposure to
stress. This accounted in part for the sever-
ity of symptoms the first day and for certain
differences in pattern of response between
Day 1 and Day 2.
Adaptation to the nausea syndrome was
the main guide in defining the early perro-
tation period, a period characterized not
only by typical symptoms of canal sickness
but also, except on Day 1, by a low" level
of physical activity. Individual differences
in severity of symptoms and rate of adapta-
tion w'ere revealed. Moreover, there were
significant alterations in the clinical labora-
tory findings reflecting in part the low, level
of physical activity and in part the stress
of the force environment. All of the sub-
jects carried out the performance tests on
the first day although MO and SH did not
participate in all of the clinical tests. Slight
decreases in performance were recorded in
several tests especially on Day 1 and notably
in hand dynamometry.
The late perrotation period was character-
ized by the fatigue syndrome, a changing
pattern in the laboratory findings, and slight
decrements in certain performance tests. It
was necessary to take into account three
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etiologicalfactors,namely,vestibularstimu-
lation, increasingphysical work, and con-
finement.
Suchsymptomsasdrowsinessandfatigue
were complaintsevenin the early perrota-
tion period but were overshadowedby
nausea.With the disappearanceof nausea,
however,they becamethe presentingsymp-
toms. The subjectsreporteda gradual de-
creasein drowsinessbut continuedto com-
plain of fatigue. It is difficult to distinguish
betweenboredomand fatigue, and the in-
creasein physicalwork may have beena
factor.
Theunexpectedbiochemicalfindingswere
the appearancefor the first time of stress
hormonesin the urine, which were almost
surely attributable to stimulation of the
canals, and striking increasesin glucose
utilization and in the serumenzymeLDH.
All the tasks werecarried out in the late
perrotationperiod. With regardto the per-
formancetests, there was a drop in score
in hand dynamometryon Days 11 and 12
whichwasprobablysignificantand a slight
drop in scoresin digit spanon Days7 and
8, in the ComplexCountingTest on Day 8,
andin theMathTestonDay11.
Cessationof rotation had lesseffect than
anticipated on the symptomatology.Only
SH experienceda mild return of nausea(stomachawareness)lasting a short time,
and while the subjectswere surprisedover
the difficulty in walking,especiallyon rotat-
ing the head,this soondisappeared.None
of the changesin the clinical laboratory
findings were unexpected. There were
slight decrementsin someof the perform-
ancescoresbut an increasein scorein hand
dynamometry.
The onboardobserverKE presentedno
history of motion sicknessand hadamassed
> 500 hours at different velocitiesin the
Slow Rotation Room. In his first few ex-
posures dizziness and slight discomfort
were his only complaints. In subsequent
experiments he remained symptom free.
Audiometric exam, caloric response,and
postural equilibrium were within normal
limits and there was no history of disease
of thesensoryorgansof the inner ear.
During the present experimentKE re-
ported slight dizzinessonly during the first
hour. This rapidly subsidedand with the
exceptionof drowsinesswas the only char-
acteristic symptomreportedthroughoutthe
rotation period. The first day KE had only
slight difficulty walking and (unlike all the
subjects) did not restrict his movementsat
all. From all indications adaptation was
accomplishedquickly. Although KE's log
was sprinkled with commentson "sleepi-
ness,"his fatiguewasprobablynot sogreat
as that of the other four men. This free-
domfrom difficultiesmay be the result of
KE's initial insusceptibility but is more
probablythe result of his conditioningfrom
previousexperiments.
KE remainedon board for the duration
of the experimentand his exposurewas
equivalentat least to that of the subjects,
with the exceptionthat during the short
daily stops KE left the SRR (and conse-
quently movedhis head). This was done,
as a probe, to discover the feasibility of
maintaining adaptationto 10 rpm and to
zero simultaneously. This proved quite
successful(at leastwith respectto postural
equilibrium) since KE did not experience
ataxiaproblemswhenrotationfinally ceased.
On the other hand,the additional stressof
adaptationto both environmentsmay have
contributed to the fatigue KE reported.
Verificationof thesefindings awaits future
experimentation.
All the aviators were askedwhether, in
their opinion,they were unfit at times dur-
ing the run to carry out taskswhich might
beexpectedof astronautsin orbital flights.
All agreedthat this wasthe case;evenWI
who was quite fit in the early period con-
sideredhewaslessfit later dueto prolonged
fatigue. Thisopinionis fairly wellsupported
by the objectivefindings. The most severe
symptomswere experiencedby the two sub-
jects who were nauseated,and their per-
formancewasadverselyaffected.Even this
did not seriously affect vital homeostatic
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mechanisms,and at no time werethe sub-
jects in needof medicalcare. Suchcounter-
measuresasselection,adaptation,and drugs
would have greatly minimizedthe nausea
syndrome,but fatigue might presenta more
difficultproblem.
In attempting to apply the findings ob-
tained in the SRR to a rotating orbiting
spacecraftit is necessaryfirst to consider
important differencesbetweenthe two with
regard to the force environment(refs. 26
and 27). A spacecraftwith a radius of 30
feet and rotating at a velocity of 10 rpm
wouldgeneratea centripetalforce of about
1.0Gunit at theperiphery.Thedisturbances
in neuromuscular coordination resulting
from changesin the linear gravitoinertial
vector associatedwith "body movements"
wouldbe comparableto thosein the SRR.
The disturbances resulting from "head
movements"might beworsedueto the fact
that the "upright" positionof the astronaut
wouldbeat right anglesto the axisof rota-
tion rather thanparallelto it aswhenin the
SRR. At least this would be true to the
extent that swivelingrotationsof the head,
which can be made with impunity in the
SRR,wouldproveto bemore stressful than
nodding motions.
If the radius of the spacecraft were 15
instead of 30 feet, thus generating only
0.56 G unit at the periphery, the smaller
magnitude of the linear force vector and
the greater changes in direction associated
with body movements would adversely affect
equilibrium. Although the gyroscopic accel-
erations stimulating the semicircular canals
would be the same, the possible decrease in
the modulating influence of the otolith or-
gans might be significant.
It should be pointed out that, in the SRR,
the subject's head, when he is bending over,
reclining, or recumbent, is nearly at right
angles to the axis of rotation and that he
adapts to whatever rotations of the head
are made in these positions. Although plans
have been made for a systematic study
comparing the effects with subjects parallel
and at right angles to the axis of rotation,
it is safe to predict that the differences will
not be great and that adaptation in one
circumstance will provide a large measure
of "protection" in the other.
The fact that the onboard observer did
not experience nausea and was never more
than moderately fatigued suggests that much
can be accomplished in the areas of selection,
training, and habituation with regard to the
prevention of canal sickness. It would be
worthwhile to explore the effect of slowly
increasing the angular velocity of the SRR
in order to minimize or even prevent un-
wanted effects. Moreover, adaptation at a
higher angular velocity than that planned
for a space flight might be advantageous.
Additional countermeasures might include
such practical measures as the location of
hand rails for support, the arrangement of
instrument panels to take advantage of the
fact that head movements in the plane of
rotation are not stressful, and the identifi-
cation of the most effective drugs to prevent
nausea and possibly other symptoms.
It is also of more than passing interest
that the onboard observer who left the SRR
for short periods was not seriously disturbed
by such transitions, suggesting that simul-
taneous adaptation to rotating and station-
ary environments is feasible.
In the present experiment, especially in
the late perrotation period, it was difficult
or impossible properly to evaluate the
etiological roles of confinement, muscular
work, and vestibular stimulation responsible
for the symptomatology. The significance
of factors other than the force environment
could be determined, in part at least, by
comparing the responses once with the SRR
stationary and again with the room rotating.
The role of the vestibular organs could be
determined by a comparison of the effects
between normal subjects and persons with
loss of vestibular function.
From a more theoretical standpoint sev-
eral findings deserve mention. The changes
observed in fusion frequency of flicker are
of interest whether they represent specific
or nonspecific effects of stimulation of the
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semicircular canals. In either case the value
of such a delicate indicator is emphasized
and it points up the need to investigate not
only its advantages and limitations but also
its implications in terms of central nervous
system mechanisms. If the changes in CFF
were specific, the findings indicate that dec-
rements in performance were associated
with manifestations of the nausea syndrome
but not with drowsiness and fatigue in the
late perrotation period when, in fact, mean
performance was above the prerotation level.
It is possible that changes in CFF and the
time-course of adaptation to these changes
may have practical application. It would
be interesting to compare these with nystag-
mographic findings.
The present experiment did not permit
a distinction between the etiological roles
of the semicircular canals, otolith organs,
and nonotolith gravireceptor mechanisms
in the causation of and adaptation to ataxia.
It did provide, however, a forceful reminder
of the dominance of the visual upright over
the gravitoinertial force upright under the
experimental conditions, i.e., relatively weak
inertial force and strongly structured visual
field.
An attempt might have been made to ex--
plain the changes in serum level of the en-
zyme LDH by the changing level of muscular
work were it not for the finding that on
Day 1 two subjects had low and two had
high values. The fact that on Days 2 and 3
all subjects had low values suggested that
restraint in making either head or body
movements or both was responsible. The
relatively high values manifested by two
subjects (MO and WI) on Day 1 are best
explained if it is assumed that two) factors
were operating, namely, restriction in
physical activity tending toward a decrease
and vestibular stimulation tending toward
an increase in serum LDH. MO who re-
stricted his activities considerably was most
susceptible to typical symptoms of canal
sickness. WI, who restricted his activities
least, necessarily stimulated the labyrinth
most among the four subjects. Whatever
the etiological factors involved, it is worth-
while to investigate the underlying mecha-
nisms. Although it has been shown that
serum level of LDH is related to muscular
work, clear-cut changes are manifested only
with large changes in work load (ref. 28).
With regard to stimulation of the labyrinth,
it has been shown that it is an important
factor modulating muscle tonus (ref. 20).
One of the most striking and unexpected
findings observed was the increase in rate
of glucose utilization which, directly or in-
directly, must have had its genesis in ex-
posure to the unusual force environment.
The most likely etiologic factors and under-
lying mechanisms involved have been dis-
cussed above in some detail. Here it is
important only to emphasize that the eluci-
dation of this phenomenon might represent
a significant scientific contribution.
It may be concluded that the present ex-
periment, although it constituted only an
initial probe into the problems incidental
to adaptation at a velocity of 10 rpm, has
advanced our knowledge in two main re-
spects. First, it has shown that counter-
measures in addition to adaptation are
needed if rotational velocities of 10 rpm are
required. Secondly, it has demonstrated the
usefulness of the rotating room for the
further exploration of vestibular and cen-
tral nervous system mechanisms.
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DISCUSSION
WENDT: At various times during the meeting I have
heard people refer to the emotional state of subjects
in a rotating room. I would like to make a sugges-
tion of a so-called "instrument" that we use in our
drug work to assess emotional and motivational
state. It is an adjective check list that consists of
133 adjectives descriptive of emotional states. It is
highly sensitive to drug effects and is apparently
quite valid. It takes 5 to 10 minutes to administer.
It could be administered as many times during the
day as you liked. There are many normative data
available in our files on hundreds of subjects used
many times. I think instead of talking only of
apathy or depression, the adjective check list which
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consists essentially of about 12 different classes of
adjectives like cheerful, genial, confident, easygoing,
important, sluggish, apprehensive, uneasy, depressed,
apathetic, and so on, would yield a more discrimina-
tive assessment of the emotional and motivational
changes that were taking place, at remarkably little
cost in time:
YORK: Dr. Graybiel, do you have any suggestion
about the screening tests and how they correlate
with the subsequent behavior you mentioned?
GRAYBIEL: Prior to the onset of rotation the subjects
were evaluated with regard to susceptibility to mo-
tion sickness on the basis of response to the thresh-
old caloric test, interview, standardized acrobatics,
brief vestibular test, et cetera. The vestibular test
consisted essentially of having the subject rotate his
head while turning in a B_.r,_ny type chair and scor-
ing the responses. The results ranked the subjects
with respect to susceptibility to the so-called nausea
syndrome. None of the subjects were susceptible to
air sickness and only two had a history, one incident
each, of motion sickness. I rated one subject as less
susceptible than the others on the basis of a slightly
depressed function of the semicircular canals on one
side inasmuch as our experience demonstrated such
a relationship. Actually, however, this subject, MO,
proved to be the most susceptible. Rankings based
on susceptibility to the nausea syndrome did not hold
up during the latter part of the perrotation period
when the subjects complained of what we termed the
fatigue syndrome; here, there was little difference
between the subjects.
M. JONES: In a situation like this, one might expect
incorrect automatic vestibulo-ocular "stabilizing" sig-
nals to actively destabilize the retinal image; in
which case one would expect reduced visual acuity
during head movements having frequencies above the
cutoff value for visual tracking, i.e., above about 1
cps. If this were the case one might imagine that
the labyrinthine defective subjects would actually
see better than normals during head movement in
the rotating room. Have you any evidence to suggest
whether this is the case?
GRAYBIEL: No, we haven't carried out tests along
this line but we are planning to do so.

Stepwise Adaptation to a Velocity of 10 rpm in the
Pensacola Slow Rotation Room
MARTIN BERGSTEDT
Umea University Medical School, Sweden
Previous experimentation in Pensacola by
Graybiel and coworkers (ref. 1) demon-
strated that sudden exposure to 10 revolu-
tions per minute (rpm) in the Slow
Rotation Room (SRR) (fig. 1) induces
considerable disturbances even in relatively
unsusceptible individuals. Earlier experi-
ments (ref. 2) have, however, shown that
the lower values of rpm are more easily
tolerated; therefore, it seemed reasonable
to attempt a stepwise procedure in order
to allow the test subjects to adapt to one
rpm level before going to the next.
Earlier experiments had also demon-
strated that after remaining in a rotating
environment, the readaptation to zero rpm
also presents problems. This readaptation
period was short, but seemed to be more pro-
nounced after longer periods in the rotating
environment. An incremental procedure
should also be attempted for the decrease
from 10 to 0 rpm.
Underlying the three experiments pre-
sented here was also the question of eventual
preadaptation for a rotating environment
while maintaining the adaptation to 0 rpm.
A rotating chair was mounted inside the
SRR and used to assess adaptation in these
three experiments (fig. 2). The chair could
be set to any desired resultant speed--clock-
wise or counterclockwise. With the subject
in this chair the Coriolis oculogyral test
(ref. 3) was performed and "Coriolis nys-
tagmus" (ref. 4) was recorded. Postural
equilibrium tests (walking and standing on
rails) according to Graybiel and Fregley
(a preceding paper in this symposium) were
performed. Several other tests were also
performed throughout the experiments. The
mental and physiological fitness of the crew
was assessed by two types of psychological
tests--the Rater and Logit tests according
to French (ref. 5). Cardiovascular tests and
other tasks were performed pre-, during,
and post-run. Every day was divided into
a 4 hour period of morning tests and--after
a lunch break--4 hour afternoon tests. A
typical work day ]anted about 9 hours, and
the subjects remained busy with testing
and being tested. Testing was usually com-
pleted by 1630, at which time the subjects
were free to follow their own interests,
make log entries, prepare supper, watch
TV, listen to music, etc., after which they
retired and usually slept about 8 hours. The
idea was to keep them busy during working
hours by different tests, etc., and also dur-
ing their free time but to a lesser degree.
In this presentation it will naturally be
impossible to describe all details. Instead,
I will briefly describe the experiments and
give the main result of each.
In the first experiment it was our inten-
tion to make the first step larger than the
following ones. This was a result of earlier
experience where higher levels of the rpm
are more difficult to adjust to. The inten-
tion was to begin at 5 rpm but by mistake
6.4 rpm became the starting level. The crew
of four less-than-normal susceptible indi-
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viduals experienced the nausea syndrome.
They adapted, however, and 36 hours after
rotation began they could then proceed to
the next higher level--8.5 rpm. This step
from 6.4 to 8.5 did not increase significantly
unpleasant symptoms although walking be-
came more difficult. After 1 day they were
ready for the 10 rpm level. This step was
tolerated quite well. As soon as we observed
the readiness with which they appeared to
adapt for nausea, there was no reason for
this experiment to continue, and after 1 day
the decrease in rotation started. There was
little, if any, difficulty in the descent to 6.4
again and it was almost relaxing after the
much more stressful 10 rpm level. The next
lower level, 3.6, was no problem either. We
continued on until 0900 of the last day. For
the after-run tests it was to our advantage
to perform the post-run tests during the
time of the day when the morning tests gen-
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erally started. The stepfrom 3.6 rpm to 0
showeda certain change concerningthe
equilibrium testsand slight changesin the
cardiovasculartests. The whole crew was
in good order but looked somewhat"ex-
hausted"after the experiment.
The main result of the first experiment
was that the stepwiseprocedureis to be
preferred insteadof going directly from 0
to 10 rpm. Thedifferencesin rpm between
eachstep were (fig. 3): Up--6.4, 2.1, and
1.5; Down--3.6,2.8,and 3.6. Scrutinizing
themain resultfor fitness of the men, it was
also clear that the 6.4 rpm step was too high,
the 3.6 was an acceptable maximal value,
and that 2.8, 2.1, and especially 1.5 rpm,
were all easy to become adapted to. The
experimental data suggest that, when
adapted to a certain level, it is the difference
to next level of rpm which is more significant
than the absolute value of rpm.
For this second experiment we wanted to
study equal steps of 3.3 rpm with another
group of test subjects. In a pre-run of short
duration in the SRR, they showed greater
susceptibility than the subjects in the pre-
ceding experiment. When a group of volun-
!
RPM
teers accepted, unfortunately no one could
be excluded. There was a need to confirm
the result from the preceding experiment
that it is the value of change of rpm which
is essential for the amount of disturbances
and not the level per se. By a stepwise pro-
cedure with equal steps (fig. 4) this could
be more clearly studied. Each level of rpm
was maintained for 24 hours or a longer
time if necessary to determine adequately
the test subject's ability to adapt for that
level.
Earlier studies had shown that, in general,
24 hours or a little shorter time seems to be
sufficient for adaptation for a 0 to 5.4 rpm
step. This time for adaptation is in good
agreement with other tests and subjective
descriptions.
In order to compare whether the return
is "easier," we wanted to make the experi-
ment "symmetrical" for the going up and
down procedure. As seen from the preced-
ing experiment, we expected the return to
be less stressful. The plans were to keep the
subjects rotating at 10 rpm for periods
longer than 1 day. One of the subjects, how-
ever, had great difficulty in adapting, and
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nausea and stress became so intense and
tiring for him on the third and fourth day
that the going down procedure had to start.
The going down procedure was generally
easy. The step from 3.3 rpm to 0 differed
a little from the others and was the more
disturbing, but the readaptation period was
short lasting.
The principal finding of the second experi-
ment was that it was possible to reach the
10 rpm level with almost but not full effi-
ciency of two of the men. On the way up
they became too nauseated the first evening
(about 3 hours after start) to be acceptable.
Later they adapted more easily to change
of rpm, and, in summary, those two who were
more susceptible than average had great
difficulty in performing the tests. The chair
test with oculogyral tests and "Coriolis nys-
tagmus test" showed little or no adaptation
through the whole run.
This second experiment showed that, for
a stepwise progression, a change of 3.3 rpm
is an upper limit for above average suscepti-
ble individuals. The results lend support to
I
7
the idea that the difference in rpm is essen-
tial and not the absolute value of rpm.
These two experiments in the SRR pointed
out that for progression to 10 and back to
0 rpm, a stepwise procedure could be used
with equal steps of about 2 to 3 rpm. For
the going down procedure the duration of
the stay at each level of rpm could presum-
ably be shorter than during the going up
procedure. Another result was that if the
step was small, the subject seemed to adapt
in shorter time. This result could speak in
favor of a procedure of many small steps,
with the possibility of adapting after a
relatively short time. Discussing the earlier
results, the idea of a continuous increase
and decrease of rpm occurred. Judging from
earlier experiments, adaptation for a certain
level with a limited increase of rpm of 2-3
rpm takes about 5-24 hours. A short pre-
liminary test lasting a couple of hours was
performed from 0 to about 1 rpm, after
which 40 hours were chosen for the increase
from 0 to 10 rpm, that is, 0.25 rpm per hour
(fig. 5).
This made it necessary to increase rotat-
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ing during 1 night's sleep. The subjects
would presumably not adapt during sleep,
and we were highly interested in studying
the effect during a period of sleep when
they would wake up the following morning
with rotation increased about 2 rpm. This
had not been tried before. For a planned
space station with several men on board
and presumably a watch system with some
men asleep and some awake, it seems neces-
sary to know more about vestibular adapta-
tion and sleep.
To make it possible to decide if the going
down procedure is easier to "take" than
the going up, we wanted to perform the
continuous decrease also during 40 hours.
We expected, however, that the going down
would be easier to make.
The principal finding of this third experi-
ment was that the continuous change of
rpm of 0.25 each hour was well tolerated
by the subjects from the start up to about
3.0 rpm and so long as they moved around
performing their tasks. As soon as they
rested during the free time in the evening,
problems occurred, and there were still more
pronounced effects after 1 night's sleep
period; all had difficulties adapting to this
steady increase of rpm. Going down was
better tolerated overall, and now 1 night's
sleep bothered them less than during the
going up period.
All subjects became incapacitated when
they woke up and started moving around.
Spinning at 10 rpm, all subjects started to
adapt for this level and reached reasonable
efficiency in 3 days. There was no adapta-
tion for the increase by itself. Compared
with the last foregoing experiments, the
continuous increase of rpm in 40 hours does
not seem to shorten the time of adaptation
for reaching the 10 rpm level. A similar
going down procedure is better tolerated
than going up after a stay of 3 days at
10 rpm. The pronounced efficiency of the
subjects during the continuous increase from
0 to about 3.0 rpm in 12 hours was very in-
teresting and could point to a method of
reaching a 3 rpm level in a short time and
perhaps of increasing the rotation speed
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when the crew is busy and of keeping the
speed constant during resting time and sleep.
The results of these three experiments
show :
(1) A stepwise procedure to reach 10
rpm seems favorable.
(2) The steps can mostly be 2-3 rpm.
(3) Despite a stepwise procedure it seems
(4)
(5)
difficult to reach or adapt to 10 rpm
in shorter time than 5 days.
The 10 rpm level is really "difficult"
and stressing.
A rotating chair for oculogyral illu-
sion tests and recording of Coriolis
nystagmus can be used for estimation
of adaptation.
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DISCUSSION
HUERTAS: It is a fact that going by steps, adaptation
might occur at a faster rate than going at large
jumps. In view of your findings, where do you think
that adaptation occurred compared with the known
physiology of the vestibular system--at the end
organ or at the central nervous system?
BERGSTEDT: I think all the feedback cycles are in-
volved in this adaptation process.
MAYNE: I wonder whether it might be possible to
consider two types of adaptation. An adaptation
first as to the proper interpretation or spatial orien-
tation, and second, an adaptation to nausea. There
doesn't appear to be complete correlation between
disorientation and nausea. Dr. Graybiel mentioned
previously that some of the subjects have been quite
successful in overcoming nausea and still show
significant disorientation in the performance of
various tasks. I am wondering if a study is being
made of this problem.
BERGSTEDT: I think the question was best answered
already by Dr. Gz'aybiel's paper. In these studies
we did not continue long enough to really answer this
question. But I agree that there are different com-
ponents in the adaptation process and they presum-
ably have different, what we can call, delay times.
VON GIERKE: Did the subjects know what the pro-
gram would be for their exposure and what the
steps would be that they would be exposed to?
BERGSTEDT: Yes, they knew.
THOMPSON: If you wanted to operate at 6.4 rpm,
to adapt the subjects up to 10, and then step back
down to (;.4--is there any better adaptation in that
method than by stepwise _oin_" up to (;.4 and just
holding it there. In other words, _'o up to 6.4 and
hold it versus over adapting and then going back
down to 6.4 ?
BERGSTEDT: Yes. They find the level of 6.4 rpm easy
when they have stayed at 10 for 1 or 2 days.
Whether this shortens the total time for adaptation
to 6.4 rpm is not sure, however.
THOMPSON: Is there any difference in performance
at 6.4 going up over and coming down or just holding
it?
BERGSTEDT: We didn't make this comparison. I can't
fully answer your question. Going down they per-
formed well and especially subjectively they found
it almost pleasant. '
JONES: I was particularly interested in the effects
of sleep upon the adaptive processes you have dem-
onstrated. The results of a series of recent, as
yet unpublished, experiments conducted in my lab-
oratory to examine the effect of sleep upon the
vestibulo-ocular reflex in man may have some bear-
ing on your observations. Initially, on going to sleep
a good nystagmoid pattern of vestibulo-ocular re-
sponse to sinusoidal rotational stimulus was ob-
tained. Subsequently, as the depth of sleep increased,
there was (a) loss of the saccadic component of eye
movement, accompanied by out-of-phase oculomotor
response, (b) the development of slow wandering eye
movements having no relation to the stimulus, and
(c) the return of compensatory mode of response
but one which was imprecise and without saccades.
It occurred to me that the obvious modification of
vestibulo-ocular response seen in these experiments
might be related to the altered adaptive behavior due
to sleep in your experiments.
HUERTAS: Paradoxical sleep is characterized among
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otherthingsbyrandommotionsof theeyes.How
did you keep your records free of this random
interference during paradoxical sleep and those eye
roving motions that are present during this type of
sleep?
JONES: The eye movement and the EEG records
were completely separate from one another; thus,
the "cleanliness" of the former record did not de-
pend upon the state of sleep.
C. SMITH: I would like to point out something that I
don't think has been emphasized before. It seems
probable that there is some central control of the
peripheral vestibular organs. Rasmussen and Gacek
pointed out that there are efferents going from the
lateral vestibular nucleus out to the vestibule, and
Rossi recently has confirmed this, i.e., that there are
efferents going from the lateral vestibular nucleus
as well as from an interposed nucleus. We don't
know where they end but it is probable that they
are related to the small granulated nerve fibers or
nerve endings Dr. EngstrSm discussed in his paper.
We have found that both in rodents and in the
squirrel monkey these nerves have synaptic termi-
nals or synaptic contact with the vestibular hair
cells, with the vestibular nerve fibers, and also with
the vestibular nerve endings. Even though the end-
ings of these efferent nerves have not been well
worked out yet, I think we might speculate that
probably there is control of the peripheral organ
from a central source.
BERGSTEDT: Another detail in this slow rotation ex-
periment in relation to what Dr. Jones said is that
if we stop the SRR, as we usually have done, two
times a day and the subjects keep the head immov-
able, they have no unpleasant feeling of vertigo as
long as they keep the head immovable. But as soon
as they move the head even the slightest, they feel
nauseated. So in these experiments we used a new
procedure and allowed them to stay in the room
when it stopped and keep the head immovable. Then
we took the first man and allowed him to perform
the aftertests. After this the No. 2 man started
and so on. The general impression from early ex-
periences seems to be that by keeping the head im-
movable you also preserve the adaptation for the
Slow Rotation Room. How long a time it takes to
subside or go down, we do not know. Perhaps it
would last for 1, 2, or 3 days if the subjects kept
their heads immovable. But at leant for sevel'al
hours the adaptation seems to be preserved.

Biochemical Responses to Vestibular Stimulation
EDWARD C. KNOBLOCK
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
SUMMARY
This paper reports a series of biochemical parameters which was measured in an
attempt to focus critical areas of biochemical responses to motion sickness attending
prolonged exposure to a moving room environment. The most striking finding in the
study is the demonstration of an increased glucose utilization by normal subjects in
comparison with labyrinth-defective volunteers. These findings are consistent with a
hypothesis drawn from a previous study {pilots, 1962) that changes in glucose toler-
ance may be caused by increased muscle tonus in normal subjects. The increase in
tonus may be a direct result of labyrinth stimulation. This hypothesis is supported by
determination of pH which showed a decrease, by an increased pCO 2, and by a steady
or slightly decreased pO,, value for normal subjects. The LDH value was also in-
creased in the pilot group only. These are the types of responses that would be expected.
The L-D group should not show such a response. With a possible exception to an
unexplained response in pO 2 in the pilot 1964 group, this hypothesis is borne out. An
additional definitive experiment with especially careful control of diet, work regimen,
and subjective observations is indicated to assess further the differences between the
responses of normal and labyrinth-defective men when subjected to vestibular stimula-
tion.
INTRODUCTION
A search of the literature has not revealed
any extensive biochemical studies on man
wherein vestibular stimulation of an assess-
able magnitude with a prolonged exposure
was performed. The reports of Guedry et al.
(ref. 1), Collins (ref. 2), and Collins and
Guedry (ref. 3) describe the psychological
and general performance changes in normal
men when the conditions of the experiment
ranged between 3 and 10 rpm.
Tyler and Bard (ref. 4) in their review
article detail much of the physiology of the
etiology of motion sickness and point out
the resistance of men, whose labyrinths had
been destroyed by disease, to motion sick-
ness. Colehour and Graybiel (ref. 5) report
the excretion of steroids and catechol amines
on both normal persons and deaf subjects
following parabolic flight stress. These
findings likewise show a difference between
the two groups with normal subjects show-
ing a greater response than the labyrinth
deficient men.
The general lack of biochemical data indi-
cates a definite requirement for more infor-
mation regarding the biochemical responses
which accompany the changes in ability
to perform tasks satisfactorily in the
early phases of the prolonged experi-
ment and to help account for the ability of
the individual to adapt to the abnormal en-
vironment after 2 or 3 days exposure. In
1962, four young healthy student pilots vol-
unteered for a two week "tour" in the
Coriolis Chamber earlier described in a pre-
ceding paper by Graybiel et al. This run
was for 12 days of rotation at 10 rpm with
samples of b]ood and urine collected at in-
tervals. It was expected that 10 rpm would
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produce a certain degree of motion sickness
in the pilots, and the biochemical parameters
were designed to measure such conditions
as intestinal absorption, excretion of calcium
and electrolytes, blood catechol amine as-
says, serum enzyme activities, rates of glu-
cose metabolism, and other parameters
which might assist in evaluating the ob-
served responses and work performance
capability during the tests. The results of
these preliminary evaluations were suffi-
ciently encouraging that a more elaborate
experiment was planned to include a com-
parison of the apparent normal individual
with labyrinth defective (L-D) subjects.
The labyrinth defective group was com-
posed of four totally deaf male students at
Gallaudet College. Also with this group was
included one man who had demonstrated a
high level of resistance to motion sickness
during previous short runs in other experi-
mental programs.
DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT
The subjects were required to be available
for both pre-test and post-test evaluations
with a 3-day period in each case stipulated.
Prerotational data on each man served as
a base for comparison of the responses of
the rotational period during which the ves-
tibular apparatus was being stimulated. The
period after the termination of the rotational
experience served as a further comparison
for evaluating rates of return to normal
and also to determine the degree of response
during that period when the subject was
readusting to his normal environment.
Two blood and three urine collections were
made during the "control" periods with
blood samples being taken on the first (com-
plete 24 hour) day and again on the fourth,
seventh, tenth, and twelfth days of rotation.
Glucose tolerance tests were also done at
these same time intervals.
The diet fed the subjects during the ex-
periment was as closely regulated as possible
with major variations in the quality of the
diet eliminated. It was not possible, how-
ever, to weigh the individual portions of
the food but these were estimated as closely
as possible and recorded. Fluid intake rec-
ords were kept for each 24 hour period.
Urine collections were made to allow total
collection of voidings, extending between
0800 one day through 0800 the following
day. Fasting blood specimens were collected
at 0830-0900 on each day of sampling to
minimize diurnal variations in blood chem-
istry responses. During the time when it
was necessary to stop rotation for servicing
or other requirements, the subjects were
fixed in a neck harness arrangement which
did not allow movement of their heads. In
the room the men performed normal work
cycles.
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
In general it was noted that both the pilot
groups of 1962 and 1964 showed similar re-
sponses to the rotational environment. The
rates of rotation were the same (10 rpm);
however, the 1962 study was made in a room
which has approximately one-half the diam-
eter of the newer Coriolis Chamber Facility.
For this reason the gravitational effects are
somewhat greater in the second experiment.
In both experiments all subjects showed a
varying degree of motion sickness early in
the first day with nausea and vomiting dur-
ing the first 24 hours in most cases. The
feeling of discomfort persisted for 2 to 3
days at which time an adjustment to rota-
tion was noticed. No motion-sickness drugs
were used. In general, the normal subjects
drastically cut their fluid intake during the
first 3 days of rotation and thereafter re-
sumed liquid intake at approximately the
same level as during the pre-test control
period. Food intake followed a similar pat-
tern; however, during the rotational phase
most of the men reported an increased de-
sire for starchy foods, bread, and fats. The
normal subjects also complained of a great
feeling of fatigue while on board and it was
readily apparent to all observers that the
degree of alertness of the men was reduced
during the rotational period. These changes
have also been reported separately as re-
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gards the ability of the men to perform their
assigned tasks and to respond .to psychologi-
cal testing programs with the facility, ob-
served during the pre-test control period.
The biochemical studies in part offer an
explanation for these changes.
URINE VOLUMES AND EXAMINATION
Both groups of pilots showed a similar
response throughout the program. During
the first 24 hours of rotation all decreased
their urinary output with the decrease main-
taining for 3-5 days. In those pilots who
experienced vomiting, the urine output de-
creased to the greatest degree. This prob-
ably reflects the reluctance on the part of
the individual to increase his fluid intake
since it was during this period that the
smallest fluid intake volumes were recorded.
In comparison, the L-D subject group
showed a urine volume which appeared con-
sistent with their fluid intake which re-
mained near the control level during the en-
tire experimental period. Midway through
the experiment, an increased fluid intake
was recorded with urine levels remaining
near control levels. This was accounted for
by partial failure of the air conditioning
system in the Coriolis Chamber with the
increased temperature resulting in profuse
sweating by the subjects.
The examination of the urine for specific
gravity, total solids, pH, protein, sugar,
ketones, and microscopic examination did
not reveal anything remarkable in any test
group although one pilot did show a tend-
ency for albuminuria which showed ap-
proximately 30-40 mg protein per 100 ml
urine during the first 2-5 days of rotation.
Excretion of sodium, potassium, and cal-
cium in the urine did not show any changes
which might be described as significantly
altered. In the absence of a fully controlled
balance study, observations at this point
would indicate that electrolyte and calcium
excretion are the result of a normal excre-
tion pattern attending the usual conditions
of nausea and anorexia. No tendency for
increased calcium excretion was noted. The
greatest change in calcium excretion (a de-
crease) was shown by the pilot who had the
strongest response to nausea and at the same
time the largest reduction in 24 hour urine
volume.
BLOOD CHEMISTRY EXAMINATIONS
Cat echol Amines
During the 1962 test the blood catechol
amines (epinephrine and norepinephrine)
were included as a potential measure for
prolonged stress. The determinations did
not show any significant changes at any
point of the test program. In many collec-
tions, the level of epinephrine was below
detectable limits. This examination--costly
in blood requirements and difficult to per-
form--was dropped from the 1964 program
in favor of the urinary determinations for
stressor substances.
Xylose Tolerance
This test, again performed on the 1962
subjects, utilized the 5 gram oral dose of
xylose and was included as a possible meas-
ure of the ability of the intestine to absorb
food. Five hour excretions of xylose for the
various test days for the subject did not
show any significant variation and were
considered to be within normal experimental
limits of variation.
BLOOD ENZYME EXAMINATIONS
Due to the early difficulty in accomplish-
ing adequate muscular coordination in the
moving room it was expected that some
response would appear with measurement
of lactic dehydrogenase (LDH), glutamic-
oxaloacetic acid transaminase (SGOT) and
alkaline phosphatase. In the 1962 study the
maximum changes were shown in the LDH
component with increases demonstrated
within the first 24 hours of rotation and
again at the end of the experimental period.
The order of magnitude was from a base
average of 175 units LDH to 425 following
24 hours of rotation. Levels had dropped
to control values by the second day but be-
gan to rise again on the seventh day of
rotation. By the eleventh day of the experi-
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ment the LDH level attained a peak of 745
units. During the 7-11 days of rotation the
men were able to move freely in their en-
vironment, and the testing program for job
performance was likewise increased. An
abrupt increase in LDH levels was again
shown when rotation was stopped and the
pilots went through a period of adjustment
to the nonrotational environment. During
this period it was observed that all normal
men experienced considerable difficulty in
locomotion, with a matter of hours being re-
quired before any feeling of security was
felt for walking.
The experimental subjects of 1964 showed
essentially the same pattern except that the
first peak in LDH activity was not shown.
Since there was a 24 hour difference in
sample collection, it is possible that the very
early response may have been missed. For
comparison with the L-D subjects, figure 1
shows the responses between test groups in
the 1964 study. It is noted that the L-D
group did not show the abrupt response
which was shown by both the 1962 group
and the 1964 normal subjects. Method used
for LDH determination was that of Wro-
blewski and I, aDue (ref. 6), with normal
ranges being recorded between 200-400
delta optical density units (1 ml serum) per
minute X 1000.
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Figure 1.--Comp(_rison of lactic dehydrogenase
(AoD, 1 ml serum/mi¢_ × 1000). Responses from
normal and labyrinth deficient subjects during
experimental period (1964 ) .
Further evaluation of this response was
made by Papadopoulos (unpublished data
obtained at Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research) who performed isoenzyme sepa-
rations of LDH. It was apparent from his
preliminary examination that the labile
components of the plasma, generally attrib-
uted to muscle in origin, were considerably
reduced in the stored specimens.
The alkaline phosphatase, (ref. 7), shows
normals ranging between 17 and 40 micro-
moles substrate consumed per liter per min-
ute. In figure 2 the responses of the 1964
normals versus L-D subjects are shown. The
L-D group was slightly higher and more
steady throughout the test period. In light
of what is presently known concerning these
responses it is questionable if significance
should be attached to the minor fluctuations
of the alkaline phosphatase observed in the
normal subjects. A very recent release by
Gardner et al. (ref. 8) reports that, in
athletes on treadmill exercise, the serum
enzyme levels increase with increases de-
pendent to considerable degree on the physi-
cal fitness of the subject. They report, using
a treadmill at 11 _ angle at 5 mph, that
SGOT, ma]ic dehydrogenase (MDH), aldo-
lase, and LDH increase with the greatest
changes being shown in the untrained sub-
jects. Perhaps there is a corollary between
these experiments and the different re-
sponses observed in the moving room by the
two groups reported herein.
ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE (HE(substfote/L/min)
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DAys OF EXPERIMENT
Figure 2.--Alkolinc phosphotase _M substrate/L/
rain) responses in normal and labyrinth deficient
s_ebjects during experimental period (196_ ) .
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GLUCOSE METABOLISM
It was felt that a measurement of glucose
utilization by the various groups would
serve as a measure of changing metabolic
requirements. Evaluations were made by
Mertz (ref. 9). Fifty milliliters of 50 per-
cent dextrose were injected intravenously
after an overnight's fast, and the subse-
quent decline of excess blood sugar levels
was determined. The gross composition of
diet was unchanged during the experiments
and with the exception of rotation all tests
were conducted under as near identical con-
ditions as possible. With these precautions,
rates of glucose removal remain unchanged
in individual subjects; thus, any significant
changes must be attributed to the effects of
rotational environment.
The qualitative responses of the groups
were quite uniform. These are shown in
figure 3. The fasting blood glucose levels in
neither the L-D nor normal groups showed
anything of a spectacular nature although
the L-D group showed less fluctuation. How-
ever, there were definite changes shown in
the rates by which the two groups of pilots
removed excess glucose from the blood. In
each case there was a decrease in utilization
on the first day of the experiment, with a
considerable increase in utilization shown
by the fourth day of rotation. These rates
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Figure 3.--Ghr.cosc _ttilization ia_ normal and laby-
ri_th deficient subjects during experimental period
(1964).
were maintained at elevated levels through-
out the stress period. The L-D group did
not elicit this response but instead showed
an increase during the first day of rotation
and a decreased utilization during the bal-
ance of the testing period. These changes
are further shown in figure 4 where the
percentage change from baseline is recorded.
It is amply demonstrated that there are
gross differences between the L-D group and
the two pilot groups which show essentially
the same response. Although results re-
ported are an average of the four for each
test group, the pattern was found for every
subject, with the only difference being the
time of the change occurring during the
test. It was also interesting to note that
the "functional L-D"--the man who was
highly resistant to motion sickness--re-
sponded in a manner parallel with the pilot
group, however to a somewhat lesser degree.
BLOOD pH, pCO,,, and pO.,, OBSERVATIONS
These parameters were determined by
the use of the Spinco Multiple Cuvette (ref.
10) with the usual precautions of calibra-
tion of equipment and electrode responses
before each run. In figure 5 the observations
are shown of the pCO._, changes of the L-D
and pilot (1964) group. During the early
stages of the stress period the normal sub-
jects showed an abrupt increase in pCO:
which by the fourth day of rotation had
reached a value of 70 mm Hg pCO,_,. There-
after the level stabilized at a level in excess
of the control value (55 mm Hg) and showed
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Figure 4.--Perccntagc change in glucose utilization
in two groups of normal subjects (1962, 1964) and
labyrinth deficient s_(bjects.
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Figure 5.--Blood carbon dioxide (pCO2--mm Hg)
changes in normal and labyrinth deficient subjects
during experimental period (1964).
a second increased response when the men
were released from the room. In contrast,
the L-D subjects showed a drop of pCO:,
on the first day of rotation and thereafter
remained within the normal limits of the
determination, until toward the end of the
rotating period when they too showed an
increase to the level of 60 mm Hg pCO._,.
Figure 6 lists the values of pH deter-
mined. It is noted that the pH increase in
the pilot group is slight when compared
with the pCO, of the fourth day ; therefore, it
is apparent that the alkalosis is compensated.
Such appears to be the case for other fluc-
tuations of pCO._, throughout the rest of the
test period. Again the L-D's do not show
the same pattern of change shown by the
pilots, but actually show an opposing re-
sponse.
It was hoped that a determination of pO_
(venous) would help explain the variation
shown in the glucose utilization. The re-
sponses of the two pilot groups in this case
were not the same (fig. 7) since the 1964
pilots showed an abrupt increase in pO.., on
the seventh and tenth days of the experi-
ment. The 1962 pilots did not elicit any
such response and after an initial increase
at the first day of the run dropped to a low
normal level which they maintained through-
out the balance of the test period. The L-D
group did show a marked difference from
either pilot group. The venous oxygen levels
for the L-D's showed a continuous increase
through the test period, with a drop upon
coming from the room but a rebound up-
ward at the end of the evaluation. At the
present there is not adequate information
regarding activity patterns and so forth to
assess the differences in pO_ between the
various groups; however, it is apparent that
some difference in metabolic pattern or work
regimen has an important role in the re-
sponses shown.
Total protein measurements were done by
the Biuret method (ref. 11). The total pro-
tein value in the L-D group showed a gradual
decrease (fig. 8) through the fourth day of
rotation, with a return to a steady normal
level by the seventh day of rotation. The
pilot (1964) group showed the increase
which would be expected with a moderate
hemoconcentration at the end of the first
day of rotation; however, they continued
to drop throughout the balance of the test
period, with a net decrease of approximately
one gram of protein per 100 ml plasma dur-
/,
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Figure 6.--Blood pH t,ahtes in normal and labyrS_th
deficient subjects during experimental period
(1964).
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Fi_zure 7.--Blood ,Jx!tge_ (_'e_o_s, pO_--mm H9)
bt two groups or" normal s_bjects (1962, 1964)
and labyrinth deficient s_bjects.
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Figure 8.--Totrll protein measurements (grams/lO0
ml plasma) i_ normal and labyrinth deficient sub-
jects during experimental period (1964).
ing the test period. In this examination,
no electrophoresis was accomplished; there-
fore, nothing can be said regarding the vari-
ation of protein components.
ADDITIONAL EXAMINATIONS
The hemoglobin (fig. 9) was determined
during the program on all samples drawn.
There was an increase in hemoglobin con
centration at the beginning of rotation and
again when the subjects entered their nor-
real environment. Both the L-D's and the
pilots (1964) showed this response, with
the magnitude being essentially the same in
each case.
The absolute eosinophil count was done
as a means of assessing the degree of stress
(fig. 10). Again both the L-D's and pilots
showed a response; however, the pilots' re-
sponse was delayed in comparison with the
L-D's and remained higher throughout the
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Figure 9.--Hemoglobin determinations (grams/lO0
ml blood) in normal and labyrinth deficient sub-
jects during experime_+tal period (1964).
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Figure lO.--Absol+ttc eosi?+ophile co++l+t in normal
and labyrinth deficient subjects duri++g experi-
mental period (1964).
experiment. Both groups show a response
to stress since at each of the stress points
a positive response was shown.
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DISCUSSION
HUERIAS: I think this study is an eye opener because
so far we have heard in most papers that the dra-
matic symptoms of vestibular stimulation and motion
sickness are taken as the end of the stress. If a per-
son is not vomiting or with a stomach ache or a
loss of equilibrium, then he is adapted to rotation
and any work ends. You have shown us that the
different biological parameters in the organism
change and that some of them change even after
7 days. This intelligence, I think, is of paramount
importance and constitutes a word of caution as to
when we are going to ('all an organism adapted.
GUALIIFROTTI: You have a large change in pCO._, in
the blood and apparently no change of pH which is
rather strange, isn't it? Was it because in the
meantime you have a large increase in muscular
work? That means you have a very large ventilation
increase. Is that the case?
KNOBLOCK: I have consulted with our respiratory
physiologist regarding this. This looks like our
compensating mechanisms have been able to handle
it. It's probably a relatively acute change and nne
that the buffering action has been able to handh,.
GUALTIEROTTI: Did you make any hemoglobin sep-
aration tests?
KNOBLOCK: We (lid not do hemoglobin eleetro-
phoresis. There are additional tests to be made and
this is one of them.
GUALTIEROTTh What about metabolic rate? Did you
do a BMR?
KNOBLOCK: No. Dr. Graybiel and I have discussed
this whole problem. We would really like to know
the entire energy utilization pattern during this
period of time. Peter Beck (School of Aviation
Medicine) will be a great asset to us in this area.
Probably he will do the work, and we'll look over
his shoulder.
GUALTIEROTII: The last point. You probably had a
considerable sweating. That means a very large
loss of sodium. Of course, if you drink water, you
lose sodium; and if you don't have additional sodium
to the diet, you will get the very important syndrome
of sodium depletion. Is that the case?
KNOBLOCK: Unfortunately I can't tell you, and this
is one of the problems that we are all aware of.
If we don't really know the dietary intake on these
patients, I can't answer that.
GUALTIEROTTh I would suggest that you give sodium
tablets just to avoid the low sodium syndrome which
is extremely important to the metabolism and in
general.
KNOBLOCK: Without prior data it was difficult to
anticipate all the areas needing study. In the future
we will have these data to fall back on and they
will help suggest what other steps we should take.
C. CLARK: Do you feel that any of these curves with
changes toward the end of the experiment indicate
beginning signs of decompensation?
KNOBLOCK: Let's put it this way. I couldn't say at
this point if it is a sign of decompensation because
the actual activity patterns of the people changed
considerably (luring this pei'iod of time.
WHITE: Is there any relation worked out between
this glucose tolerance test and the PBI (the protein
bound iodine) ?
KNOBLOCK: Most of the work that has been done by
this test has been for evaluation of diabetes and for
the diagnosis of acute liver disease. I don't think
Walter Mertz has done any work in terms of assay-
ing this against the PBI or the thyroid TSH, or
various other tests.
LEVINE: Some years ago I learned a very lovely
word iatrogenic, as in iatrogenic disorder, which
refers to diseases induced by the physician. This
was in connection with a sensory deprivation study,
but I would like to know what sort of pre-indoctrina-
tion all the subjects received. Were they given to
understand that they might get sick or in the case
of the L-D's were they led to understand that they
would have no trouble at all?
KENNEDY: The subjects were all Naval Academy
graduates. They were here awaiting flight train-
ing because there were some hurricanes during the
summer, and it set hack the flight program. They
were assigned to School of Aviation Medicine to
serve as tabulators, subjects, whatever there was
reason to use them for. From this population we re-
qu(,sted as many volunteers as possible for this
particular run. They were given a complete run-
down of what was going to happen to them. We
toht them that people in the past had gotten sick.
This had happened at this rpm. These particular
things can happen to you. We made every effort to
maintain motivation at a very high rate by publicity
and good food; we told them that we would give
them time off afterwards. We told them that the
fact they vohmteered wouhl go into their service
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records and the fact that they got sick would not.
In effect, we attempted to maintain as high a motiva-
tion as possible. They were representative of the
population from which they were drawn, I think,
but if anything, they were a little bit brighter and
a little bit more highly motivated. They were in
absolutely tip-top physical condition because they
had all graduated from Naval Academy about a
month previous.
I wanted to say one more thing about perspira-
tion. At least on the first day there probably was
an increase as one of the motion sickness symptoms.
The room temperature throughout the entire run
was maintained at very comfortable levels. As to
terms of the amount of salt they took in, the food
intake might serve as an index. Their normal break-
fast was increased as the run progressively in-
creased. They ended up with, for instance, half a
pound of bacon or pork sausage for breakfast, three
or four eggs, a quarter pound of butter split five
ways, and a couple glasses of milk.
LEVlNE: How long did these symptoms last from
the first day?
KENNEDY: They all ate the first day but differing
amounts depending on how uncomfortable they
were and how sick they were. In a day or two they
were all eating very well; certainly by the third
day.
LEVIN_E: How about vomiting? How much did they
vomit?
KENNEDY: SH vomited once, WO eight times, LI
and WI did not vomit.
POLLACK: The averaging out of these values in
vomiters and nonvomiters, I think, puts you at a
distinct disadvantage in attempting to interpret
some of the results, particularly when it comes to
sodium excretion, etc.; so, I am not at all sure that
you are being fair with yourself in presenting the
data in this type of expression. Were these men
weighed daily? Is there any indication of change
in body weight?
KNOBLOCK: Ye_, they were weighed. Unfortunately
when I wrote this, I did not have those data avail-
able. Certainly you are quite right. I was interested
more here in presenting trends, and if you took ex-
tremes in this case or in the second case (the one
man that got quite ill), his patterns represent the
extreme. The data do represent a mean value for
each group; however, there was no overlap on an
individual basis between members of the normal
and L-D groups. The other thing I forgot to men-
tion. A subject in one experiment had slightly sup-
pressed function of the semicircular canals, and he
was highly refractory to motion sickness. This
man's response is somewhere intermediate between
the L-D's and the normal group when it is graphed
out.

Stress Measurements in Normal and Labyrinthine Defective
Subjects in Unusual Force Environments
.JAMES K. COLEHOUR
U.S. Naval School o[ Aviation Medicine
Some of the most stressful effects of space-
flight are produced by the changing force
environment in the transition from one to
zero gravity after lift-off and the reverse
cycle in reentry. Although these exact con-
ditions are impossible to attain on Earth,
many reports have been made of changes
in blood and urine composition on similarly
stressed occupants of fixed wing aircraft
(refs. 1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 16, 17, 22-24, 26, and
27). The effects of the systemic and neuro-
genic stresses in these airmen have been
measured as increased levels of 17-hydroxy-
corticosteroids and catechol amine com-
pounds. In this report three experiments
will be described in which subjects were
exposed to different force backgrounds, and
the excretion patterns of the above com-
pounds measured.
Although it is difficult to define specific
causative factors for the increases in corti-
coids, Mason has concluded (ref. 25) that
it is due to influences of a general psycho-
logical nature in which undifferentiated
stress is sufficient to cause ACTH release.
More recently, in conditions of chronic
stress, it has been described (ref. 9) in
terms of the individual's "coping" ability.
The conditions for the release of the cate-
chol amines, epinephrine (E) and norepi-
nephrine (NE), have been more specifically
defined. Several years ago Elmadjian noted
(ref. 6) that the increase in catechol ex-
cretions was related to specific emotional
and physiological states. Goodall has shown
(refs. 11 to 13) in centrifugation and in
simulated zero gravity, water immersion
experiments that epinephrine elevations are
related to anxiety, as was described by Von
Euler (ref. 8), while norepinephrine re-
lease can be associated more closely to
peripheral effects. That NE can be stored
and released at the sympathetic nerve end-
ings, as originally discovered also by Von
Euler (ref. 7), appears to be further veri-
fied in the pathological condition of neuro-
blastoma (refs. 15 and 29). Even with a
subtle change in force environment which
produces only mild circulatory effects,
changes in norepinephrine excretion have
been noted in orthostatic hypotension (refs.
18 and 21), tilt table tests (refs. 18 and 28),
and in simulated zero gravity by water im-
mersion (ref. 13) as well as in the more
stressful condition of centrifugation (ref.
11).
In one of the experiments reported here
determinations of leukocytic elements in the
blood were made as secondary indicators
of stress presumably as a result of ACTH
and corticoid release. These effects, de-
scribed some years ago in the "alarm reac-
tion" of Selye (ref. 5), are well known and
follow the stressful incident after a few
hours' interval.
Although the experiments to be described
were somewhat different in nature, all were
designed to produce bizarre stimulation to
vestibular mechanisms. At least one and
possibly more stimuli were present in each
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experiment, but no attempt was made to
establish a cause-effect relationship between
a particular stimulus and its specific re-
sponse in the organism. Rather, the purpose
was to expose the distinct subject groups
to various accelerative forces and measure
the overall response in the parameters de-
scribed above.
The test subjects for the experiments fell
into two distinct classifications: (1) a nor-
mal group from the healthy, young-adult,
male population and (2) a group of men of
similar age range, most of whom had had
meningitis at an early age and one individual
who had had mastoiditis. The latter group
required very high sound levels for percep-
tion, were negative to caloric testing, and,
therefore, are presumed to have nonfunc-
tioning vestibular organs. This group is re-
ferred to as the labyrinthine defective or L-
D group.
The methods used in the experiments for
measuring urinary excretion rates were that
of Crout for the catechol amines (ref. 3) and
that of Kornel for the corticoids (ref. 19).
In one experiment uropepsin assays were
made, and these were done by the method of
Gray (ref. 14). Leukocyte counts were done
by conventional methods.
EXPERIMENT I
In this experiment both subject groups
were exposed to an intensive set of acrobatic
flight maneuvers lasting approximately 30
minutes. All the subjects were naive as far
as this type of flying was concerned. Not
only was disorientation complete during this
first time experience but the four G pullout
in one of the maneuvers was a very stress-
ful incident for the uninitiated subjects. The
flight was terminated in the case of three
normal subjects because of nausea and four
others of the same group complained of
malaise at the termination of the flight.
That the flight was distressing to the nor-
mals was evidenced by statements to the
effect that "flying was not for me" although
all had intended to make flying a career at an
earlier time. The L-D subjects, on the other
hand, were asymptomatic during and after
the flight and some even expresed desire to
take another ride at the conclusion of their
first experience.
In order to make a biochemical evaluation
of the effects of the flight, the stress hormone
determinations were made on urine samples
taken on the night before the flight and
compared to 6-hour excretions immediately
postflight and also to similar measurements
on a nonflight day. Samples were collected
in this way because it had been shown that
(1) the night resting samples made con-
sistent reference points for each individual,
and (2) practically all the increase in stress
hormones was excreted within a 6-hour
period after a single stressful incident. Fig-
ure 1 shows the catechol and steroid excre-
tions plotted as micrograms per hour. The
normals and L--D's both had slight increases
in catechol excretion rates in the afternoon
compared to night resting samples on the
control days. On flight day the normals had
elevated levels postflight, but the L-D rates
were about the same. The corticoid excre-
tions told about the same story except that
the L-D's had relatively great increases be-
tween night resting and afternoon samples
on the control day but increases of only the
same order on flight day. In this experi-
ment, uropepsin measurements were made,
and although the afternoon rates were gen-
erally higher than the night resting values,
the changes could not be related to the flight
nor to the difference in subject groups.
Table I shows the statistical evaluation
of the results. Although slight mean differ-
ences for the catechol excretions were seen
in figure 1 between resting and afternoon
samples on the control day, statistical
analyses did not permit significance with p
values greater than 0.1. On flight day the
normals had highly significant increases in
catechols while the L-D's did not show
change. Resting samples from both days
were compared also in order to see if there
was a measurable anxiety on the night before
the flight; such was not the case. Probably
the most meaningful comparison is shown in
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Table I.--Statistical Evaluation of Urinary Stress Hormone Levels in Normal and
Labyrinthine Defective Subjects After Acrobatic Flight
[E = epinephrine; NE = norepinephrine; T = total catechol amines; F = free 17-0H cortieosteroids;
C ----conjugated 17-0H cortieosteroids; TC ---- total 17-OH corticosteroids;
TU ---- total uropepsin; FD ----flight day; NF ---- nonflight day]
Subjects
Normal
Lab. Def.
Normal
Lab. Def.
Normal
Lab. Def.
Mann-Whitney "p" Values
Resting (NF) Resting (FD)
VS. VS.
afternoon (NF) afternoon (FD)
Resting (NF) Afternoon (NF)
VS. VS.
resting (FD) afternoon (FD)
Catecholamines
E NE T E NE T E NE T E NE T
>.1 [ >.1 [ >.1 / .005 I .005 I .005 [ >.1 [ >.1 I >.1 I .05 I .05 ] .05
>.1 I >.i ] >.1 I >.1 I >.1 [ >.1 ] >.1 [ >.1 [ >.1 ] >.1 ] >.1 ] >.1
17-0H corticosteroids
F C TC F C TC F C TC F _C TC>.1 >.1 >.1 [ .01 I .005 I .005 I >.1 ] >.1 I >.1 .10 .02
>.1 .05 .04 >.1 .005 .005 >.1 >.1 >.1 >.1 >.1
Uropepsin
TU
>.1
>.1
TU
>.1
>.1
TU
>.1
>.1
TU
>.I
>.1
NORMALS VESTIBULAR DEFECTIVE
NON-FLIGHT DAY FLIGHT DAY NON-FLIGHT DAY FLIGHT DAY
NIGHT NIGHT AFTERNOON NIGHT NIGHT AFTERNOON
RESTING AFTERNOON RESTING (post flight) RESTING AFTERNOON RESTING (post flight)
'IJJ A"il12 12: =31 ..31
0 in epinephrine
CATECHOL AMINES r_ norepinephfine
tolal catechol amines
°°' j :i
,oo ,ooI
free co¢ticosteroids
22or
140
I0
40
lotol cocticosteroids
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the last column of table I in which afternoon
excretion rates for both days were com-
pared; the normals had significant increase
while the L-D's did not. In such a compari-
son the circadian rhythm variation is
canceled out and therefore this increase
should be the true experimental change.
The statistical analyses of the corticoid
results in the central part of the table show
similar findings with one exception. The L-
D's had significant increases on both the
control and flight days when resting and
afternoon samples were compared. However,
when afternoon samples on the nonflight day
were compared to those of the flight day,
only the normals had significant change.
The statistical information on the uropep-
sin values is shown in the lower part of the
table and is unrevealing. If any change in
uropepsin excretion occurred as the result
of the flight, it was lost in normal diurnal
variation.
EXPERIMENT 2
The greatest stress imposed in this experi-
ment was Coriolis acceleration during zero
gravity flight. Through the cooperation of
the Flight Group at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio, the zero gravity condition
was produced by means of parabolic flight.
The unusual Coriolis force was achieved by
rotating the subject in a modified B_rhny
chair with the subject tilting his head from
side to side, all during the zero G phase of
the parabola. As before, urinary excretion
rates of corticoids and catechol amines were
determined and, in addition, the following
tests were made on blood samples: total
leukocyte, neutrophil, lymphocyte, and eosin-
ophil counts. All determinations were
made on both the normal and L-D subject
groups each time they were exposed to the
following two experimental procedures : (1)
during zero gravity alone and (2) while
Coriolis acceleration was imposed during
zero gravity. Control blood determinations
were made just before each flight and the
experimental values established immediately
at the end of the flight. Urines were col-
lected for 6 hours postflight and compared to
samples collected at the same time on a non-
flight day.
The results of the determinations on the
formed elements in the blood are shown in
figure 2. The normals had small but signifi-
cant increases in total leukocytes due to in-
creases of neutrophils, decreases in eosino-
phils after exposure to zero gravity alone, and
highly significant similar changes following
zero gravity plus Coriolis acceleration. Only
lymphocyte changes were not significant. In
addition, most of the normals suffered
malaise from the acceleration experience.
The L-D's had no significant changes in the
same parameters and did not evidence signs
of motion sickness.
Figure 3 shows the excretion rates of
corticoids and catechol amines for 6 hours
postflight compared with the control period.
The results appear to be contradictory to
former findings in which increases in corti-
coids appeared in the normals after the
stressful incident and, as a matter of fact,
contradictory to the leukocytic measures of
stress indicated in this experiment in figure
2. However, the nature of this experiment
required that the total flight time be from 3
to 4 hours so that some of the postflight urine
collection period was extended as much as 10
hours poststress. It is possible that this ex-
tended collection period could represent a
period of adrenal depletion and perhaps
coincide with what Mason has described
(ref. 25) as a very sharp decline in late
morning, poststress plasma values. It also
may be related to the feedback mechanism
described by Liddle (ref. 20) in which high
corticoid levels within a matter of minutes
restrict ACTH production so that further
17-OH secretion is also greatly restricted.
Whatever the explanation, it is clear that
the 17-0H response is quite different in the
two groups.
Excretion patterns of the catechols were
not significantly different between the two
groups except in one instance in which epi-
nephrine was increased in the L-D's. Why this
occurred we are not prepared to say although
it is possible that anxiety may have been a
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WITHOUT CORIOLIS ACCELERATION
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 ooo//4,000 400[
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6DO0 i / /
4,000 400[
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0 0 L
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__J
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0
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=
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Figure 2.--Variations in leukocytic elements in the blood after zero-G parabolic flight.
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Figure 3.--S_ress hormo_ze excretion rates after zero-G parabolic flight.
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factor. However, postflight conversations
with both subject groups revealed that fear
was not a factor in these flights as it had
been in the former acrobatic flight experi-
ment and the unremarkable catechol results
would bear this out.
Table II contains the statistical summary
of the measured parameters. With two
minor exceptions no significant changes were
found in the L-D measurements while stress
was indicated by several significant changes
in the formed elements of the blood of the
normals especially when they experienced
Coriolis acceleration during zero gravity.
EXPERIMENT 3
This experiment was a sea-going mission
in which the pitch and roll of a relatively
small ship was the motion variant. Eight
subjects from each group were tested. The
site of the experiment was an approximately
100-mile stretch of open sea at the point
where the Gulf of St. Lawrence opens into
the Atlantic Ocean. The craft used was a
145-foot wooden-hulled vessel that made
weekly round trips between North Sydney,
Nova Scotia, and St. Pierre of the Miquelon
Islands with general cargo.
Control samples were taken during the 24
hours before going aboard the ship. The
conditions suitable for the experimental
phase of the mission occurred on the return
trip from St. Pierre when the ship entered
a storm characterized by winds which
reached peaks of 70-75 miles per hour. The
skipper, who had spent much of his life on
the sea, described the storm as not the worst,
but one of the worst he had ever experienced.
No measurements were made of the motion
of the ship but unsecured objects on the cabin
decks would easily crash from one bulkhead
to the other with each roll of the vessel. The
intensity of the storm was such that all of
the normal subjects were seasick within an
hour or two of entering the open sea. Typical
symptomatology of seasickness, consisting of
repeated episodes of vomiting relieved only
by complete relaxation, was observed in the
normals for the next several hours. Among
the crew, the second engineer and cook, both
of whom were accustomed to the crossing,
were also nauseated.
Twenty-four-hour urine samples were col-
lected from the 16 subjects during a period
which included the storm at its maximum in-
tensity. Figure 4 is a record of the volumes.
The normals had a highly significant de-
crease in output due not only to loss of fluid
but also due to restricted fluid intake. The
L-D's had no significant change from control
values. During the 8-hour poststorm period
some of the normals voided only 30-50 ml of
urine, which, with the other information,
indicated a condition of dehydration. In two
former Slow Rotation Room (SRR) experi-
Table II.--Summary of Confidence Levels of Blood and Urine Changes after Repetitive
Zero G Flight
[Confidence levels of greater than 0.10 considered not significant]
Mann-Whitney "p" values "
Blood values Urine valuesSubjects
Eos. E + NE
Zero G
lormals Zero G _-
Cor. accel.
Zero G
,-D
Zero G -t-
Col'. accel.
WBC
<.005
NS
NS
Neut. Lymp.
<.02 NS
<.005 NS
NS NS
NS NS
<.10
[ 17 OHS E NE
i <.005 NS NS
!
<.0021 <.10
NS NS
i
NS
i
I <.o5
NS
" Auble, D.: Bull. Inst. Ed. Research at Indiana U., vol. 1, no. 2, 1953.
NS NS NS
<.04 NS NS
NS NS NS
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Figure 4.--2_ hr urine volumes. C = control; T =
test.
ments we had found that, when continued
vomiting did take place with resulting fluid
imbalance, adrenal function, in terms of
hormone excretion rate, could not be related
to the stress from the motion itself. The side
effects from the vomiting in the SRR experi-
ments included electrolyte imbalance, low-
ered CO., tension in both blood and alveolar
air, and alkalosis due to loss of gastric HC1.
Although corticoid excretions are not de-
pendent, as a rule, on normal day-to-day
variations in fluid balance, the physiological
condition of the normals in this experiment
was so far removed from normal that it
would be misleading to interpret their in-
consistent changes in excretion rates to the
motion of the ship. For that reason the
biochemical measurements on the normals
are not given. An evaluation of the results
of samples collected from the L-D's presents
a completely different picture. As noted
above, their 24-hour volumes were not dif-
ferent from their controls because none
vomited and they maintained normal fluid
intake. Figure 5 shows the L-D corticoid
and catechol amine excretions; as with the
volumes, the stress hormone outputs were
not significantly different from those deter-
mined during the control period.
E NE
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Figure 5.--Excretion of stress hormones from L-D
subjects followi_g rough-sea experience. _g/24
hr; C : control; T : test.
In summarizing the results from the three
experiments the following observations can
be made :
(a) When normal subjects and those with
nonfunctioning vestibular organs were ex-
posed to force environments which produce
unusual stimuli to the mechanisms of the
inner ear, differences in endocrine response
were observed when excretion rates of 17-
hydroxycorticosteroids and catechol amines,
and leukocytic changes were used as the in-
dicators.
(b) The differences were noted in the nor-
mals following exposure to one or more of
the following conditions: that producing dis-
orientation and changing force environment,
zero G parabolic flight sequence especially
when Coriolis acceleration was present, and
the violent pitch and roll of a 145-foot boat.
(c) Psychological stress was probably in-
volved also since, in one of the experiments,
the normals expressed fear, and in these ex-
periments not only corticoid but also catechol
excretions were significantly higher.
(d) Varying degrees of nausea were com-
mon among the normals in all of the experi-
ments.
(e) The L-D subjects were asymptomatic
in the experiments as far as nausea was
concerned, and, with two minor exceptions
gave no biochemical evidence of stress.
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Antimotion Sickness Drugs for Aerospace
CHARLES D. WOOD
University of Arkansas Medical School
The space flights of long duration which
are planned for the future will require care-
fully selected medications to increase the
comfort, efficiency and even survival of the
crews. These medications must be scientifi-
cally selected by tests in simulated space con-
ditions. The antimotion sickness drugs
which we have been testing at Pensacola il-
lustrate this point. A review of the litera-
ture on a clinical preference is not sufficient
to predict the relative effectiveness of these
drugs.
The facilities at the Naval School of Avia-
tion Medicine are well suited for research on
the antimotion sickness drugs. The Slow
Rotation Room provides a simulation of the
effects of artificial gravity for prolonged
periods. When the dial test which requires a
prescribed series of head movements to set a
series of dials is added, this facility provides
a well standardized method of producing mo-
tion sickness. A constant G force can be
established and then the head movements
produce a stimulus to the vestibular recep-
tors such as that from the roll, pitch, yaw,
and heave of a surface vessel or aircraft. A
group of highly selected subjects are also
available here. The same approximate age,
size, health, intelligence and living conditions
are represented by the Navy personnel avail-
able to act as subjects.
METHODS
On test days the subjects were given a
light breakfast of milk, cereal, and juice.
The drugs were administered in matched
oral capsules 11_ to 2 hours before the ex-
periment. Double blind and placebo proce-
dures were used throughout the study. A
rest period of from 48 to 72 hours was al-
lowed between administration of each drug.
All subjects were tested with each of the
drugs used. A total of 112 separate experi-
ments were performed using eight different
drugs. The results were compared with the
previous study which involved 15 subjects
and utilized the recommended dose of these
same drugs.
The drugs and the doses used were as
follows :
I
|
Meclizine (Bonamine), mg
Hyoscine (Scopolamine), mg
Hyoscine (Scopolamine), mg
d-Amphetamine (Dexadrine), mg
Thiethylperazine (Torecan), mg
Trimethobenzamide (Tigan), mg
Prochlorperazine (Compazine), mg
Placebo (Lactose), mg
1 st 2nd
study study
5O 150
0.6 .06
1.2
10 20
10 30
250 750
5 15
750 750
A combination of 1.2 mg hyoscine and 20
mg of d-amphetamine was also used.
The subjects were given questionnaires to
record the side effects produced by the drugs.
Medical surveillance was maintained for 8
hours following administration of the drugs.
Blood pressures and pulse rates were re-
corded periodically.
To avoid conditioning the subjects against
the experiments a scale of signs and symp-
toms of motion sickness was adopted from
previous research (ref. 9). This enabled a
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definite diagnosis of motion sickness to be
made short of emesis.
The subjects were required to continually
set a sequence of five dials to numbers given
at 4-second intervals by a tape recorder.
The dials were arranged in such a manner as
to require head movements which approxi-
mated the stimulation received by the vestib-
ular receptors from the roll, pitch, yaw, and
heave of a surface vessel or aircraft. The
subjects were spun at increasing rpm in the
SRR until they developed the malaise III
condition (ref. 6) of motion sickness in 50
head movements or less. This was considered
to be the subjects' basal susceptibility to mo-
tion sickness. Two control runs and a pla-
cebo run were then taken for each subject to
confirm this baseline before administration
of the drugs. Placebo runs were given
periodically throughout and at the end of the
experiment to determine any adaptation of
the subjects to the stimulus. If a subject
completed 300 head movements without de-
veloping malaise III the test was halted.
The subjects were isolated in the SRR dur-
ing the test periods except for a television
monitor and a trained observor who recorded
signs and symptoms of motion sickness.
RESULTS
The results of the first study are shown in
figure 1.
Results of second study (fig. 2).--The
therapeutic effect was enhanced by the in-
creased dose with only two of the antimotion
sickness preparations used in this project.
An increased effectiveness was seen with d-
amphetamine (20 mg) and with the corn-
I00"
80"
60"
k
40'
20"
Figure 1.--Increases in tolerated head movements compared for experitnental and control gro_p to deter_ni_e
relative effectiveness of antimotion sickness dr_ gs. Baseline is level tolerated on placebos.
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Figure 2.--Average number of tolerated head movements is shown for each of drugs tested. Drogs were
meclizine, hyoscine, d-amphetamine, thiethylperazine, trimethobenzamide, a#d prochlorperazi??e. Arrows
indicate e_ectiveness of recommended dose o] these drugs i_ a previous study.
bination of d-amphetamine (20 mg) and
hyoscine (1.2 mg). In a previous study 10
mg of d-amphetamine increased the toler-
ance to motion by 80% or an average in-
crease of 44 head movements over the pla-
cebo level. In this study the dose of 20 mg of
d-amphetamine increased this protection to
a level of 170% or an average of 92 head
movements over the placebo level.
The combination of hyoscine and d-amphet-
amine was the most effective preparation
in both studies. Earlier, 0.6 mg of hyoscine
with 10 mg d-amphetamine increased the
tolerated head movements by an average of
133 movements or by 240_. A dose of 20
mg d-amphetamine with 1.2 mg hyoscine in-
creased this to an average of 206 movements
or by 375% over the corresponding placebo
level.
Hyoscine (0.6 mg) increased the tolerated
head movements by an average of 88 or by
160% in the first study. Doubling the dose
of hyoscine (1.2 mg) in the present research
failed to produce an increase in resistance
to motion sickness. This failure to increase
therapeutic effectiveness with increased dos-
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agewasalsoseenwith all other drugsused
in this study,with thetwo exceptionswhich
werementionedabove.A decreasein effec-
tivenesswas seenwith increaseddosesof
prochlorperazine(Compazine)15 mg, tri-
methobenzamide(Tigan) 750 mg, and
meclizine(Bonamine)150mg.Thiethylpera-
zine (Torecan) 30 mg showedthe most
markeddrop in effectivenessasthe number
of toleratedheadmovementsfell from an
averageof four lessthan the placeboto an
averageof 40 lesswith the increaseddose.
The effectivenessof the antimotionsickness
drugsasreportedin the literatureareshown
for comparativepurposesin the following
table:
Hyoscine (Scopolamine) _
Meclizine (Bonamine)
Thiethylperazine (Torecan)_
Prochlorperazine (Compazine)
Chlorpromazine (Thorazine). _
Trimethobenzamide (Tigan) .....
d-Amphetamine (Dexadrine)
Dose,
mg
0.6
5O
10
5
25
250
10
Reported
peak
effective-
ness,
%
90
85
78
75
?
39
The results of the questionnaire on side
effects are in table I and are reported in per-
centages to correspond with other side effect
studies. The dose of 1.2 mg of hyoscine pro-
duced marked drowsiness, blurring of vision
and nervousness. Hyoscine in the 0.6 mg
dose produced a less severe state of drowsi-
ness, but a greater incidence of vertigo was
reported. The combination of hyoscine (1.2
mg) and d-amphetamine (20 mg) caused the
largest number of subjects to report vertigo
and stomach awareness. The drowsiness re-
ported with this combination was milder
than with hyoscine alone. When d-am-
phetamine (20 mg) was administered, some
blurring of vision, vertigo and nervousness
were reported. One subject reported a head-
ache which appeared to be due to an increase
in blood pressure from 125/80 to 140/90.
This was the greatest alteration of blood
pressure noted in the study and the only re-
port of headache from this dose of d-am-
phetamine. The mildest drug as indicated
by the questionnaire was meclizine in spite
of the dose of 150 mg. One half of the sub-
jects reported no side effects with this drug.
Trimethobenzamide (Tigan) had only
slightly more side effects reported than
did meclizine. Thiethylperazine (Torecan) in
the 30 mg dose produced considerable
drowsiness and headache but no vertigo was
reported. When the lactose placebo was
given, one-third of the subjects reported
drowsiness and one-sixth reported a head-
ache.
DISCUSSION
The Slow Rotation Room appears to offer
an exeellent test situation for the antimotion
siekness drugs. The standardized head move-
ments and rate of spin permitted the same
vestibular stimulus to be repeated for each
subject through a series of experiments.
This controlled test situation permits a more
exact comparison of the effectiveness of
each of a group of antimotion sickness drugs.
Such an exact comparison is not possible
under the uncontrolled conditions of field
tests (ref. 8). The results of this study are
in general agreement with the literature in
that the well established drugs such as hy-
oscine and meclizine were most effective
(ref. 13). Preparations which were ineffec-
tive in this research were those which have
not had extensive testing as antimotion sick-
ness drugs such as thiethylperazine (Tore-
can) (ref. 11), trimethobenzamide (Tigan)
(ref. 12) and prochlorperazine (Com-
pazine) (ref. 1). The exception to this was
d-amphetamine which has had only a few
reports of effectiveness as an antimotion
sickness remedy. Prior to World War II it
was reported to have antimotion sickness ac-
tivity by Hill (ref. 7). Blackham shortly
thereafter reported it to be one of the best
drugs in his study (ref. 2). Since that time
it has apparently not been used against mo-
tion sickness. In the present research it was
the second most effective drug. In our pre-
vious study it also proved to be effective in
the 10 mg dose. The fact that it has proven
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effectivesuggeststhat thesympathomimetics
maybea promisingareafor future develop-
mentof antimotionsicknessdrugs.
Themosteffectivesingledrug in this study
washyoscine(0.6 mg). Doublingthis dose
failed to increasethe therapeuticpotency;
however, in combinationwith d-ampheta-
minethe increasein toleranceto motionex-
ceededthe sumof the effectof thesedrugs
when used separately. This preparation
wouldhaveshownanevengreatereffectex-
cept for the fact that five of the eight sub-
jects on this drug completedthe full 300
headmovementsand werehalted there. In
two of theremainingsubjectsthis drug com-
binationproducedthebesttherapeuticeffect
of thepreparationstested.
The signs and symptomsof motion sick-
ness closelyresemblethe effect of over-
activity of the parasympatheticnervous
system.An overdoseof neostigmine,which
protectsacetylcholinethe mediator of the
parasympathetics,producesimilar reactions.
Theeffectivedrugsdiscussedaboveincluded
a parasympatheticblocking agent and a
sympathomimetic;this with the aforemen-
tionedfacts wouldsuggestthat part of the
mechanismof actionof thesedrugscouldbe
the result of a shift of autonomicactivity
toward the sympathetics.Further support
is lent to this contentionby the report that
dibenzoline,which blocksthe sympathetics,
increasessusceptibilityto motion sickness
(ref. 4).
The increaseddoseof meclizine,thiethyl-
perazine,trimethobenzamide,and prochlor-
perazineproducedlessof atherapeuticeffect
than did the recommendedose. This has
also beenobservedin other studieson the
antimotion sicknessdrugs (ref. 10). It is
wellestablishedthat anyfactor that irritates
the stomachlowersthe tolerancefor motion
and this could be a factor with the large
dosesusedhere (ref. 3). Nauseais a com-
mon side effect with overdoseof various
drugs. It was reported for severalof the
preparationsonthesideeffectsquestionnaire
whichwascompletedby the subjectsbefore
entering the SRR. The decreasein potency
with increaseddosemay have beenrelated
to thesefacts.
A review of the literature on antimotion
sicknessdrugs indicatedthat hyoscineand
meclizineshouldbeof aboutequalpotency.
A very significantdifferencein favor of hy-
oscinewas found in this and in our earlier
study. The British investigationshave long
heldthat hyoscineis the superiordrug (ref.
5) while severalU. S. reports favor the
antihistaminesas being the most effective
(ref. 10). A difference in strength of
stimulusin thesestudiesmaybe responsible
for thesedivergent findings (ref. 8). Our
results strongly support the view that hy-
oscineis the drug of choicefor prevention
of motionsickness.
Subjectswith defectivelabyrinths have
beenstudiedand havebeenfound to be re-
sistant to motion sicknesseven under the
mostextremeconditions(ref. 6). The side
effectof vertigo in this study was roughly
correlatedto potencyof the drugs against
motionsickness.Theseobservations suggest
that these drugs may act at the vestibular
receptor sites by lowering their sensitivity.
It is difficult, however, to visualize d-am-
phetamine as having this mechanism of ac-
tion.
The scale of signs and symptoms used to
determine motion sickness gave very good
results with trained subjects and observers.
It would most likely be difficult to apply it to
untrained personnel under field conditions.
The slight but steady rise in the basal
(placebo) tolerance for motion indicated
that no conditioning against the test oc-
curred. This enabled each subject to be
tested on all the drugs used and also to
serve as his own control.
The human centrifuge served as an ex-
cellent laboratory device for testing the anti-
motion sickness drugs. When the semicir-
cular canals had stabilized to the constant
rate of spin, no motion was perceived as long
as the head remained still. With head move-
ments the stimulation to the otoliths approxi-
mated that received from rough conditions in
a plane or surface vessel.
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Side effects
Fatigue, %
Drowsiness, (/,
Headache, _:'_
Blurred vision, %
Vertigo, %
Nervousness, % _
Dry mouth, %
Nausea, 9_
None, _,_
Table I.--Results of Questionnaires on Side Effects
4O
80
30
40
50
0
30
30
0
22 56
60 86
0 28
22 56
55 42
10 42
10 28
33 28
10 0
E
10 13
10 13
10 13
33 0
22 13
33 0
10 0
10 13
22 50
42 10
56 22
28 33
0 0
0 0
28 I0
0 i0
0 22
0 33
E
13 4
13 32
13 16
13 0
0 4
13 8
0 0
0 4
36 36
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DISCUSSION
FIELDS: Dr. Wendt and I did some drug testing
nearly 25 years ago with somewhat more primitive
facilities. However, since then he has done a great
deal to perfect his apparatus. After several years
of testing' of various drugs in a crash program to
find one which could be used in amphibious opera-
tions during World War II, we also came to the
conclusion that hyoscine was the best available
agent. Did you try experimenting" with double the
amount of amphetamine but with the same dose of
hyoscine ?
WOOD: No, we didn't. We doubled the dose of both
in combination, and we doubled them each separately,
but we didn't use that dosage.
WENDI: I don't think I agree that these drugs have
a common mechanism. In our eye movement experi-
ments we found that hyoscine decreases the velocity
of the slow phase of the nystagmus. Dramamine,
which is somewhat similar to your Bonamine, does
not do so but instead brings in the wandering eye
movement, which I think is associated with sleep and
which competes with nystagmus. I suspect that
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the one acts on the vestibular nuclei and the other
acts on the reticular activating system.
I believe that amphetamines operate by making
your subjects more optimistic, cheerful, self-con-
fident, and egocentric. When I went to Wright-Pat-
terson Field to fly their weightless patterns and
didn't want to get motion sick, I took hyoscine to
depress my vestibular nuclei and Marezine to de-
press my reticular activating system. I mistakenly
took tigan hydrochloride to depress my vomiting
center, and I took paregoric to keep stomach sensa-
tions from bothering me. I took amphetamine to
make me cheerful and a very small amount of
Seconal to make me self-confident. In the aggre-
gate, there were no significant side effects of any
kind, but as a motion sickness preventative, this
mess of stuff actualIy turned out to be rather effec-
tive.
We have recently published a paper on the use
of the vertical accelerator for evaluation of drugs.
We find that it's much more efficient than sea trials;
a group of 24 subjects for each treatment seems to
be enough to replicate the efficacy order of drugs
where we are using hyoscine, dramamine, placebo,
and one other weak motion sickness preventative.
The use of machines for screening motion sickness
preventatives for a purpose of this kind is quite valid
because it giFces similar results to those obtained
from sea trials.
WOOD, I agree with Dr. Wendt on the mechanisms.
This was, as I said, an attempt to find a common
ground for the drugs. It certainly is not necessary
to find it, and there are many factors working in
motion sickness. As far as the sea trial is con-
cerned, I can imagine no more uncontrolled situation
than to have the observer sick also in sea trials. I
am highly in favor of the laboratory methods, if we
can get the purist to accept them.
POLLACK: What you present is perfectly applicable
at 1 G, but you are not extrapolating this at zero G,
are you?
WOOf): No, we're not.
RUBIN: It seems that Dr. Wood made use of some
motion sickness drug evaluation techniques done in
the Slow Rotation Room that are not in common use.
It would be well if the complete method of evalua-
tion were published for all to understand. Different
drug results are obtainable when, say, vomiting is
used as the end point in a vertical swing apparatus,
or when ENG recorded nystagmus is used as the
end point following caloric stimulation. In well con-
trolled studies, when both double blind and triple
blind drug administration techniques are used, drugs
in the phenothiazine group and in the antihistamine
group show repeatedly better response than do the
drugs in automatic drug group. Further, I am
wondering whether Dr. Wood has made any attempt
to correlate drug localization in normal or other
tissue to corroborate his motion sickness control
studies. We have done drug localization studies in
brain tissue of both rabbits and dogs and we are in
the process of further following this drug accumula-
tion into subcellular portions of the areas of the
brain with the greatest concentration of drug. We
have found most interesting accumulation of one of
the phenothyazines in the vestibular nuclei and cere-
bellum. There are other studies now in progress for
following drug accumulation in the brain tissue of
other drug types with vomiting suppression response
in the vertical swing technique. It is evident that
only part of the motion sickness drug evaluation
story can be told if only Dr. Wood's method is fol-
lowed. I believe that other techniques, such as vomit-
ing suppression or nystagmus decline, should be con-
sidered in order to elicit the complete picture.

Temporary Suppression of Semicircular Canal
Function in Squirrel Monkeys After Streptomycin Sulfate
MAKOTO IGARASHI
U. S. Naval School of Aviation Medicine
The evidence of the role of the vestibular
organs in causing motion sickness in unusual
force environments is seen in comparing the
distress of normal subjects with the carefree
attitude of those who have lost the function
of these organs. Even partial loss of vestib-
ular function affords protection. Among
those so protected are patients who have re-
ceived streptomycin for the treatment of
their M6ni_re's disease. The vestibular
ablation technique for M6ni_re's disease has
been established by Fowler (ref. 1), Ham-
berger et al. (ref. 2), Ruedi (ref. 3), Hanson
(ref. 4), and Schuknecht (ref. 5). When
administered either intratympanically or
parenterally, vestibular ablation was success-
ful in most of the cases. Schuknecht ad-
ministered streptomycin to patients with
M6ni_re's disease in amounts just sufficient
to result in ataxia. According to him, no one
suffered a loss in hearing, suggesting a selec-
tive affinity for the vestibular labyrinth.
Four of his patients were studied 10 years
later ; hearing had improved in three and was
unchanged in one (Graybiel, personal com-
munication).
Although studies of ototoxic effects of
streptomycin sulfate in lower animals by
Schuknecht (ref. 5) Hawkins (refs. 6 and
7), Winston and colleagues (refs. 8 to 10),
Ruedi and colleagues (refs. 11 and 12),
Christensen et al. (ref. 13), Berg (ref. 14),
and McGee et al. (ref. 15) had revealed the
hair cell loss in the cochlea as well as semi-
circular canals, the possibility still existed
that, in man, small doses might suppress the
vestibular function without damaging hear-
ing end organs.
As a first step in exploring this possibility,
squirrel monkeys were chosen among the
subhuman primates inasmuch as some vomit
when exposed to the inertial forces in a
rotating environment. In addition to the pri-
mary purpose, the opportunity also existed
to study the relative roles of the semicircular
canals and otolith end organs in causing ves-
tibular sickness, because streptomycin sul-
fate has generally been known to have less
effect on the maculae of the otolith organs.
Healthy squirrel monkeys were screened
on the basis of normal semicircular canal
function as repeatedly measured by the
threshold caloric test and susceptibility to
vomiting in the Pensacola Slow Rotation
Room. Hearing testing was not attempted.
Eight animals selected were given one or
more courses of streptomycin sulfate for a
period of three weeks. During this period,
both tests were performed continuously.
Treatment was continued until there was a
sign of suppression of canal function.
Six months after the suppression, patho-
logical studies were carried out. All animals
were sacrificed by means of intravital
cardiac perfusion, and the temporal bones
were prepared following the standard prep-
aration procedure. The horizontal serial
sections were examined light-microscopically.
The pathological findings of both vestibule
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and cochlea were graphically reconstructed
thereafter.
All functional test results, and the patho-
logical findings of both vestibule and cochlea,
are summarized in table I.
The complete or almost complete suppres-
sion of caloric threshold was observed in five
animals, while the rest showed partial sup-
pression. Six months after the suppression,
the caloric test indicated normal or nearly
normal function in all animals.
Six monkeys tested in the Slow Rotation
Room (10 rpm) did not show any canal sick-
ness symptoms while their caloric thresholds
were depressed, but all except one demon-
strated canal sickness symptoms with vomit-
ing when the caloric thresholds were re-
covered. Figures 1, 2, and 3 demonstrate
representative data of threshold caloric tests
and canal sickness tests in the Slow Rotation
Room. The suppression of caloric threshold
occurred rapidly, but the recovery was rather
gradual.
The hair cell pathology in semicircular
canal cristae was severe in two animals
which received rather small total doses of
streptomycin sulfate, moderate in two ani-
mals, and slight or very slight in others.
Two of three monkeys which showed par-
tially suppressed caloric threshold had slight
m,
J
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Figure 1.--The course of caloric threshold and canal
sickness threshold change in Pensacola Slow
Rotation Room after administration of 4600 m_
of streptomycin sulfate. Open circles in the caloric
column indicate the testing points. Open circles in
Slow Rotation Room test column indicate the posi-
tive canal sickness at 10 rpm. The roman num-
bers and the rectangles below horizontal lines,
with one month step abscissa, indicate the numbers
of streptomycin courses. The five large circles are
graphic representations of vestibular hair cell
pathology. S: Superior semicircular canal crista;
H: Horizontal semicircular canal crista; P: Pos-
terior semicircular canal crista; U: Utrieular
macula; Sc: Sacc_Har macula; N: No pathological
findings.
and very slight hair cell pathology in cristae,
but the other monkey had severe pathology.
Figure 4 is a view of normal horizontal
Table I.--Functional Tests Data and Pathological Findings in Eight Squirrel Monkeys a.fter
Streptomycin Sulfate Injection
[Pathological findings: +++, severe; ++, moderate; +, slight; _, very slight; --, none. Signs indicate
the estimated average of findings from each animal]
ET
DR
EP
FC
DH
FN
DM
ES
Total
strepto-
mycin
do se,
mgr
1190
1150
2800
3000
3000
3350
4050
4600
Functional testings
Caloric
Lowest Complete
threshold,
°C recovery
<1o +
< 7 +
13 +
20 +
< 2 +
2 +
24 +
<2 +
SRR
No
symptom Recovery
at 10 rpm
+
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
+ +
Pathological findings
++4- -- + --
++ -- ++ ±
+++ + +++ ++
+ + -- ++ --
+ -+_ -- ++ --
+ ++ ± ++ --
+ ± ± ++ ++
+ ± -- ++ ±
Paral-
lelism Organ Spiral
caloric Cristae Maculae of
I eorti ganglion
SRR
SUPPRESSIONFSEMICIRCULARCANALFUNCTIONAFTERSTREPTOMYCINSULFATE
i-
I
"T__LrJ "_'
i
'k__
Figure 2.--Course of caloric threshold and canal
sickness threshold change after administration of
3350 mg of streptomycin sulfate. Lowest caloric
threshold was 2°C. (See fig. 1.)
i
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his M_ni_re's patients. Investigating postro-
tatory nystagmus duration, McGee and
Olszewski (ref. 15) reported partial recovery
of canal function with severe hair cell pathol-
ogy in crista, in a few of their streptomycin
Figure 4.--Photomicrograph shows a normal hori-
zontal semwircular canal cristo of squirrel
monkey. × 260.
Figure 3. Course of caloric threshold and canal
sickness threshold change after administration of .....
3000 mg o/ streptomycin sulfate. (See fig. 1.) _: _; " :,
semicircular canal crista, and figure 5 is
representative of the end organ pathology in
the crista. The hair cell pathology was usu-
ally more significant on the summit of the
crista than on the sides.
Even with severe hair cell pathology in the
crista, the recovery of the caloric threshold
was almost complete in all monkeys investi-
gated. Temporary suppression and recovery
of canal function after the parenteral ad-
ministration of streptomycin sulfate, by
measuring caloric nystagmus duration, was
reported by Schuknecht (ref. 5) in some of
Figure 5.--Photomicrograph demonstrating a view
of severe end organ pathology in horizontal semi-
circular canal crista from squirrel monkey after
admMistration of 1100 mg of streptomycin sul-
fate. Hair cell damage is more prominent on
s_mmit of crista. X 235.
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sulfate cat series. It is therefore feasible
that functional suppression with recovery
can be expected in the vestibular end organs
after the streptomycin sulfate administra-
tion, which may possibly involve the bio-
chemistry of endolymph and hair cells first,
followed by morphological destruction. The
neurotoxicity of streptomycin sulfate is still
unknown.
Maculae in all of our monkeys showed min-
imal end organ pathology. Figure 6 is a view
of the almost intact saccular macula and de-
stroyed upper basal turn after streptomycin
sulfate injection. Representative graphic re-
constructions of cochlear and vestibular end
organs are demonstrated in the figures 7-11.
Minimal difference was observed between
two ears of each individual monkey.
All cochleas investigated demonstrated
hair cell lesions without any exception. The
moderate spiral ganglion cell lesions were
observed in two monkeys, and very slight
ganglion cell loss was observed in another
two monkeys. The hair cell losses in the
cochleas were extended to the average of 12
mm from the basal ends, regardless of the
total doses of streptomycin sulfate. Figure
12 demonstrates a normal and figure 13 a
streptomycin destroyed organ of Corti from
upper middle and upper basal turns of squir-
rel monkey cochleas. It is possible that these
animals had high frequency hearing losses.
Very minimal pathology was observed in all
other structures in the cochlea.
Since the hair cell involvement always
started from the basal end towards the apex
and decreased gradually in the present in-
vestigation, the probability of hearing pres-
Figure 6.--Photomierograph showing intact saccular macula and destroyed
upper basal turn of cochlea after administration of $050 mg of streptomycin
sulfate. X 160.
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Figure 7.--Graphic display showing moderate to severe hair cell pathology in eristae, and slight cochlear
lesion after administration of 1100 mg of streptomycin sulfate.
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Figure 8.--Spiral di._play and barograms demonstrating severest cochlear destr_ction after administration
o/2800 mg of streptomycin sulfate. Patkology in cristae was also moderate to severe.
ervation, except at very high frequencies,
still remains. Figure 14 demonstrates a
severely damaged organ of Corti in basal
turn and a morphologically intact organ of
Corti in middle and apical turns, after 4050
mg of streptomycin sulfate injection. The
hearing improvement reported by Schu-
knecht (ref. 5) in some M_ni_re's cases after
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Figure 9.---Crraphiv reconstruction showi_g slight vestibular pathology and moderate cochlear da_ag( _ a/te_"
administration of 3000 mg of streptomycin trulfate.
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Figure lO.--Graphic display showing _oderate to severe pathology both i_ cristae and i_ orga_t o/ Corti a.ftc_"
administration of 3350 mg of streptomycin s_lfate.
the parenteral administration of streptomy-
cin sulfate, was quite remarkable in middle
and low frequencies; however, it was not
quite clear in high frequencies. McGee et al.
(ref. 15) reported cochlear pathology with
hearing losses in four of their seven cats
after the parenteral use of streptomycin
sulfate (75-200 mg/kg daily, total 1800-
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Figure ll.--Graphiv reconstruction demonstrating very slight vestibular end organ pathology after _zdmiMs
tration of ]_050 mg of streptomycin sulfate injection.
b
Figure 12.--Photomierograph showing normal organ
of Corti from upper middle and upper basal turns
in a normal squirrel monkey. X 260.
Figure 13.--Photomicrograph demonstrating partial
outer hair cell loss in upper middle turn, and total
loss of outer hair cells in upper basal turn, after
administration of 3000 mg of streptomycin sulfate
injection. X 2_0.
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Figure 14.---Microphotograph demonstrating entire cochlea, with moderate pathology i_ ,,rgat_ of Corti a_(l
spiral ganglion, after admini._tr_ttion of 4050 mg of streptomycin sulfate. Notice Ios.s. of prim_ry neurons
in osseous spiral lamina of basal turn. Organ of Corti and spiral ga_glio_ _tre morphologically intact in
middle and apical turns. × 30.
5600 mg); and two of these were accom-
panied with spiral ganglion cell lesions. Our
present data demonstrate cochlear damage
similar to their findings. The severity of the
cochlear lesions was not always parallel to
that of the vestibular end organs.
A difference may exist among different
antibiotic concentration levels in the serum,
among different species, or different in-
dividuals, etc. And the reactions which were
exhibited by M_ni_re's diseased ears and
normal ears may not be the same. However,
extreme caution should always be used in the
parenteral administration of streptomycin
sulfate to primates, for the purpose of vestib.
ular ablation, since some monkeys in our
present study exhibited evident cochlear
damages.
The significance of these findings may be
summarized as follows: Damage to the hear-
ing end organ occurred following the ad-
ministration of the smallest dose of strepto-
mycin sulfate sufficient to depress the semi-
circular canal function. However, the amount
of streptomycin required to produce ataxia
in monkeys was much greater than in the
case of man.
In the squirrel monkey, neither a normal
caloric threshold nor susceptibility to vomit-
ing in the Slow Rotation Room was a reli-
able indicator of morphological normality of
the canal crista. From the clinical stand-
point, the fact that the effects of treatment
were almost reversible suggests that either
initially some of the morphological or bio-
chemical changes were of a reversible na-
ture, or that a compensatory function from
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higher vestibular system occurred, or both.
Streptomycin sulfate did not result in any
severe morphological destruction in the
maculae in most monkey ears. Therefore,
the loss of susceptibility to vomiting in the
Slow Rotation Room was possibly due to sup-
pression of the canal function, and the term
"canal sickness" is appropriate, because the
essentiality of the canal function in the
etiology of vomiting was demonstrated. The
appearance of ataxia in some monkeys with
no pathology in the maculae, and its subse-
quent disappearance, indicates that this dis-
turbance also had its possible genesis in the
canal crista. The administration of strepto-
mycin sulfate is a useful method of selec-
tively suppressing the semicircular canal
function.
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DISCUSSION
(:. SMITH: There are two points that I would like to
make in discussing Dr. Igarashi's paper. One is in
confirmation of the data that he has presented and
the second is to add a little bit more about the
otolithic organs. I also have been studying sections
of the ears from a series of squirrel monkeys that
were treated with streptomycin in Pensacola by Dr.
Graybiel, Lt. Meek, and Lt. McLeod. They were both
treated and tested here, and the pathological results
are mostly in agreement with Dr. Igarashi's results.
The damage in the cristae varied from nuclear
pyknosis in the hair cells and supporting cells to
loss of about three-fourths of the hair cells in some
of the cristae. There was hair cell loss in the organ
of Corti in each of these animals. In my series this
was restricted to the basal turn and often restricted
to an area close to the round window. Many of the
maculae of the saccules and utricles were normal in
appearance, as in Dr. Igarashi's animals. In some
there seemed to be hair cell damage as evidenced by
nuclear extrusion from some of the hair cells and
perhaps some of the supporting cells. In one animal
the cell count of hair cells in the utricle was about
20_ lower than that counted in comparable sections
from a normal utricle. However, the value of such a
cell count would be questionable because it would
have to be based on a great deal of normal data,
and I don't have that data at the present time.
It is the changes in the otolithic organs that I
would like to discuss in a little more detail. First,
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it is nottoodifficulto detecthair cell loss in the
cristae of the semicircular canals or in the organ
of Corti because the hair cells in the organ of
Corti are arranged in four rows, and one can easily
determine if the hair cells are present or absent.
In the cristae they are arranged in a single layer
and here again one can determine, especially across
the top of the crest, when hair cells are present or
absent and when the supporting cells only are left.
The hair cells in the maculae, on the other hand,
are sort of "pseudo stratified," and it is more difficult
to determine when a few hair cells would be lost in
these organs. In an osmic acid fixed ear, embedded
in epon and stained with a basic fuchsin, the basal
layer of supporting cell nuclei and the nuclei above,
which belong to the hail' cells, can be seen. All the
hair cells reach the surface of the macula, and for
this reason I said they were "pseudo-stratified."
They only appear to be stratified because some are
shorter and others are longer. There are supporting
cells in between. If such a hair cell, which is very
long and constricted in its supranuelear portion,
were lost, the supporting cells could very easily fill
in the space and the loss of a few of these cells
might not be readily evident. I find it difficult to
believe that there should be the hair cell loss we
have found in the cristae of semicircular canals and
in the organ of Corti without any pathology at all
to the maculae and, in fact, recently Wersiill and
Duval, who used a somewhat stronger dose of
streptomycin sulfate in the guinea pig, showed that
there were similar changes in the hair cells of both
cristae and maculae as well as the organ of Corti.
We thought that if we should examine the maculae
at high resolution perhaps something more would be
evident. Thus we examined material from two
streptomycin treated animals and from two normal
animals. The normal animals were used as controls.
The basic fuehsin stained the hair cells and the sup-
porting cells rather evenly and the only more densely
stained materials were the nuclei and the mite-
chondria.
Figure D1 shows material taken from the utriele
from the second control animal. This is a rather
tangential section as evidenced by the double rows
of supporting cell nuclei. On the right we see that
the supporting cells are evenly stained but on the
left there is some uneven staining and the support-
ing cells seem not to be stained so densely.
We also obtained a basic fuchsin stained, osmie
acid fixed, preparation from the utriele of a squirrel
monkey that received 60 milligrams of streptomycin
sulfate, per ki!o, per day for 26 days. The hair cells
appeared to be slightly shrunken. The animal was
fixed 8 months after cessation of treatment. The
supporting cells were much less densely stained.
Figure D2 shows material from the saccule of
this animal, and here again we see that the support-
ing cells seem to be less densely stained than those
Figure Dl.--Photomicrograp]_ of section from utri-
cle of normal squirrel monkey ear. OsO4 fixed;
epon embedded; basic fuchsin stain. )< 600.
in the normal. This is not a consistent finding; it is
only intermittently found in these maculae. The
electronmicrographs which are made on much
thinner sections do not show this nearly so well.
I wish to note some structures in order to
give a base value for comparison with the patho-
logical material. In the entire thickness of the
saccule from a normal control animal, the outline
of the hair cells is fairly regular. The supporting
cells are filled with normal cell organelles. This
supporting cell seems to have fewer organelles.
With a somewhat higher magnification of hair cells
its regular outline and two supporting cells can be
Figure D2.--Photom_crograph of section frown sac-
cule of streptomycin-treated squirrel monkey ear.
OsO, ' fixed; epon embedded; basic fuchsin stain.
X 500.
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detected. The base of supporting hair cells does
not seem to contain as many cell organelles as one
finds up at the apex.
The hair cells from the ear of a streptomycin
treated squirrel monkey appear to be much more ir-
regular in outline, as if they are shrunken. The
supporting cells seem no different from the normal
supporting cells. In another section from this same
animal the outline of the hair cells appears to be
more irregular than in the normal, as if they were
shrunken. There is no difference in the cytoplasmic
contents of these supporting cells as shown by
electronmicroscopy. We find the same type of cell
organelles as are found in the normal maculae. There
does not seem to be a deficiency in any particular
type of cell organelles. And I would expect that the
lighter staining in the basic fuchsin stains is prob-
ably due to a greater water content and a greater
dispersion of the usual cytoplasmic contents.
Certainly this is not any definite proof for
pathology in the otolith organs. However, as I said,
one would hardly expect to find active cell degen-
eration at this period. I feel, however, that we
should look for some active pathological processes
in earlier animals before concluding that the hair
cells of the cristae are selectively injured by strepto-
mycin or by other drugs.
IGARASHh It is quite true that to evaluate the hair
cell pathology accurately is very difficult. I cer-
tainly agree with Dr. Smith that if we use the
electronmicroscope we might detect more pathologi-
cal findings in the maculae. Also if we increase the
doses of streptomycin, we would expect higher serum
concentrations of the drug, and hence in the vestib-
ular organs, and then we might expect more severe
injury to the macuIae and to the cristae. However,
our initial purpose was how to abolish canal sick-
ness, at the same time avoiding injury to the organ
of Corti. This was our initial purpose in the
streptomycin experiment.
Talking about the vestibular ablation, if we try
to destroy all vestibular end organs, that can be
done surgically. Or even some part of the otolithic
organs can be destroyed surgically. However, there
is no other way to take out canal function com-
pletely and preserve otolithic function, without using
this streptomycin sulfate technique. Streptomycin
sulfate may be a means of completely suppressing
canal fl_nctions with little or no demonstrable loss of
function of the otolithic organs.
SPOENDLIN: There are important differences in the
action of different types of streptomycin in humans
and different animals. In humans, streptomycin has
a much more selective action on the vestibular ap-
paratus than on the cochlea. The opposite is true
for d-hydrostreptomycin which has in humans a
much stronger action on the cochlea than on the
vestibular apparatus. As far as I understood, you
did your pathological studies only after the recovery
time. Is that correct?
IGARASH h Right.
SPOENDLIN: Of course, the thing to do now would
be to carry out pathological studies at successively
increasing intervals following streptomycin sulfate
administration.
IGARASHh This certainly should be done and we are
planning to do it. Talking about the difference be-
tween species, I agree with you. In some countries
with a high incidence of tuberculosis, streptomycin
is used quite extensively. Even though we don't have
so many deaf persons, maybe less than 1% of
streptomycin treated people, I know that this drug
has very different effect in different species.
ORAYBIEL: I should like to ask a question which is
based on the fact that we can measure counterrolling
in persons fairly accurately but we don't have any
good notion as to what a certain loss of counter-
rolling function means in terms of the ability of the
person to perform any of his purposeful activities.
To a lesser extent this is also the case for the func-
tions of the semicircular canals. The question is
whether such clinical studies in the squirrel monkey
supported by pathological findings would have
worthwhile application to man? The clinical-
pathological correlations in squirrel monkeys given
streptomycin sulfate disclosed the unexpected finding
that very considerable loss of sensory epithelium of
the cristae was associated with little or no loss of
function as determined by clinical tests. It would be
important to know how far this is true for man.
WOLFSON: We were very surprised in attempting
selective destruction of the labyrinth by using
ultrasonic techniques in humans for MeniSre's
disease and in this case, we also find, very amazingly,
that in several cases immediately after ultrasonics
you have a marked suppression of vestibular func-
tion to caloric testing. And after a period of months
you find the vestibular function returning right back
to normal levels in several cases. And again, this
is the most amazing thing because in animals after
they have been sacrificed 4 to 6 weeks after ultra-
sonics has been applied to a labyrinth you find a
complete destruction of the neuroepithelium, and it
is amazing how in humans this recovery may take
place. Apparently the vestibular apparatus has a
great recovery power. We have been working for
the last year and a half along these lines using
cryogenic surgery applied to the labyrinth of ani-
mals, primarily monkeys. In using this technique
we were able to apply temperatures down to about
minus 180°C and for varying durations. In monkeys
we can destroy their labyrinths or obtain a marked
suppression of vestibular function. We have not up
to this time finished the histological studies.
SPOENDLIN: In studying normal maculae I have
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beensurprisedto findhowmanysensory cells have
been lacking. In my paper, I presented a figure that
features a "hole" where the usual normal sensory
cells should be. This indicates that even under nor-
mal conditions some sensory cells wear out and
break down. And I keep asking myself if eventually
a regeneration of sensory cells could take place, a
phenomenon which was demonstrated for instance in
the taste buds but which was never thought to occur
in the vestibular sensory epithelia.
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